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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The activities and significance of the major European powers in Africa have
been carefully researched and evaluated by numerous historians. However,
scholarship has tended not to be so thorough with regard to the lesser Euro
pean states and their role in African development. This has been especially
true of the Scandinavian countries (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and
Sweden). The activities of these nations is largely a forgotten factor and has
been merely footnoted in scholarly studies. This is surprising in the light of
the significant impact these countries have achieved.
The writer wishes to investigate in this study the important role these
people, particularly the Swedes and Norwegians, have had on the cultural,
social and economic development of South Africa (the area encompassing
today's Republic of South Africa) and Namibia (or South West Africa) prior
to 1902. The Scandinavians contributed in a variety of ways — as explorers,
natural scientists, missionaries, early pioneers and settlers, fishermen,
whalers, miners, engineers, merchants, businessmen and investors — to the
making of modern South Africa. These people have had a unique role, especially
in view of the small number involved. They not only influenced South African
history but also Europe in its knowledge of South Africa; for example, through
the work of Swedish natural scientists.
The purpose of this book is to help fill the void which now exists on
the Scandinavian involvement in South Africa. It is groundbreaking research,
for no significant work has been done on Swedish-Norwegian cultural, social
and economic contributions in that area. For this reason the manuscript is
heavily biographical in orientation. Dr E.Axelson, assistant principal
(academic) of the University of Cape Town and renowned scholar of the Por
tuguese in southeastern Africa; Dr W. Punt, founder and former director of
the Simon van der Stel Foundation, Pretoria; DrC.de Jong, chairman of the
department of economics, University of South Africa, Pretoria; and others
have noted that South Africans, always interested in their past heritage,
recognize that such a work is lacking. In a letter to this writer, Dr Axelson
noted:
Being of half Swedish origin myself, I personally am naturally extremely
interested in your research. In the course of my general reading I have
been greatly struck by the very considerable number of people of Scan
dinavian origin who have made notable contributions to the development of
South Africa .. -1
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In Scandinavia there is similar interest expressed particularly by the Scan
dinavian Institute of African Studies, Uppsala; officials of Sveriges Industriforbundet (Federation of Swedish Industries), Stockholm; Dr Tore Furberg, Chair
man of Svenska Kyrkans Mission (Church of Sweden Mission), Uppsala; Bishop
Bengt Sundkler, recognized international scholar and author of 'Bantu Prophets
in South Africa'; Bishop Helge Fosseus, former leader of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in southern Africa - southeast region; and Emigrantinstitutet
(Emigrant Institute), Vaxjd, Sweden. Dr Sten Almqvist of the latter institute
(he has done research on Scandinavians in Australia) made this comment:
We find it interesting to hear about your work with the Swedish-South African
relations in early days. As far as we know, very little has been done about
that.2
In many respects, at least prior to 1900, Scandinavians were the fifth (after
the British, Dutch, German and French) most significant European group in
South Africa, and yet the only one of the five with very limited scholarly work.
It should be noted that such a study is most timely since there is at present
considerable ethnic consciousness in the Republic of South Africa. It is apparent
as one travels through this country that all groups, whether European or African,
Indian or Coloured, feel threatened. In response, they desire to create a
greater sense of ethnicity by studying their background, cultural uniqueness,
and achievements in South African society. All one needs to do is look at a
South African publication such as the government-sponsored 'Panorama'
(issued by the Department of Information) to realize that ethnicity is a
powerful force in this nation. Hardly an edition goes by without some group
being singled out, the feature article carefully pointing out its special con
tribution in the making of the South African nation.
This study is also timely due to the increased emphasis and greater atten
tion paid to South Africa in Scandinavia's political, economic, religious and
literary circles. Recently Scandinavian (particularly the Swedish) govern
ments have become actively engaged in the economic sphere on the African
continent. The decision has been made that prosperous Scandinavia has a
unique role in aiding the economically underdeveloped third world. Sweden's
goal is to contribute one per cent of her gross national product to these nations
through either bilateral or multilateral economic programs. A majority of this
aid is directed toward a selected number of African states — Ethiopia, Tan
zania, Tunisia, Kenya, the Sudan and more recently the southern African
nations of Zambia, Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland. Along with this greater
emphasis on black Africa has been a stepped-up campaign to speak out against
what Sweden considers to be the intolerable racial and colonialistic conditions
currently existing in southern Africa. Since 1948, Sweden has loudly and
repeatedly condemned the racial policies of the Republic of South Africa as well
as Rhodesia, and Portugal In Angola and Mozambique. From 1969, the Swedish
government openly aided the 'liberation' movements in the two Portuguesecontrolled areas. The Republic of South Africa has been heavily criticized for
her expansionistic policies in Namibia (the United Nations now identifies South
West Africa by this name). This condemnation has not only been expressed by
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the Swedish government but also by the press, labour, churches, writers and
the general citizenry, and has had important repercussions both in Sweden and
South Africa,
Significantly the present-day Scandinavian with his anti-South African views
has largely failed to recognize the important role his fellow countrymen have
played in the development of South Africa from an undeveloped pastoral society
in the eighteenth century to an important industrial power today. This writer
aims to place recent Scandinavian activities into historical perspective and to
show that its cultural, social and economic involvement in South Africa is of
long duration and by no means insignificant.
These northern Europeans began coming to the southern end of Africa as early
as the third decade of the seventeenth century when the first Danish ships, on
their way to trading posts in India, arrived in Table Bay, Cape Town.3 Through
out the second half of that century as well as the eighteenth, numerous Scan
dinavians were employed by the Dutch East India Company, chief of whom were
Oloff Bergh and Henrik Jacob Wikar (they both were also explorers). Anders
Sparrman and Carl Peter Thunberg were examples of natural scientists with
particular interest in botany but who also wrote valuable accounts of the
indigenous people. Anders Stockenstrom illustrates an early Swede engaged in
governmental work; he was a landdrost (governor) of the Graaff-Reinet district
located in the eastern part of the Cape Colony.
The nature of Scandinavian activity during the first two-thirds of the nine
teenth century was mainly that of merchants, natural scientists, explorers and
missionaries. Jacob Letterstedt, an important figure in Cape Town in the
1840's and 1850's, was an example of Swedish business and trade involvement
in South Africa, while Johan August Wahlberg was engaged in scientific as well
as exploratory pursuits in regions later identified as Natal, the Transvaal and
South West Africa. Two other important explorers of Namibia during that time
were Charles John Andersson and Axel Wilhelm Eriksson. Swedes continued to
be engaged in political activities; for example, Anders Stockenstrom's son, Sir
Andries was an important governmental leader in the British administration.
Louis Tregardt (Trichardt), a leader of the Voortrekkers, illustrated the
continued Swedish involvement with the Boers. The first missionary to estab
lish permanent stations in Zululand was the Norwegian Bishop Hans P. S.
Schreuder, who was later succeeded in the leadership position of his mission
by Ommund Oftebro.
With the discovery of diamonds in 1867 and gold nearly twenty years later,
along with the unstable economic and social situation in Scandinavia at the same
time, a number of Swedes, Norwegians and Danes emigrated to South Africa,
many subsequently occupying positions as gold and diamond engineers, railway
builders and employees, and land surveyors. There were also opportunities in
shipping and timber as witnessed by the success of the Thesen family and Karl
Lithman. In the brewery business, Anders Ohlsson amassed a fortune. Led by
Oscar Wilhelm Alric Forssman, a Swedish settlement in 1863 was established
along the Vaal River. Even larger Norwegian communities developed in Durban
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and Marburg, Natal. By the turn of the century, over three thousand Scan
dinavians had migrated to South Africa and were nearly equally dispersed among
the three areas of Cape Colony, Natal and the Transvaal. This period also
witnessed the increasingly strained relations between Briton and Boer, cul
minating in the Second Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902. There was active
Scandinavian involvement on both sides of this rivalry. For example, a volun
teer Scandinavian Corps fought with the Boers. People back in Scandinavia
took a keen interest in the war, and generally were divided in their loyalties,
though a large number of the common people viewed the Afrikaners as a brave
and God-fearing folk, and worthy of the highest respect and admiration.
The history of Swedish missionary activity began in 1878 with Peter O. H.
Witt's mission in Oscarsberg (Rorke's Drift, Natal). Various Swedish and
Norwegian missions together account for a large number of churches, hos
pitals and schools, and have had a noticeable impact, especially in the south
east region of the country. Leading Scandinavian missionaries and their child
ren (eg., Samuelsons) were attracted to the work of the London Missionary
Society and Dr John Philip, a defender of the rights of the Khoikhoi (term used
to identify Hottentots) against exploitation from European settlers. As a result,
many Scandinavians became committed to the more 'liberal' racial attitudes.
It should also be pointed out that Scandinavians had interests in other areas
of Africa dating to the early 1600's. In West Africa, by 1814, the Swedes had
broken into the slave trade which was in the hands of the Portuguese, English,
Dutch and French.4 Under the leadership of Louis de Geer ( see Chapter II),
the Swedish African Company was founded. By 1650, it had established a fort
at Cabo Corso near the present city of Accra, Ghana. The citadel was called
Carlsborg in honour of Charles X, Swedish king from 1654 to 1660 and the
nephew of Gustavus Adolphus. The Swedes held this fort until 1663, trading in
gold, slaves and ivory. It was Henrich Carloff, a German, who negotiated with
the local African chieftain for Cabo Corso but when he complained that he was
not paid by the Swedes, this European agent decided to transfer his loyalty to
the Danish king. The intense seventeenth century Danish-Swedish rivalry in
the Baltic spilled over to the west African coast and in the war of 1656-1657,
the Swedish fort came under Danish control, thanks to the traitorous behaviour
of Carloff. But at the conclusion of the war, it was returned to Sweden only to
fall a few years later into Dutch hands.
Although the Danes were forced to give up Cabo Corso, they were active in
other parts of the Gold (today Ghanaian) Coast. In the beginning of the 1640's,
the Holstein town of Gliickstadt (at that time under Danish control) began
trading expeditions to western Africa. In 1649, the city formed its own African
company and built Fort Frederiksborg, also near the present city of Accra. It
remained Danish until the 1680's when it was sold to England. Christiansborg
was built in 1661 (located within Accra) with Christian Cornelisen as com
mandant. The city of Copenhagen by 1671 had become interested in West Africa
and proceeded to form its own company which eventually took over the Gliick
stadt enterprise. Gold and ivory had previously been the chief Danish interest
in West Africa. Now the slave trade came to the forefront, especially as a result
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of Danish penetration (beginning in 1672) of the West Indian Virgin Islands. In
the eighteenth century, other Danish outposts Fredensborg, Kongensten, Prinsensten) were established along the Gold Coast, but Christiansborg was the
most important, being held by the Danes until it was sold in 1849 to a reluctant
England. By Royal Decree of 16 March 1792, the exportation of slaves from
Danish possessions was prohibited as well as the transportation of slaves on
Danish ships. Thus Denmark was the first European state to condemn this
practice though the prohibition did not take effect until 1 January 1803. Ten
years later, Sweden followed Denmark's example.
Numerous Danes, including scientists and missionaries, visited West Africa
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Ludevig Ferdinand Rtfmer in 1760
published an ethnographic account of the region around the Danish forts.
Between 1783 and 1787, Paul Erdman Isert, a naturalist, wrote an account of
the peoples of the area, being anxious to record the 'manners and customs of
savage peoples' before they should be lost in the advance of civilization.6
Christian Protten was the first missionary to West Africa, having arrived in
Christianborg in 1737. He wrote a brief study of Fante and Ga grammar, two
languages spoken along the Ghanaian coast. An extensive work comparing
various African vocabularies was collected by Christian Oldendorp, a mis
sionary in the Danish West Indies. He also studied African religion and cus
toms through interviews with slaves. In 1763, five missionaries arrived in
Christiansborg led by Jacob Meder. In the 1830's and 1840's, Andreas Riis,
another Danish missionary, studied the Twi language spoken in the southern
part of Ghana, and in 1853 published the first grammar of this language.
In the second half of the eighteenth century, there were also a number of
Swedes who came to West Africa. Many were either influenced by the great
Swedish botanist, Carl Linnaeus (Anders Sparrman was in the region in 17871788 — see Chapter III) or by Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772). The latter
scholar was best known as a Biblical theologian, although he was also recog
nized for his scientific achievements in metallurgy and various inventions.
He believed that God commissioned him to present a new revelation to the
world. The European church was undergoing its 'last judgment' and God was
in the process of founding a new church, quite probably in the heart of Africa.
Swedenborg believed that Africans of the interior lived more spiritual lives
(he contributed to the eighteenth century idea of the 'noble savage') than cor
rupted areas such as Europe and the less spiritual Africans of Egypt and the
Cape region in South Africa.
A number of Swedenborgians believed they had a mission to go into the
African interior to help found this new church, and the best approach into this
region was thought to be via the West African coast. This explains the con
siderable Swedish interest in the Ghanaian region. King Gustavus III sent an
official expedition including Sparrman, the naturalist Captain Arrhenius, and
Carl Bernhard Wadstrom in 1787 to prepare for the establishment of a colony
near the Senegal River. But the planners quarreled and the project died.
Wadstrom was a Swedenborgian who has been described as 'one of the most
energetic, if erratic, of the colonial enthusiasts'.6 He had been the Chief
Director of the Assay Office in Stockholm, and when plans were made to
5

establish a colony in West Africa, Wadstrom jumped at the chance. Previously
he had hoped to establish a Utopian Swedenborgian community somewhere in
Europe, but he later shifted his attention to Africa, especially when his spirit
ual leader began discussing the new church that was to arise in the interior of
that continent.
Wadstrom was opposed to slavery but believed in the absolute superiority
of Western culture, which made it a moral obligation to change the African
traditional way of life. He believed in a multi-racial society where eventually
there may be equality among the races. But it was felt that since Africa was
underdeveloped, Europeans would in the beginning have to govern in a pater
nalistic manner. Although Africans would be recognized as fundamentally equal
to Europeans, initially they would have to accept a status of 'gentile servitude'.
After they received an education and learned to work presumably in a European
fashion, they would gradually advance to full membership in society and be
allowed to intermarry with the European colonists.7
If the tutelage of children be regarded as a period of slavery, I allow that
civilized nations have some right to exercise a certain dominion over the
uncivilized, provided that this happy dominion be confined as a paternal
yoke, and that the duration do not exceed the period of a child's maturity.
After the failure of the 1787 scheme, Wadstrom journeyed to England where
he became involved with the anti-slavery group including Thomas Clarkson.
He discussed with Granville Sharp the possibility of merging the Swedenborgian
venture with the Province of Freedom that was being discussed among the antislavery people, a settlement to be located in what is today Sierra Leone. But
the scheme was never carried out. Then in 1791, Wadstrom, with the aid of
Augustus Nordenskiold, a Swedish friend, organized the Bulama Island Assoc
iation made up of a group of English Swedenborgians. The aim was to start a
colony on Bulama Island off the coast of Portuguese Guinea, today known as
Guinea-Bissau. The settlers arrived in June 1792.but mainly due to disease,
the plan was abandoned a year and a half later. A second Bulama project was
attempted in 1794-1795 but also failed.
Wadstrom spent the last years of his life in France where he proposed to
the Directory that that country and Britain should join together to found an
international association for the civilization of Africa and the end of slavery
and the slave trade. Each of the associated states should take some African
coast as its own sphere of influence and be responsible for civilizing that part
of the continent. Sierra Leone and Bulama were to be set up as humanitarian
colonies with special neutral status. Wadstrom wrote a couple of books
including 'Observations on the Slave Trade' (published in London in 1789) and
'An Essay on Colonisation particularly to the Western Coast of Africa, with
some free Thoughts on Cultivation and Commerce; also brief Descriptions of
the Colonies already formed, or attempted, in Africa, including those of Sierra
Leone and Bulama' (2 volumes, London, 1794). He has been described as one
whose ideas influenced European colonialists later on in the nineteenth century.
Another Swedenborgian who visited West Africa in the late eighteenth cen
tury was Anders Johansen who worked as a publicist for the Bulama Association.9
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He designed houses especially suited for the tropical climate of the proposed
Swedenborgian settlement. The homes were to be built on stilts ten feet off the
ground so as to be above the noxious vapors thought to be the cause of the
tropical diseases. Each was to be provided with a broad veranda on all sides
and further insulated with Venetian blinds or awnings. The houses were to have
a double roof and provided with an apparatus for constantly circulating the air
(Anders Johansen, 'Description of Bulama Island', London, 1794). The houses
were never built, but they did foreshadow later tropical architecture.
The Swedenborgian Adam Afzelius was a Linnaean student who twice visited
Sierra Leone in the 1790's to pursue botanical research. He kept travel jour
nals, noting the history and customs of the people in the area and recording
his botanical discoveries. Afzelius' papers are preserved in the Library of
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.
The Congo and Cameroon regions of Central Africa were another area for
Scandinavian activity. As early as 1816, Christen Smith, a Norwegian botanist,
was in the lower Congo basin. A number of Scandinavians were employed in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries by Belgian King Leopold II as
officers in the Congo Free State army or navigators on the Congo River. Others
were employed as engineers, explorers, scientists, farmers and missionaries.
It has been estimated by H. Jenssen-Tusch in his 'Skandinaver i Congo' (page
185) that between 1878 and 1902, there were over eight hundred Scandinavians
(the majority being Swedes) serving in various capacities in the Congo (Zaire)
making them one of the largest groups of Europeans in the area, surpassed in
number probably only by the Belgians.10 Those Scandinavians who served in the
Congo Free State army later organized themselves into Swedish, Norwegian and
Danish Congo veteran associations.
Included among the Scandinavians was Captain Anton Andersson of Gothen
burg, Sweden, who was part of Henry Stanley's expedition in 1880 and who was
employed as a Congo River navigator by Leopold's Congo Association. Stanley,
in his book on the Congo, eulogized this Swede for his help. Edvard Gleerup,
in the service of the Congo government, was an early explorer of central
Africa. He was one of the first Europeans to cross the African continent from
the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean via the Congo River and Lake Tanganyika. He
made this trip in 1885-1886 and its account is recorded in his book, 'Tre §.r i
Kongo' (Three Years in the Congo). While travelling in eastern Zaire, Gleerup
named some falls on the Congo River the Wester Falls after his Swedish col
league, Lieutenant Arvid Mauritz Wester who was also employed by the Congo
Free State (see appendix A for map and description of other places in Africa
— particularly South Africa — named in honour of Scandinavians). Both men
had been in the Southern SkSnska Infantry Regiment of the Swedish army.
Wester had originally come to the Congo under Stanley in the latter part of
1883 as a captain over a contingent of seventy Hausa mercenaries from the
area west of Lake Chad. Wester took part in an expedition to Stanley Falls in
central Africa. For a time, he was engaged in defending the eastern Congo
from the Arabs who were penetrating from the east.
Among the hundreds of other Scandinavian men who were in Zaire in the
7

last two decades of the 1800's were Peter August Moller, hunter (see p. 73);
Carl Johan Ekblom, machinist for a Congo River steamer; Hans Hugold von
Schwerin, scientist who studied the cataracts of the Congo as well as the
climate of the region; Axel Svinhufvud, captain in the Congo Free State's army;
Vilhelm M. Aubert, judge in the Congo from 1904 to 1908; Carl Alfred M.
Carlsen, shipmaster, pilot on the Congo River; Gustaf Levin, sea captain;
Mats J. Julin-Dannfelt, officer with Stanley; Christer Posse, engineer for the
railway; Georg Wilhelm Pagels, army officer; and John Ludwig Wahl, machinist,
for a Congo River steamer.
The Swedish Covenant Church (Svenska Missionsforbundet) as early as
1881 sent missionaries including Nils Westlind, a skilled philologist, to the
lower Congo basin. That work expanded throughout much of what is today Zaire
(over 50,000 members) and the People's Republic of the Congo-Brazzaville.
A number of these Swedish missionaries reported to the outside world the
brutalities committed by the Belgian authorities against Africans in the 1890's
and first decade of the twentieth century. Other Scandinavian missionaries to
the Congo were the Norwegian Missionary Society (see Chapter V), Swedish
and Norwegian Baptists, and Swedish Pentecostals.
In the Cameroon, two Swedes — Knut Knutsson and Georg Valdau — in the
mid-1880's obtained over 70,000 acres in the mountain region of the northern
part of the country. They were interested in the potential of rubber and planned
to make this area a Swedish colony. They organized the Valdau, Knutsson and
Heilbron Co., but their plans went awry as the area came under German
domination and their company was later confiscated by German colonial
authorities.
There were numerous Swedish contacts with North Africa especially with
regard to the Barbary pirates as early as the second half of the seventeenth
century. Considerable negotiations took place and in 1729, the Swedes signed
a treaty with Algeria, the original document being found in the Riksarkivet
(National Archives), Stockholm.11
In East Africa,there has been considerable Scandinavian (especially Swedish)
activity, most importantly in Ethiopia (Abyssinia).12 Extensive Swedish
involvement in Ethiopia began with three missionaries from the Swedish
Evangelical Mission (Svenska Evangeliska Fosterlandsstiftelsen — founded
1856) arriving March 1866 at Massawa, Eritrea, with the hope of getting to
the interior Galla area of southern Abyssinia. They proceeded one hundred
twenty miles west of Massawa to Kunama but were not allowed to go further.
The early years for the Swedes were extremely difficult as a result of Abys
sinian-Egyptian conflicts and the hostility of the former towards all foreigners.
The missionaries retreated to Massawa, where in 1885 the Swedish frigate
Vanadis visited that port with Prince Oscar on board. King Oscar II had given
orders that the ship, which was returning to Sweden from a world cruise,
should sail into Massawa and offer any assistance that the Swedes desired.
The missionaries were unsuccessful in penetrating Ethiopia proper until
1904 when Carl Cederquist was able to enter Addis Ababa. He stayed there
until his death in 1919, having gradually won the confidence of the Emperor
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and his people. Many future leaders of Ethiopia, including high governmental
officials, received their education from Cederquist. It was, however, the
accession of Haile Selassie in the 1920's which allowed the Swedish mission
effort to expand. He respected their work and encouraged them to set up
schools and hospitals. In 1924, on a visit to Europe including a stay in Sweden,
Haile Selassie made the following statement with regard to the Swedes in his
country:
The chief reason for my visit is my love for Sweden. Swedish missionaries
have performed in my country a great and blessed work. They have founded
schools and hospitals, they speak our language, and they, of all mission
aries, have best known how to win the affection and trust of my people.
Upon his return to Ethiopia, the Emperor founded the Bethsaida Hospital in
Addis Ababa and had Swedish doctors and nurses run the institution. In 1931,
Dr J. Kolmodin, son of a Swedish missionary, became the Emperor's political
advisor. The Swede was knowledgeable in Ethiopian history and culture, and
was fluent in Amharic. He died in 1933, but the Emperor again asked Sweden
to send him political as well as military advisors. Swedish military officers
were invited to train the Ethiopian army in the early 1930's and when the
Italian invasion occurred in 1935, the Swedes sent ambulances to aid the
beleaguered country. A year prior to Mussolini's aggression, the Swedish
royal family visited Ethiopia, and they again called upon Haile Selassie during
his exile in England.
Following World War II, the Ethiopian government again turned to Sweden
for assistance, this time to help build a modern air force and to reconstruct
its ruined economy. Swedes were also responsible for training the Imperial
Bodyguard and Norwegians the navy. Since World War II, of all the African
countries, Ethiopia has received the largest cumulative total of Swedish econ
omic assistance. In 1954, the Swedes contributed to the construction of the
Ethio-Swedish Institute of Building Technology, Addis Ababa, and three years
later erected the Ethio-Swedish Pediatric Clinic. Other projects included the
building of the Medical Faculty of Haile Selassie I University, and eighty-five
secondary schools in the mid-1960's.
Sweden has also been involved in Tanzania (formerly Tanganyika). Pres
ident Julius Nyerere is extremely popular in Scandinavia. In 1941, the Swedish
Church Mission sent its first missionaries to the Bukoba area east of Lake
Victoria. The German Lutheran missionaries had been there earlier but on
account of World War II, they were forced to withdraw and the work was taken
up by the Swedes. There had also been a Danish mission work in the same area.
After the war, the Germans returned but the Scandinavian work continued to
flourish. There are at present some 100,000 Lutherans in the Bukoba area.
Swedes have held prominent positions in Tanzania including Barbro Johansson
(former missionary) who worked with the Tanganyika African National Union
(TANU — nationalistic party founded and led by Nyerere since 1954). She
became a Tanzanian citizen and has been a member of that country's Parlia
ment.15 Swedish and Norwegian missionaries have also been active in Kenya,
the Sudan, Mozambique, Zambia, Rhodesia, Swaziland and South Africa (see
Chapter V).
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The Island of Madagascar should also be briefly mentioned with respect to
Scandinavian involvement. From 1714 to 1726, beginning under the reign of
Charles XII, negotiations took place regarding the founding of a Swedish colony
on that island.16 Nothing came of the idea but in the second half of the nine
teenth century, the Norwegians became interested in Madagascar as well as
its offshore islands for settlement, commercial, and missionary reasons.
Norwegians were especially successful with their missionary activities, its
Lutheran Church having over 150, 000 members (see chapters IV, V).
It is, however, the course and consequences of Scandinavians in pre-1902
South Africa with which this book is concerned. It should he emphasized
that the major difference between Scandinavian involvement in South Africa and
other areas of the African continent is that in the former there has been a
sustained presence over many decades. Numerous Scandinavians permanently
settled in South Africa, married Afrikaners, British or other European
colonists, and became an integral part of the South African white society. In
West Africa, the Congo, Ethiopia or Tanzania, Scandinavian activities were
intermittent and its people rarely became integrated into African society.
The writer of this study visited South Africa during the months of
February, March and April 1974, and had the opportunity to view first-hand
the areas of Scandinavian activities, to see cemeteries, monuments, churches,
and other buildings germane to this topic, and to interview people of Scan
dinavian descent. The writer was able to get a greater sense and feeling for
the Scandinavian impact and was struck by the enormous Scandinavian involve
ment in numerous areas of South African life. What amazed the researcher is
that there is hardly an occupation or historical event where some significant
Scandinavian contribution is not evident. This is not the case in other African
regions where Scandinavians tended to concentrate in fewer occupations or
professions.
Numerous archives and libraries were used in South Africa and Europe to
obtain material for this manuscript. With regard to the former, especially
valuable documents were obtained from the State and Transvaal Archives,
Pretoria; Killie Campbell Library, Durban; Cape Archives, Cape Town;
Johannesburg Public Library; South African Library, Cape Town; Norwegian
Missionary Society archives, Eshowe, Zululand; St. Olav Church archives,
Durban; and the Alexander McGregor Memorial Museum, Kimberley. Useful
material was also found at the Natal Archives, Pietermaritzburg; National
Archives of Rhodesia, Salisbury; and the libraries of the Universities of the
Witwatersrand, Cape Town, Rhodes (Cory Collection), and Natal (Pieter
maritzburg campus).
In Sweden, valuable sources were located at the Riksarkivet (National
Archives), Stockholm, which houses papers of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
prior to 1920, an excellent tidningsklipp (newspaper clipping) file, the indis
pensable Otto Rob. Landelius Collection, the office of the 'Svenskt Biografiskt
Lexikon' ('Swedish Biographical Dictionary'), and the J. Sigfrid Edstrom
archive. Swedish diplomatic material after World War I is found at the Foreign
Ministry Department where special royal permission was obtained to view the
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pertinent documents. Krigsarkivet (War Department Archives), Stockholm;
Svenska Kyrkans Missions Arkiv (Church of Sweden Mission Archives), Upp
sala; Kungl. Biblioteket (Royal Library), Stockholm; Kungl. Vetenskapsakademiens Biblioteket (The Library of the Royal Academy of Sciences), Frescati,
Stockholm; and Uppsala University Library also contain valuable primary and
secondary material for this research project. The writer was in contact with
the Emigrantinstitutet (Emigrant Institute), Vaxjb, and significant documents
were uncovered there. In numerous instances, the writer's own translation
from Swedish or Norwegian is given in this manuscript.
In Copenhagen, the writer made use of the Archives of 'Danmarksposten'
(publication devoted to Danes overseas); in London, the British Museum
Library, Public Records Office, Institute of Historical Research, Royal Com
monwealth Society's Library, and the Methodist Missionary Society Archives;
and in the United States, the Missionary Research Library of Union Theological
Seminary, New York City; the New York Public Library; and the Library of
Congress, Washington DC.
The archives of Thesen & Co., Knysna (South Africa), and Irvin & Johnson,
Cape Town, were most useful. Valuable material was also obtained from South
African Brewery Ltd, SKF, Alfa-Laval, Asea, Electrolux and East Asiatic.
An extremely important informational source came from numerous interviews
conducted not only in South Africa but also in Sweden, Denmark and Great
Britain; particularly valuable were contacts with people related to early Scan
dinavian settlers or missionaries. The writer regrets not having been able to
make use of documents at the Norwegian Missionary Society's headquarters in
Stavanger or the library of its mission school in the same city. The material
for this research is widely scattered but the writer was impressed with its
quantity and availability.
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Chapter II
SCANDINAVIANS IN SOUTH AFRICA BEFORE 1815

In the period prior to 1815, there were four different types of Scandinavians
attracted to the Cape.
1. Men directly employed by the Dutch East India Company as soldiers or
seamen — many would eventually settle permanently in the Cape although this
may not have been originally considered.
2. Men wishing to leave Scandinavia in order to better their lot in a distant
land — or to leave for the sake of adventure. Their main aim was to emigrate
— they may not have been directly involved with the Dutch East India Company.
3. Men in the service of the Danish or Swedish East India Company —
generally these were short visits.
4. Natural scientists and botanists wishing to study South African flora and
fauna — these men did not remain permanently.
Many Scandinavians cannot be easily categorized into any one of these four
divisions; rather, they may have had a combination of reasons for coming to
the Cape. For example, Anders Stockenstrom was an employee of the Dutch
East India Company and at the same time was attracted to the Cape because he
had heard from his cousin that it was a land of opportunity where one could
hope for a more prosperous life.
EMPLOYEES OF THE DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY
The Dutch East India Company was founded in 1602. In the following decades,
it controlled the Spice Islands or what would be called the Dutch East Indies.
Since the trip between Holland and these islands was long and arduous, in 1652
it was decided to found a refreshment station at Table Bay near the southern
tip of Africa. Jan van Riebeeck was commissioned to establish this station and
to build a small fort. The Dutchman became interested in colonization as well,
and thus sent expeditions inland to look over the terrain and also to search for
the fabled Monomotapa Empire with its mineral wealth. Reports came back
that there was some fertile land but most of it consisted of barren deserts,
rugged mountains, and unending plains inhabited by nomadic Hottentots and
wild animals. Despite this bleak picture, the Company attempted to attract
settlers to the new land.
At that time no government in Europe offered such opportunities of advance
ment to men of merit as did the East India Company of the Netherlands'.1 It is
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not surprising, therefore, that men from economically poor Scandinavia,
especially Sweden, would be attracted to the promises held out by this Com
pany.
Sweden and Holland
A long relationship had existed between Sweden and Holland, going back to the
middle of the sixteenth century when Dutch traders began appearing in Swedish
ports. In 1607, at the mouth of the Gota River, King Charles IX established
Sweden's chief seaport, Gothenburg (Goteborg). The King, who had Calvinistic
tendencies, needed experts to help lay out his new city, and so he turned to the
Dutch. The early history of Gothenburg is dominated by the Dutch — construc
tion of the port was directed by two Dutchmen; the city's first burghers were
overwhelmingly Dutch in origin; municipal business was conducted in their
native tongue; the highest office (burgrave) of the city was first filled by a
Dutchman; the first Gothenburg City Council consisted of ten Dutchmen, one
Scot and seven Swedes; the physicians were Dutch; and the first printing press
came from the Netherlands.2 Even today, one can still see signs of Dutch
influence, the most outstanding example being the numerous canals.
In the development of her resources, Sweden had to rely on foreign capital
and expertise. The Germans initially held this role but by the end of the six
teenth century, it was taken over more and more by the Dutch and Frenchspeaking Walloons. The greatest entrepreneur of the period was Louis De Geer,
a Walloon nobleman from Amsterdam. He came to Sweden in 1627 and pro
ceeded to build a vast economic empire. He was a pioneer in the modernization
of the Swedish iron industry, the leading exporter of Swedish copper, the
founder of a cloth factory in No rrkoping as well as an armaments factory which
supplied weapons to the Swedish army, and the creator of the Africa Company
which established Cabo Corso on the west African coast.3
Other Dutchmen came to Sweden. Johan Palmstuch, whose name before he
was raised to nobility had been Wittmacher, founded Sweden's first bank and
was the creator of Europe's paper money system. Govert Silentz improved the
later stages of the liquation process in the copper industry. Minting was taken
over by a Dutchman named Marcus Kock (later Cronstrom) ,4 In 1645, the
Amsterdam shipowners supplied Sweden and Denmark with warships for the war
that was going on between the two countries; as Sweden became stronger, the
Dutch increasingly aided the Danes.
Nils Mathsson Koping
With this as a background, it was not surprising that many Scandinavians —
especially Swedes — would find employment with the Dutch East India Company.
The first Swede (though not the first Scandinavian) to record his Cape visit
was Nils Mathsson Koping (Kioping) who, as an employee of the Company,
made extensive journeys to Africa and Asia from 1647 to 1656. In the latter
year, he spent three weeks at the Cape, briefly describing some of the
geographic features (eg Table Bay, Table Mountain, Lion Mountain), animals
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(eg elephants, lions, seals, whales, ostriches), and the physical features of
the Hottentots.5 He also mentioned the fabled land of Monomotapa. He collected
some animal and plant specimens which eventually went to Uppsala, Sweden,
where a few were still remaining when Carl Linnaeus (Linne), see page
41, started his research in the mid-eighteenth century. Hoping was the first
of a long list of Swedes interested in South African flora and fauna.
Pieter van Meerhoff
Pieter van Meerhoff, a native of Copenhagen, came to the Cape as a Company
soldier but as he possessed some skill in dressing wounds, he was promoted
to the rank of under-surgeon. In the late 1650's, stories were circulating
about a highly civilized people of the Monomotapa Empire north of the Cape
with its city of Vigita Magna on the banks of a great northward flowing river.
The Empire was reputed to be rich in minerals. From 1659 to 1664, six
expeditions were conducted to find this mysterious place. Van Meerhoff, who
was the first of many Scandinavians lured by South African adventure and
mineral wealth, took part in each of the expeditions and in one instance was its
leader. He kept a journal, written in Dutch, of the expeditions. On 3 February
1661, in the midst of the second journey, van Meerhoff climbed a mountain
near present-day Malmesbury and named it Riebeecks Kasteel. Another moun
tain near Citrusdal was named in the Dane's honour. Near Graafwater, he was
the first European to meet with a kraal (settlement) of the Namaqua Hotten
tots .6
There is an interesting story about a Khoikhoi (Hottentot) chief named Herry
(Harry) who was one of the first of his group to make contact with the early
Dutch under van Riebeeck. One of his young nieces (or daughters?) known as
'Eva the Hottentot' was taught Dutch customs as weU as the language. Apparently
she was attractive and had a quick mind — by the age of fifteen or sixteen, she
was able to speak fluent Dutch. She became the translator and mediator between
the Dutch and her own people. For example, she was able to obtain successfully
a large supply of cattle for the Dutch.
Van Meerhoff became attracted to her, and she was eventually baptized and
married to the Dane. Van Meerhoff was then promoted to the rank of full
surgeon, and later became superintendent of Robben Island. He was also direc
tor of trade with Madagascar. In a forthcoming trip to Madagascar, he was
killed by some of its inhabitants. Eva died in 1674 in her early thirties. One
of her daughters became the wife of a well-to-do Cape farmer; the fate of the
other children is unknown.7
The Berghs
In October 1679, Simon van der Stel arrived as the new governor of the Cape.
Like van Riebeeck, he was interested in the land to the north. He invited a
group of Namaquas to the Castle (fortress in Cape Town) in December 1681.
The few pieces of copper ore they brought with them prompted van der Stel
to order Oloff Bergh to lead expeditions to the north.
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Bergh was born in Gothenburg in 1643 and presumably as a young man was
very much influenced by the Dutch sailors and engineers coming and going from
his home town. Although little is known of his early years, at the age of
twenty-two he entered the service of the Company.8 His first assignment was
in Ceylon. In the late 1670's, Bergh came to the Cape with the rank of sergeant,
and soon after arriving, married Anne de Koning. This would be a pattern for
future Scandinavian men in South Africa — they would come singly, and then
marry Dutch, German or later, French, women. Few Scandinavian women
came in the early years. Oloff and Anna Bergh founded one of South Africa's
more prominent Afrikaner families. Marthinus, one of the ten children, became
the 'landdrost' (governor) of Stellenbosch and his descendants held equally
important governmental positions.
Oloff Bergh was a diligent worker and soon attracted the notice of Governor
van der Stel. In fact, these men were to become lifelong friends. In 1679,
Bergh was sent on the first of many missions to bring back three deserters to
the Castle from the Olifants River. Two years later, he was promoted to
ensign. Over the next six years, Bergh was in charge of five noteworthy
expeditions (see map p. 42) .9 The journeys of 1682 and 1683, organized to
locate the copper ore of the Namaquas, were recorded in a journal that was of
great interest to future explorers. The journal was probably not written by
Bergh himself. It was a daily log describing geographical and topographical
features, distances covered, weather, and the state of the cattle. There were
comments about the 'natives' but detailed descriptions were not included. Bergh
seemed concerned about the 'natives' only as guides. The Ensign was a military
man and adventurer, not a scientific observer. The journal does give a glimpse
of his personality. For example, during the course of the first expedition,
there was an exchange between a group of Amacquas and Bergh concerning the
desire of the 'captains' (guides) to leave the expedition.
The Captains sought to leave us, saying, 'You Dutchmen at the Cape are
masters, but the Amacquas are masters here.' To this impertinence the
Ensign could hardly listen. He caused them to be told that wherever the
Dutchmen came, there they sought friendship, but if they cheated them and
made them angry they counted all the Amacquas as naught and would quickly
be their master, but if they showed goodwill the Dutchmen would also.
Obviously there were strained relations between the members of the expedition
and the Amacquas, and Bergh showed the 'colonialist' attitude. Also it is
interesting to note that in a little over fifteen years in the service of the Com
pany, Bergh considered himself a Dutchman. He spoke and wrote Dutch, and
apparently had lost all contact with his native land. This would be characteris
tic of forthcoming Scandinavians — they would assimilate very rapidly first
with the Dutch, and later with the English.
The first expedition mentioned in the 'Journal' took place from 30 October
to 19 December 1682, and at the outset, consisted of thirty-one whites, six
wagons, one cart, and 111 head of oxen. The second (27 August to 24 October,
1683) was larger, having forty-two Europeans, ten Africans, seven carts,
three wagons, 162 oxen, and five horses.11 In both expeditions, the journey le
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as far north as Garies (north of the Green River - see map p. 42) but could
not penetrate the mountains. Furthermore, the expedition had trouble obtaining
water and additional cattle. Although they both failed in the initial goal of
locating the copper ore, for the Dutch it was important in opening up a new
area for eventual European expansion and colonization.
After some legal difficulties from 1686 to 1695, Bergh returned to the Cape,
was exonerated, and became a leading member of the community. His last
expedition in 1699 was to barter successfully cattle from the Hottentots. In
1710, he sat on a commission to investigate methods of securing Table Bay
against enemy invasion. He was a member of the Councils of Policy and Jus
tice. By the time he left public service in 1715, Bergh was a wealthy man. He
had several estates around the Cape Including Constantia which he had pur
chased from van der Stel in 1715. Nine years later, he died In Cape Town.12
Bergh's descendants kept up the tradition of government service as would
another Swedish family, the Stockenstroms (see pp. 22-27) in later years.
Marthinus Bergh, the 'landdrost' of Stellenbosch, lived to see his son, Oloff
Martini, become Secretary to the Council of Policy in Cape Town from 1756
to 1785. Oloff Martini Bergh, like his grandfather, had originally began his
career in the Dutch East India Company, first as a midshipman, then as a
bookkeeper. He was a staunch member of the Lutheran community in Cape
Town and a signatory to the first petition sent to the authorities in 1742 asking
for permission to erect a Lutheran church. He obtained a piece of ground in
Sea Point to erect a retreat for the use of certain prominent officials and
their families, thus beginning that fashionable Cape Town suburb. O. M. Bergh
also corresponded with scholars in the Netherlands, England, and France,
and purchased numerous books, paintings, and other works of art.13
Marthinus Adrianus Bergh (1747-1806), eldest son of Oloff Martini Bergh,
entered the Dutch East India Company's service as a soldier.14 In the mid1770's, he was 'landdrost' of the Stellenbosch and Drakenstein districts but
due to some quarrelsome and indiscreet remarks against Governor Joachim
van Plettenberg, M. A. Bergh was forced to resign this post. In the 1780's,
he championed the Cape 'Patriots' cause of opposition to what was considered
the Company's maladministration and 'tyranny'. He was sent to Holland to
negotiate with the government, but while there, his supporters turned their
back on him, believing he was showing signs of treachery. Bergh was forced
to remain in Holland during the days of the Batavian Republic; he was unable
to get back to South Africa until 1800. By this time, his wife was dead and he
had lost nearly all he possessed. He never again held office and died a private
citizen.
The Tregardts
The Tregardt (Triegard, Trichardt) name is of special significance in South
African history, especially to the Afrikaners.15 The Trag&rdh (original
Swedish spelling) family came from the southern Swedish province of Skane
near the town of Angelholm, north of Halsingborg.16 In 1742, at the age of
twenty-five, Carl Gustav Tragardh arrived in South Africa as a flagman in the
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service of the Dutch East India Company. His father, Jacob, was a cavalry
captain in the Norra Skanska cavalry regiment and had married a woman of
noble ancestry.
Two years after arriving in Cape Town, Carl Gustav Tragardh married
Susanne Kuun, daughter of an emigrant from Magdeburg, Germany. By this
time, the spelling of Tragardh had changed to Triegard. Some time after 1744,
the couple moved to the Eastern Cape where their descendants, as prominent
farmers, took a leading part in the political and military history of the region,
and helped to found the district of Graaff-Reinet.
Few details remain of Carl Gustav Triegard's life, but it is known that he
was a free burgher in Stellenbosch and that he died there in 1767. He had two
sons, Jacobus Gustavus (born in 1745) and Carolus (Karel) Johannes (born in
1753). The latter became a Graaff-Reinet 'diehard' in the unrest that swept
the region in the 1780's and 1790's in protest to what was considered the Com
pany's negligent rule. The region was troublesome for the English as well
when they arrived in 1795. In that year, the burghers revolted and set up the
first Boer republic. Carolus Johannes Triegard was involved with this, and
four years later he was marched off to the Castle in Cape Town. He was
married twice, and from these marriages, four children were born, the
eldest being Louis Tregardt ( correct spelling), born in 1783 in what is today
Oudtshoorn. It was this man who became the leader of the first Voortrekkers
to the Transvaal.
Little is known of Louis Tregardt's youth but his diary showed that he had
better schooling and education than the average person in the frontier district.
When his father refused to take the oath to the King of England, the family
moved across the Cape frontier into Kaffraria. For six years, the family lived
outside the borders of the Colony, and during this time, L. Tregardt acquired
a knowledge of the 'native' languages and way of life.
In 1810, Louis Tregardt married Martha Bouwer of Uitenhage, and ten
children (five died in infancy) were born, the oldest being Carolus (Karel)
Johannes who became famous in his own right. The couple moved to a farm
near Somerset East but in 1884 the Government expropriated it in order to
make an experimental farm for provisioning the troops on the frontier. Next
they moved to a farm on the eastern side of the Great Fish River. Tregardt
became a field-cornet in the Somerset district and from 1825 to 1833, he and
Carolus laid out three large farms in the Bedford district.
All the Dutch-speaking farmers in the area had large herds of cattle, sheep,
goats, and horses. Thus there was constant pressure for more grazing lan
In 1830, Tregardt sent nineteen year old Carolus across the frontier to rent
from the Galeka chief 12,000 morgen (a unit of land measure equal to about
two acres) of land. Not only did the farmers face the problem of obtaining an
for their large herds but also they were exposed to constant Xhosa raids. issatisfaction grew with the English colonial government who at that time
introduced unpopular laws such as compulsory military service and t e eman
cipation of slaves (Tregardt owned slaves). The farmers also felt t e Sove™
ment was not acquiring sufficient amount of land for their nee s.
e ron
were cracking under the combined pressure of drought, teeming am s,
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threatened auction of Crown lands, and the knowledge that there was better
land and plenty of it farther afield.'17 Throughout 1834, the word went around
the frontier district that it was time to trek. In a land of their own, men might
hope to be left alone, to live free and quiet. Louis Tregardt also had the
additional problem that Colonel Harry Smith was after him for supposedly
inciting the Xhosas to cause the Sixth Frontier War of 1834-1835. The English
man called him 'that villain of a Boer'. Colonel Smith at that time was com
manding the English forces along the frontier, and had offered a reward of
£200 or 500 head of cattle for Tregardt's capture.
In the early months of 1835, Tregardt, at the age of fifty-two, pulled up
stakes, and he, along with his family and friends (there was a total of fortynine in the Tregardt party including 'native' servants; Johannes van Rensburg's
party also left at the same time with about the same number) and cattle,
headed northeast across the Kei River. For the next three years, the Tregardt
party trekked a total of two thousand miles across what is today the Orange
Free State, southern and northern Transvaal, and on to Lourenco Marques
(see map p. 54).
This extraordinary trek is of great significance in the historical background
of the Afrikaner people. Tregardt and van Rensburg were the advance guard —
the first to enter the Transvaal as permanent settlers. Eventually ten thousand
other trekking Boers would follow. Louis Tregardt is glorified and remembered
in a number of ways including the Tregardt memorabilia displayed at the Voortrekker Monument and Museum in Pretoria, the monuments along the route
(there is a large monument on the site where many of the trekking party are
buried in Lourenqo Marques) , and the play 'Voelvry' by Dirk J. Opperman.
The details of the first part of the trek — early 1835 to June 1836 — are
unknown. From July 1836 until May 1838 (two months before his death),
Tregardt kept a diary in which many aspects of the incredible journey from
Soutpansberg across the Drakensberg to Lourenqo Marques are described.
Tregardt apparently had every intention to settle permanently in the northern
Transvaal but by the summer of 1836, his supplies were running low and
another trekking party headed by Andries Hendrik Potgieter had failed to
arrive. The diary, written in Dutch, vividly describes various aspects of the
trek such as personalities in the trekking party; the geography, history, and
native life of the Transvaal; the character of Tregardt himself; his dealings
with the 'natives'; and the general hardships, tragedies, stresses, and strains
faced by the group. In his diary, Tregardt related how he adjudicated a dispute
between two 'native' leaders, Mosalie and Magupie.
On the way my guide told me that Magoepie had said that as soon as I was
out of the way he would kill Mosalie and all her people. I said: 'No, he must
not do that, I will fix up matters when he comes'. ... When we outspanned,
Mosalie arrived with her son, and also Magoepie ... Both were accom
panied by about 60 or 70 men. They brought an elephant's tusk to me ...
The Councillor who presented it told me it was from Magoepie, who sent it
in order that I may do him no harm ... I asked if Magoepie was prepared
to give his promise and pledge to leave Mosalie and her government alone,
also her successor. She was of great age, about 70 years, I should imagine.
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Magoepie promised everything without demur ... The young Chief had an
uncle with him. I told his uncle that I had heard that his nephew was not
well-intentioned, and for this reason he should always do what is right,
because unhappiness and disaster would follow if he did not ... The old man
promised to keep his eye on the youth, and do all he could.18
In another part of the diary, Tregardt described a family quarrel. Carolus had
flogged his oxen very badly and his younger brother, Pieta, tried to help but
the oxen became more entangled. Carolus, out of rage, began swearing at
other members of the party and struck Pieta in the face. Tregardt had to step
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in and prevent further outbursts from his eldest son.
In April 1838, the Tregardt party, consisting of fifty-three people, arrived
in Lourenqo Marques. Over the next fourteen months, more than half died of
malaria, including both Louis and Martha Tregardt, and Carolus' wife and
children. Louis Tregardt's description of his wife's passing illustrates the
great human dimension of this man.
I got up at cock-crow to see if there was any news of my dear wife; but, as
all was quiet at the Governor's [of Lourenco Marques] house, I went back
to bed. I could not sleep, and at second cock-crow I got up again ... I sent
Carolus to ask about his mother. He came back and told me she was a little
better but very weak. I went at once to her, to wish her good-morning ...
She spoke with such difficulty, that suddenly it came over me, that all I
dreaded was coming true, and that I would never see her well and strong
again. Then I lost all hold upon myself and, in the depth of my sorrow I
knew not what I said or did. The children wept with me, and their grief made
mine the harder to bear. I bade my wife farewell in this life and told her of
my hope to meet her in the home of the Heavenly Father ... The^ will of the
Lord be done ... My dearly beloved is taken from me for ever.
With that sentence, Tregardt ended his diary and in ten weeks, he, too, was
dead.
The Tregardts were South Africa's true frontier people.
They kept what hold they could on the civilization they were leaving behind.
They observed Sundays as well as possible ... The elder children read with
the old meester [teacher] by candlelight in the early morning and then went
out with the cattle ... Tregardt and his folk built little houses and even a
tiny school; they laid out gardens with dams and waterfurrows complete.
Life was as good as it had been in Kaffirland, with this advantage that there
was here [in northern Transvaal] no British commander to set a price upon
a man's head.21
Tregardt was significant because he was the Transvaal's trailblazer. He was
the first to complete the overland journey through the interior from Cape
Province to Delagoa Bay. His description of the Zulus and other tribes, an
the conditions of the land (eg the tse-tse fly and malaria) influenced Potg e er
and later trekkers where to settle.
Shortly after the death of his wife, Tregardt instructed Carolus Trega
to go north from Lourengo Marques in search of a region fit or a 1 a ion.
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travels from June 1838 to January 1839 took him over eight hundred miles,
reaching as far as the Zimbabwe ruins; the site of present-day Salisbury,
Rhodesia; and the mouth of the Zambezi River. When he returned to Lourenqo
Marques, his father was dead. Carolus Tregardt, apparently still in hopes of
finding a place to settle, boarded a Portuguese ship and sailed north to
Ethiopia, visiting Harar, and then returned to Lourenqo Marques via Zanzibar.
Back in Delagoa Bay, he discovered that the survivors of the trek had sailed
to Port Natal (Durban). Tregardt remained in Delagoa Bay as a harbour
master, and in April 1840, he journeyed alone overland to Port Natal. He
remarried in 1840. Later in his life, he trekked overland to Potchefstroom,
and eventually became involved with sheepfarming and horsebreeding in the
northern Transvaal. He was significant for his extensive travels. He was the
only Voortrekker who learned to know the east coast of Africa for four thousand
miles, and the knowledge that the highveld in northern Transvaal was the best
place for settlement. He died in Middelburg, Transvaal, in 1901 at the age of
eighty.22
Carolus Trichardt's (see p. 217, footnote 15 for spelling change) eldest son
Stephanus Petrus Erasmus, took part in the storming of Majuba Hill in 1879 as
well as being an important military leader on the Boer side during the Second
Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902.3 Like his grandfather, S. P. E. Trichardt was
unwilling to live under British rule, and so moved first to Madagascar and then
to Kenya where he died in 1907. His son, Carolus Johannes, also participated
in the 1899-1902 War as captain of the Trichardt Corps.
Henrik Jacob Wikar
A fifth native Scandinavian who worked for the Dutch East India Company was
Henrik Jacob Wikar. He was a Swedish-Film, born in Gamlakarleby, Finland,
in 1752.24 Much of his life is shrouded in mystery, but it is known that he
arrived at the Cape in 1773 as a soldier of the Company. It is also a fact that
he took to gambling and card playing, and neglected his work. Eventually he
became indebted and, apparently overcome by shame, deserted from the
Company's service in April 1775. He resolved to disappear inland, 'not anti
cipating all the peril and wretchedness I must encounter during the four years
and six months that I remained undetected.'25 Wikar fled to the northern border
of the Cape settlement, and for the next four years, lived by hunting. Fre
quently he came into contact with 'native' tribes.
Nothing is known of Wikar's life between April 1775 and September 1778,
but beginning in the latter part of 1778 and extending to July 1779, he kept a
careful diary. Rumours of Wikar's experiences came to the attention of
Governor Van Plettenberg in Cape Town. Presumably to gain further knowledge,
VanPlettenberg decided to grant a full pardon to Wikar. The Swede returned
to Cape Town the latter part of July 1779, told his story to the governor, and
then disappeared again from the eyes of the historian. There are no family
descendants .2
Wikar s importance lies in the fact that he was one of the first Europeans
to see the Orange River and to make a map covering approximately three hund20

red miles of its course (see map, p. 42 ). He travelled along the river from
what is today Goodhouse to Koegas (between Upington and Prieska). Wikar
noted that:
As I had wandered up and down the Great River long enough, I wanted to
make a map of the river as well as I was capable of doing it ... but
though I have done my best, I do not pretend that it is true and accurate,
since in the first place I have no knowledge of such matters, and in the
second place I had no compass ...
Wikar was probably the first European to see the Augrabies Falls. In his diary,
he made the following comments:
From Namis, it is about two hours on foot to the river, where there is a
tremendously big waterfall which can be seen in the dry season when the
weather is clear, like smoke from a fire, at a distance of one stage and
even further. It seemed to me as if the whole river was tumbling down from
a rocky krantz twice as high as the castle here is ... When the weather is
favourable one can hear the noise like the roar of the sea from a distance
of one stage away; and half an hour above this waterfall the current is very
strong .. ,28
Written by himself, Wikar's diary shows a man of sharp mental qualities and
keen observation. Though he was an untrained geographer and ethnologist, he
wrote what he saw and experienced, thus leaving an interesting picture of
several primitive peoples. Wikar is especially valuable in identifying various
tribes of what is today South West Africa (Namibia) .2
The journal of Wikar ... contains the first and as far as is known the only
detailed account of certain tribes that lived along the Orange River in the
second half of the eighteenth century. This makes the journal of exceptional
interest the more so since Wikar's visit fell within a period when, apart
from intertribal feuds and the usual cattle raiding expeditions, the clashes
of Bantu, Hottentot and Bushmen in these parts was gradually subsiding
and giving way to more stable conditions. Past experience was becoming a
means of uniting all these peoples into a bond of mutual understanding, u
unfortunately also of wiping out important cultural traits.
Wikar showed a great respect and openmindedness toward the people with w
he came into contact. He seemed to have few preconceived ideas. He recoun e
that one night he was cold
but the Bushmen made me a warm bed, so that I was able to s^e®Pthey made a huge fire on the sand, and when that had burnt ou , ey u
trench in the warm sand just long enough for me. They place
bushes in the trench and then I went to lie in it, covering myse ^
grass and bushes. The warmth coming from the groun on w c
31
me feel so comfortable that I soon fell asleep and spent a res u
He is very detailed in his descriptions of the various customs he witness
described various rituals, dances, hunting techniques, t e sc p 1
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ren, eating habits, warfare, and a wealth of other detail. He also reported on
copper and iron which undoubtedly interested Governor van Plettenberg.
I enquired most carefully where the Blip [Blicquas or Bechuanas] obtained
copper and iron. They [Hottentots] do not know for certain ahd the Blip
keep it a secret, but those who go to and fro among them tell that the Blip
keep only their milk cows near their dweHings where they garden, whilst
the rest of the cattle are sent to the mountains ... It is one day's journey on
foot from their kraals to where the cattle are; on the next day they go up
into the mountains and dig for something ... Most of their copper looks to
me very much like ... Japanese copper. Some earrings and armlets are so
malleable that you can bend them into any shape you like and then bend them
right again. I do not think that any European people could have brought them
this copper, or given it in barter to the tribes living along the coast.32
Wikar was accompanied by a Hottentot named Claes (Klaas) Barend who helped
to translate. On the journey to Cape Town in July 1779, Wikar met Colonel
Robert Jacob Gordon, who was leading an expedition north to the 'Great' River.
One of the members of that party, the botanist William Paterson, mentioned
that:
At noon we met a peasant [Barend] who had come from the Great River,
and was travelling towards the Cape accompanied by a deserter who had
been seven [Paterson overstated this] years absent and had travelled over
a great part of the country. This poor fellow was a native of Sweden and
made many sensible reflections upon his misfortunes in Africa.33
Apparently Wikar gave the party much useful information. Gordon proceeded
to the mouth of the river, and one month later, named it the Orange River in
honour of Holland's Prince of Orange.
The Stockenstroms
Another outstanding early family with Scandinavian roots was the Stockenstroms.
Anders Stockenstrom (1757-1811) was born in Filipstad, Sweden, the son of an
inspector of mines. Upon completing school, he was employed by the Council
of Mines in his home town. It is thought he probably led a carefree life far
beyond the scope of his meager salary, and as a result had to borrow money.
He was probably wishing to emulate his rich cousins who were in the service
of King Gustavus III. Another cousin, Erik von Stockenstrom worked for the
Swedish East India Company and had visited the Cape in 1786. In his diary he
wrote:
Here is a place where all people have come in search of a refuge. All those
who have left their own countries either through bad fortune or because of
the profligate way of life. They have not, however, made a bad choice as
the country is cheap to live in and offers abundant opportunities and can
indeed be thought of as an earthly Paradise .. ,35
Undoubtedly, it was this Stockenstrom who first told Anders about South Africa.
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In addition, the young man apparently borrowed considerable sums from his
cousin. 'Since Anders clearly turned to his cousin for financial help, it seems
most likely that he was advised to start a new life in Southern Africa' ,36
Anders Stockenstrom probably left Sweden in the spring of 1781. In Septem
ber of that year, he is listed as 'quarter-gunner' on the Dutch East Indiaman
Zeepaard, sailing for India via the Cape of Good Hope. He reached India safely,
and on the return journey, left the ship at Cape Town, where he was to make
his home. For the next nine years, he worked on the Company's vessels
between the Cape, Madagascar, and the East Indies. He was employed as the
supercargo of a vessel engaged in transporting slaves from Madagascar to the
Cape. It was his responsibility to purchase the slaves and collect them for
37
embarkation. Stockenstrom was next appointed bookkeeper of the naval
establishment and performed the duties of that office until the surrender of the
Colony to the English in 1795.
Eight years earlier, he had married a Miss Broeders, the daughter of a
German immigrant lawyer. From this marriage, there were born four daugh
ters and four sons, the most prominent being Andries (1792-1864).
After 1795, Stockenstrom's name became associated with the eastern Cape
frontier and, in particular, the Graaff-Reinet district. As previously men
tioned (see p. 17), the Graaff-Reinet district was in an uproar in the first
part of the 1790's. Apparently impressed with his abilities, the English general,
J. H. Craig, appointed StockenstrcSm secretary to the 'landdrost' of Swellendam
in 1795. Eight years later, Stockenstrom became 'landdrost' of Graaff-Reinet
'after seven years of successful work at Swellendam'.38
In 18 03, Graaff-Reinet continued to be disrupted by quarrels between the
Dutch farmers and the colonial government, and conflicts with the indigenous
groups. It was Stockenstrom's function to pacify the farmers, to restore public
buildings, and to deal with disturbances of the detribalized Khoikhoi (Hotten
tots) and the raiding San (term used for Bushmen). But the most serious prob
lem, especiaUy after 1806, came from the Xhosa armed threat from the east.
By October 1811, the colonial government ordered the 'landdrosts' of George,
Graaff-Reinet, Swellendam, and Uitenhage to drive the Xhosas beyond the
Fish River. The burgher commandos of Graaff-Reinet were led by Stockenstrom.
On 19 December 1811, Stockenstrom with a group of burghers, on their way to
discuss strategy with Lieutenant-Colonel John Graham, ran into a party of
Xhosas. Stockenstrom attempted to parley with them. It seemed the conver
sation was going along well when suddenly another group of Xhosas began
surrounding them in a threatening manner. Stockenstrom and his company
were attacked, and the Landdrost along with nine others were kiUed. Several
managed to escape and tell of the unfortunate encounter.
Stockenstrom's death was considered a public calamity. Governor Sir John
Cradock noted:
The public will participate in the deep concern, which His Excellency the
Governor feels for the severe loss sustained by the Colony, in the Death of
Mr. Stockenstrom ... whose valuable life has been sacrificed to their
interests, in an honourable endeavour to conciliate, by kind and amicable
overtures, a horde of Kaffirs who ... destroyed in an instant this brave and
40
virtuous magistrate ...
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Stockenstrom's son, Andries, together with eighteen burghers, later attacked
the Xhosas and inflicted casualties. Soon after, the young Stockenstrom rose
to high positions within the colonial government.
Andries Stockenstrom was one of the most important early nineteenth cen
tury leaders in the eastern Cape. His entire career was one of conflict and
controversy not only as a result of his own argumentative, stubborn, and
outspoken personality, but also he was in the centre of a situation that at the
time seemed to defy solution.
He received a Dutch education in Cape Town, and in 1815, at the age of
twenty-two, was appointed 'landdrost' of Graaff-Reinet. In 1818-1819, he
commanded the Graaff-Reinet burghers in their campaigns against the Xhosas.
The 1820 Settlers then arrived from Great Britain, establishing themselves in
Grahamstown. Stockenstrom was one of the men responsible for founding and
laying out this city. Eight years later, he was appointed commissioner-general
for the eastern district of the Cape, and in 1830 created the controversial
Hottentot Kat River Settlement. From 1822 to 1835, he was in London where
he presented his critical views of the colonial government's policies toward
the indigenous people. Eventually he resigned his commission-generalship out
of protest and planned to settle in Sweden.
But in 1836, Stockenstrom was appointed to the new office of lieutenantgovernor of the eastern district, a position which brought him into hostility
with the Cape Colony governor and Robert Godlonton, editor of the 'Grahamstown Journal'. He was forced out of this post in 1839, and given a baronetcy.
After that year, Stockenstrom developed his farm at Maasstroom in the eastern
Cape, introducing and developing new crops and sheep. Part of his estate in
1851 became the town of Bedford. Stockenstrom, however, continued to be
involved in politics, agitating for representative and responsible government
in the Cape Colony. In 1850 and 1853, he was elected to the legislative council
in the Cape Colony. While a member of the council, in 1851 he travelled to
England in the vain effort to induce the British government to allow responsible
government in South Africa.41 There are many different assessments of
Stockenstrom's public life. George McCall Theal viewed him as an impetuous,
quarrelsome man especially toward anyone whom he considered his rival or
critic. Theal noted that his frontier system was dictated by mistaken philan
thropy and, therefore, unrealistic and impractical.42 More recent historians
considered him the most uncompromising of all Afrikaners yet 'the greatest
Boer' of the early nineteenth century in the eastern regions of the Cape.
Whereas Theal tended to down-play Stockenstrom's lasting importance, J. L.
Dracopoli believes this great frontiersman's career and ideas have important
lessons for present-day South Africa.43 Stockenstrom's two-volume 'Auto
biography as well as his public speeches allows one to reconstruct the views
of this outspoken, opinionated, and fearless man.
He viewed the Xhosas warily as can be expected in view of his father's
violent death:
No honest man acquainted with the relative position and feelings of the
Colonists and Kaffirs will tell you that he does not know that at any instant
since the first collision between the two parties ... the latter, if they were
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sure of success would rise to a man, and cut the throat of every white male
44
and female ...
Yet Stockenstrom continued to say that they 'cannot be called a bloodthirsty
race' and ' the most polished nations of Europe have never respected women
in war as they do' .45
He advocated a treaty system with the Xhosas; that is, that they be con
sidered as another nation. His treaty system envisaged the separate develop
ment of the Xhosas under their own chiefs, helped and advised by Europeans.
It was essential for the Xhosas to have their own chiefs: without that leader
ship, there would be no organization and thus they would meet the same fate
as the tribeless Khoikhoi.
I am no out and out advocate of the native tribes. I never allow them to
plunder and murder with impunity ... but I insist upon it, and repeat that a
powerful Government like that of England, by equitable treaties honestly
and wisely drawn up, and faithfully kept in a spirit of candour and liberality,
will soon have the chiefs so completely under its influence that its word will
be law without appearing or pretending to do so.
Stockenstrom also observed that
. . . whenever you abandon 'extermination' you will have to deal with the
native tribes through their chiefs ... They are neither irreclaimable
savages nor mild gentle shepherds ... This much I predict with certainty:
you must go on exterminating, or you must restore the power of the chiefs.
You must enact the Hottentot history over again ... or you must respect
those for whom the natives have a natural and even a superstitious vener..
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ation.
He pointed out further that
. . . the supersession of their [the chiefs'] authority by that of our magis
trates ... will constantly remind them of their fall from independent power,
and keep secretly smothering in their bosom, and that of their adherents, a
discontent which cannot fail to break forth with destructive violence as soon
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as it gets vent.

Stockenstrom was distressed by the English government's vacillation and con
stant shifting of policy. A well-thought-out policy advocating 'justice' was what
Stockenstrom advocated. He objected to certain British officials who seemed
to manipulate events without consulting the people living in the area in question.
In a speech before the Legislative Council of the Cape of Good Hope in the early
1850's, Stockenstrom exclaimed:
The House will remember that the rebellion [of the Settlement] was chiefly
stirred up by 'men who pulled the wires at a distance'. This is a fact, and
as the honourable and learned Attorney-General has now taken his seat, I
can tell him there is veiy little use in hanging rebel Hottentots unless he
hang these 'wire-pullers' first ... Let no one tell you that the frontier is
out of danger: you have heard the speeches of those who ought to know.
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There is not a black man south of the tropic who trusts you, or would not
turn against you as soon as he should see a chance of crushing you.
Sir Andries was opposed to slavery, but it had to be stopped 'gradually' so as
not to harm those who depended on it for a labour supply.
I have always maintained that that state [ slavery] of Society ought to be put
a stop to, and that the only safe way of doing so was to let every child be
declared free at its birth ... No increase should have been allowed, and the
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existing numbers would have disappeared by degree ...
'The flying Dutchman' had a great sympathy for the plight of the Khoikhoi. In
creating the Kat River Settlement in 1829 for the Hottentots, Stockenstrom had
a double motive — their welfare as well as the creation of frontier settlements
to help defend the border from the Xhosas. The Settlement was successful in
its first few years, but frequent Xhosa attacks and apathy on the part of the
British government gradually eroded the energy and patience of the people until
rebellion broke out in 1851. Two years later, the government broke up the
Hottentot's exclusive settlement rights.51 Stockenstrom was bitterly disappointed.
Sir Andries did not hesitate to comment on the Boers and English:
In as much as the farmers or Boers are concerned, I have felt their misfor
tunes as I should those of my family. Of this most of them are aware. I
know their faults, I lament their prejudices. I flatter them not. I court not
their cheers, but I know how much they are the victims of their own ignor
ance, and the dupes of the craft of others; I know them to be well-disposed,
and easily managed under wise and just rule and would readily give my blood
to rescue them from the grasp of folly and injustice.52
Stockenstrom, partly Dutch by parentage and upbringing, was acknowledged as
a leader of the Dutch colonists in the eastern Cape. Andries and Zacharias
Pretorius both asked him for advice and assistance, and the Dutch inhabitants
of Graaff-Reinet overwhelmingly agreed that he should represent them in the
Cape Parliament in the 1850's.
As for England and its future role in South Africa, Stockenstrom noted that:
I never found any difficulty in convincing the Graaff-Reinet people, that
Great Britain, though far from being a nation of angels, was the only sup
reme power under heaven, under whose dominion, from its happy constit
ution, its laws, and its endless resources, the colony could flourish, as
long as it knew with dignity to maintain its rights, and that therefore in
dependence from that dominion would be our ruin.53
Stockenstrom was very much aware of the division between the English and
Dutch, and realized that the issues must be resolved before great difficulties
resulted.
Setting aside the miserable factions and its hangers on ... we, the remain
der, English and Dutch, do in reality not hate, though we sometimes mis
understand each other. We, the great body, know that we are the same
people with the same interests, and we shall yet, I hope, with God's help,
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all conspire, first to establish liberty and order by means of one Parliam
ent, and then agree to 'separate' in love and concord, or to remain united,
as the majority shall deem best for the happiness of the whole.54
He pleaded that the British adopt a less arrogant approach to the Boer settlers.
If there was less arrogance, the resentments and frustrations which culminated
in the Trek might have been avoided.
Stockenstrdm was always a man of independence, and it has been noted that
this caused his downfall. This free attitude was apparent while he was a mem
ber of the Cape Parliament.
Territorially he belonged to the East [ eastern Cape], but he preferred an
alliance with the West against the Grahamstown politicians. He was not a
member of either the Dutch Reformed or the Anglican Church and neither
was he connected ... with any business company ... Although in the Legis
lative Council there was certainly a personal alliance with Reitz and
Joubert who were Dutch farmers like himself, at no time did Stockenstrom
lead what might be called a Party ... Herein lies the explanation of Stockenstrom's failure as a politician. Because he claimed to stand between
parties, he could not stand without party. Because he could see the justice
in most opinions but would allow the infallibility of none but his own, he
satisfied no party. Because he attempted to reconcile the Dutch colonists to
British administration, he thereby lost his claims to be a Dutch patriot, and
because he always considered himself to be a Dutchman, he cannot be ranked
with the British settlers or even as a British administrator. As a result, he
trod a perilous path, clashing with one group after another and in the last^
resort he could rely only on the support of his immediate acquaintances.
The story of Sir Andries Stockenstrom was in many ways a tragic one. He was
certain of his ideas but was always caught between two opposing and irrecon
cilable forces. Perhaps he lived at the wrong time in the history of South Africa.
Sir Andries started his career at an early age, and climbed to the top, but
gradually lost influence until 1864 when he ended his days in London in almost
total obscurity and rejection.
However, the Stockenstrom name continued to be known in South Africa. One
of his sons, Andries (1844-1880), was Attorney-General of the Cape, member
of Parliament, and judge of the Supreme Court.56 Sir Andries' grandson,
Andries, was secretary of the Law Department, and a member of the first
Transvaal Parliament under the British rule after the 1899-1902 Anglo-Boer
War.57
For a list of other Scandinavians in the service of the Dutch East India Com
pany who decided to settle in South Africa, see appendix B.
EMIGRANTS NOT DIRECTLY EMPLOYED BY THE
DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY
The Dutch East India Company was interested in attracting settlers especially
from the Low Countries, Germany, France (the Huguenots) and Scandinavia.
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Van Riebeeck's successor described the Company's original settlers in the
following most uncomplimentary terms:
Most of our freemen and farmers are sodden, lazy, clumsy louts who since
they do not pay attention to the servants lent them, not to their work in the
fields, not to their animals, for that reason seem wedded to their low level
and cannot rid themselves of debts.58
Thus the Company was aroused to look for potential colonists with a better
background. A trickle of farmers and their families emigrated from the Low
Countries as did some French Huguenots who had recently sought refuge in the
Netherlands. 'Others from Sweden and Germany joined them in the hope of
finding a life free from poverty and religious persecution.'59 Many of the emi
grants came from the poorer agricultural classes except the French Huguenots
who were educated country people. During this early period, many of the
characteristics that go to make up the Afrikaner were formed.
The Dutch colonists in the Cape had their full share of the independence of
spirit that enabled their homeland to defeat the apparently overwhelming
power of Spain and to this was added the stubborn characteristics of the
German and Swedish immigrants together with the altogether more lively
minds of the French Huguenots.60

Statistics
Appendix C lists a considerable number of Scandinavians who came prior to
1815. It has been stated that:
. . . in the church registers of the Cape Colony the names of fifteen hundred
and twenty-six men are found who either brought their wives here with them,
or caused their families to follow them from Holland, or who married here
and had children. These men were the ancestors of nearly all the present
Dutch speaking Europeans in South Africa ... The birthplaces of thirteen
hundred and ninety-one of them are known, and of the remaining hundred
and thirty-five have not yet been ascertained.61
Of the 1,391 whose origins were known, the historian George McCall Theal
divided them as follows: 745 Germans, 435 Netherlanders, 72 Frenchmen, 34
Swiss, 29 Danes, 27 Swedes, 23 Belgians, 9 Norwegians, 8 Russians,
3 Englishmen, 2 Portuguese, 2Austrians, 1 Pole, 1 Italian, and 1 Hungarian.
As noted in appendix C, this writer has compiled the following statistics:
58 Swedes, 40 Danes, and 22 Norwegians. This total of 120 represents 7.85
percent of Theal's total of 1,526. These as well as Theal's figures include
both employees and non-employees of the Dutch East India Company. It is pos
sible that of the 135 unknown in Theal's figures, 31 may be Swedish, 13 Nor
wegian, and 11 Danish. Theal noted that of the unknown ones, few had French
or Belgian sounding names. Therefore, the implication is that they were
Germanic. The writer wishes to point out that one must be careful with these
statistics: they are merely estimates. In looking at genealogical books, some
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names are found on one list while not appearing on another. It has been stated
that the total percentage of 'blood' influence on the Afrikaner community before
1807 was in the following percentages: Dutch — 36.8 per cent; German — 35 per
cent; French — 14.6 per cent; Coloured — 7.2 per cent; British — 3 per cent;
unknown — 0.8 per cent; and other — 2.6 per cent. According to one specialist,
the 'other' category consisted mostly of Scandinavians, amounting to about 2.3
per cent, the largest number being Swedes.62
In the light of these statistics, it is possible the writer's figure of 7.85 per
cent is too high. On the other hand, the above percentages are based on off
spring as well. A number of Scandinavian men appearing in appendix C did not
have children. One must also remember that Theal's statistics were based on
church registers. Therefore, many Scandinavians and Germans probably were
not counted as there was no official Lutheran Church in Cape Town until 1779.
Presumably Theal's statistics do not include the 'unofficial' Lutheran congreg
ation that met before 1779, to say nothing of the Lutherans in areas outside
Cape Town. Many Scandinavians and Germans did not wish to be associated
with the Dutch Reformed Church, the only religious denomination officially
recognized in the early days.
The following is a comparison of Theal's statistics in the period prior to
1800 with the writer's based on appendix C:
before 1700
Theal
Writer

1701-1725
Theal
Writer

1726 1750
Theal
Writer

Swedes
Danes
Norwegians

3

2
0

4

3
2

4
3

4
4

2
3

3

5
2
4

Total

K

9

9

14

8

11

2

5

1751-1775

1776-1800
Theal
Writer

Theal

Writer

Swedes
Danes
Norwegians

6
13
1

10
19
1

13
8
2

34
H
11

Total

20

30

23

56_

Matthys Michiels
n Theal's list of the most notable burghers of 1691 in the Cape is the Swede,
Vlatthys Michiels (Michielsen). He came from Stockholm but his name did not
ippear in the Dutch Reformed Church lists presumably because he was a
^ u the ran. Therefore, it is not known when he first arrived in the Cape. How
ever, he married Isabella van Delft in 1670, and eventually had one son who
lied in infancy and three daughters. One of the daughters was known as Maria
de Sweed' ,04
., , ,
Shortly after his marriage, Michiels began farming an area of land he
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selected in the vicinity of Klapmuts, near Paarl, Cape Province. The land was
chosen for its proximity to a supply of fresh water. A typical seventeenth
century elongated house with three rooms was built and through the years, the
land was developed into a farmstead. Michiels applied to the Company for a
freehold grant. As was frequently the case, a period of time elapsed before it
was officially granted, in Michiels' case not until 1694. Michiels' farm was
the earliest freehold in the Klapmuts area. Years later, a number of German
emigrants moved into the region.
Shortly after obtaining the freehold grant, Michiels decided to sell the farm
to one Hendrik Elberts, a German, on 29 May 1694. In 1752, the farm was
again sold, this time to Gerrit van der Byl, a wealthy man from Stellenbosch.
He tore down the original house (the foundations remain to this day) and built
his new Cape Dutch-styled mansion directly on the same spot as the old house.
This 1756 house still exists, and the present owners are Mr and Mrs P. A.
Myburgh. 'Joostenberg' is the name of the farm. The estate specializes in the
raising of wine grapes, figs, Turkish tobacco, sheep, pigs and chickens.
Little more is known of Michiels except that his daughters married into
Afrikaner families, and the name 'Matthys Michiels' appeared in future gener
ations .
The Lindequasts (Lindeques)
Barend Lindequast was the first of his clan to settle in South Africa.65 He came
from the island of Riigen (Ruegen) off the north coast of Germany. From the
Treaty of Westphalia in 1648 until 1815, Sweden controlled much of Pomerania
including this island. The Lindequast family originally was of Swedish stock,
the name having been spelled 'Lindequist'. Barent Lindequast left Riigen for
Amsterdam, and in the first quarter of the eighteenth century, made his way
to Cape Town. The name was changed to 'Lindeque', and today there are a
variety of spellings such as 'Lindequee', 'Lindequw', and 'Lindequiwee'. In
1724, he married a widow, Magdalena Brits, and moved to Swellendam. The
Lindeques have been important throughout South African history. A Barend
Lindeque was a farmer in the Graaff-Reinet district, and associated with
Jacobus Gustavus Triegard. Another Barend Lindeque led the Boer commando
on the eastern frontier during the Second Kaffir War (1835-1836). G. P. Linde
que was a Voortrekker; Johannes Jacobus Lindeque was the original owner of
the farm Braamfontein, on which a large part of Johannesburg stands today;
and P. Lindeque and T. H. Lindeque were pioneer settlers in the Heidelberg
district of the Transvaal. Many Lindeques took part in the Second Anglo-Boer
War. From 1905 to 1907, the German governor of South West Africa was
Friedrich von Lindequist, of the same original stock as the South African
family.
The Zeederbergs
The name 'Zeederberg' has been important in the development of transpor
tation in the Transvaal. Roelf (Roeloff) Abraham Zeederberg, born in Strom30

stad, Sweden, in 1772, emigrated to the Cape in 1798 and married Anna
Elisabeth Hammes, widow of Johan Petrus Fiirstenberg, who had come from
Bergen, Norway.86 Roelf Zeederberg married a second time to Margaretha
Elisabeth Louw, and from these marriages, a total of five sons and two
daughters were born. One of the sons, J. C. Zeederberg, took part in the
Great Trek. Two grandsons, Roeloff Abraham and Christian Hendrik (known
as 'Doel') were attracted to the diamond fields in Kimberley in the 1870's,
and became involved with the transporting of passengers and goods. With the
discovery of gold on the Witwatersrand, they decided to begin running coaches
of their own. 'Zeederberg and Company, Coach Proprietors' was formed and
the firm consisted of four Zeederberg brothers, including Christian Hendrik.
He became a close friend of Cecil Rhodes who entrusted him with the 'Northern
Coaching Route Survey'. The Zeederbergs' first big enterprise dated from 1890
with the launching of the weekly coach service between Pretoria and Pietersburg. With the decision to occupy Mashonaland, Rhodes asked them to extend
the line across the Limpopo River into what is today Rhodesia. At the close of
the nineteenth century, the Zeederbergs did the first trail-blazing into Northern
Rhodesia and in 1901 they surveyed the first coach road to Victoria Falls.
Their coaches ran in the northern and eastern Transvaal to 1914.
The Kroghs
Johannes Christoffel Krog (orKrogh) came from Bergen, Norway, and settled
at the Cape about 1794.67 He then moved to Swellendam where in 1803 he married
Hester Maree, daughter of a Drakenstein burgher. A grandson, Johannes
Christoffel Krogh, was born in Grahamstown in 1846. He joined the Civil Ser
vice in 1869 and became a landdrost. In 1894, he became Special Commissioner
for the Transvaal in Swaziland and after President Paul Kruger left for over
seas, General Schalk Burger appointed him a member of the Executive Council
of the Boer Republic. Later he became a Senator and helped to demarcate the
frontier between Mozambique and Swaziland. He signed the Treaty of Vereeniging ending the Second Anglo-Boer War, and soon afterwards was appointed
Native Affairs Commissioner. General J. B. M. Hertzog regarded Senator
Krogh as one of his oldest friends and mentioned him repeatedly in his diary
of the South African war.
Another member of the family, Dr Grace Krogh, was a doctor and teacher.
She pioneered the movement for women's franchise in the Orange Free State.
There is a Krogh family in Norway and Denmark, and both branches have
played significant roles in the modern history of those two countries.
The Lutheran Church, Cape Town
Throughout the eighteenth century, the Lutheran population, consisting mainly
of Germans as well as Scandinavians, was increasing, especially in Cape Town.
However, before 1780, except in occasional instances, no other public worship
than that of the Dutch Reformed Church was tolerated in the Colony. The
Lutherans tried several times to petition the government for their own church
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and minister but to no avail. Although the Reformed Church invited Lutherans
to attend their services, few Germans and Scandinavians took advantage of the
offer. There were numerous occasions when chaplains of Danish or Swedish
ships or a missionary on his way to the East conducted services for the
Lutherans, this procedure receiving the permission of the governor. In 1746,
the first Lutheran minister on his way to Batavia (Lutherans in Batavia, unlike
those in Cape Town, received permission to have a congregation in 1746) held
services in the house of burgher councillor Daniel Pfeil, a Swede.68 In 1773,
the Swedish botanist and naturalist, Carl Peter Thunberg (see Chapter III)
reported that:
Though the Lutherans in this town [Cape Town] were numerous yet they had
not a church of their own. The bigoted zeal of the Calvinistic clergy had
hitherto been able to prevent so beneficial an institution from taking place,
as that of an edifice to the glory of the God whom they themselves professed
to worship, and for the use and convenience of their fellow citizens. The
Lutherans were thus under the necessity of performing their public worship
in a loft which they had fitted up for that purpose. Still, however, they had
not an opportunity of celebrating divine service oftener than when any
Swedish ship arrived, the chaplain of which understood and spoke the Ger
man language. On such occasions also the holy communion was celebrated,
and the money that was put into the plate, became the property of the
minister.69
Three years later, another Swede had noted that
The Germans constitute half the population of the Cape, and are Lutheran.
Long ago they collected a fund to build their own church; but they have not
been able to obtain permission to undertake the work. Incomprehensible
policy in a commercial government'. It is for this reason that they always
enquire for a Lutheran Pastor when ships arrive: they engaged ours, on
this occasion to confess them and preach to them in their own language;
which he did, and for it obtained 50 riksdalers as offertory.10
Concerted efforts were made as early as 1740 to obtain a church and minis
ter for the Lutherans. In that year, a Danish minister, on arriving in Copen
hagen from the Cape, reported to the Danish King that he had conducted services
in a private home in Cape Town. He further reported the fervent wish and
desire of these Lutherans to have their own church and minister. The Danish
King instructed his ambassador in the Hague to approach the Dutch government
with a request to have this matter investigated.71
In 1741, the Council of Seventeen conducted a poll to ascertain how many
Lutheran adherents resided in Cape Town. It was revealed that five hundred
nine confessed the Lutheran faith. In 1742, the Lutherans presented their first
petition for a church and minister. Among the sixty-nine signers were the
Scandinavians O. Bergh, Michiel Otto, A.Bergstedt, Hans Christiansen, and
As. Bergh. Permission was not granted but further petitions were presented
in 1743, 1748 (Scandinavian names included D. Pfeil, O. Bergh, M. Lagebergh,
L. Hanssen, and D. Wydeman) and 1753 but without success.72 In 1771, the
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year of Governor Ryk Tulbagh's death (he had opposed the Lutherans), Martin
Melck, a Lutheran, donated a building as well as a piece of ground on which
the parsonage was to be erected. The Reformed Church looked upon this
jealously and wrote to Amsterdam that the Lutherans had hopes of receiving
religious freedom. Governor VanPlettenberg ordered the Lutherans to remove
the lectern. In 1776, the Lutherans again petitioned. The Lutheran Consistory
iii Holland supported them, and finally in 1779, the Lutherans at the Cape were
granted religious freedom. In the Lutheran congregation of 1780 were a number
of Scandinavians.73
The Strand Street Lutheran Church building was constructed in the 1780's,
and the congregation continued to grow until 1847. At this time it was torn into
two parts as a result of a theological controversy as well as the issue of
whether to conduct services in the church building for Coloureds. Many Scan
dinavian names appeared in the list of church members. The majority elected
to stay with the main body which tended to be more conservative theologically
and opposed to having special services for the Coloureds. The writer estimates
the 1847 congregation to consist of ten to fifteen per cent Scandinavian. From
1902 to 1905, the Strand Street Church was served by a Norwegian, Johannes
Astrup (his official title was assistant minister).
Summary
Many early Scandinavians remained in Cape Town. Some are listed in the 1780
Lutheran Church congregation. Sir Andries Stockenstrom noted in his 'Auto
biography' that when he attended school in Cape Town, he was 'adopted for the
time being into the family of my father's countryman and bosom friend, Mr
Egidus Benedictus Ziervogel ...,75 Others moved to various places throughout
the Cape Colony such as Swellendam and Graaff-Reinet. Coming out as single
men, they readily married into Dutch, German or French families, and became
easily assimilated. They learned to read, write, and speak Dutch with
relative ease. For most, South Africa was a land that required all their atten
tion; to think about Scandinavia or hope to return some day was out of the
question.
But undoubtedly there always lingered some attachment to the mother
country. For example, Anders Stockenstrom, by sending his son, Andries, to
the Ziervogels in Cape Town demonstrated a tie with his fellow Swedes.
Apparently Egidus B. Ziervogel left an impact on the young man for Andries
commented on his 'kindness and solicitude, as well as the motherly care and
wise admonitions of whose worthy spouse, can never be effaced from my grate
ful recollection'.76 Later when Stockenstrom expressed reluctance about the
possibility offered him of a high governmental position, this Swedish man gave
some timely advice. 'You can only do your best, and if you then fail you may
yet pursue your military career without cause for being ashamed
Both the
elder Stockenstrom and Ziervogel must have reminisced about Sweden, for
years later when Sir Andries became disgusted with what he considered the
'tyranny' of the colonial government, he seriously considered permanently
settling in Sweden. Therefore, the tie still remained, though for most, Scan
dinavia was rarely mentioned again.
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EMPLOYEES OF THE DANISH AND SWEDISH EAST
INDIA COMPANIES
Those Scandinavians who came to the Cape in the service of the Scandinavian
companies usually stayed for a short time. A few, however, settled permanently,
such as Siewert Jacobsen Wiid (see p. 37).
Danish East India Company
The Danes were the first Scandinavians to visit Table Bay. The Danish East
India Company was founded in 1618 during the reign of Christian IV (1596-1648).
He was one of the most famous of all Danish kings with great plans for his
country and his city of Copenhagen. Christian IV took an interest in the con
struction of large buildings (eg Stock Exchange) for his capital city as well as
the rebuilding of palaces (eg Frederiksborg). But his greatest interest was the
78
sea; he built Europe's largest and most modern naval arsenal at Copenhagen.
The King also became interested in the possibilities of establishing a trading
post or colony in Ceylon or India. In November 1618, he sent a fleet of six
ships under the command of Admiral Ove Giedde (Gjedde). On the voyage to
the East, Table Mountain was spotted 4 July 1619, and four days later the fleet
was at anchor in Table Bay. According to Admiral Giedde's diary, the Danes
found eight English ships already at anchor; the Danes were treated hospitably
by the English for the duration of their twenty-nine day stay.79 They proceeded
on to India where in 1620 at Tranquebar on the Coromandel coast, a fort was
built and a settlement established. The Danes managed to hold this fort for
some two hundred years.
Giedde returned to Table Bay on 30 August 1621, and remained there until
12 September. Before leaving, he had an inscription cut on a stone recording
the dates of both visits.
In 1623, the Danish ship Christianshaven arrived first at Saldanha Bay and
then Table Bay. On board was Jon Olafsson (Icelandic) who recorded several
impressions in his diary.
We anchored near the island [Malagas Island, Saldanha Bay] ... We took
two nets with us, and rowed somewhat further into the fjord, more than half
a sea-mile (but got no fish). Many birds could be caught by hand on the
island as also the seals, which looked up into our faces and bellowed at us;
the smallest and youngest of them are taken for food, and served up with
prunes and honey ...
He gave this description of the Hottentots at Table Bay:
They are black, smiling, mild-eyed, with curly hair somewhat like the wool
of young lambs. Their lower lip droops somewhat, and they have snow-white
-eeth ... (Three) danced with us ... in return for bread and kerchiefs, and
they went wholly naked, covering only the parts where modesty constrains.
Their dance was after this fashion; on uttering the word 'Hottentot'.' they
snapped two of their fingers and clicked with tongue and feet, all in time .. .8°
Throughout the second half of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the
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Company's ships made ports of call at Cape Town on the way to their outpost
in India. In the period 1652-1750, a total of 101 Danish ships were recorded as
having visited Table Bay.
1652-1661
1672-1700
1700-1714
1715-1724
1725-1750

no Danish ships
Dutch — 370, French — 26, English — 9, Danish — 2
Dutch — 976, English — 170, Danish — 42, French — 36,
Portuguese —3
Dutch - 645, English - 192, French - 17, Danish - 10,
Portuguese — 4, Flemish — 3
Dutch — 1,508, English — 284, Danish — 47, French — 42,
Portuguese — 1, Flemish — l81

Swedish East India Company
The Swedish flag was first seen in Table Bay in 17 59.82 The Swedish East India
Company was chartered in 1731 and survived until 1806 (though not formally
dissolved until 1813). The Company was founded and at first managed by
Englishmen, but gradually it was taken over by Swedes. The Company's head
quarters were in Gothenburg, It conducted a profitable traffic in Chinese and
East Indian wares, which were first carried to Gothenburg and in many cases
re-exported. The products that remained in Sweden were luxury goods — tea,
porcelain, silk, and cotton cloth — used by the upper class.83
The Swedish East India Company did not establish a fort or trading centre
in the East as the Danes had done at Tranquebar. Thus Swedish shipping was
not as frequent as the Danes. There were four 'oktroj' (charters) in its
history — 1732-1748 (twenty-five voyages); 1746-1767 (thirty-six voyages);
1766-1787 (thirty-nine); and 1787-1806 (thirty-one). As the statistics below
indicate, not all would put in either at Table Bay or Simon's Bay. Apparently
for at least the first twenty years, the Company's ships stopped at St Helena
and then sailed on to the East, bypassing Table Bay.
From 1750 to the end of the century, the following are the shipping statis
tics for Table Bay and Simon's Bay:84
Table Bay

Simon's Bay

1751-1771

Dutch - 938
English — 168
French — 147
Danish — 31
Swedish — 13
Prussian — 4
Portuguese — 1
Spanish — 1

Dutch - 129
English — 14
Danish — 13
French — 11
Swedish — 2

1772-1780

Dutch — 418
English — 159

English — 85
Dutch — 47
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Table Bay

Simon's Bay

French — 192
Danish — 41
Spanish — 16
Portuguese — 9
Swedish — 7
Austrian — 3

French — 46
Danish — 17
Swedish — 6
Austrian — 1

1781-1784

French — 119
Dutch — 94
Danish — 62
Austrian — 48
English — 38
Swedish — 22
Portuguese — 8
Others — 21

French — 67
Danish — 22
Dutch — 21
Swedish — 7
English — 5
Austrian — 3
Others — 5

1785-1789

Statistics for both Table Bay and Simon's Bay
Dutch — 334
Austrian — 10
French — 212
Spanish — 8
English — 84
Swedish — 7
Danish — 70
Prussian — 4
American — 62
Italian — 1
Portuguese — 29

Except for 1794, the 1789-1805 statistics are missing for South African ports
(1794: Dutch — 37, English — 18, American — 12, Danish — 11, Italian — 5,
Portuguese — 3). The statistics for Scandinavian ships in Table Bay between
1806 and 1815 were: Danish — 23, Swedish — 2.
The Scandinavian ships were mainly interested in putting into Table Bay or
Simon's Bay to take on fresh provisions for the long voyage ahead. Cape Town
was known as 'the tavern of the two seas'. It is not certain who first coined this
expression but the Swedish natural scientist and surgeon, Carl Peter Thunberg
(see Chapter III), while in the service of the Dutch East India Company, first
visited the Cape in 1772 and noted:
The Cape may with propriety be stiled an inn for travellers to and from the
East Indies, who, after several months sail, may here get refreshments of
all kinds, and are then about half way to the place of their destination,
whether homeward or outward bound.86
Thunberg went on to describe the gardens, fresh fruit, and vegetables which
were important to the visiting crews.
As well within as without the town, neat and excellent gardens are laid out,
both for the fruit and culinary vegetables, being watered by the streams that
run down the mountains ... It is from these gardens that the stranger, on
his arrival, meets with his first refreshments; and from their superfluous
stock the Dutch and other ships are supplied with stores for their voyages.86
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To a limited extent, the Danes considered Cape Town's trading possibilities,
the Swedes even less so. Again Thunberg made the following comment:
Of the foreign naval officers, the English and Danish carry on the greatest
trade ... The former chiefly sell large quantities of fine and coarse hard
ware, especially sailor's knives, scissors, and other similar articles. The
latter, in going out, sell Danish ale and tar, and on their return, chintzes
from Bengal. The Swedish officers traded for little or nothing; on their
return, they only disposed of a few canisters of tea, some Nankin and
Chinese silks, scarcely to a greater amount, than what they paid at their
inn for a few days they were onshore. Otherwise, desirable articles from
Sweden are coarse grey cloth, lumber, copper, iron, brass, spades, her
rings, and more especially tar, charcoal and iron, all which sells to great
advantage. The company charges eight rixdollars for 1 cwt. of iron, though
it is coldshire and inferior to the Swedish.87
It was only after 1880 that Sweden began to look upon South Africa as a signif
icant market for her products. Denmark would not do so until well into the
twentieth century.
Siewert Jacobsen Wiid
A few men in the service of either the Swedish or Danish East India companies
decided to remain in South Africa. One such man was Siewert Jacobsen Wiid.
He was born in Copenhagen in 1730. On 12 October 1750, the Cron Prinsessen
set sail from Copenhagen bound for Tranquebar. On board was Wiid, the
ship's carpenter and cooper. The ship spent fourteen days trading and
provisioning at the Cape which was Wiid's first glimpse of South Africa. Then
she proceeded on to India, reaching Tranquebar on 30 May 1751. There several
of the crew deserted and others died, no doubt caused by the long stay in
Tranquebar's heat. A cargo of calico, timber, and salt was taken aboard, and
on 3 November 1751, the Cron Prinsessen sailed south to Ceylon to load pepper.
After an encounter with Calicut pirates, the ship began the voyage home. On
18 April 1752, the crew sighted the coast of Africa but for the next five weeks,
they were caught in several storms, greatly weakening the ship. The crew
could not get her into any ports, and gradually fresh water and food ran low,
resulting in sickness and death. On 23 May, the storm slackened off sufficiently
for the crew to decide to make a run for shelter at Mossel Bay. This was suc
cessful, and the sick and entire cargo was brought on land. Once it was deter
mined the ship could not be salvaged, the crew broke up the vessel and used
the timber to build a large shed for themselves and the cargo.
Some months later, the crew and cargo were transferred to Cape Town by
ox wagons. Eventually other vessels of the Danish East India Company took
the cargo and crew to Denmark except Wiid who elected to remain in Cape
Town.89 He successfully petitioned Governor Ryk Tulbagh to be allowed to stay.
Six years later, Wiid married the daughter of an immigrant from Saxony who
was an employee of the Dutch East India Company, stonemason, and burgher
of Stellenbosch. Thirteen children were born of this marriage, several dying
in early childhood.
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Wiid started a thriving bakery business. It is said he sent large quantities
of fresh bread and cakes to the newly arrived ships. Within a few years, he
became a wealthy citizen of Cape Town. He was worth about £40,000 when the
British took over the Cape in 1795. The English forbade him to carry on his
business with the visiting vessels, which resulted in his financial ruin. He died
a poor man.
After his death, the family dispersed. One of his daughters married a wellknown Cape Town physician. A second married an official of the Dutch East
India Company. A son trekked into the interior to farm near what is today
Hopetown, some seventy miles south of Kimberley.
There are many descendants of S. J. Wiid living in South Africa. In October
1952 a family reunion of some five hundred Wiid descendants gathered in Hopetown to celebrate the two hundredth anniversary of S. J. Wiid's arrival at the
Cape. The vast majority were descended from the son who trekked to Hopetown.
A monument is located in this town to the memory of this early Danish emigrant
and his wife.90
Early missionaries
The majority of men who came on Danish and Swedish ships, however, remained
in South Africa for only limited periods of time. In 1705, King Frederick IV of
Denmark decided to send missionaries to the overseas Danish colonies. A year
later, two German-born missionaries — Bartholomaus Ziegenbalg and Heinrich
Plutschau (Plutscho) — were sent by the Danes to Tranquebar (see p 122).
They were the first missionaries sent out by Scandinavia to pass through the
Cape. They and subsequently other Danish and foreign-born missionaries
reported their impressions of the Cape back to Scandinavia.
As soon as we landed, the Hottentots received us very kindly, in Hopes of a
Present. They are truly a wretched and miserable People. They have no
divine Worship at all, but live in little Cottages not unlike our baking Ovens
... They are very civil to Strangers, and make odd and ridiculous Postures
... Most of them speak low Dutch pretty well ... They are a People overfond
of their Liberty, and not to be induced to subject themselves to the Chris
tians. However, they make us Christians ashamed in many Particulars.
They are very kind to one another, and so communicative in their Love, that
if one has something that is good, he shareth it among all the rest. They are
content with very little ... and they are unconcerned for the Morrow ...
They are very faithful in things committed to their Care and never pilfer the
least Farthing from the Christians ... They are not seized with the Plague
of Ambition, Covetousness, and of anxious Cares for the Belly, like our
Christians in Europe .. ,91
In commenting about the country, Ziegenbalg and Plutscho reported that:
The Dutch East-India Company has an extraordinary fine and spacious Gar
den here, stored with all manner of rare and precious Plants. We saw in it
strange kinds of Beasts [sea-cow, rhinoceros, lions, etc] ... The whole
country, with all its Products, is very healthy.92
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In April 1709, Johann Ernst Grundler, another Danish-German missionary,
wrote that 'we have found here [Cape Town] abundance of Germans, many
whereof are of the Lutheran Confession'.93 A fourth missionary, Johann Georg
Bovingh, was interested in the Hottentots and wrote in 1712 that:
The heads of the women are covered with a pointed leather cap, greasy and
dirty like all their clothing ... The smell both of men and women is very
unpleasant, especially in warm weather ... Their speech seems unusual and
stupid to those unaccustomed to it, since in speaking they very often smack
the tongue, and the word in part remains sticking in their gullets .., They
know and believe ... that there is a God who made heaven and earth, and
sends thunder and rain and gives them their nourishment ... but they call
God 'the great Captain' in Dutch, since the office of Captain is the highest
among them ... The Hottentots believe that there is a Devil ... It is certain
94
that those heathen are not at all thievish.
Grundler added that it might be a good idea to:
set up a Work-House and in it give the opportunity to hear God's Word daily;
and moreover were to restrict their disorderly customs by all sorts of
healthful laws .. „ and thus first make these heathen into men, and then lead
95
them slowly to a feeling for piety and religion.
Such were the first Scandinavian missionary impressions of the Cape and its
inhabitants.
Carl Gustav Ekeberg and Jacob Wallenberg
The Swedish East India Company had a number of captains who:
. . . were truly researchers; with a sharp eye noted both nautical matters
and the marvels of foreign lands, of which a large number of diaries and
notes are preserved to our day.
One of these 'researchers', the Company's 'greatest seaman' and captain,
was Carl Gustav Ekeberg (1716-1784).97 He was an educated man, having pur
sued the study of medicine and pharmacy at Uppsala University and the
University of Abo in Finland. He was first employed by the Company in the
early 1740's as a ship's doctor. He learned navigation and finally by 1750 was
made captain of a ship bound for the east.
Ekeberg's most famous voyage was from 1769 to 1771 as captain of the East
Indiaman Finland. The trip was recorded in his own account, 'Ostindiska resa
aren 1770 och 1771' ('East Indian Voyage in the years 1770 and 1771'). Eke
berg devoted over forty pages to a description of the geography, topography,
and flora and fauna of the Cape Peninsula and Cape Town. His primary interest
was natural science rather than ethnology. While at the Cap^e, he sketched a
diagram of False Bay as well as a map of the entire region.
On the same voyage was the young Jacob WaUenberg (1746-1778). He had
attended Uppsala University but due to poverty was forced to leave before com
pleting his degree. In 1769, following a period of tutoring in various families,
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Wallenberg was ordained a chaplain to the Finland. It was his experiences on
this ship for the next two and a half years that provided the subject for his book,
'Min son pa galejan'. It was made up of stray notes and observations throughout
the course of the voyage. It is possible that Wallenberg never intended it for
publication. However, the work has become a Swedish classic. Part of the
book contains his impressions of the Cape, and in translated form, is called
'The Travels of a Busybody at the Cape'. His observations and impressions
are interesting and often quite humourous.
At five o'clock in the afternoon we reached Cape Town, whose white houses
and black roofs appeared from a distance as a great flock of sheep grazing
at the foot of Table Mountain.
Apart from these promenades [gardens] the Cape has no public pleasures
... All this gives the town the aspect of a desert to one coming from gay
and busy Europe. The dreary monotony of the surroundings induces empt
iness and boredom. Nobody with ideas about eating and drinking can be
happy here for long. The poverty of topics of discussion, the drearily
pedestrian manner in which they are discussed, or their limitation to a
circle of plaguey scandalmongers, put it out of the power of a foreigner to
venture upon a gallant or polite conversation. The Dutchman's vocabulary
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is too limited for that.
He included comments on the Hottentots and Coloureds, but was at his best in
describing the Dutch, a people of whom he had mixed feelings.
The Dutchman, though sufficiently ceremonious, has no manners ... You
never see him spit on the floor; he never sits down to a meal, or arises
from it, without washing his hands. But on the other hand, it is of no use
to take offence if he cocks his legs negligently on a chair, or belches a
couple of times in your face. Ceremonious peasants'.
While you visit the Dutchman on his farm, you find health in his cheek,
neatness in his house, and prosperity in his vineyard. In manners, cast of
mind, and avarice, he resembles his fellow-countrymen in Europe, though
he is indeed more hospitable than they.
Coach-hire came to twelve riksdalers, though I could have travelled the
same distance in Sweden for a fraction of the money; so brazenly does the
Dutchman line his pockets, when opportunity offers.
In a word, the women were the most intolerable things I saw at the Cape;
and therefore I kept myself for choice at the man's end of the room where
at least I could conceal my surly countenance in a billowing cloud of
tobacco-smoke*00
This book has secured for Wallenberg a place in the literary history of Sweden
as the first writer of humourous prose of any importance.
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Chapter III

NATURAL SCIENTISTS AND EXPLORERS

Numerous Scandinavians (mainly Swedes) came to South Africa as natural
scientists and explorers. In Chapter III, the writer attempts to present the
major scientists and explorers, and discuss their impressions of South Africa
and Namibia (South West Africa) through their writings. A recital of hunting
and exploring journeys can be tiresome and repetitious. Yet significant
impressions of the country and its people do manifest themselves. In many
cases, these eighteenth and nineteenth century scientists and explorers have
nearly been forgotten.
In the period before 1815, the Scandinavian natural scientists were chiefly
botanists, and included Heinrich Bernhard Oldenland, Peter (Pehr) Osbeck,
Michael Grubb, Daniel Solander, Frans Petter Oldenburg, Captain Ekeberg,
Anders Sparrman, and Carl Peter Thunberg.1 Behind these scientists loomed
the figure of Carl Linnaeus.

THE LINNAEANS IN SOUTH AFRICA
Linnaeus (Linne), the eighteenth century Swedish botanist and taxonomist,
and originator of the modern scientific classification of plants and animals,
was interested in gaining knowledge of natural life in foreign countries. While
a student in Holland, he had found in the herbaria and gardens of that country
many plants from the Cape, which fascinated him. Later as professor of
medicine and botany at Uppsala University, he was determined to send some
of his students to the Cape to learn of its nature. In a letter (1 May 1752) to
Count C. G. Tessin, he wrote that 'there is no place in the world with so many
rare plants, animals, insects and other wonders of Nature as Africa, and it
seems as if they have been concentrated to the Cape .2
In 1752, Linnaeus chose his student, Marten Kahler, to travel to the Cape.
But the Dutch East India Company, suspicious and unwilling to allow foreigners
to do research in their area of control, refused to give this young man a per
mit.3 Through friendship with Captain Ekeberg and others, Linnaeus was able
to make contacts with the Swedish East India Company, and place his pupils as
surgeons or chaplains on board the ships bound for China and the East Indies.
From these areas, he soon had many fine specimens. One of the first men sent
by Linneaus was Osbeck who, in 1750, went to China, bringing back valuable
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Oloff Bergh : 1682-1699
+44+ Henrik Jacob Wikar : 1775-78
Anders Sparrman : 25 July 1775- 15 April 1776

+ 4 4 + First journey : 7 September 1772 - 4 January 1773

Second journey ; 11 September 1773 - 28 January l?74
Third journey : 29 September 1774 - 29 December
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collections from that place as well as Java and the coastal waters around the
Cape. Osbeck was a good observer. In his two-volume book, 'A Voyage to
China and the East Indies' (London: Benjamin White, 1771), he described the
fish and other forms of marine life off the South African coast, even though he
never set foot on the Cape.
Michael Grubb, director of the Swedish East India Company and a member
of the Swedish Royal Academy of Science (Kungl. Vetenskapsakademien),
visited the Cape in 1764 on his way to China. He was in contact with Johan
Andreas Auge, head of the Dutch East India Company's garden at the Cape.
Auge showed Grubb the garden and also sold the Swede a collection of dried
plants. On his return to Sweden, Grubb gave the collection to Petter Jonas
Bergius, doctor, botanist and close friend of Linneaus, for examination.
Using this collection, Bergius in 1767 published the first serious attempt to
compile a flora dictionary of the Cape, entitled 'Plantae Capenses'.4
Another pupil of Linneaus was Daniel Solander. He took his doctor's degree
at Uppsala, and then settled permanently in England in 1760. He became an
assistant in the British Museum and eventually curator of its natural history
department. He came into contact with Sir Joseph Banks whom he accompanied
as participant in Captain James Cook's first voyage around the world (17681771). It was towards the conclusion of that voyage when Solander visited the
Cape and, despite poor health, he and Banks journeyed through the mountains
around Cape Town collecting plant specimens. Solander's collection was sent
to the British Museum. At a later time, Thunberg and Sparrman commented
on Solander's work, the former noting his splendid collections', and the latter
mentioning Solander and one Spoering (also Swedish) accompanying Cook on
his first round-the-world trip.5 In 1772, Sparrman accompanied Cook on his
second great trip which went chiefly to the South Pacific. When Thunberg visited
London in 1778-1779 after his journey to the Cape (see below), he met Solander
who in turn introduced him to Banks.6
Anders Sparrman and Carl Peter Thunberg
Linnaeus was still hoping to get someone to South Africa to stay for an extended
period of time and to travel beyond the environs of Cape Town. While at the
Cape in 1770, Captain Ekeberg was able to secure a permit from the Dutch
authorities to allow a Swedish student of natural history to visit South Africa
and to record his observations. At last, the moment that Linnaeus had been
waiting for had arrived. The great professor selected Anders Sparrman (1748—
1820).
Sparrman began his medical studies at Uppsala University in 1762, and
eventually became one of the school's most outstanding students. As a result
of Linnaeus' special interest in Sparrman, the young man was taken by Captain
Ekeberg as a ship's surgeon on a voyage to and from Canton, China in the years
1765 to 1767. Later the directors of the Swedish East India Company granted
Sparrman a free passage from Gothenburg to the Cape in the Company's ship
which left Sweden 10 January 1772. In April, she dropped anchor at Table Bay.
For the next eight months, Sparrman stayed in the Cape Town-Paarl area,
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recording his observations of South African nature as well as impressions of
the people. Toward the latter part of 1772, he was invited to take part in Cap
tain Cook's expedition to the South Pacific, South America, and the Antarctic
region. Upon returning to South Africa, from 25 July 1775 to 15 April 1776,
Sparrman along with D. F. Immelman (a young man of Cape Town) and one
D. Kepler plus horses and an ox-wagon of provisions journeyed from Cape Town
eastward as far as what is today Cookhouse on the Great Fish River (see map,
p 42). Sparrman recorded this as well as his other travels in 'A Voyage to the
Cape of Good Hope, Towards the Antarctic Polar Circle, and Round the World:
but Chiefly into the Country of the Hottentots and Caffres from the Year 17721776', first published in 1782.
At about the same time, Carl Peter Thunberg (1743-1828), another Linnaean student, obtained passage to the Cape and conducted research there by
working in the service of the Dutch East India Company.7 A classmate of
Sparrman at Uppsala University in the field of medicine and natural science,
Thunberg left for Paris and was not to return to his homeland for nearly nine
years. En route to Paris, 'the father of Cape botany' stopped in Amsterdam
where he was warmly received by two outstanding Dutch botanists, J. Burman
(Burmann) who was a personal friend of Linnaeus, and his son.8 It was arranged
that Thunberg should enter the service of the Dutch East India Company. He
sailed from Holland in December 1771 on the Company's Schoongezicht cap
tained by Rondecrantz, a Swede from Smaland.9 His ship anchored in Table Bay
on 16 April 1772, four days after Sparrman had arrived on a Swedish ship.
Thunberg was completely surprised by Sparrman's presence in South Africa.
During April and May, they frequently saw each other and also did some
research together before going their separate ways.10
From September 1772 to December 1774, Thunberg was engaged in three
extensive trips into the interior ( see map p 42).11 In March 1775, he left for
Java, Japan, and Ceylon, and did not return to the Cape until April 1778. Nine
months later, he sailed for Europe. The journeys and impressions were
recorded in his four-volume 'Travels in Europe, Africa, and Asia made between
the years 1770 and 1779', published in Uppsala during the years 1788-1793.
Since both men were in South Africa approximately the same time, it is use
ful to compare their impressions on certain topics — their perceptions of the
European and indigenous population, their views on slavery, comments on
fellow Scandinavians in South Africa, and a sampling of their descriptions of
Cape Town and of South Africa's nature.
Thunberg travelled more extensively in South Africa than did Sparrman, and
he also journeyed somewhat earlier.
He [ Thunberg] was the first private visitor from overseas to travel inland
to any considerable distance from the Cape . .. Thunberg not only visited
the eastern Cape but also the present Calvinia district and the Roggeveld.12
Sparrman, however, published his book earlier than Thunberg. There have
been some comments made by historians and researchers about the quality and
importance of their works. According to Vernon Forbes, a contemporary South
African scholar,
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The chief merit of his [Thunberg's] volumes is their honesty and freedom
from exaggeration ... The great defect in his writings is the lack of order
in his presentation of matter.13
Sparrman was an honest, exact, keen, and accurate observer, and his book
was recognized for these qualities as they were translated into German, Eng
lish, Dutch, and French in the period between 1784 and 1787.14 The historian
George McCall Theal recognized Thunberg and Sparrman for their permanent
value by considering them to have written 'the most interesting and trustworthy
account' of the Cape Colony prior to the beginning of the nineteenth century.15
Forbes criticized both Sparrman and Thunberg because they failed to collab
orate when writing their accounts. Thunberg constantly referred to topograph
ical descriptions, but did not include a map. Perhaps he assumed the reader
would look at Sparrman's map, but he never mentioned this suggestion. Forbes
found Sparrman's map valuable because it was the first to be published showing
details of the interior.
Though very inaccurate in most respects, it was a praiseworthy amateur
attempt to provide his readers with a cartographical guide to his wanderings,
and he deserves credit for possessing the geographical sense to realize that
need and for attempting to make provision for it.16

Sparrman and Thunberg on the European colonists
Of the two, Sparrman was more detailed in his impressions of the colonists.
"... He is the first to comment at any length upon the characters, manners,
and outlook of the settlers near the frontier'.17 With regard to the 'boers', he
found them
. . . a set of hearty honest fellows, who, though they do not, indeed, differ
in rank from our Swedish peasants, and make no better figure than the
yeoman in our country, are yet for the most part extremely wealthy.
A farmer's house was rather crude, and 'in most places the house consisted
of two rooms only, with the floor of earth or loam'.19 Thunberg noted the same
thing and added that the country people 'are frequently in want of furniture'.
On several occasions, Sparrman made reference to the problem of adequate
security against hostile slaves or 'natives' at night.21 He found the most common
disease among the frontier settlers to be worms; the people had little knowledge
how to treat it.22
As was the case with Jacob Wallenberg (see p 40), Sparrman was not im
pressed with the Cape women. He viewed the colonists as provincial, insular,
and limited in their awareness of the outside world in spite of their emphasis
on trade.
Many of the inhabitants of the Cape, the fair sex in particular, were most
lamentably deficient ... These latter European colonists learn very
any foreign language, though they are otherwise indefatigable in t eir app
ation to trade and everything that tends to their emolument.
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Thunberg also noted the trading emphasis among the Dutch:
Poets are said to be born so; but the Dutch here, and indeed all over the
East Indies, may be said to be born merchants; for in case the father does
not trade, but carries on some handicraft business, his wife, daughter, or
son must ...24
Sparrman was bothered by the naivete and indifference of many Dutch to
strangers. The Swede recounted how one of his Cape Town hostesses, unable
to understand him, stood open-mouthed while he talked. She wondered why he
came all the way to the Cape — was he poor?
This remark showed that she had conceived very indifferent notions of
strangers; and was the more difficult for me to digest, as they had given me
a very moderate supper, consisting of stewed red cabbage, meat preserved
with pepper, and gritty bread. I mention this, however, only as a proof, that
the Africans, ignorant of every thing beyond the limits of their own habit
ation, universally entertain most advantageous and flattering ideas with
respect to their own country.25
Thunberg also noted this sense of superiority; yet the colonists also realize
their dependence on Europe.
The town as well as country people, look upon this country, or their mother
land, as they term it, to be far superior to others; as it produces every
necessity of life in abundance; tho' at the same time, they are conscious that
Europe, their father-land, must furnish them with every thing else, even
to the very plough-share, with which they till this their fertile country.26
Thunberg had some harsh comments on the treatment of the indigenous peoples
at the hands of the European settlers.
I was every where told that this extensive country came more and more under
the dominions of the Dutch colonists, to whom the Hottentots were constantly
obliged to give way, and retire farther into the country. The Dutch always
took possession at first of the best and most fertile parts of the land in the
wider valleys, leaving to the Hottentots, for a little while longer, the inferior
vales, till, at length, the poor savages were driven out of these, and obliged
entirely to quit their native plains.27
On slavery
Both Sparrman and Thunberg were critical of the slavery system but the former
was more outspoken in his condemnation.
The slave business, that violent outrage to the natural rights of mankind,
always in itself a crime, and which leads to all manner of misdemeanours
and wickedness, is exercised by the colonists with a cruelty towards the
nation of 'Boshies-men', which merits the abhorrence of every one ... In
C°A
destroy the bands which nature has knit between husbands
and their wives and children.
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Sparrman commented that the European colonists must have experienced an
uneasy conscience and, therefore, had trouble sleeping at night.
Slaves, even under the mildest tyrant are bereaved of the rights of nature.
The melancholy remembrance of so painful a loss, is most apt to arise
during the silence of the night, when it ceases to be dissipated by the bustle
of the day. What wonder then, if those who commit outrages on their liber
ties, should some times be forced to sign and seal with their blood, the
violated rights of mankind? Ought not my host [ from Hanover, Germany],
gentle as he was, to fear the effects of despair on twelve stout fellows
forcibly taken from their native country [Madagascar], their kindred, and
their freedom? Is it not likewise to be dreaded, that thus shut out from the
commerce of the fair sex, which sweetens life, and renders its cares sup
portable, their inclinations, which are extremely warm, should trespass
against mankind?29
Is it no wonder, concluded Sparrman, that some slaves attempted to cheat
their owners or take revenge.
On the indigenous people
Both Thunberg and Sparrman devoted large sections of their accounts to the
indigenous population — Bushmen (or San), Hottentot (or Khoikhoi), and to
a lesser extent, the Bantu. Sparrman, more sympathetic to the indigenous
people, was fascinated by the many characteristics of the Khoikhoi especially
dress, music, food, language, and dancing. He was captivated by certain
30
ceremonies, particularly that which was performed on a dying person. He
also noted the Khoikhoi displayed a reserve toward events; they down-played
that which was considered important.
When, for instance, any thing remarkable happens, a Hottentot endeavours
to avoid, if he can, mentioning it for some days; and when at length he does
speak of it, it is with circumlocution, or, as the colonists call it, with a
'draij', a sort of twist or winding. And indeed, for the most part, the Hotten
tot comes out with his intelligence so late, that instead of being any use, it
serves only to vex one.31
Two months later (February 1776), the author made the following comment:
. . . I look upon the Hottentots to be by no means insensible; as I have seen
them display the greatest hospitality to each other, when in the course of
their business, or merely for pleasure, they have visited one another from
a great distance. Besides it is probable, that in the other well-governed
Hottentot craals, any more than in this, no member of society is abandoned
to any considerable degree of indigence and misery.
Sparrman found the San to be very primitive and, in his service, 'extremely
slothful and entirely independent on me' ,33 He noted that the San were in a
'savage state' but since the Christians 'invaded' their country, many of them
were in a still more miserable situation.34 He described the cruel treatment
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of the San at the hands of the European colonists, but probably never dreamed
that they would some day be doomed to near extinction. Yet he realized they
were in great danger from the colonists.
Does a colonist at any time get sight of a Boshies-man, he takes fire imme
diately, and spirits up his horses and dogs, in order to hunt him with more
ardour and fury than he would a wolf or any other wild beast ... Govern
ment, indeed, has no other part in the cruelties exercised by its subjects,
than that of taking no cognizance of them; but in this point it has been cer
tainly too remiss, in leaving a whole nation to the mercy of every individual
peasant, or in fact, of every one that chuses to invade their land .. „3S
Thunberg stressed the shortcomings and weaknesses of the indigenous people.
He found it difficult to flatter them, but rather pictured them as 'indolent',
'destitute', 'wretched', 'lovers of filth', used to primitive living, naive, and
simplistic. Thunberg defined a 'Hottentot' quite widely as consisting of all the
nations inhabiting the 'southern angle' of Africa.36
The language which is almost the only thing that distinguishes the Indolent
Hottentots from the brute creation, is poor, unlike any other in the world,
is pronounced with a clack of the tongue, and is never written.37
Grease is the great dainty of the Hottentots, which they are not only fond of
eating, but can also drink without finding any inconvenience from it. The
small huts of the Hottentots are at times so full of vermin both of the
hopping and creeping kind, as not to be habitable by them; they are often
forced to remove them to another place, a removal which does not take a
very long time, neither is it particularly expensive 38
We had brought with us several things from town, with which we endeavoured
either to gain their friendship, or reward their services, such as small
knives, tinder boxes, and small looking glasses. To the chief of them we
presented some looking glasses, and were highly diverted at seeing the many
pranks these simple people played with them: one or more looking at them
selves in the glass at the same time, and then staring at each other and
laughing ready to burst their sides; but the most ridiculous part of the farce
was, that they even looked at the back of the glass to see whether the same
figure presented itself there as they saw in the glass 39
Thunberg noted that 'even among these, the most wretched of the human race',
they did exhibit a sense of pride through the adornment of their bodies with
certain finery.40
Since the Bantus were further north and east, neither of the two Swedes wrote
much about them. But Thunberg commented that
The Caffres, it is true, are not bad in themselves; but, as they are in great
want of iron, they are sometimes so greedy after it, as to make no con
science of murdering a Christian for the sake of getting the iron from off
the wheels of his wagon, which they forge and grind to make heads for the
javelins.
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On the Scandinavians
Both Sparrman and Thunberg noted certain Scandinavians in South Africa. Sparrman made frequent reference to Ekeberg as well as Linnaeus in Sweden. While
in the Cape, Sparrman met a native of Livonia (eastern Baltic) who had been
a soldier in the Swedish army. In September 1775, Sparrman made a map of
Algoa Bay with the help of Adolphus Burtz, captain of a Swedish East Indiaman.42
On his map, the Swedish naturalist located Point Ekeberg in honour of Captain
Ekeberg, and Burtzenhoek at the mouth of the Gamtoos River (see appendix A).
Both Sparrman and Thunberg referred to the Danish ship Cron Prinsessen
running aground in Mossel Bay in 1752 (see p 37).43 On 1 May 1775, Sparr
man, returning to South Africa from his trip with Captain Cook, was delighted
to sight the Cape again and to see two ships flying the Swedish flag. After many
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months, he finally received word from home and was pleased there was peace.
Thunberg mentioned Frans Petter Oldenburg (1743-1774) from Stockholm
who had originally been a soldier in the service of the Dutch East India Company.
There is no record of his arrival at the Cape, but he was apparently encouraged
to become involved in botany by Thunberg and Francis Masson, an English
gardener. Oldenburg accompanied Masson on a trip into the interior in the early
1770's, and sent many specimens to London. Oldenburg also went with Thunberg
on the trip that began in the latter part of 1772. On the recommendation of
Thunberg, he was appointed a surgeon's mate on a Dutch vessel bound for
Madagascar in 1774. Governor Van Plettenberg, sending this vessel to barter
for slaves, had initially offered to make Thunberg the ship's surgeon but he
declined. Oldenburg died later that year on Madagascar.
Thunberg noted the explorations of Olof Bergh.46 He also recorded meeting
a Swedish ship in Cape Town, on board of which were several of his 'dear
friends'.47 In 1773, he described 'the barren mountains, which run from False
Bay out into the sea, are called by the colonists as well as by the sailors,
"Norweegen", or "Norway"'.48 On 28 December 1773, he arrived 'at Hannes
Olofson's farm, and from thence ... rode over the mountains to Anders Olofson's near Riet-valley, in Camenassie land ...,49 Although he did not identify
the nationality of these settlers, their names appear to be of Scandinavian
origin.
On the Cape and Cape Town
Both men described the Cape and Cape Town in detail. Thunberg found it to be
a 'delightful country'. He was seriously ill on the outbound voyage from Europe,
but his health was restored at the Cape as a result of a 'great deal of exercise
and receive refreshment from all the agreeable fruits, vegetables, and wines,
which this country, in the hands of the industrious Europeans, produces . He
spoke of Cape Town's neat 'brick, white-washed' houses, the excellent gardens,
and the regularity of the city's plan.51 Sparrman was less enthusiastic about
the city, noting some negative points such as its smallness, the unpaved streets,
and
what disgraces the town is a gallows with racks and other horrid
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instruments of torture, which the governor has lately ordered to be erected
in the place of honour, if I may so call it, or opposite to the fortification.52

On natural science
The major aim of the sojourners was to observe nature and to send back
specimens to Europe. A large part of 'Voyage' ... and 'Travels' ... dealt
with their observations. In his 'Travels' ..., the observant Thunberg noted a
variety of phenomena, aside from botany. For example, he described.
. . . the diet of the wild boar, the sound mechanism of grasshoppers, the
construction of finches'nests, the intelligence of baboons (who dug up edible
bulbs, peeled and ate them) as well as their nuisance value (they rolled
stones down the rocks on people below), the 'laugh' of the turtle dove and its
taste (very dry) and the fragility of the secretary bird's legs — its young
are not reared without difficulty as they are apt to break their legs.
Sparrman not only studied botany, zoology, anthropology, and medicine but also
paid close attention to the weather by making careful daily notations.
Among the animals Sparrman studied was the extinct quagga, and in fact,
he sent a foal of this animal to the Riksmuseum (National Museum), Stockholm.
He also sounded a warning about the overkilling of animals as well as the sloppy
methods of agriculture. Both men sent plant and animal specimens to Linnaeus,
and in one letter, the Uppsala professor gave Thunberg the testimonial that he
'has never had more delight and comfort from any other botanist' ,55
The impact of Sparrman and Thunberg
When Sparrman returned to Gothenburg in July 1776, he had with him an exten
sive collection of plant and animal specimens which today are housed in the
Riksmuseum (National Museum), Stockholm. In 1777, he was elected a mem
ber of the Royal Academy of Science (Kungl. Vetenskapsakademien), Stock
holm, becoming its president in 1778. Concerning his research at the Cape,
no comprehensive scientific report was ever written. Unfortunately, Linnaeus'
health was poor, and he was not able to enjoy Sparrman's complete collection.56
In 1787, Sparrman went on an unsuccessful expedition to Senegal, West
Africa, in order to select a suitable site for a proposed Swedish colony (see
p 5). In his later years, he was professor of natural history in Sweden.
After his return to Sweden, Thunberg spent the rest of his life
.. . occupied with revisions of his collections ... The collections Thunberg
sent home were also revised by Linnaeus, both father and son. Thunberg
first published the summary of his work at the Cape in a concise Prodromus
Plantarum Capensium (1794-1800), and subsequently in his Flora Capensis
... Flora Capensis was not completed until 1823 ... Thunberg's plan of
publishing an illustrated Cape flora was never realized 57
In 1795, Thunberg presented his herbarium, numbering 23,510 specimens plus
25,000 insects, to the University of Uppsala. A building was constructed to
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house this herbarium, and today is called the University Botanical Museum.
Thunberg wrote and published about 460 monographs in various periodicals at
home and abroad or as separate treatises on his work in South Africa, Japan,
and the East Indies. He occupied the Chair in Botany at Uppsala from 1784
until his death in 1828. In 1795, he was made knight of the Royal Order of Vasa,
becoming in 1815 a commander of that Order. He was a member of sixty-six
academies and learned societies throughout Europe. The Swedish Royal Academy
of Sciences struck two medals in his honour in 1832 and 1907.58
It has been said that 'Thunberg was Linnaeus's foremost disciple and the
most outstanding botanical investigator of his time'.59 He has been described
as 'the father of Cape botany' and 'Japan's Linnaeus'. In many ways, he laid
the foundations for South African botany. He collected over 3,000 species at
the Cape, 1,000 of which heretofore had not been discovered.60 C. A. Agardh,
botanist, said of Thunberg: 'No naturalist had at his time detected, examined,
and described so many natural objects as he.'61
It is also true that Thunberg and Sparrman gave Swedes a broad, general
knowledge of South Africa and the Far East. In fact, these men were of such
international stature that, thanks to them, South Africa became better known
to much of Europe. In honour of these scientists, Sweden issued two commem
orative postage stamps in the early part of 1974.
Clas Frederik Hornstedt
About four years after Thunberg left Cape Town for the final time, one of his
pupils, Clas Fredrik Hornstedt (1758-1809), on a trip to the Far East, arrived
at the Cape. He stayed for two weeks and collected specimens. A year and a
half later upon returning from Asia, Hornstedt again was in Cape Town — 22
October to 22 December, 1784 — where he continued collecting plants, insects,
and birds. During this visit, he stayed at the estate of Charles von Cahman, a
Swede, near Wynberg not far from Cape Town.
Hornstedt related his voyage in 'Anteckningar under en resa till Ostindien
iren 1782-1786' ('Notes on a Voyage to the East Indies 1782-1786') . Among
the things that impressed him was the 'majestic' Table Mountain and the Constantia wines.63
The Linnaean scientists and explorers to South Africa ended with Hornstedt.
The next group began in 1841 with the arrival of Johan August Wahlberg,
naturalist, explorer, and engineer.
OTHER SCANDINAVIAN NATURAL SCIENTISTS AND
EXPLORERS IN SOUTH AFRICA
Johan August Wahlberg
What Sparrman and Thunberg were in botany to South Africa, Wahlberg was in
birds and mammals. '... Apart from [Dr Andrew] Smith he [Wahlberg] made
the most important single contribution to our understanding of the avi-fauna of
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this part [Natal, central Transvaal] of south-eastern Africa'.04
Wahlberg was born near Gothenburg in 1810, and studied chemistry at Upp
sala University. At the age of twenty-two, he went on a natural science
expedition to Norway and in 1834 travelled at government expense in the interest
of forestry research through southern Sweden and parts of Germany. He studied
at the Office of Land Survey, Stockholm, and eventually passed an examination
which allowed him to become an engineer in forestry at that Office and a lec
turer at an agricultural school.66
At this time, Jacob Letterstedt, the Swedish diplomatic representative in
Cape Town, was most interested in greater Swedish economic and scientific
involvement in South Africa ( see Chapter IV).66 He also wanted to attract
Swedish settlers to the Cape. In 1837, while in Sweden drumming up interest
in South Africa, he came into contact with Wahlberg. 'J. Letterstedt ... stirred
up the idea of sending a Swedish naturalist to South Africa. Wahlberg offered
to go, and was accepted.'67 What Linnaeus was to Sparrman and Thunberg,
Letterstedt was to Wahlberg, Charles John Andersson, Johan Fredrlk Victorin,
and the Eugenie expedition.
It was agreed that Wahlberg's way was to be financed by the Royal Academy
of Science, and he.was to make a collection for the Riksmuseum (National
Museum). He left Sweden July 1838, and his first stop was London where he
remained until mid-October. There he met numerous scientists including
W. J. Burchell and Dr Andrew Smith who were connected with South Africa.
Wahlberg made the following comments concerning a meeting with the latter
natural scientist;
Smith thought this work [he was at that time working in a hospital for sol
diers from the colonies] would take some three years, after which he
intended to get back to South Africa, whose climate greatly pleased him.
Spoke to him about exchanges with natural products of Sweden. The Hotten
tots ought in general not to be treated strictly and if they have committed
some offence it is preferable to let their own countrymen judge and punish
them. The natives ought never to be given anything as a present, but always
as payment; eg in exchange for birds, lizards, etc, if only for the sake of
appearances; only with the chiefs can sometimes some exception be made
to this rule. When one's own Hottentots have worked especially well, they
should be encouraged occasionally by being given a glass of brandy; but the
natives must never be allowed to ... know that one has any ,68
Wahlberg seemed to have taken his advice. While in London, the Swedish
naturalist visited several museums, read books, and attended numerous
operas and concerts.
After this orientation in London, Wahlberg left England 12 October 1838,
and arrived in Cape Town nearly three months later. He remained in that city
until the middle of May, having toured the environs, collected specimens,
entertained and favoured by Letterstedt, and prepared for more extensive
exploration in Natal.
In his diary, Wahlberg frequently spoke of his contacts with Letterstedt,
Dr John Philip ( see Chapter V), Mrs Andries Stockenstrom, and Sir George
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Napier. He also attended meetings of the London Missionary Society and
heard the missionary Robert Moffat on his work in Bechuanaland (see Chap
ter V).'70
Wahlberg and Letterstedt continued to keep in contact, and the naturalist
referred to the Swedish envoy on various occasions during his stay from 1839
until his departure for Sweden, May 1845. When Wahlberg returned to the Cape
on 23 December 1853, to begin his journey into Namibia (South West Africa),
he again was entertained by the Swedish consul.71
Wahlberg was restless to move on to Natal, and collect specimens there.
On the ship to Port Natal (Durban) in May 1839, he met the French naturalist,
Adolphe Delegorgue. They decided to make several expeditions together. They
arrived in Durban on 11 June 1839, Wahlberg describing it as 'the beautiful
land of Natal'.72 After a near disastrous arrival ( rough seas were described in
the diary), Wahlberg immediately began collecting insects, birds, and plants.73
From June 1839 to October 1841, he made frequent trips in the environs of
Durban, lower Zululand, south of Durban, and Pietermaritzburg. Wahlberg's
first headquarters was among the Voortrekker community in Congella, north of
Durban.74
Wahlberg had numerous contacts with the Boers. About six months before
his arrival in Durban, the Voortrekkers had defeated the Zulus at the Battle of
Blood River (16 December 1838). In that lopsided engagement, some 3,000
Zulus were killed and only a handful of Voortrekkers wounded. This engage
ment broke the back of the Zulu nation and its leader, Dingane, declined in
power. The Zulus, however, would continue to challenge European expansion in
northeastern South Africa (see Chapter V) .TC
As a result of the Blood River campaign most of the Voortrekkers settled in
Natal, and from 1839 to 1843 a Voortrekker Republic thrived with its capital
at Pietermaritzburg.76 The town was named after two Voortrekkers, Piet Retief
and Gert Maritz. On 8 August 1843, the Volksraad (Parliament) accepted
British terms, and Natal was annexed. As a result, many Boers moved north
and west, crossing the Drakensberg Mountains, and settling in the regions
which would be known as the Orange Free State and the Transvaal.
Thus Wahlberg arrived at an important time in the history of the Afrikaners
and Natal. On 7 October 1839, he set out on his first expedition to the interior,
travelling with a Boer, Willem Nel, and two Zulus. They headed for Pieter
maritzburg. With Wahlberg's background in the Office of Land Survey in Sweden,
the Volksraad on 6 January 1840, decided to ask the services of 'den landmeter
Whaalberg' (the surveyor Wahlberg) to lay out the town of Pietermaritzburg
for future expansion.
The surveyor [Wahlberg] ... set to work laying out the capital in good old
Colonial fashion: a great parallelogram, one and a half miles by one mile,
with nine broad straight streets cut across at right angles by five others
and liberal allowance for a marketplace and church square. Already the
foundations of the church had been laid, a prison was in course of construc
tion, a sturdy German had opened the first shop, a butchery as was fitting
in a pastoral community and ... the contract for a stone powder-magazine
had been given to one Jan Mocke ...
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Although it was a dangerous time to travel further inland, Wahlberg on 13 Oc
tober 1841, left Pietermaritzburg on an expedition that took him through the
Orange Free State and the western part of the Transvaal. Again Wahlberg made
a similar trip from 5 July 1843 to 14 November 1844 (see map above). On
this expedition, he reached the Limpopo River. He wished to go further but the
accompanying servants were afraid. He was joined in these expeditions by
Boers including Willem Nel.
Voortrekker-British antagonism was always in the background of Wahlberg's
expeditions in Natal and the Transvaal. When he returned to Congella in August
1842 (there had been fighting in Durban in May of that year), to his dismay,
some of his possessions, including a Zulu language dictionary he was compiling,
had been lost.78 In his diary, Wahlberg avoided taking sides but he implied that
the Boers were difficult and stubborn. Although his diary dealt mainly with
animal and plant observations, he mentioned the rough treatment of the
indigenous population by the Voortrekkers, an issue which was at that time
openly discussed in London through the efforts of the 'Evangelicals'.19
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Heard a horrible story of a Kaffer; while the Kaffer chief Zula was here
[Durban], flight from Panda [Mpande-Zulu chief], this Kaffer was caught
by the Boers' commando, and tied by his neck to a horse's tail. The horse
was then whipped to a gallop, and after a short distance the man fell, and
was cast hither and thither against stone and tree trunks. When the horse
came to a stop the man fainted and then a few of them made water on him,
after which he was lashed with a sjambok until he got to his feet.®
A buffalo shot by J. Meyer is to be fetched by Kaffers with a span of oxen.
When the Kaffers take too long about it, Cornelius van Roeje rides to meet
them; night falls. A Kaffer named Slangfeldt is abandoned as dead, and
pitched into a bush. They jest horribly about his death. On the second morn
ing, having come to himself, he arrives home, reeling like a drunken man.
They are completely indifferent to his return, and ask if any Christian could
have been found to give a stiver [a former nickel coin of the Netherlands]
for his turning up again.81
The author discussed an African
. . . given 50 lashes and a year hard labour in irons, for not coming when
Pretorius [Andreas] sent for him. The black servants are kept permanently
in debt by their masters, so that they may not free themselves from their
contracts.82
Wahlberg noted also the cruelty of the English toward non-whites.
A steamship is in the Bay [Durban]. First noticed from Congela ... The
vessel is said to be from Ceylon, but it is suspected that has English troops
on board. A Kaffer in a heavy iron chain for participating, by order of his
Captain, in the theft of stock. In prison he had been so beaten that the whole
of his back was very much swollen.83
In his travels, Wahlberg met many of the important Voortrekker leaders. For
example, on 13 January 1842, on his way to the Apies (Pienaars) River, he
met A. H. Potgieter west of Pretoria.
The m a n [Potgieter] was at first not disposed to be cooperative, but later
on I got him on my side, and received permission to go without restriction
to the Apies River.84
Wahlberg has been described as an intelligent, detailed and methodical person.85
His diaries were carefully written, containing extensive notes on natural science
as well as vivid descriptions of the country through which he passed. He fre
quently discussed the indigenous people who followed his party looking for meat.
A troop of Basutos came looking for honey and encamp by our camp. The
honey is a pretext: the real object is meat, which they hope to get from us.
But Wahlberg was a naturalist, and when he described the animals, he was at
his best. From his diary, the reader can feel the excitement he had when view
ing the animals in their natural habitat.
Despite suffering, Wahlberg persevered in his inland journeys, and when he
sailed for Sweden in May 1845 after being away from his native land for over
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seven years, he brought back a great collection. This consisted of 535 specimens
of mammals including a young elephant, one giraffe, four rhinoceros, and two
lions. He also sent back 2,527 birds belonging to four hundred species, several
of which had not been previously identified, and hundreds of amphibians, reptiles,
crustaceans, and plants.87
Most of his collection found its way to the Riksmuseum (National Museum),
Stockholm, and can still be seen there. The museum bought them for a sum
which covered his expenses. He was not offered a job in the museum to work
on the material, and therefore, he returned to the Land-survey Office.
Probably due to the indifference of the museum, Wahlberg did not publish a
comprehensive report of his travels. But the Swede was not satisfied with his
collection. When he heard of David Livingstone's discovery of Lake Ngami
(located in northwest Botswana) in 1849, Wahlberg decided to return to Africa.
In late 1853, he made preparations to leave Sweden for Namibia and Botswana
( see pp 67, 68).
Voyage of the Eugenie
During the years 1851-1853, the Swedish frigate Eugenie made a round-theworld cruise mainly for natural scientific purposes. The itinerary included
stops in Rio de Janeiro, around Cape Horn, Panama, Hawaii, San Francisco,
Tahiti, Sydney, Guam, Canton, Manila, Singapore, Cape Town, and the
Azores. It was captained by Kristian Adolf Virgin, a Swedish admiral. Included
in the expedition was Dr J. G. M. Kinberg, surgeon and zoologist. During his
stay at the Cape (8-20 April 1853), Kinberg collected various animal specimens.
Today the entire collection is located in Stockholm's Riksmuseum. C. Skogman,
an officer of the ship, described the voyage in his 'Fregatten Eugenies resa omkring jorden aren 1851-1853' ('Frigate Eugenie's Voyage Around the World
1851-1853'). The account mentioned a party held at Consul Jacob Letterstedt's
Cape Town estate in honour of the expedition and Swedish-Norwegian union.
The Swedish Consul had encouraged the expedition to stop at Cape Town. Skog
man also noted that Sweden was conducting little trade with the Cape.88
Johan Fredrik Victorin and other Scandinavian scientists
Seven months after the Eugenie left Cape Town, another Swedish natural scien
tist arrived. Johan Fredrik Victorin, who was twenty-two years old when he
arrived in South Africa in 1853, had been a student of natural history and
mathematics at Uppsala University. His desire was to continue research in a
relatively unexplored area. South Africa was selected not only for this reason
but also it was felt the warmer climate would be beneficial to Victorin's fragile
health (he had a tendency to tuberculosis).80
At the Cape, Victorin met Letterstedt who invited him to his estate. While
there, he also associated himself with Wahlberg who, having arrived 23 Decem
ber 1853, was preparing for his forthcoming expedition to Namibia and Lake
Ngami (see pp 67, 68) ,90
Victorin had met Wahlberg in Sweden, and the latter
had recommended the Knysna district in the eastern Cape as a good place to do
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natural scientific research. When Victorin was in Knysna in 1854, he received
correspondence from Wahlberg. In a letter received 12 October 1854, by Vic
torin, Wahlberg commented on the difficulties he was having in Namibia. One
night, he related, three of his servants ran away 'leaving him alone with a
Swedish servant [Oscar Lindholm] and the driver'.91 He also did not have suf
ficient oxen. Apparently while still at the Cape, Wahlberg had shared with
Victorin the premonition of being killed by a large animal while exploring
Namibia.92 On 6 March 1856, Wahlberg was killed by an elephant (see p 68).
In his diary Victorin also mentioned Charles John Andersson's expedition to
Lake Ngami, but apparently he thought the explorer to be Scottish and not half
Swedish (see pp 60ff)."
In Knysna, Victorin was fascinated by the forest with its vast assortment of
birds and insects. His comment about the forest was: 'Now I have seen a real
African forest'. 94 Knysna was to become the site for a Norwegian settlement
in the 1870's ( see Chapter IV — the Thesens), but when Victorin saw it in
1854,
. . . the number of the inhabitants is said to be about 200, blacks and whites,
young and old. The village is only supposed to have been inhabited by the
English for less than a hundred years. The English language is the common
one. There are two chapels here, of which the one belongs to the Dutch
Reformed Church.95
He noted that there were only two Lutherans in the area, one Nelson and him
self. 'Sweden is not much known here, but 'Swedish iron' is well known and
indispensable, for parts of wagons, among other things'.96 He also observed
that there were only a few indigenous people in the area including the Fingoes,
a Bantu tribe, and some Khoikhoi and San.
After nearly eight months living in Knysna out of contact with Swedes, Vic
torin noted that at Plettenberg Bay (2 November 1854), he met a Swedish sailor
from a ship that had arrived. A month later, he decided to travel inland to
Oudtshoorn, and on the way, he stopped at George. While attempting to get a
permit to buy ammunition, he spoke with a man who pronounced his first name
'Johan' rather than 'John'.
The name of the magistrate whom I had approached was Gustaf Aspeling,
and that his grandfather had been a Swede. Another young man here was
likewise also of Swedish origin.
After visiting the Cango Caves, Victorin returned to Cape Town on 12 March
1855, and
I visited [Swedish] Consul Hedelius, who of course received me in a very
friendly way, but I still had a terribly dull time as I could not get used to
speaking Swedish ... I have rented an exceptionally pleasant room with a
compatriot, Carl Carlsson, and have unpacked most of my collection to air
it.99
On the day (18 March) before he sailed for Sweden, Victorin was invited to
Hedelius' residence for a farewell dinner honouring Letterstedt who was leaving
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the Cape and returning to Sweden. The final line in Victories 'Travels' ... was
that the author as well as his specimens and Wahlberg's boxes and packages
were all put aboard the Swedish brig Sydpolen which had come from Batavia in
100
the East Indies.
Shortly after arriving back in Sweden, Victorin died prematurely from
tuberculosis at the age of twenty-five. His significance is that he brought to
Sweden a considerable collection of mammals, birds, reptiles, and insects
from an area of South Africa which had been neglected by many of the early
travellers"1 Along with the specimens (today the collection is housed in the
Riksmuseum) were careful notes and descriptions. Victorin was a conscien
tious letter writer and kept a complete diary which has proven useful to
historians and scientists. He also made a number of skillful drawings of var
ious specimens, particularly birds, as well as scenes of the areas he visited.
What Victorin accomplished in the Cape shows that he was undoubtedly one
of our most promising young zoologists. Combined with an unquenchable
thirst for research and an unbending perseverance in the quenching of it, he
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showed an extraordinary diligence.
In 1872, Emil Wilhelm Cohen (1842-1905), a Danish geologist, arrived in Cape
Town, and remained in South Africa for fifteen months. His travels took him to
the Kimberley region, eastern Transvaal, and Mozambique where he was
engaged in a number of geological observations and surveying. He was chiefly
interested in fossils. On his return to Europe, Cohen took with him many rock
and fossil samples, and wrote several papers and articles as well as an account
of his journey which was published by the Hamburg Geographical Society in
1875103 He became assistant professor of petrography at the University of Stras
bourg.
Jons Persson visited South Africa from 1867 to 1872, and then returned some
time later to remain permanently. He lived in the Transvaal and collected many
insects which are today deposited in the Malmo Museum, and the Entomological
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Museum, Zoological Institute, Lund, Sweden.
Ivar Tragirdh (1878-1951), professor and chief of the Entomological Depart
ment of the Forest Research Institute, Stockholm, made a journey to Natal and
Zululand in 1904-1905 to study insects, especially ants, termites, ticks, and
mites. Hilmer Skoog (1870-1927), conservator of the Naturhistoriska Museet
(Natural History Museum), Gothenburg, spent 1912 and half of 1913 studying
bird parasites and marine invertebrates in Cape Province and southwestern
Angola. Oscar Carlgren (1865-1954), professor of Zoology, University of Lund,
was in the Cape Peninsula October 1935-January 1936 where he did work in
marine biology105

NEW HORIZON: NAMIBIA
Although South Africa proper continued to fascinate Scandinavian scientists and
explorers after 1850, it was Namibia (South West Africa) which held the lime
light. Many of these men were not only explorers and naturalists but also
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adventurers and traders who opened this vast area to economic and commercial
opportunities.
Wedged between the Republic of South Africa and Angola is the territory of
Namibia with an area approximately 330,000 square miles. It is mainly an arid
plateau between 3,000 and 4,000 feet high. Along the coast is a desert strip,
the Namib, and at the eastern border begins the Kalahari Desert. Between
these two deserts lies the inhabited portion of the territory. The Orange River
forms the southern border with South Africa, and the Cunene and Okavango
Rivers make up part of the northern frontier with Angola. In the north is the
1,400 square mile salt march, the Etosha Pan.
In the early history of Namibia, the area was inhabited chiefly by the Namas
(Khoikhoi), south of what is today the town of Windhoek; the Hereros (DamarasBantu group) in Damaraland; and the Ovambos, in the extreme northern sec
tion near Angola. There were also the Bergdamas who had been traditionally
dominated by the Namas (Namaques) and in the eastern section, the San (Bush
men) . At the time the first European missionaries and settlers arrived ( 1830's,
1840's), there was hostility between the Namas led by Jonker and Christiaan
Afrikaner and the Hereros.106
In the 1830's, the London and Wesleyan Missionary societies established a
station at Bethanie, southern Namibia. Around 1840, German settlers began
arriving, and the German Rhenish Missionary Society established a network
of stations in the Windhoek-Barmen and Bethanie (Bethany) areas. Hans Chris
tian Knudsen from Bergen, Norway, was one of the first missionaries sent out
by the Rhenish Missionary Society, arriving in 1842 to work at the Bethanie
station. Through his 'emotional preaching', he was able to attract a large
number of Khoikhoi, and his congregation grew rapidly. He compiled a legal
code for the Khoikhoi in the Bethanie area, and translated parts of the Bible
into the Nama language. Knudsen was also an artist, using Namiblan scenes
for his subjects. He is considered the first European artist of this area. After
a trip to Europe in the late 1840's which included his marriage to a Norwegian,
Knudsen returned to Bethanie only to discover his congregation, influenced by
Jonker Afrikaner, had taken to raiding the Hereros. He was bitterly disappoin
ted, eventually returned to Norway with a sick wife, and died there in 1863
after serving a few years as an itinerant preacher. Knudsen was the first
Norwegian missionary to southern Africa and the second Scandinavian, the
Swede, Hans Peter Hallbeck ( see Chapter V) having served earlier in the
Moravian mission at Genadendal in the Cape.
In 1843, Hans Larsen, a Danish sailor, left his ship at Walvis Bay and
entered the service of a trading store. He eventually became a hunter, trader,
and cattle farmer in Namibia. He helped the early German missionaries build
their stations, and was very valuable to Sir Francis Galton and Charles John
Andersson in their exploration of Ovamboland in 1850-1851. In his autobiography
Galton noted that:
I had the good fortune to meet Hans Larsen, a Dane, who spoke English per
fectly. He had been a sailor, but obtained permission to quit his ship at
Walfish Bay and to enter the service of a cattle-dealer. When that particular
venture was concluded, he joined a second cattle-dealer, and finally found
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himself at large with a small herd of oxen which he intended to drive over
land and to sell at Cape Town. I had been most strongly urged [by Mr Bam
— a Rhenish missionary in Schepmansdorf] to acquire his service if I could,
and I did so to my very great advantage ... I bought all his livestock of 50
oxen and 100 sheep and goats at a single swoop, by a cheque on Cape Town
for £71. Hans himself became a most valuable and efficient servant and
r •
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friend.
On first seeing Larsen, Galton reported that he lived
. . . in the neatest of encampments, with an old sail stretched in a sailor
like way to keep the sun off, and in an enclosure of thick reeds that were
cut and hedged all around. The floor was covered with sheep-skin mats:
shooting things, knick-knacks, and wooden vessels were hung on the forked
branches of the sticks that propped up the whole ... Natives squatted round
at a respectful distance, and Hans sat on an ottoman looking like a Mogul.
Shortly after Galton returned to England, Larsen in 1853 left Africa permanently
for gold mining in Australia. Both Galton and Andersson were displeased that
he left, and the former noted disappointingly that 'with the exception of one
letter that he sent before starting I lost all communication with him, to my very
great regret. He must have met with mischance.'110 It is not known what was
Larsen's fate.
Other Scandinavians, especially Swedes, were in the forefront as early
explorers, traders, merchants, and missionaries (in this latter category, the
Finns predominated) in opening up this vast area to the Europeans. Over thirty
Scandinavians were of special significance in the history of the territory (see
appendix D), the first being Wikar (see pp 20-22). The most famous was
undoubtedly Charles John Andersson.

Charles (Carl) John Andersson
It was Charles J. Andersson who in his writings first gave the country of the
Hereros and Namaquas the collective name of South West Africa"1 He has
become a forgotten figure, one reason being that Namibia was less known than
other parts of Africa. Yet what Livingstone achieved for the East Coast, Ander
sson did for the West. In 1853, he became the first European to reach Lake
Ngami in Botswana from a westerly direction. He discovered the Okavango
River on what is today the Angolan border and made numerous journeys into
various regions of Namibia (see map p 62).
He was also a first-rate
ornithologist, collecting a wide variety of birds.
Andersson was born in Vanersborg, Sweden, in 1827, his mother, Kasja
Andersdotter, being Swedish, and his father, Llewellyn Lloyd, from an English
Quaker family. It is interesting that the Namibian explorer used the prefix of
his mother's last name, Anders, rather than his father's. Lloyd was a hunter
and author (wrote 'Field Sports of the North of Europe', published 1830) of
some repute, and he came to Sweden due to his fascination for Scandinavian
nature. C. J. Andersson was attracted to natural history and the outdoor life
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through his father s influence, and he decided to study zoology at the Univer
sity of Lund. Due to lack of funds, he dropped out after one semester, and
went to Hull, England, taking along a zoological collection including two live
bears which he hoped to sell. In London, he met Galton, a friend of his father.
Galton was an eminent natural scientist preparing an expedition to Lake Ngami.
This meeting was to be the turning point in Andersson's life because he accepted
Galton's invitation to participate in the expedition"2
The two men arrived in Cape Town in June 1850. Lake Ngami had just been
discovered in 1849 by David Livingstone. He had approached the lake from the
southeast through South Africa and Botswana. Galton was interested in observing
the natural phenomena in the immediate area of the lake. The original plan was
to go directly to Lake Ngami from Cape Town, but at this time, some Boer
settlers near the Orange River, 'anxious ... to secure to themselves the newly
discovered regions', had turned back several traders and travellers^13
The decision was to sail to Walfish Bay, and approach Lake Ngami from the
west. Upon arriving in Namibia, however, Galton changed his plans. He heard
about a large fresh water lake called Omabonde northeast of Walvis Bay, and
since it had not yet been discovered by a European, he decided to head in that
direction rather than eastward toward Lake Ngami. While in Otjimbingwe pre
paring for the journey, Galton hired Hans Larsen as trek manager. Upon
arriving at Omabonde in April 1851, the party was terribly disappointed to dis
cover the lake was dried up. However, Galton and his men continued north,
thus being the first Europeans to reach Ovamboland from the south and to see
the Etosha Pan. They also received an account of the Cunene (Kunene) River
and southern Angola from the Ovambos. Galton was not able to push on to the
river as the oxen were weak from lack of water, supplies were running out,
and the indigenous people were not as helpful as Galton would have liked. The
party returned to Walvis Bay, and Galton returned to England, never to see
Lake Ngami. Andersson, however, stayed in Namibia determined to get to the
lake himself.
Galton shared part of his equipment with his two Scandinavian assistants
before leaving for England. In his memoirs, he noted the assistance of these
two men and referred to Andersson as 'a Swedish gentleman and a naturalist'
and 'to his perseverance and energy I have since been in the highest degree
indebted'114
Galton and Andersson were observers of the customs and habits of the
indigenous people. Both men shared similar views about the people they met.
Andersson was influenced by Galton who became famous as the father of
eugenics which concluded that mental as well as physical characteristics are
inherited and which encouraged the propagation of the 'fit' and intelligent.
Galton was also the cousin of Charles Darwin.
The two explorers were favourably impressed with the Ovambos but had
mixed reactions toward the Damaras and Namaquas.
They [Damaras] are ... very handsome and well made. It is not unusual
to find Individuals amongst them that are six feet tall and six inches in
height, and beautifully proportioned ... Taken as a whole, they have all the
vices — and none of the virtue — so characteristic of Savages: they are
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Liars, Treacherous ... Honour is not known amongst them, and Hospitality
almost only by the name. Their mania is Cattle, and for that they will often
sacrifice their nearest relations!15
Galton noted the Damaras' 'superstitious' nature, their 'untrustworthiness',
and their 'negligence'.
These scoundrel Damaras wanted to misdirect us, and to send us eastwards
instead of northwards, to find out the Ovamp ... I never did trust a Damara
out of my sight ... The Damaras are bad guides considering that they are
savages, and ought to have the instincts of locality strongly developed ...
But it is difficult to compare a European's idea of a country with that of these
savages, as they look at it in such different ways, and have their attention
attracted to such entirely different objects. A Damara never generalises; he
has no one name for a river, but a different name for nearly every reach of
it.. 1 . 16
Andersson also observed the chaotic situation between the Damaras and
Namaquas (Namas) in the early 1850's, centring around Jonker Afrikaner.
The two European travellers portrayed the Ovambos of northern Namibia in
a more favourable light. To Galton:
The Ovampo have infinitely more claims on a white man's sympathy than
savages like the Damaras, for they have a high notion of morality in many
points, and seem to be a very inquiring race. It would be an easy country
to secure a footing in, as the king's good-will has alone to be gained ...
I admired the neatness and order of their encampment, and their demeanour
was really polished. We soon became good friends, and I killed a young ox
for them and for ourselves; they added some corn, which was a most grate
ful change of diet to us!18
Andersson similarly noted that
The Ovambos are a very industrious race of men. They cultivate the soil to
a considerable extent, and sow two sorts of Corn [other plants inclu e
pumpkins, watermelons, beans, tobacco, calabashes] ... The va™
perhaps not so handsome as the Damaras, but in every other respec
are far superior. Indeed they look upon the Damaras with Contempt . . i hey
appear to entertain the greatest horror for theft ... I never o ser^®
to touch a thing till they had first asked our permission to do so..Theyjar
also remarkable for their civility towards strangers ... an Pri
, .
upon their hospitality ... They carry on a great trade with those tribes hat
live round about them [also with Portuguese - sell ivory, they deny selling
slaves]!19
In Cape Town in 1852, Andersson prepared for the expedition to LakeiNgami
from the west. He was still concerned with the Boers, and in h
P
(PP 23, 26 of that Report - see footnote 112) to the Swedish Royal A™demy of
Science in November of that year, condemned them for t eir
ment of Livingstone whom Andersson regarded with admira ion,
Bechuanas.
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On 25 July 1853, Andersson first saw Lake Ngami, four years after Living
stone's original discovery.
There, indeed, at no very great distance, lay spread before me an immense
sheet of water, only bounded by the horizon — the object of my ambition for
years, and for which I had abandoned home and friends, and risked my life.
The first sensation occasioned by this sight was very curious. Long as I had
been prepared for the event, it now almost overwhelmed me. It was a mix
ture of pleasure and pain. My temples throbbed, and my heart beat so
violently, that I was obliged to dismount, and lean against a tree for support,
until the excitement had subsided ... I felt unfeignedly thankful for the
unbounded goodness and gracious assistance, which I had experienced from
Providence throughout the whole of this prolonged and perilous journey. My
trials had been many; but, my dearest aspirations being attained, the diffic120
ulties were all forgotten.
Andersson returned to Walvish Bay with a rich collection of ivory and skins.
At this point, he heard his father was ill in Sweden, and he and his wife (he
had married the daughter of a Cape Town official) decided to go to Europe.
Andersson stayed in Europe until 1857, visiting Sweden and England. During
this time, he wrote his first book, 'Lake Ngami; or Explorations and Discover
ies during four years' wanderings in the wilds of South Western Africa'. The
book was well-received. In London, he met Galton's cousin, Charles Darwin.
In 1857, Andersson was appointed superintendent of the mining operations of
the Walvis Bay Mining Company. But he had no interest in this position, and he
soon was involved in further exploration. In 1858, he founded the town of
Omaruru which became the residence of a number of Swedes. In 1859, in
attempting to reach the Cunene River on the Angolan border, he discovered
the Okavango River flowing in an easterly direction.
For a moment I felt amazed at the discovery. 'East'.' I continued to solilo
quize: 'why, what stream can this then be, in this latitude and longitude?'
Upon further reflection, Andersson concluded that it must flow into the exten
sive marshes northwest of Lake Ngami.
An excursion up this stream toward its source would undoubtedly prove very
interesting for it is, I believe, perfectly unknown to Europeans; I doubt,
even, whether the native Portuguese are aware of its very existence ...
Navigable it must be throughout a great (if not greater) portion of its course,
even to vessels of some pretension ... It is only, I think, in the spring,
when I was unfortunately in its neighbourhood, that the malaria from the
lagoons is so fatal [Andersson and his party were suffering from fever]*22
At the Okavango, Andersson was attacked by a rhinoceros which thrust its horn
into his thigh, and left the explorer crippled for months. This plus the fact
that he failed to find the Cunene River made Andersson a terribly disappointed
man.
In 1860, he was back in Cape Town where he wrote 'The Okavango River: A
Narrative of Travel, Exploration and Adventure'. He returned to Namibia and
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settled in Otjimbingwe where he accumulated considerable property and where
he intended settling down to a lucrative trade, supplying elephant hunters and
forwarding ivory and cattle to Cape Town in return. But when he began to
prosper, misfortune struck (John P. R. Wallis' biography of Andersson is
entitled 'Fortune My Foe'). Due to a set of circumstances, he was forced to
kill a Namaqua. It occurred just at the time this group was warring against
the Damaras. Andersson was made the chief of the Damaras, and soon found
himself in the middle of a war. The Nama-Herero War of 1863-1870 was ultim
ately to ruin his business. On 22 June 1864, the Namas attacked Otjimbingwe,
and Andersson led a confederated Herero group against the attackers. In the
confrontation, called Andersson's Battle, he was assisted by the English trader
and explorer, Frederick J. Green, who had dealings with Wahlberg in his 18551856 expedition to Lake Ngami. Andersson was wounded in the battle and left a
cripple for life. The Hereros were eventually victorious.
In 1865, Andersson recuperated in Cape Town and worked on a bird catalogue.
Eventually these were published as 'Notes on the Birds of Damaraland and the
Adjacent Countries of South West Africa'. Two years earlier, the artist, Thomas
Baines, had lived with the Anderssons and had done a number of paintings
including a series of bird illustrations.
Soon Andersson became restless again. He was determined to lead an exped
ition into Ovamboland in order to improve his financial position by collecting
ivory, cattle, and ostrich-feathers. He was also resolved to find the Cunene
River, and possibly open trade with the Portuguese north of the river. In May
1866, he left Cape Town with several Swedish assistants, Axel Wilhelm Eriks
son (see pp 68ff), Captain T. G. Een, and Svante. Een had been a Swedish
master mariner. Andersson had 'taken a strong fancy' to him, believing that
he and Eriksson were splendid servants323 After arriving in Namibia, Een was
sent on ahead to Ovamboland, Andersson staying behind to aid Eriksson who
had been mauled by a leopard. Een did well trading among the Ovambos. In
1882, Een served under Henry Stanley in the founding of the Congo Free State.
Svante had been a faithful servant of Andersson's father in Sweden and had
come out to South Africa specifically to work for Andersson. Svante was sent
with a Mr Palgrave to the northern part of Namibia to collect some animal
specimens. He was wounded when Palgrave's party was attacked by the Khoi124
khoi, and died of tetanus on 20 June 1866.
From February to July 1867, Andersson went on his last journey
to the
Cunene River — accompanied by Axel Eriksson. Andersson graphically
recorded the suffering both he and Eriksson experienced.
Poor Axel down with fever, and I myself feel very queer. (7 February 186/)
Axel very feverish nearly the whole night; moaned and raved dreadfully ...
(21 March 1867)
Poor Axel continues to suffer from toothache ... (26 May 1867)
Just at dusk Axel succeeded in knocking over a large male waterbuck ...
We are now safe from starvation. (16 June 1867)
Andersson was growing weaker, not able to hold anything in his stomach, it is
suspected he was suffering from cancer. In early July 1867, he was dead. It
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Axel Wilhelm Eriksson : 1866-1901
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was from Eriksson that one is able to reconstrust Andersson's last days!26
Andersson was one of the most important early explorers of Namibia. Due
to his efforts, much of the northern and eastern parts of the territory became
known to the Europeans who eventually settled there. He also made significant
contributions to the study of animal and bird life of the region, and was an
important trader. He was respected by the Hereros and was able to defend
their interests successfully against the Namaquas.
In spite of his serious illness, Andersson kept recording observations right
to the end. His last diary was published posthumously by his father under the
title 'Notes on Travel in South Africa'. Another work entitled 'The Lion and
the Elephant', containing many of his papers and notes, was also published
after his death. Andersson kept thorough records, jotting down many thoughts
which crossed his mind. He discussed a wide range of subjects from his
impressions of the countryside to the sorrow in the death of his dog, and from
his hunting experiences to his own fears and failures.

Wahlberg in Namibia
Johan August Wahlberg returned to Cape Town in December 1853, and began
preparations for his journey to Lake Ngami. He engaged a Swede,^Oscar Lindholm, to be his assistant and to accompany him on the expedition. Wahlberg
left Cape Town by ship in the early part of March 1854 for Namibia, on the way
visiting the bird islands including Possession, Penguin, and Ichaboe Islands.
From April to December, he had to bide his time as it was not the right season
to travel. During that period, Wahlberg visited various places including Otjimbingwe, Rehoboth, Eikhams (Windhoek), and once nearly got lost in the shift
ing sand dunes of the coastal Namib. While in Eikhams, he visited Jonker
Afrikaner, the Namaqua chief.
, XT
.
By the end of December 1854, Wahlberg was ready to set out for Lake Ngami
(see map p 66).
Since his diary describing this part of the expedition has
been lost, it is not known exactly the route he took. Presumably he foUowed^
Andersson's trail and probably first arrived at Ngami in April 1855. Wahlb g
stayed in the Lake Ngami region for a little more than a year, exp oring
various rivers in the area, before his unexpected death. He kept a lary an
in it noted that 'the environs of the lake are rich neither in birds nor in ma™
mals. They did not at all fulfil my expectations'. From July to Oc o er
,
he and Lindholm were on the Okavango (Tiouge) River, an go a ou
northwest of the lake!32 Then he traveUed east to the Botletle iver, w I
flows from the northeast into Lake Ngami. There he me
e ng I
'
Frederick J. Green. This Englishman was the second man (a er n
to reach Lake Ngami from the west.
, .„nto
Wahlberg and Green spent some time together, chiefly hunting
Wahlberg had a different hunting method. He
. . . held that a man's best course was to stand like a rock
gun], and the elephant would be sure to swerve and charge P^
touching him, as he found by experience in several ins ances.
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Normally one fired at an elephant and then, without waiting to see the effect,
ran away from the animal and sought cover. Green noted that he had warned
Wahlberg of the dangers he was taking but the Swede persisted. He became
such a successful hunter that Green in fact began using Wahlberg's technique?*4
Unfortunately on 6 March 1856, while Wahlberg's party was hunting, a
wounded elephant trampled the Swede to death. One of the African servants
reported the entire sequence of events to Green who wrote an account to Consul
Letterstedt in Cape Town?*5 Thus at the age of forty-six, this promising
naturalist's career came to an end.
Wahlberg was first and foremost a naturalist, and secondly, an explorer and
hunter. He thought too much killing of elephants was unsound. After returning
from a hunt, Wahlberg wrote in his diary:
It seems dreadful to slaughter so many of these huge creatures merely for
their tusks. Ivory is however the only thing obtainable in this country with
136
which to defray the heavy expenses of travelling.
The naturalist discovered a number of new animal, bird, and insect species.
Several still bear his name as, for example, the central Africa eagle (Aquila
wahlbergi). In October 1856, he was posthumously elected member of the
Swedish Royal Academy of Science and two years later, that same Academy
137
issued a medal in his memory.
Wahlberg was known and admired by a number of people. It was reported
that the Africans highly respected Wahlberg.
The natives, who greatly respect courage and boldness, almost worshipped
M. Wahlberg. In their expressive language they have been heard to say of
him that the Great Spirit Noremo, must have given him a great heart. Or —
that though he was a little man, his heart was larger than that of the biggest
138
man.
When James Chapman and Thomas Baines were journeying in the area of Lake
Ngami in 1861-1862, they came upon a well about half way between Ghanze and
Tounobis (Riet Fontein). It was on 5 September 1861, 'as it was necessary,
in order to avoid confusion, to have some distinctive name for this well,
Chapman proposed to call it after the late unfortunate Swedish traveller and
naturalist, Professor Wahlberg ...,139 ( see map p 66).
On the death of Wahlberg, the ' Journal of the Royal Geographical Society',
London, stated in his obituary:
Endowed with profound knowledge in zoology and botany, Mr Wahlberg,
being specially characterized by a modest and unassuming manner, was
truly beloved by all those who knew him, and his death at the premature age
of 44, occasioned general sorrow throughout Sweden440
Axel Wilhelm Eriksson
A. W. Eriksson was born in Vanersborg, Sweden, from the same town as C.J.
Andersson. As a youth, he loved the outdoor life and worked for a time in the
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local forest. He met Llewellyn Lloyd who taught him bird taxidermy. Andersson had already become famous in southern Africa, and Lloyd decided to send
Eriksson to his son under a three-year contract as an apprentice!42 Eriksson
left Sweden late in 1865, and arrived in Cape Town early the following year.
He was destined to spend the remainder of his life in southern Africa though he
did make a couple of visits to Sweden later in life. Eriksson was involved with
Andersson toward the end of the latter's career. Andersson noted the young
man's hunting ability and dedication!43
In September 1866, Andersson sent Eriksson to Ovamboland with wagons
and servants. In October, his career was nearly ended when he was mauled by
a leopard. Andersson described Eriksson's encounter with the animal, how the
Africans came running upon hearing Eriksson's cries, and how they along with
dogs were able to get the leopard from the Swede!44 Andersson, though sick
himself, helped nurse Eriksson back to health so that by the first half of 1867,
they proceeded on the expedition north to the Cunene River which proved to be
Andersson's final journey.
After Andersson's death, Eriksson became a great hunter, explorer, and
trader in his own right, eventually achieving substantial wealth. Shortly after
1867, he became involved with Anders Ohlsson (see Chapter IV), a successful
Scandinavian businessman and merchant in Cape Town. Ohlsson and his assis
tant, Borgstrom, were looking for an agent in Namibia to trade Scandinavian
goods for animal skins, ostrich feathers, and ivory. Eriksson at the time was
running a trading store in Omaruru.
By the 1870's, Eriksson was engaged in a flourishing trade in Namibia with
Ohlsson. He undertook extensive journeys into northern Damaraland, and by
1878, had at least forty Europeans working for him (see map p 66). In his
Omaruru store, he sold rifles, gunpowder, brandy, clothing, beads, coffee,
andi sugar.145
Gerald McKiernan, an American, travelled and worked in Namibia from
1874 to 1879, and came into contact with Eriksson.46 In his 'Narrative and
Journal', McKiernan made some comments about Eriksson as did the writer
(a Dr Serton) of the introduction of McKiernan's work reprinted in the 1954
issue of the 'Van Riebeeck Society's Journal'.
So widely famed and highly esteemed a man as Axel Eriksson himself, the
patriarch of the traders at Omaruru, with whom our author [ McKiernan]
had continuous dealings, is called Errickson by him ... Traders and mis
sionaries did not, as a rule, see eye to eye ... We should be careful not to
generalize. Axel Eriksson of Omaruru ... was highly spoken of by the
missionary at this place with whom he had a warm personal friendship. But
on the whole the picture of the trader class In missionary literature Is not
favourable!47
For Christmas 1874, McKiernan was invited to dinner at Eriksson's home an
described the occasion in the following way:
Christmasday 1874 was celebrated at Omaruru by a dinner given by Mr
Errickson, to which Mr Thomas [McKiernan's employer] and I were invited,
and where we met 19 other whites, the most who up to that time a ever
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met together In Omaruru. We had a nice dinner with plenty of wines and
spirits, and the party was a merry one. Therawa [Zeraual, chief of the
Omaruru tribe, was also a guest and conducted himself pretty well for a
savage. He was highly pleased with the champagne which he called beer.
He was a tall, lank old man, and I afterwards found him not a bad nigger.
The whites were of mixed nationalities, Swedish predominating, English,
Irish, Scotch, Danes, Norwegians, Cape Dutch — or Africanders, as they
call themselves — and Americans. Some had been sailors, some whalers,
some diamond diggers, and other roving trades. Men who had been in every
part of the world and were used to all manner of hardships, and as a rule
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good fellows, generous and kind-hearted.
Eriksson was initially a supporter of the English. He had been influenced first
by Andersson and then Ohlsson. Yet by the late 1870's, he showed disappoint
ment towards the English. This came about as a result of his sympathy towards
the sufferings of the Boer Trekkers, and secondly, English vacillation in the
Cape concerning the taking-over of Namibia. In 1878, Eriksson met the sur
vivors of the Thirstland Trek from the Transvaal, and was deeply affected by
the story of their sufferings as they journeyed across the Kalahari desert.
Eriksson was able to have aid sent to them, and he supported their settlement
in Upingtonia!48
Eriksson had encouraged the indigenous people to allow England to take over
Namibia. When the English tended to ignore the area but the Germans showed
much interest, Eriksson became disgusted. With the outbreak of the NamaHerero War in 1880, Eriksson's business in Omaruru suffered a severe setback;
eventually he lost about £40,000. Otjimbingwe developed as a trading centre
with predominant German interests, and this, too, had an adverse effect on
Omaruru. By paying for the passage, Eriksson helped many men and their
families out of the country during this difficult time!50 By 1885, German trading
rights were extended over most of the territory; in 1892, Namibia officially
became a German colony.
As a result of these events, Eriksson and Ohlsson severed their partnership.
Ohlsson concentrated on his Cape Town interests, becoming involved with the
brewery business while Eriksson expanded his trading activities in Ovamboland and Angola. He was involved with a variety of products from ivory to
cattle.
Starting in the early 1880's, Eriksson travelled widely in northern Namibia,
opening new trading routes. In 1881, he opened a trade route between Omaruru
and Mogamedes, Angola.151 In 1883, he inaugurated a route from Omaruru to
the Transvaal via the Okavango River, Lake Ngami, and the Botletle and
Shoshong Rivers. From 1884 to 1894, on that route he sent over 10,000 head
of cattle to the Kimberley market. In 1884, Eriksson purchased a large estate
at the Crocodile River in the northern Transvaal. He also collected numerous
zoological specimens along the Marico and Limpopo Rivers. These specimens
went to the South African Museum, Cape Town; Riksmuseum, Stockholm,
Vanersborg Museum, Sweden; and the Zoological Society of London took notice
of his work. In the early 1890's, he cut a wagon road from Mossamedes to the
Damaras to supply the latter in their wars against the Namaquas!52
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Eriksson was also known for his organizing and aiding hunting expeditions.
From June to December 1882, one Lord Mayo was on a hunting expedition in
southern Angola, and in his account, he mentioned Eriksson.
Mr Eriksson, who has for years hunted, and has had a large staff of hunters
in Damarland and the Okovango river, is in this country [ southern Angola]
for this hunting season. So I determined to start for this camp, and see
what shooting there was there, taking one of the waggons ... It takes us two
days trek to get to the camp ... The day after I arrived I went out with one
of the hunters belonging to the Erikson's camp, a native. I sighted a giraffe
... The next day Mr Erikson's brother arrived .. I53
The following year, Lord Mayo presented a paper on his journey from Mogamedes to the Cunene River before the Royal Geographical Society, London. After
the paper was read, a discussion followed between Galton, Sir Bartle Frere
(Governor of the Cape in the 1870's), and Lord Mayo. Sir Bartle Frere expres
sed an optimistic economic future for Namibia and Angola, and cited Eriksson
as one who had become well-off financially.
No better illustration of the results thus produced could be found than in the
fortunes of Mr Erickson. When he [Sir Bartle Frere] was at the Cape, he
was assured, on the authority of Mr Erickson's partner [Ohlsson], that he
who as a young man started as an assistant to Andersson the Traveller, had
at that time sixty waggons in the field, each waggon with not less than six
teen pairs of oxen, with one or two men of European blood as hunters leading
some ten or twelve native hunters, all engaged in collecting ivory and
ostrich feathers, and other products of the wilderness, such as skins of
antelopes, which abounded there. He had good reason to believe that at that
time the firm of Erickson had a capital of not less than £200,000 employed
between the Orange River and the Cunene. Looking at these facts, there
could be no doubt that there was a great future before the countries of South
Africa .. !M
In 1893, Eriksson went to Sweden, and interested a number of people in a tradi g
and hunting expedition to southern Africa. In August 1894, a party o s
ea e
by Eriksson (others included Reinhold Eriksson, his brother,
-v crg'
Efraim Eriksson, Eberhard Rosenblad; and Svanstrom) arrived in Mogamede ^
The party travelled extensively through southern Angola and nort ern
Rosenblad frequently travelled with Eriksson until late 1897 when he f°r
came down with fever and was forced to return to Sweden. He wro e
18 J.
Sydvastafrika' ('Adventures in South West Africa ) des^1
..
Namibia including the traversing of the Kaokoveld in 18 .
rattle
time Eriksson aided the people in Humbe, Angola, to i"°cu ^ ®
neoole in
against rinderpest. Eriksson exhibited humaneness to ^ ^genous peapie
other ways as well. When a San stole a calf from one of s ca
instead of punishing the man, Eriksson gave him goods and tobacco, and
ture not to steal again!56
In 1901, Eriksson died near Grootfontein, Namibia.
He was a man much esteemed by all who knew Urn, and he was one of the
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important pioneers of South West [Africa]. For many years he was that
country's most successful trader, and he and his men opened up new ter
ritory in Ovamboland, in the northern Kaokoveld and about the upper
157
Okavango.
Unfortunately he did not keep an account of his travels; therefore, parts of his
life are in question.
Andrew Albert Eriksson, one of Eriksson's sons, was born in Omaruru in
1876 and became a priest in Sweden. He was the author of a book on his father
entitled 'Vite Hovdingen' ('The White Chief'). Another son, Axel Eriksson,
was an artist. His drawings and sketches so impressed Hans Meyer, a wealthy
German of Namibia, that he agreed to support Eriksson for two years at the
fine arts academy in Berlin. Eriksson returned to Namibia in 1907, and pur
sued an artistic career. His works concentrated on landscapes, animals and
birds, and the indigenous people of the southern part of Namibia. He died in
1924 in Warmbad, Namibia*58

Other Scandinavians in Namibia
Several other prominent Scandinavians may be noted in the history of Namibia
or the immediate surrounding area (see appendix D). Jan Oscar Stromboom
(Strombom) was born in Christiania (Oslo) around 1843, and came to South
Africa with the Swedish colonization group organized by Oscar W. A. Forssman
(see chapter IV)*59 For about three years, he worked for Forssman, but then
went off to try his own luck. In the late 1860's, he made several trading trips
to Lake Ngami. In the early 1870's, he had an unsuccessful experience in the
Kimberley diamond fields. He returned to Lake Ngami in 1873 or 1874, and
built a store. From that time until his death in Mafeking in 1892, Stromboom
was a pioneer hunter, trader, and explorer in the areas west and northwest of
Lake Ngami.
The activities of this Scandinavian were noted in several accounts. Two
travellers, Aurel Schulz and August Hammar (himself a Swede), journeying
from Pretoria to Lake Ngami via Victoria Falls and the Zambezi and Okavango
Rivers, found Stromboom at Lake Ngami when they arrived in September 1884.
They observed that his store had many items such as blankets, coloured cloth,
beads, and brass ware. These products were traded for cattle, ostrich feathers,
ivory, and hippo hide. Apparently he was a rather shrewd businessman. He
was also an expert hunter and gave useful information to travellers*60 When the
region came under British protection, Stromboom received a mineral conces
sion as well as limited grazing and timber rights*61
Stromboom was portrayed as a man with a 'positive' influence over the
indigenous people of the Ngami area. He acquired remarkable rapport with the
Africans; on the death of the chief, Stromboom was appointed guardian and
adviser to the son who became the new leader. This good relationship with the
indigenous people was underscored when Stromboom acted as mediator between
Schulz and Hammar on one side and the African king on the other, following
a series of difficulties between the Europeans and the tribal members. Strom72

boom was a short man and the indigenous people called him 'Father of Little
Men'. He spoke several African languages!62
Gustaf DeVylder (1827-1908) was originally a surveyor but he changed his
field to the study of insects and reptiles. In 1871, after having obtained a grant
to study and collect in South Africa, he left on the Swedish corvette Norrkoping
for South America and ultimately Cape Town. He remained in the Cape until
the early part of 1873 when he left for Namibia. A Swedish tradesman, Bergvall, wishing to try his luck in Namibia, asked DeVylder to help him in trading.
Part of the trip was overland which gave DeVylder time to collect specimens.
For the next two years, he remained in Namibia concentrating in the northern
part and establishing his headquarters at Omaruru which by this time had a
number of Scandinavians. In his diaries, the following names were mentioned:
Axel Eriksson, Albert Eriksson, Berg, BotolfB. Bjorklund, Cederberg, Otto
Edelsten, Hammargren, Jacobson, Oscar Lindholm, and Strombom.163
DeVylder returned to Sweden in 1875, and much of his collection was sub
sequently obtained by the Riksmuseum. From 1879 to 1887, he was in Cape
Town where he continued his insect collection as well as wrote poetry and
other literary works. He kept diaries but never published his research. In
1887, he again returned to Sweden.
Peter August Moller, born in the province of Vastergotland, Sweden,
became an officer in the Swedish army!64 Between 1883 and 1886, he was in
the service of the Association Internationale du Congo. He was also one of
Henry Stanley's assistants (seep 8 ). In the years 1895-1896, he travelled
through southern Angola and northern Namibia, and wrote a book on this trip
entitled 'Resa i Afrika genom Angola, Ovampo — och Damaraland ( Journey
in African Through Angola, Ovambo- and Damaraland1) published in 1899 (see
map p 66).
Finally it is important to mention the Finnish missionary activity in Namibia.
It was Karl Hugo Hahn, the founder of the Rhenish Mission to the Hereros, who
encouraged the Finnish Missionary Society (Suomen Lahetysseura) to send
missionaries to the Ovambos. In December 1868, nine Finnish missionaries
arrived in Cape Town and, after being taught Herero under Dr Hahn at Otjimbingwe, they journeyed to Ovamboland in July 1870. The leader of the Finn s
missionaries was Martti Rautanen, who eventually translated the Bible in o
Oshindonga!65 During the fifty-six years as a missionary in Namibia, Rautanen
came into contact with many early pioneers including Eriksson, e so wro
several articles on the customs and habits of the Ovambos which appeared in
various European journals. He was the most outstanding missionary
African group, and he is known as the 'Apostle of Ovambolan .
.
The first years were disappointing to the missionaries, e irs
not taking place until 1883. But gradually the Finns made ani mpac:
the mid-1960's, there were over 150,000 communicants of e
he
Church (officially recognized in 1957 as an independent church).1to 1 ,
Onandjokwe Mission Hospital was founded and training sc oo s 0
the first
women were established in 1913 and the 1920's respectively.
Ovambo ministers were ordained.
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Chapter IV
DREAMS AND REALITIES: EMIGRATION TO SOUTH AFRICA
1815 - 1911

GENERAL EMIGRATION
The nineteenth century witnessed a gradual increase in the white population of
South Africa. In the period 1815-1911, Europeans tended to come at certain
peak times rather than uniformly throughout the century. There were several
motivating factors for bringing Europeans to South Africa — organized attempts
in England to create settlements in the colonies; economic troubles in Europe
which stimulated emigration individually, in family units or in large organized
groups; adventurers lured by the gold and diamond discoveries; and people on
their way to other parts (eg Australia or New Zealand) but persuaded for
various reasons to remain in South Africa.
Cape Province
In 1818, the British government sought to establish a buffer zone of dense
European settlement on the eastern frontier of the Cape Province to protect
the Colony from the large Xhosa groups further east.
The hazards were not advertised by the British Government when, in Sep
tember, it offered free passages and land at the rate of 100 acres per
settler to men who recruited parties which included ten or more men, and
would deposit £10 per head until the settlers were established on the land.
Some 4,000 settlers arrived at the Cape early in 1820, of whom about 2,400
were males. They came from all four countries of the British Isles, and
included farmers and artisans and a sprinkling of professional men, military,
medical, and clerical. Another 1,000 followed on the heels of the organized
parties.1
Grahamstown became the centre of this settlement. Jacob Letterstedt from the
province of Ostergotland, Sweden, came to South Africa at this time, having
been in England for a period of time. Letterstedt, however, chose to remain
in Cape Town where he eventually became one of the city's leading citizens.
Sir Andries Stockenstrom ( see Chapter II) was very much involved with the
'1820 Settlers', having helped to survey the city of Grahamstown.
By the 1850's, the British agreed to consolidate their control in Kaffraria,
eastern Cape, and thus it was decided to establish a settlement. British military
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pensioners were first approached but when they did not respond, German
legionnaries who had been recruited for the Crimean War were approached.
Among other things, they were offered free passage for themselves and their
families, free rations for a year, and if they were officers, the right to pur
chase for a discount public land, in return for serving in the military for
seven years.2 Some 2,872 arrived in 1856, but many of the men went to help
suppress the Indian mutiny of 1857 and only a minority returned. Therefore,
about 1,600 additional German settlers were recruited, arriving in 1858-1859.
Throughout the nineteenth century, Cape Town continued to develop as a
centre of trade and business. By 1822, there was a Commercial Exchange with
its own building, and it 'kept a close watch on the arrival and departure of
shipping, and on the development of new commercial enterprises'.3 In the
course of the nineteenth century, Scandinavians were attracted to business and
commercial prospects in Cape Town especially in fishing, shipping, brewing,
importing, and food production.
Gold was discovered in Victoria, Australia, in 1851, and that region plus
New Zealand became a goal for many people in the 1850's, 1860's, and 1870's.
Cape Town was a stopping-off point on the long journey, and many people,
seeing the physical beauty and economic possibilities in the Cape, elected to
remain. The Thesens from Stavanger, Norway, were a case in point. They
arrived in Table Bay in 1869, and decided not to continue to New Zealand.
They eventually settled in Knysna, eastern Cape Province, and established a
successful business (seepp90ff).
Although the majority of European emigrants journeyed to the United States
in the 1880's and 1890's, South Africa also attracted a number. The decade
when South Africa received the largest amount was immediately after the Second
Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902). Over 114,000 people arrived in South Africa in
the years 1903-1904.4 During this time, the Cape and Natal experienced pros
perity whereas the Transvaal and the Orange Free State suffered an economic
breakdown. In the interior, there had been widespread destruction of farms and
almost a complete cessation of mining. Although a recession occurred in 1903,
and lasted until 1909, emigrants continued to arrive, most working in industry
— manufacturing, mining, railroad building. Of the entire period 1860-1919,
it was the decade 1900-1909 in which the greatest amount of miles of railway
trackage was laid.5 Scandinavians were found in every level of employment in
these industries.
Natal
In the early 1840's, the English gained control of Natal (see p 53) and there
was land available for settlement. Between 1847 and 1851, the Great migra ion
from the British Isles took place resulting from 'crop failures, the collapse o
the railway boom, and commercial distresses'. Although most wen o o
America, many emigrated to Australia, New Zealand and Natal; to 1847, the
British government, influenced by the ideas of Edward Gibbon Wakefield, g ?
that 'purchasers of Crown land could nominate emigrants for re® Pa
Adventurers and speculators such as Joseph Byrne (he set up a a
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ration and Colonisation Office in London) made agreements with the British
government. If Byrne and others made deposits with the Colonial Land and
Emigration Commissioners (a government board) of a certain amount per
emigrant, they would receive the same amount of credit in Crown Lands in
Natal. Their deposits were refunded if the emigrant had been successfully
placed on land in Natal. Between 1849 and 1851, some 5,000 people entered
Natal from England and Scotland.8 Nevertheless Byrne and others did not do
so well because by this time, the majority of the best agricultural land had
already been set aside for either the Afrikaners or Africans. Some thirty years
later (1882), another organized attempt was made to distribute land in Natal.
This time it was to be a group of Norwegian settlers from Alesund, a town
located between Bergen and Trondheim. The land was located near Port Shepstone, south of Durban along the Indian Ocean coast.
Durban, the only large port in Natal, witnessed steady development from
the 1860's. Norwegian settlers arrived in this city in the 1880's and 1890's,
many to become leaders in its development into one of South Africa's chief
seaports.
In 1851, missionary activity was developed among the Zulus. The Nor
wegians were the first to be admitted on a permanent basis due to the work of
Hans Paludan Smith Schreuder (see Chapter V) .9 Other missionary societies
arrived thereafter including the Church of Sweden Mission in the late 1870's.
The early Swedish missionaries — Peter Otto Holger Witt and Carl Ludvig
Flygare — proposed an organized emigration scheme which not only would be
advantageous to the many poor Swedish peasants but also, in the view of the
missionaries, to serve as a positive influence to the betterment of the Zulus.
Nothing came of this scheme. However, a number of individual Scandinavian
settlers were attracted to Natal stemming from the missionary involvement.
In the first half of the 1860's, about 6,000 Indians arrived in Natal to work
the sugar plantations. They were indentured servants for five years after
which time they could remain on the sugar estates or become involved in other
occupations such as cooks, house-servants, tailors or shopkeepers. A number
of Scandinavians were involved with the sugar plantations of Natal as paid
workers or as owners and employers.
Northern Cape Province and the Transvaal
In 1867, the first diamond was found near the Orange River, and Griqualand
suddenly had the attention of the world. 'Within a few years there were some
45,000 on the diggings which represented a concentration of population second
only to Cape Town ...,u People (chiefly men) poured in from all parts of
Europe including Scandinavia. In the 1870's, railway lines were being construc
ted from Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, East London, and Durban to the diamond
fields, and many Europeans, including Scandinavians, were involved. In the
1880's and 1890's railway lines were extended to the Witwatersrand, thus
attracting more immigrants.
Immigration tended to slacken off in the early 1880's due to the Anglo-Boer
War of 1880-1881 and a general depression in South Africa from 1882 to 1886.
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The economic crisis was caused by a 'reaction to over-extension of credit and
excessive speculation in diamond-mining shares'.12 However, the recession
ended, and boom years came again with the discovery of gold on the Witwatersrand in 1886. The 'uitlanders' (foreigners) poured into the Transvaal and with
their foreign capital, developed the gold-mining industry at great speed. By
1888, forty-four mines were in operation.13 The 'uitlanders' came from varied
backgrounds (once again, Scandinavians were found among them), but the
majority were English-speaking people; thus English became the 'lingua franca'
of the gold-mining industry.
They included some of the human flotsam and jetsam that accumulated
around all the great gold strikes of the nineteenth century ... a solid core
of skilled artisans; a considerable number of engineers, lawyers, and other
14
professional men; and entrepreneurs of all sorts and conditions ...
Scandinavians were generally included among the skilled workers such as riggers
and mining engineers, attracted by the high wages. No census was taken of the
entire white population of the South African Republic (Transvaal), but according
to one source, in January 1899, there were probably more Boers (men, women,
and children) than 'uitlanders' though there may have been more 'uitlander'
male adults than Boar males.15
This was not the first time Scandinavians had lived in the Transvaal (see
Louis Tregardt, Chapter II). The desire for land had motivated Oscar Wilhelm
Alric Forssman of Kalmar, Sweden, to move to Potchefstroom in the early
1850's. He became a great landowner and successful merchant and trader. In
1863, after a brief visit to Sweden, Forssman returned with his family, brother,
and a group of Swedish settlers, and had high hopes of founding a Swedish com
munity along the Vaal River near Potchefstroom, to be called 'Scandinavia'.
The creation of this settlement was a failure, but the majority of Swedes who
came in 1863 remained in South Africa and contributed to the development of
the Transvaal.
South Africa
By 1911 less than 80 per cent of the whites in South Africa had been born in
the country: the other 160,000 who, it is reasonably safe to assume, settled
in the cities, came from the United Kingdom (70 per cent), Russia (9 per
cent), Germany (5 per cent), Australasia (3 per cent), and elsewhere.
rhose born in Scandinavia were estimated by the writer to be between 1.5 and
2 per cent,,or in actual numbers, between 3,600 and 5,000. This can only be
m estimate as the first governmental census which included a separate category
•or the Scandinavian-born was not until 1921. In that year, there were ,2
Norwegians, 893 Swedes, and 788 Danes for a total of 2,920 in the Union of
south Africa.17
,
.
,, . ,
.
More Scandinavians came to South Africa in the 1890's and the first decade
>f the twentieth century than other decades. Thus there were more Scandinavian>orn in 1911 than the 2,920 figure for 1921. The Cape of Good Hope population
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statistics for 1892 showed 1,041 Scandinavians (698 Swedes and Norwegians,
343 Danes), and the Transvaal figures for 1904 were 1,106 (695 Swedes and
Norwegians, and 411 Danes).18 No figures for Natal are available for these
early dates, but it is known that slightly more Scandinavians migrated there
than to the other two areas (the percentage is approximately 40/30/30; very
few went to the Orange Free State and, therefore, this area is not counted in
these statistics) .19 In another source, 1,214 Swedes were listed in South Africa
in 1910.20 Based on this material, it is reasonable to conclude the number of
Scandinavian-born in South Africa by 1911 was in excess of 3,600. In 1926, the
statistics included both those born in Scandinavia and those born in South Africa
whose parents were from Scandinavia. The total for these two categories was
7,423 of which 2,707 were Norwegians, 2,385 Swedes, 2,100 Danes, and 231
Finns, the majority of the latter category being Swedish-Finns.

INTERNAL SITUATION IN SCANDINAVIA
Between 1860 and 1910, more than one million Swedes left their homeland,
most of them settling in the United States, but also a fair number to Canada,
Australia, South America, and South Africa. In the 1880's alone, some 325,000
Swedes emigrated to the United States. This is a staggering figure when one
considers the total population of Sweden in the 1880's was some four and a half
million. The figure for Norway is equally startling — by 1910, nearly 700,000
had migrated.22
Emigration came in waves depending upon the domestic situation in Scan
dinavia and the conditions overseas. The first organized emigration of Scan
dinavians to America occurred in 1825 when 53 Norwegians arrived in New
York. After that, there was hardly any further emigration until 1836 when 200
Norwegians left for America. After 1836, the tide ebbed and flowed, always
increasing until its peak in 1882 when 25,000 Norwegians arrived.23 Swedish
emigration to the United States began somewhat later. The first organized
group was the Eric Jansonists between 1846 and 1848.24 Once again the mig
ration across the Atlantic ebbed and flowed until its high point in the 1880's
and also the first decade of the twentieth century when 220,000 arrived.
What was the situation in Scandinavia which caused this enormous emigration?
The most important problem was the agricultural situation. The constant sub
dividing of the land plus low yields made it extremely difficult for a sizeable
number of Scandinavians to continue farming as a means of livelihood. Kurt
Samuelson, Swedish historian and economist, noted in his book 'From Great
Power to Welfare State
' that the Swedish population in the nineteenth cen
tury was overwhelmingly engaged in agriculture. Of the total population of 4. 2
million in 1870, some 3 million worked the land. It was not until the 1910 cen
sus that this sector dropped below less than one-half Sweden's total population.
During that century, almost two-thirds of the increase of the peasant population
was among the lower group of that class, that being the crofters, cottars
(tenant farmers), and paupers,25
A serious agricultural crisis developed in the 1870's due to the appearance
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of American and Russian grain on the European market. This lowered farm
prices and led to a deterioration in the standard of living of the agricultural
population. The lowered prices remained throughout the 1880's and into the
early part of the 1890's, resulting in heavy indebtedness. The farmer's money
income was reduced while the burden of their mortgages remained fixed.26
The response was government protectionism and emigration.
At the same time, Sweden was undergoing the 'Great Transformation' as an
industrial nation.27 Timber was Sweden's first industry to boom, and it became
the chief export in the late nineteenth century. All of Europe but especially
England needed wood for its industrial revolution. England had originally used
Norwegian timber but the depletion df her forests resulted in the increasing
importance of Sweden. The iron industry was also booming especially after the
1850's with the development of the Bessemer process and the subsequent im
provement by the Swede, G. F. Goransson. In the 1850's, there was the develop
ment of the Swedish railways and merchant shipping. Despite all this, Samuelson cautions the reader that
. . . around 1870 . . . industrialization had not progressed beyond very modest
beginnings. It was not until towards the turn of the century that the ... term
'Industrial Revolution', could be said to apply to Swedish conditions.2
In 1866, the four estates were abolished as being the basis for representation
in the Swedish Riksdag (Parliament),and in its place emerged a bicameral Riks
dag with property qualifications the criteria for representation. Samuelson
believes this 'reform' actually impeded the poorer classes in Swedish society
because it opened the political door to the new industrialists and the conserva
tive, landowning farmers. Samuelson added that the 'the old Riksdag contained^
more progressive members than the bicameral legislature which replaced It.
The new working class was given no voice in the Riksdag and was in a far
worse position than had even befallen the peasantry. The entire period 18661886 was one of general paralysis in social legislation. The workers then turned
to the labour and socialist movements. Labour unrest became serious in the
late 1870's, an example being the Sundsvall strike of 1879. In 1886, the Stock
holm trade union movement began, led by August Palm (he had studied social
ism in Germany), and Hjalmar Branting and Axel Danielsson, editors of the
paper, 'Social Democrat'. Branting was the first socialist elected to the Riks
dag and by 1907 the Second Chamber was based on universal manhood suffrage
for all taxpayers .
Thus the main reason for emigrating was the economic factor. By far the
greater number of emigrants departed to improve their material or social
...
positions
.3 0
t

At the root of the matter lay simply the great discrepancy between living
standards in the Old and New World. The drastic retort to the indignation
about the defection of 'Swedish flesh and blood' was, What do you prefer,
Swedish flesh and blood in America or Swedish skin and bones m Sweden.
It is interesting that emigration reached its highest point just at the time Sweden
was about to take off industrially and change politically.
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In Norway, the domestic situation was similar. There was not enough farm
land for people. It must be added that sons of well-to-do farmers, and young
professional men who found their opportunities at home limited, also emigrated.
There was a desire to break with the past.
In the Scandinavian countries, society was permeated by class consciousness
and religious dissent. Many free churches had arisen especially under the
influence of the Moravian Brethren and the English Methodists. It is said that
Sweden experienced its second Reformation in the nineteenth century, inspired
not by the Germans as the first but by the English.
There were many people who emigrated to seek adventure and excitement.
Another factor were the letters coming from America telling about the new
opportunities and the farmland available. The shipping lines also did much
advertising.34 In short, an epidemic of the 'America fever' spread over Sweden
and Norway.

WHY SCANDINAVIANS EMIGRATED TO SOUTH AFRICA
South Africa never had the settlement appeal to the Scandinavians as the United
States. Distance was one of the main factors. Whereas there were numerous
shipping lines across the Atlantic, the voyage to South Africa was longer, less
direct, and more hazardous. Climate was another consideration. Minnesota
and Wisconsin offered familiar climactic and topographical characteristics as
Scandinavia but South Africa was quite different. South Africa was never pro
pagandized the way the United States was in Scandinavia either by shipping lines
or local governments or by many emigrant letters home. There were excep
tions as, for example, the Marburg, Natal, emigration scheme; Oscar W. A.
Forssman's settlement project; and Jacob Letterstedt's letters and travels to
Sweden picturing South Africa as the land of future economic and settlement
possibilities. South Africa seemed more dangerous and uncertain than the
United States mainly due to the large and seemingly hostile indigenous popul
ation. The American Indian was to be reckoned with but there were not so many
of them and by the 1880's their 'threat' seemed to have passed.
There were also warning letters especially in the 1890's in Swedish news
papers about the lack of available jobs in South Africa. Dr Frans Lindblom, a
successful Swedish doctor in Johannesburg (seep 175), advised that there were
not unlimited mining opportunities; by 1897 hard times had hit the Transvaal.
The doctor concluded that Swedes should think more about emigrating to Amer
ica or Australia than South Africa.35
Those Scandinavians who did journey to South Africa were a mixed 'lot'. To
be sure, many poor agricultural and city workers headed southward, but they
were joined by those with business training, had a fair amount of education, or
were skilled in a craft or profession. Several had failed in a business or trading
enterprise (eg Letterstedt and the Thesens), and had decided to seek their for
tune elsewhere. Many did not have South Africa as their original destination; in
comparison, most who went across the Atlantic had the United States as their
goal. The Scandinavians who went to South Africa generally settled in the larger
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towns or cities such as Cape Town, Durban, and Johannesburg. Many pursued
marine interests (shipping, fishing, whaling); others became involved in the
building of railroads or developing the diamond and gold mines; many became
carpenters, builders, engineers, and cabinetmakers; and few went in for farm
ing. In the United States, the former interests were represented but a higher
proportion wished to acquire land for farming purposes. 'Scandinavia' on the
Vaal River and the Marburg project in Natal represented farming interests in
South Africa, but in the long run, few in the settlements remained 'on the land'.
Although economic betterment was the dominating reason for emigrating to
South Africa, many Scandinavians were attracted to this region as a missionary
field (see Chapter V); few went to North America for that purpose. Many of
the families of the original Scandinavian missionaries to South Africa have
remained. The missionaries, in turn, attracted others to come out. Most
Scandinavians to South Africa were originally Lutherans; few dissenting groups
appeared in their ranks though there were several small non-Lutheran mis
sionary societies which began activities at a later date. Few if any Scandinavians
went to South Africa because they were being discriminated against in the mother
country. Thus there were no groups in South Africa comparable to the Jansonists in America.
Scandinavians assimilated rapidly both in South Africa and the United States.
In the former case, they quickly learned English (the majority of the Scan
dinavians learned and spoke this language) or Afrikaans, and joined the respec
tive churches. Today only three Scandinavian Lutheran churches are in existence
in South Africa — a Swedish one in Johannesburg, and a Norwegian in Durban
and Marburg (there are, in addition, a number of Scandinavian mission stations).
Many Swedes joined the Anglican Church; the Norwegians tended towards
Methodism. Scandinavians intermarried rapidly, the majority marrying those
of British or Scottish stock with a minority to Afrikaners, Germans or French.
The Scandinavian languages were generally forgotten or not learned by the
children.
Most Scandinavians to South Africa came as unmarried individuals, the
majority being men. Some ventured forth in organized groups as, for example,
the Marburg settlers, the 'Debora' group, and the Forssman expedition. Most
Scandinavians to the United States also arrived individually, but the proportion
of women to men was larger than to South Africa. Some Scandinavians came to
South Africa for idealistic reasons as, for example, to aid the Boers in their
struggle against the English. The majority, however, were the adventurous
kind seeking a better life economically. Some had intentions of journeying on
to Australia or New Zealand, but were impressed with the Cape or were per
suaded to stay by someone such as Jacob Letterstedt, Sweden s first Consul
in Cape Town.
SCANDINAVIANS TO CAPE PROVINCE: 1815-1911
The Letterstedt years
Jacob Letterstedt (originally Lallerstedt) was Sweden's earliest nineteenth81

century emigrant success story in South Africa. Born on the ancestral farm,
'Lalleryd', in Ostergotland in 1796, as a teenager he frequently visited neigh
bouring Norrkoping, and became fascinated with the town's industrial life.
He also enjoyed reading. In his early twenties, despite the opposition of his
father who wanted him to become a farmer, Letterstedt decided to go to Stock
holm where he went into the business of distilling 'brannvin' (comparable to
gin). He borrowed money from his brother and various creditors. However,
the business proved unsuccessful and soon incurred debts exceeding 5,000
riksdaler.36
Letterstedt left Sweden in disgrace in the fall of 1819 and headed for London.
He was not certain where to go — he thought about Lisbon as well as America.
However, in London, he was persuaded by a Swedish clergyman, Wahlin, to
take advantage of the British government's plan (see pp 74, 75) to send
settlers to South Africa. Letterstedt recorded that he saw Table Mountain on
19 March 1820, having just fifteen shillings in his pocket. He also noted that
he was in good health, and did not see any Swedes on arrival.38 He considered
moving on to Mauritius or possibly the East Indies, but decided to remain in
Cape Town to try his fate there.
Through energy and drive and also with some luck, Letterstedt was able
over the next years to rise from a bookkeeper in a warehouse to an adviser
for a Mrs Dreyer, a wealthy widow whom the Swede initially worked for as a
gardener. Later Letterstedt became her adviser in untangling the complicated
estate problems, and in 1822, married her. He then went on to become one of
the wealthiest and most powerful citizens of Cape Town.
His career was significant for several reasons. He first built up his wife's
farm into a major enterprise 'by careful planning and hard work'.39 He was
always interested in better agricultural techniques, and helped to found an
agricultural society. By 1829, he was prosperous enough to send his brother
in Sweden the money to pay off the debts.
His next success was in brewing. There had been beer breweries in South
Africa, hut apparently Letterstedt felt the quality could be improved. In the
late 1820's he founded a brewery in the Cape Town suburb of Newlands, near a
source of spring water. He named it the Mariedal (Mariendahl) brewery after
his home in Sweden (his South African estate in Newlands was also given the
same name). The operation was a success; smaller breweries were absorbed
and by 1838, there were only four firms brewing and selling beer in South
Africa. In the late 1850's, he brought in new equipment and improved brewing
with his own inventions. On 18 February 1859, Letterstedt advertised:
MARIEDAL BREWERY, RONDEBOSCH
As this Establishment has been greatly enlarged during the last year, with
new Utensils, including some from Europe, and is issuing a much improved
quality from the 1st April next, any quantity of Cape Ale, of all the best
descriptions, will be obtainable. Apply at the Brewery, or at the Country
House of Messrs Letterstedt & Co.41
In his 'Sjalvbiografi' ('Autobiography'), Letterstedt was pleased to note that
he could drink his own beer even in Paris and Stockholm. He also built homes
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for twenty of his employees and their families.42
In 184h, Letterstedt built a flour mill in Newlands, and called it the Joseph
ine Mill. It milled flour for only a short time, but supplied ships stopping at
Cape Town on their way to Europe or the Far East. In 1849, rioting broke out
in Cape Town over the arrival of convicts from England and against the plan to
settle them in South Africa. Letterstedt sent a wagon-load of flour to the ship
with the result that the people thought he was in favour of the settlement scheme.
Subsequently his mill was attacked by a mob and the machinery smashed.44 The
structure, however, still stands today.
The mill-house is a fine four-storeyed brick building with walls 75 cm thick.
A five-storey addition, with walls 45 cm thick, was designed as a malt kiln,
suggesting that it was added some time after 1882 when Anders Ohlsson
founded his brewery near by ... The wheel is one of the finest ever used in
South Africa. It embodies several features invented by European millwrights
and engineers during the last quarter of the 18th century and the first quar
ter of the 19th century, and some of these features are not found elsewhere
in South Africa .. .*
After Letterstedt's death, Anders Ohlsson, a Swede, bought the brewery and
developed it into one of the biggest companies in South Africa. It is the basis of
today's South African Brewery Ltd, the largest brewery in Africa (see
P 88).
Letterstedt invested capital in steam-driven machinery. He was involved
with what became an unsuccessful copper mining venture in Namaqualand. He
helped to found and direct the Cape of Good Hope Bank, and a fire insurance
company.46 Thus in the business field, Letterstedt took advantage of Cape
Town's fertile economic conditions.
He became a wealthy man, but gave away large sums of money. He estab
lished a Lutheran Church in Wynberg, a Cape Town suburb, and an infant school
on his estate named the Lydia Letterstedt School in honour of his second wife
whom he married in 1851 in Europe. Large sums of money were sent to Sweden
to help scholars and students. In 1852, he gave a sum of £5,000 for a travel
fund to promising Swedish students. In his wills of 3 May and 22 October 1860,
(Letterstedt kept changing his wills), he left an additional £5,000 to the pres
tigious Swedish Academy of Science.
Of this the interest on £1,000 was to be given annually as a prize for an
original work in science, literature, or art, or for a practical invention
useful to mankind; ... one was given for the discovery of dynamite, to
Alfred Nobel (and his father) .. ,47
But the biggest endowment — 316,781 Swedish crowns at the end of the 1860's
— was for the purpose of furthering Scandinavian unity. Thus was created the
Letterstedt Society for Industry, Science and Art.48 During the 1850's and
1860's, there was a considerable Pan-Scandinavian movement, and Letterstedt
was a strong supporter of Nordic unity. All together, Letterstedt donated
£27,000 to Sweden, a sum which has substantially increased through the accum
ulation of interest.
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Letterstedt was active in the government of the Cape during the 1849 crisis
over the question of creating a penal colony in South Africa. As noted earlier
(p 83), the British government had decided to transfer a number of Irish
prisoners from Bermuda to the Cape, hoping to help the latter overcome its
labour shortage. The residents of the Cape reacted violently to this scheme by
organizing an Anti-Convict Association, and its members pledged to boycott
the convicts and anyone dealing with them. Several members of Cape Town's
Legislative Council resigned in protest to the British government's scheme but
Governor Sir Harry Smith succeeded in replacing the resignees with three dis
tinguished citizens, including Letterstedt. On 10 July 1849, an enraged mob
attacked the Council and Letterstedt barely escaped. Next they turned on his
flour mill. Boatmen refused to handle goods addressed to Letterstedt. Even40
tually he was forced to resign from the Council.
On 19 September 1849, the Neptune arrived at Simon's Bay with the prison
ers. Letterstedt sent supplies to the ship, and the Anti-Convict Association
retaliated on 16 October with a resolution denouncing the merchant and brewer.
As opposition continued to mount, the British government decided not to pursue
the scheme. But the 'affair was of such wide and lasting scope that it led to the
granting of representative government both to the Cape Colony and to Australia,
and influenced the end of penal transportation'.50 It has been said another result
of this convict crisis was to bring the Cape Dutch and English-speaking settlers
together and help them to bury their long antagonisms, thus creating the setting
in which a popular party could emerge.51
In the following year, Letterstedt brought before the Supreme Court of the
Cape of Good Hope claims in the amount of £5,000 against certain officials of
the Association for damages against his businesses. Letterstedt accused the
leaders of interfering and controlling the trade of numerous citizens of the
Cape including himself. They (leaders of the Association) intended and con
trived
. . . to vex, harrass, impoverish, and wholly ruin the said plaintiff [Letter
stedt] , and subject him to all and singular the evil consequences aforesaid
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Speaking on behalf of Letterstedt, the attorney general noted that
. . . no man in his colony more disapproved of, and more deplored, the
making this colony a penal settlement; — no man more deeply sympathised
with his fellow colonists, or more fully concurred in every measure of
constitutional resistance which they have adopted. But Mr Letterstedt
entertained what are now considered rather odd notions — that in a free
country every man should let every other man think and act for himself;
and not, as seems now too generally considered, that every man should
think for his neighbour instead of himself, and should be at liberty to ruin
his neighbour ... For this crime — for daring to supply the necessaries of
life to those unfortunate people ... a resolution was moved [by the defen
dants] and seconded ... In these circumstances — without a hearing — the
decree went forth, and Mr Letterstedt stood excommunicated ... As it is,
he has suffered loss to a serious extent, and feeling himself to have been
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wrongfully and unlawfully injured, he has brought this suit, In order that it
may be ascertained what are the rights of free men in a free country, and
what are the rights of delegates of public opinion, representing men who
combine and ruin their neighbours.
One of the judges retired during the trial and the case was postponed. Appar
ently Letterstedt was never fully satisfied, and was somewhat soured towards
South Africa. His attachment for Sweden grew thereafter, and he stated that
he wished to be buried in the church of his youth.
Letterstedt was instrumental in encouraging Swedes to see the potentials in
South Africa, and he was able to interest some of them in trade possibilities
with the Cape. He made five trips to Sweden and in each case discussed the
potential of South Africa.54 In his first trip in 1837, he presented to the Royal
Academy of Science a collection of gazelles and birds. He was received by
Crown Princess Josephine. During this trip, he encouraged Wahlberg, Victorin, and Andersson to come to South Africa (see Chapter III — he sent chests
of material subsequently gathered by Wahlberg back to Sweden). In 1841, Letter
stedt was appointed first Swedish-Norwegian Consul in Cape Town, and in 1857,
was made Consul-General, a position he held until his death in France in 1862.55
This was the first time a Swede wrote officially to the Foreign Office in Stock
holm describing events in South Africa including its economic development.
Through numerous reports, Letterstedt as well as his successors kept the
Foreign Office well informed.56
At his Mariedal estate in Newlands, he frequently entertained visiting Scan
dinavians. He arranged for the visit — 8-20 April 1853 — of the Eugenie (see
p 56) on its round-the-world tour, and held a party in the crew's honour.57
He threw a lavish party for the visiting Swedish corvette Najaden which was in
Cape Town December 1846-January 1847.58 He encouraged Swedes to settle in
South Africa. His sister's son, Per Oskar Hedelius, came to South Africa,
married one of his step-children (first wife's daughter), and became Swedish
Consul briefly in 1863 following Letterstedt's death. Letterstedt spoke with
gold diggers on their way to Australia, and tried to persuade (sometimes suc
cessfully) them to remain in the Cape. He promised to arrange work for them.
C. A. L. Lagergren, a Swedish gold prospector and adventurer on his way to
Australia, discussed his stay in Cape Town and his meeting with Letterstedt.
The remaining part of our sojourn in the Cape was used to procure material
for our future home in Australia ... We paid a formal visit to Consul Letter
stedt's home, which, with regard to the Australian matter, does not give us
much encouraging information, but recommending us to leave our ship ...
and remain in the Cape, an advice there is no doubt hard to reject but our
intention is to see the goldland [Australia] ...
Letterstedt hired Scandinavians for his own business and his work as SwedishNorwegian Consul. Adolph Christoffer Cnattingius, born in 1816 in the Linkoping area and the son of a minister, accompanied Letterstedt to the Cape in
1837. For six years, he was Letterstedt's bookkeeper, finally deciding to
return to Sweden where he spent the remainder of his life. It is noted that
Letterstedt had employees from several nations, among them Swedes whom he
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considered to 'be the most trustworthy and useful'.
Not a small number assembled in the colony and there was for Letterstedt
always joy, when he in his work could use clever and honest ones of his
countrymen; his constructions were commonly placed in their hands ...
The lure of the Australian goldfields, however, resulted in the loss of at least
four of his able workers, a loss which he deeply regretted.62
Letterstedt also considered the possibilities of a Swedish settlement in
South Africa, and looked favourably at Natal as the place for such a scheme.
He noted that 'Port Natal is the most fruitful land in South Africa and shall
under English protection soon acquire much importance'.63 Nothing came of
this idea.
The Swedish Consul was also interested in encouraging South Africans to
learn about Sweden. This was frequently done through his lavish parties at
Mariedal. At one such party given in July 1849 in honour of the Swedish king's
birthday, Captain J. Richardson (of the British Artillery) recorded some
interesting impressions.
By half past 9 o'clock the spacious rooms were well nigh filled: at which
time Lady Smith [wife of the Governor], with a party of ladies entered ...
The Swedish national air was admirably sung ... followed by 'God save the
Queen' ... Around the walls of the ball room were suspended portraits of
the Royal Family of Sweden, the frames of which were becomingly decor
ated with myrtle and laurel, and attracted universal admiration. At the
ends of the rooms were transparencies of the Royal arms of Sweden and
Norway, surmounted with the national flag. Beneath one of these transpar
encies was placed a raised seat for Lady Smith. The adjoining drawing room
was fitted up in a magnificent style with massive Swedish furniture, and the
decorations of the rooms generally reflected equal credit on the taste and
liberality of the noble host ... At 12 the party adjourned to the hall where
an elegant and sumptuous supper was laid out, the very table groaning under
its weight. Several toasts were given during the evening and received with
much applause ... many of the Elite of Society, withdrew between 3 and 4
o'clock after passing a most delightful evening.64
Since Letterstedt left only a few personal letters, official correspondence to
the Swedish Foreign Office, several wills, and a brief 'Sjalvbiografi', it is
difficult to reconstruct his entire life and thoughts. One of the main problems
was his double loyalty to his native Sweden and his adopted South Africa. In
January 1835, he became a British subject and was admitted to the burghership
of the Cape Colony. Yet he remained loyal to Sweden.
Despite his own childhood deprivations ... Jacob retained a nostalgic fond
ness for his home and his country. This is a phenomenon found frequently
among emigrants, who in the lonesomeness of their success ennoble the
deficiences of their background. Perhaps the love of the language he learned
as a child enhanced his sense of continued belonging to a country he had long
left. And it is noteworthy that he established a prize for superior translations
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Into Swedish. 'Absence made the heart grow fonder', and his lavish enter
tainment for visiting Scandinavian naval and merchant marine personnel at
the Cape, his use of Swedes as workers and foremen in his South African
enterprises, his effective promotion of trade between Sweden and Norway
on the one hand and South Africa on the other, plus his official activities as
consul — all indicate an unusual interest in the fatherland, and help to
explain why his money was sent 'back home'. All his testaments indicate a
deep appreciation for the Swedish sense of values and their possible con
tributions to the world outside Sweden. In all probability the bitterness bred
by the events of 1848 in Cape Town disinclined him to leave much of money
there ... He dearly loved the estate he had made to bloom and prosper, at
the foot of Table Mountain, and he felt a paternal fondness for his workers.
But as he wrote to a good friend in 1859: 'Mariedahl is beautiful now, so it
will be hard to leave it, but aside from this there is nothing here that
interests me. All life's needs are unreasonably dear here. The colony has
had many misfortunes with severe drought in the interior, and loss of
domestic animals ... Costs are double those in Paris, so there is no advan
tage to live in South Africa.'65
By 1859, Letterstedt had decided to leave South Africa and spend his last years
in Europe. Though his earlier enthusiasm had cooled, his success was instrum
ental in bringing additional Scandinavians to South Africa and encouraging
increased trade between the two areas.
Anders Ohlsson
Anders Ohlsson was an example of a Scandinavian who completely accepted his
adopted land. Born in Christiania (now Oslo) in 1841, Ohlsson was of Swedish
parentage and was raised in Malmo, Sweden. After having worked in a Maimb
hardware store, he emigrated to South Africa in the early 1860's, and opened
in Cape Town a sample room for Swedish steel products, including tools.66 It
was in the late 1860's that Ohlsson met Axel Eriksson (Chapter III), and they
decided to begin a trading venture in Namibia, exchanging Scandinavian goods
such as tools and timber for animal skins, ivory, and ostrich feathers. The
firm prospered with Eriksson going on most of the trips into the interior of
Namibia and Ohlsson handling the imports and Cape Town activities. The firm
had its own sailing ship, Louis Alfred, which plied between Cape Town and
Walvis Bay.
Gradually Ohlsson became a prominent figure in Cape Town. His business
association continued with Eriksson until the early 1880's when, due to the out
break of the Nama-Herero War and the penetration of German interests in
Namibia, Eriksson shifted his attention to Ovamboland and Angola, and Ohlsson
to Cape Town. At this time, Ohlsson became involved with brewing interests.
Not only was he disappointed with the quality of South African beer but he also
was aware that Letterstedt's brewery was up for sale. He made a successful
bid for the Newlands brewery, and converted it into the Annaberg (Anneberg)
Brewery, named for his family's home in Christiania.67 He knew little about
brewing, but was able to acquire several advisers to expand the market
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throughout the Cape Province, and attract British investors. He also hired
fellow Scandinavians; for example, Charles Ocean Johnson, the twentieth cen
tury fishing magnate and founder of South Africa's largest fishery (Irvin &
Johnson), had his first job in Cape Town in the early 1880's as a bottle washer
in Ohlsson's brewery.68
t
In 1889, the brewery was converted into a public company known as Ohlsson's
Cape Breweries Limited. By this time, the Letterstedt name was fading out,
and an advertisement in 1892 read:
OHLSSON'S CAPE BREWERIES LTD.
Adderley Street, Cape Town
NEWLANDS, ANNABERG & MARIEDAHL BREWERIES,
Newlands.
Superior Ales and Stouts in Bulk and
Bottle to be obtained.
Retailed at all the leading Licensed
69
Establishments in the Colony.
'With a capital of E350.000, it became [in 1892] the largest industrial enter
prise in South Africa outside the field of mining.'70
In 1900, Ohlsson erected a larger building on the site of Letterstedt's
brewery, and this brewery still stands today. In 1902, he bought the Lion
Brewery of Johannesburg which had been founded by a German settler in the
early 1890's. After Ohlsson's death in 1902, his beer would be known as 'Lion'.
In 1910, there were negotiations to merge South Africa's two largest breweries,
South African Breweries and Ohlsson's Cape Breweries Ltd, but the talks broke
down and the merger never took place until 1956 when various breweries
including Ohlsson's merged to form the South African Brewery Ltd with head
quarters in Johannesburg.72
The period 1902-1912 was a time of great expansion for Ohlsson's brewery.
In 1906, Ohlsson retired and the managing directorship was passed to his son,
Olof Axel Ohlsson. In 1909, however, the son left the business to become a
successful sheep-raiser and wool producer. The managing directorship after
that year passed out of the Ohlsson family.
When Ohlsson bought the Letterstedt property, he also acquired the rights
to the water streams and springs of Newlands. In 1888, he formed the Cape
Town and Districts Waterworks Company, Ltd which for the first time brought
a regular supply of pure water to various sections of the city and its suburbs.
The Company was taken over by the municipality in 1898.73
As the leading Scandinavian businessman in Cape Colony, Ohlsson was
appointed in 1882 as Consul for Sweden and Norway. In 1905, he became ConsulGeneral. He maintained a lengthy correspondence with the Foreign Office in
Stockholm, and played an important role in the Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902
by protecting the interests of Scandinavians who were in trouble with the
authorities for one reason or another. Like his predecessors Letterstedt and
Carl Gustaf Akerberg (see p 228 footnote 55), Ohlsson saw the importance of
South African trade with Scandinavia.
He became a naturalized British subject in 1882 and two years later, entered
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politics by being elected a member of the Legislative Assembly for Cape Town.
He retained the seat until 1893. As a member of the Assembly, Ohlsson was
active in the efforts to protect wildlife. In fact, he was one of the earliest con
servationists in South Africa. In 1886, he sponsored a Game Law Bill which
placed restrictions on hunters by introducing closed seasons and prohibiting
(except by special permission from the Governor) the shooting of certain
species such as the bontebok, elephant, gnu, hippopotamus, and hartebeest.
'It was largely through his efforts that the Knysna and Addo herds of elephants
were rescued from extermination.'75 On his large estate (over 70,000 acres)
on the Brede River near Port Beaufort, he introduced the endangered bontebok;
thanks in large measure to Ohlsson, this animal was saved from extinction.
He also maintained estates in Ceres (called 'The Oaks' — 75,000 acres) and
Swellendam where he introduced various tires °f birds such as English pheas
ants, Hungarian partridges, and California quails. He was also instrumental
in introducing certain types of fish — especially Scottish trout — to South
Africa.76
Ohlsson became one of the wealthiest men in South Africa. In his petition
for naturalization in 1883, it was stated that he owned landed property worth at
least £30,000.77 In his 1912 will, the following items were included: £12,000 to
his son plus £600 per annum; £750 per annum each to his wife and daughters,
Selma, Isabella and Katie; £600 per annum to his daughter Mary; and £400 per
annum to his daughter Anne Frances,
. . . one of the sweetest of my children but I leave her less than her sisters
as her husband is very well off while her sisters husbands' are not — I give
her less than her sisters not because she does not deserve it but because
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she does not need it.
The will also had many other provisions including money to the grandchildren
and the distribution of gold mining shares, interests in the Port Beaufort Mer
cantile Establishment, and the distribution of the estates (the Newlands estate,
'Montebello', eventually became the South African College School — it has been
described as a 'palatial residence' and noted for its fine garden).
Ohlsson was one of the most important men in the Cape and probably the
most influential Scandinavian in South Africa in the 1880's, 1890's, and 1900's.
He 'was one of the most colourful figures in the Colony's social and business
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life during the three decades before Union'.
Karl Lithman
Karl Lithman became a successful timber merchant and owner of a large steam
saw, molding and turning mills as well as a match factory in Cape Town in the
latter part of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Born in Gothenburg
in 1853, he emigrated to South Africa at the age of twenty-six. His first position
was secretary to the Swedish-Norwegian Consul Akerberg. In 1881, he was
appointed Vice-Consul, and later became the Consul for Venezuela and Siam.
Lithman was important in encouraging Swedish companies to think of South
Africa as a market for their products. He was the first to introduce the L. M.
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Ericsson telephones to South Africa, using it originally between his own office
and home. Today one can see Ericsson telephones throughout the Republic of
South Africa. He also introduced cream separators, the deLaval steam turbines,
and the Bolinder stoves, all products which were to become common in South
Africa in the twentieth century. Lithman represented a number of Swedish
firms including the Swedish-South African Steamship Line of Gothenburg. He
was a member of the Cape Town Chamber of Commerce and the Royal Society
of South Africa.
In 1887, he founded a match factory in Cape Town, and introduced a variety
of Swedish machinery. The company became the Rosebank Match Company,
Ltd, and in turn was amalgamated with the Lion Match Co, Ltd of South Africa.
His large Cape Town home was frequently visited by Scandinavians, and he
was particularly popular with Scandinavian seamen. Lithman was interested in
sending money back to Scandinavia. Frequently it was sent to aid in various
disaster and economic problems as, for example, the Sundsvall fire of 1888,
the Aalesund fire of 1904, and the general depression in Norrland in 1903. He
also sent financial assistance to institutions such as Handelshogskolan (The
Trade High School) of Gothenburg.
After forty-one years in South Africa, Lithman returned to Sweden in 1921
where he lived his last fifteen years until his death in 1936. His influence on
the economic life of Cape Town and the increased trade between South Africa
and Sweden was considerable.
The Thesens
On 16 November 1869, a Cape Town newspaper carried this reportArrivals: The following vessel in Table Bay on Tuesday: Albatros from
Norway bound for New Zealand with a cargo of 36 standards containing
36,900 pieces of planks and wood; and as passengers [the Thesens and
servants — 22 in all]. The vessel has put into Table Bay for supplies.82
The Thesen family was closely associated with the economic history of Stavanger, Norway, from the 1840's to the late 1860's. Their name had originally
been Thesvin with the family property in Nes in Upper Romrike. They had
resettled in Larvik where three brothers — Frederik Wilhelm, Mathius Theodor, and Arnt Leonard — were born in the early 1800's.83 The brothers moved
to Stavanger and started a hardware business called A. L. Thesen & Co. One
master-joiner said:
To go to Thesens ... was like going from one surprise to the other. Here
one could find many things which no one had ever seen before or knew the
use of. Most of these [tools] were so useful and good that they were an
immediate success.84
Stavanger became a prosperous trading port thanks in part to the repeal in
1849 of the English Navigation Act. Thus in 1857 the Thesens decided to go
into shipping (eventually they owned ten ships) and importing of various
products especially grain and hemp. Arnt Leonard and Frederik Wilhelm
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became the directors, and Mathius the chief ship captain of the firm.
The owners were respected, well informed and educated men, Arnt Thesen
was a member of the Stavanger Municipal Council for several years ...
Several of the well known men in the town, doctors, civil servants, the High
School teacher and others ... made Thesens a regular meeting place ...
On one of the windows in Thesens house ... all telegrams regarding the
fisheries, shipping notices and others, were posted up.85
Although Norway was no longer part of Denmark (by the Treaty of Kiel in
1814, she was united under the Swedish crown), nevertheless she continued to
carry on extensive trade with that country. The Danish-German War of 1864,
however, greatly interfered with that trade and triggered a recession. Most
firms rode out the labour unrest and other difficulties. But in 1868, an econ
omic slump came to Stavanger and various companies were forced to lay off
men. In three months — September to November — of that year, eleven
Stavanger firms collapsed including A. L. Thesen & Co.
. . . The collapse of the firm A. L. Thesen & Co arose from the fact that they
had made heavy financial commitments in grain from the North Sea countries
for which they could now find no market and as well as this their ships were
laid up and idle.86
The Thesens had several ship loads of grain they were not able to sell.
Arnt Leonard Thesen busied himself in the liquidation of the assets of the
business; he felt humiliated by this collapse. He decided there was no future
in Stavanger especially having to support his wife and nine children. He as well
as his brother Mathius (he was a widower with one son) decided to emigrate
— probably to New Zealand — to begin a new life. He received a letter from
the British Vice-Consul (Wilhelm S. Hansen) in Stavanger which allowed the
Thesens to settle in a British colony.87 It was decided to use one of the ships,
the schooner Albatros, for this voyage and load it with wooden planks to sell
when they reached their destination.88
The Albatros left Norway 20 July 1869. On board were nineteen people; Arnt
Leonard, his wife and eight of nine children; Mathius and son Hans; and a crew
consisting of the mate Knud Thomasen and his wife, the seaman and cook
Johannes Franzsen, and three other seamen who later left the ship at Cape
Town. After a brief stop in Plymouth, England, where Ragnvald Thesen, a son
of Arnt Leonard, was picked up after having come back from a voyage to India,
the Albatros continued on to Cape Town, arriving there seventy-eight days
later.88
After a week's stay in Table Bay to do some work on the ship and take on
provisions, the Albatros continued south to round the Cape of Good Hope and
Cape Agulhas. The ship was caught in a bad storm and was forced to return
to Table Bay for repairs.
At this point, the Thesens came into contact with the Swedish-Norwegian
Consul and merchant, Carl Gustaf Akerberg. This Swede owned a shipping
business and had been Consul since 1864 (he was to remain in that^position
until his death in 1885). A friendship was immediately struck up. Akerberg
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told the Thesens about the shortage of ships along the South African coast at
the time. The unstable conditions in Europe — Austro-Prussian (Seven Weeks
War), the impending Franco-Prussian War — was apparently creating a ship
ping shortage even as far away as South Africa.90 Akerberg put the Thesens in
contact with several Cape merchants who wished to have cargoes delivered
along the coast, including the port of Knysna.
The prospect of freight earnings appealed to them [Thesens] with the result
that they decided for the time being to put all passengers ashore, to sell
their timber cargo and to load the cargo offering for Knysna to which port
the vessel cleared on the 16th December 1869, arriving there just before
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During the next three months, several more voyages were made to Knysna.
The ship was being captained by Mathius Thesen's son, Hans, who brought
back word concerning the possibilities of Knysna as a place to settle.92
As described earlier by Victoria (see p 57), Knysna was a small
town on a lagoon protected from the Indian Ocean by a narrow channel with
towering cliffs on either side. To Hans, it undoubtedly reminded him on a small
scale of Norway and its fjords. It was an area of economic potential especially
with the large forest of hardwoods (stinkwood, yellow wood) close by. In 1870,
Knysna had a European population of some two hundred, living in about twentyfive homes. The Thesens realized remote Knysna relied on the shipping lines
to Cape Town and Port Elizabeth and, therefore, the Albatros could be used
profitably. A natural alliance took place between the Thesens and Akerberg.
The latter would handle the timber sent from Knysna and in turn he would supply
the Thesens in Knysna with general merchandise. Twenty-seven-year-old Hans
had also fallen in love with a Knysna girl, a Miss Berg. Eventually he married
her.93
As a result of all these factors, by April 1870, the Thesens had settled in
Knysna. A double-storied house was rented in the centre of town; it had been
owned by a merchant who had been killed in an accident a few weeks earlier.
Adjacent to the home was the merchant's store. Very shortly, the Thesens
began trading in the timber of the district, and cargoes were sent on the
Albatros down the coast principally to Cape Town and the merchant Akerberg.
It was not long before a small sawmill was established. Fifteen years after
their arrival, the Thesens bought a large tract of forest land at Brackenhlll,
seven miles from Knysna, and there a large sawmill was built. Today Thesen
& Co owns some 75,000 acres of land in the Knysna area, much of which is
forested. On an island (Paarden Eiland) in the Knysna lagoon is the Company's
saw mill, one of the largest in South Africa.94
In the early years, Mathius Thesen and his son decided to leave Knysna and
seek their fortune in Plettenberg Bay, lying further east. Mathius Thesen
retained his half interest in the Albatros, but shortly thereafter, his share soon
was pledged to Akerberg in Cape Town.
Mr Ackerberg [Akerberg] was soon largely involved in the business of Thesen
& Co even to the extent of becoming part owner of the Albatros [the Albatros
was wrecked off Cape Agulhas in 1874] and later of the Ambulant [a second
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ship]. This business connection lasted until Thesens some years later estab
lished their own branch at Cape Town.95
In an early balance sheet of the Compmiy, of the £1,366 representing the total
liabilities accrued, £520 was owed to Akerberg.96 In 1870, it was decided that
Nils Peter, one of A. L. Thesen's sons, should join the firm of William Ander
son & Co at Port Elizabeth as a clerk to gain some business training. After five
years, he went to Cape Town to work for Akerberg and eventually established
a Thesen branch office in Cape Town. In 1905, Nils Peter Thesen became Nor
way's first Consul-General in South Africa.97
Arnt Leonard Thesen died in 1875, and the leadership of the Company passed
to the fourth son, Charles Wilhelm.98 The Company expanded under his direc
tion: large tracts of land for farming and tree-planting were acquired; additional
ships were purchased; diversification of its activities occurred including the
Millwood Gold Field in the 1880's, a whaling venture centred in Plettenberg
Bay, the building of a railway through the Knysna Forest, flour milling, ship
building, oyster farming, hardware stores, supermarkets, and a fleet of tim
ber trucks.99 During World War II, the British Admiralty ordered the Thesens
to build ships, among them twelve submarine chasers constructed in Knysna!00
In 1882, Charles Wilhelm Thesen became a member of the first municipal
council of Knysna, and was mayor of the town from 1890 to 1893 and again from
1921 to 1924.
By 1920, the shipping line became unprofitable and Charles Wilhelm Thesen
persuaded the South African Railways to extend the line from George to Knysna.
The Thesen ships were then sold to the Houston Line!01 Today Thesen & Co is
a multi-million rand enterprise. The biggest assets are the sawmilling indus
try and the land it owns. 'Thesens is producing most of the best timber in the
country. One of the biggest markets is for transmission poles for the vast
electricity lines that stride the country.,102 The other activities include cul
tivation of lagoon oysters, fleet of timber trucks, retail shops, a supermarket,
and a hardware store.
Like other Scandinavians in South Africa, the Thesens rapidly adapted to
South Africa, intermarrying into English or Afrikaner families, and speaking
the respective languages, though usually English. Charles Wilhelm Thesen
became naturalized in 1884, and married an English woman, Bessie Harison,
the daughter of an English naval captain. They had ten children. When their
eldest son, Leonard, went to England and Norway for a visit in 1901, Bessie
Thesen wrote a letter to her sister in England and included the following:
You know Colonial boys are not brought up on the same lines quite as Eng
lish ones and he may not need in Norway quite the same as he will in
England. He is particular enough about his clothes but dreadfully careless
in wearing them, and being tall is obliged to have tailor suits always ... I
have an idea he will pull well with your Theodore ... It needs a little cour
age to face the experiment of being 'a stranger in a strange land' Norway as
all his companions of course are at home in the language and his knowledge
of it is very limited, so I expect he will be glad to get to your home after a
month or so!08
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A sister (daughter of Arnt Leonard Thesen) of Charles Wilhelm Thesen was
Blanca Thesen. In 1874, she married Frank Reitz who was then a young Boer
lawyer in Cape Town. They made their home in Bloemfontein, Orange Free
State, and had eight children, one of whom was Deneys Reitz. He became a
well-known author, his most famous book being 'Commando. A Boer Journal
of the Boer War'. In the book, Deneys Reitz identified himself as being par
tially Norwegian. Blanca Thesen Reitz died in 1887 at the age of thirty-three,
and one year after her death, Frank Reitz became President of the Orange
Free Stated
Coming out with the Thesens was Johannes Franzsen, a nineteen-year-old
lad from Stavanger. He remained with Thesen & Co in a clerical capacity for a
number of years. Eventually he established himself elsewhere in the Cape, and
'... following in his wake other members of his family made their way from
Norway independently to settle at Knysna where they became much respected
citizens.'105
The success of the Thesens attracted attention among Norwegians. A cer
tain William Glurg of Cape Town received a letter dated 12 July 1876:
We are all of the opinion that an advertisement from you in a Norwegian or
Swedish paper would induce many industrious labourers and mechanics of
our Norwegian countrymen to go out on such apparently good conditions.
There is no doubt that emigration of the easily-contented Scandinavians will
prove advantageous to the Colonie. There are though some questions we
would like answered and we might then write home privately in favour of the
emigration, such as about the free passage to the Cape. We should like to
know from where they are available, and whether they are to Cape Town . .106
'The enquiry was not without result and, with the aid of the Cape government, a
small party of Norwegian settlers arrived in Knysna in June 1881.,107
A number of Scandinavians worked for the Thesens including George Dahl,
Albert Moretensen, and Captain R. Tonnessen at the Cape Town office, and
Axel Johannesen and Captain Olsen as officer and captain on the Thesen ships.108

SCANDINAVIANS TO NATAL: 1815-1911
Norwegian Missionary Society
The largest number of Scandinavians who came to Natal for the purpose of sett
ling in the nineteenth century were Norwegians. It was the Norwegian missionary
activitywhich played a crucial part in attracting settlers to this part of South
Africa. In 1842, the Norwegian Missionary Society (NMS) was founded in
Stavanger, and four years later, Hans P. S. Schreuder was sent to South Africa
as its first missionary. His goal was Zululand (for a more detailed descrip
tion of the NMS missionaries, see Chapter V). Although this missionary first
entered Zululand in July 1845, the King (Mpande) would not allow him to stay.
Schreuder had to wait another four years before he along with three other NMS
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missionaries — Tobias Udland, Lars Larsen, and Ommund C. Oftebro — could
begin mission work in Zululand. The first mission station was established at
Empangeni, followed by Entumeni, Mahlabatini, Eshowe, Imfule, and Inhlazatshe
in the 1850's and 1860's.
The NMS was so encouraged by the prospects in Zululand that another group
of missionaries was sent out in 1865!10 They were the first to use the ship
Elieser, purchased by the Society for transporting missionaries and supplies
to and from Natal, and beginning in 1866, to Madagascar as well. It had a
weight of approximately 250 tons, and during its sixteen years in NMS service,
was captained by F. W. Clausen, Ludvig Larsen, Nils Landmark, and O. Svendsen1.11 Larsen and Landmark were important in the story of Norwegian emig
ration.
Ludvig Larsen
Captain Ludvig Larsen was born in Spind (in the area of Farsund), southern
Norway in 1840, and in his youth learned navigation in Stavanger!12 He had read
Martin Luther's writings, and was moved to offer himself as a candidate for
mission work with the NMS. 'The Mission Society advised him that as a mar
ried man, head of a family and qualified man he should continue with life at
sea.'113 In 1867, after having spent some time as an officer of the Elieser, he
was appointed its captain. In that year, he saw Madagascar for the first time.
After undertaking a survey expedition around the entire island, he became con
vinced Madagascar offered great economic opportunities114 Five years later,
Larsen quit the services of the NMS, and decided to become involved with the
early commercial activities of the island.
Larsen was interested in establishing a string of trading stations along
Madagascar's coast, and his plan was to place young 'Christian' Norwegian
men in these stations. He hoped not only to make large profits but also to help
the NMS in Madagascar. A London company, Porter, Muir & Lang, agreed to
finance the scheme!15 He bought the schooner Agnes and recruited twenty-four
men, mainly from Bergen, but also from Stavanger, Spind, Farsund, and
Sogn (see appendix E for list)!16 They were to work for Larsen and the Lon
don company for three years. For a while, the scheme went smoothly despite
some opposition from the local chiefs where the trading stations were located.
Division, however, occurred among the directors in London and the partner
ship was eventually dissolved.
Larsen went into service with a Cape Town firm as its representative and
continued to trade in various products. In the mid-1870's, he bought a steamdriven vessel. By this time, the Norwegian had cultivated a friendship with
the island's queen and he was given the job of training sons of the Madagascar
aristocracy to become seamen. The ship became the Madagascar navy, and
Larsen was appointed its admiral. All this took place prior to French control
of the island. Eventually Larsen moved to Durban where he died in 1894. He
wrote an autobiography entitled 'Livet for D^den' (.'Life before Death'). He
was the uncle of two outstanding men in the history of Durban, J.J. Egeland
and Abraham Larsen.
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Debora expedition
Many of the twenty-four men brought to Madagascar by Larsen had noticed the
uninhabited Aldabra Islands northwest of Madagascar, and several had thought
of the possibilities of settling there. A number of them returned to Norway to
fetch their families"8 Men such as Knud Bang (the leader) and Zakarias
Tobiassen communicated with others in Norway. The result was the formation
of a company, and the purchase of a ship which was to take the group back to
Madagascar and settle the offshore islands. On 19 July 1879, a party of fortyseven men, women, and children left Bergen on board the Debora and landed
in Tulear, Madagascar, on 17October (see appendix E for a complete list).119
Upon arrival in Madagascar, it was decided to dissolve the 'Debora Com
pany'. The majority of the party elected not to go on to the Aldabra Islands but
to stake their future in Natal, particularly in and around Port Natal (Durban).
They had been influenced by the news they learned in Cape Town from the crew
of a German ship that the Zulu War had been concluded. Only sixteen of the
party stayed in Madagascar, some working for L. Larsen, others for the NMS!20
This was the first group of Norwegians to arrive in Durban, and they helped
to establish the Norwegian Church which is still in existence. Several became
successful — Ragnvald Andersen became a noted builder in Durban, I. Iversen
worked for Scbreuder, and O. Heidalsvig (Heidalsvik) did considerable build
ing for the NMS and purchased a large farm, in 1889, near Stanger, north of
Durban (see p 109 for other Norwegians in Stanger). The latter died in 1899,
leaving a wife and eight children"1
Anton Andreassen remained in Madagascar. He joined the NMS as a carpen
ter. He helped the mission open several stations before his premature death at
the age of thirty-five in 1881. Knud Bang's son, Christian (Kristian), became
an important businessman in Tamatave. He was in charge of a sawmill, was for
many years the Consul for Norway and Sweden, and for twenty years was the
British Consul until his death in 1931. The Bang family can be found in Natal;
another of Knud Bang's sons, Severin, became involved with the Salvation
Army and later a pioneer in Zululand with the Scandinavian Alliance Mission
of North America. He married Bina Hagemann who had been raised on her
family farm 'Bethany' near Stanger ( see p 109)122

Nils Landmark
After L. Larsen left the service of the NMS, Nils Landmark became the captain mthe Elieser- He was born 111 Dale in Sunnfjord (north of Bergen) in
1844. He like Larsen was a seafarer, and eventually became involved with
the NMS. In 1872, he became the captain of the mission ship. Over the next
few years, while bringing missionaries and supplies back and forth, Landmark
had opportunity to view and even explore parts of Natal and Zululand. He was
impressed with what he saw, and in Norway, he wrote articles to the press,
and published brochures on the geography and climate of Natal, generally
praising the future possibilities of this region for settlement"4
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Alfred County
North of Bergen along the Norwegian coast lies Alesund (Aalesund), a small
fishing and trading town. During the 1870's and early 1880's, it like many other
areas of Norway was suffering from poverty and lack of economic opportunities.
The possibilities of settlement in Natal interested a number of people in Alesund who in turn wrote to Reverend Emil Berg of the Norwegian Mission in
London to have him make further inquiries to the British government*25 Berg
contacted Walter Peace, the Natal government emigration agent in London.
Peace had been in this role since 1880, and had wished 'to induce people to
consider the question of British colonisation and the material and social effects
resulting therefrom'*26 England, according to Peace, was looking for hard
working, ordinary people seeking a better life to go and colonize its far-flung
empire.
Who then should emigrate? I answer, Intelligent and competent workers of
any ordinary calling or position in life whose prospects in the old country
are not of a decidedly hopeful character, and ... able to see good chances
when staring them in the face ... but the loafer of 'aristocratic connections'
is finding out that there is no resting-place for him in the hives of British
colonists ... It is worse than jumping out of the frying-pan into the fire, for
people of these classes to betake themselves to countries where work is the
order of the day, and where there is little but contempt and an early grave
for the idle, the frivolous or dissolute ... But let all able-bodied who don't
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like work stay away from our Colonies.
I care not what a man's education, or ability, or amount of money capital
may be, if he goes out to Natal or any other colony with any other intention
than to work and think, to think and work, he will make a mistake, and most
probably have a rude awakening ... Therefore ... an emigrant must work
and think, and leave talking to others*28
One of the areas of Natal considered for development was Alfred County, about
eighty miles south of Durban, along the Indian Ocean. On 1 January 1866, the
area was formally annexed by England, and named Alfred County in honour of
Prince Alfred, second son of Queen Victoria, who had been in South Africa
some years earlier. The district was explored and the mouth of the main river,
the Umzimkulu (Mzimkhulu), was named Port Shepstone after the Governor,
Sir Theophilus Shepstone. In 1866, there were only eleven European inhabitants
in Alfred County, but by 1870 there were six different trading stations. In the
early 1870's, the village of Harding was founded, and in 1877 three Scottish
brothers — James, William and David Aiken — began raising sugar and tea,
erected a mill to process the cane, and started mining marble. Two years
later, David Aiken invited William Bazley, an engineer, to visit the Umzim
kulu River and investigate widening and deepening the mouth for a port. After
several months, Bazley succeeded in removing enough rocks to allow ships to
enter the river mouth. This caused an economic boom throughout Alfred
County. Unfortunately the river was unreliable — the mouth frequently silted
up.1 2 9
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Swedish emigration scheme
At this time, the first Zululand missionaries of the Swedish church — O. Witt,
F. L. Fristedt, C. L. Flygare — became interested in promoting an emigration
scheme for Swedes to this area. Correspondence took place between the mis
sionaries, the Natal government, and the Immigration Board in the latter part
of 1877 and the early part of 1878.
In a petition written by Witt and Fristedt to Lieutenant Governor Sir Henry
Bulwer dated 28 December 1877, the two missionaries stated that:
We the undersigned ministers of the Swedish Lutheran Church propose to
bring out from Sweden a large number of our countrymen — tradesmen and
agriculturists with their families, persons who bear a good character, part
of whom will probably be selected from our flocks, whose pastors we have
been.
Our humble prayer is, that your Excellency will be pleased to appoint a
certain district between the Upper Umkomanrie and Umzimkulu, where they
may settle down; and further to afford us this undertaking the aid held out
by the Colonial Government for the promotion of immigration. And if we
procure at least fifty families, we pray you to give each family 250 acres of
land, for which they would have nothing to pay, except the expense for sur
veying, transfer, etc.
We would to avoid misunderstanding be glad to hear whether this Govern
ment would assist this scheme:
1. by paying the whole of the passage from Sweden to Natal or from England
only;
2. by giving these immigrants one week's free board and lodging at Durban;
3. by contributing a share of expenses of transport from Durban to the land
allotted them;
4. by guaranteeing to each adult immigrant a stipulated number of acres of
land.
We bind ourselves to care for the spiritual welfare of the immigrants as also
for the education of their children .. j30
On 9 January 1878, the Colonial Secretary, Napier Broome, replied favourably
to the missionaries, and noted that the requests had been referred to the Im
migration Board. Ten days later, a letter was written by C. A. Butler, secretary
of the Board, to the Swedish missionaries. In it, the Board stated that the
request for land 'is of somewhat too excessive a character' and asked whether
the missionaries 'would be prepared to carry out ... scheme upon the basis of
grants of 100 acres of land per family with commonage of 2000 acres per 50
families'?1
On 29 January, Witt and Fristedt replied that that was impossible. However,
. . . if the Board be willing to grant us 100 acres of land per family and 4000
acres of land for commonage per 50 families, and 50 acres besides for the
minister and church, we will be satisfied. Provided of course, that we have
the right ourselves of choosing the land ourselves in the district mentioned
in our petition, and provided also that we have the right of buying more land
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in the neighbourhood, if necessary.
As the manner and date of introducing the immigrants we can give you no
particulars. But we propose to do it in the cheapest and easiest way, viz: to
put all the immigrants together in one sailing vessel and let them come out
direct from Sweden without calling at any English ports. As soon as we know
how far the English government here is willing to help us, we intend to lay
the case before the governing body of the mission of the Swedish Church and
ask them to elect the immigrants and forward them. Do you think the Board
is quite unwilling to pay £200 for sending a missionary of ours to Sweden to
arrange the business and take the immigrants here?132
It was decided that Flygare would be sent back to Sweden to make the necessary
arrangements. In a letter written to the Immigration Board on 25 March, Fly
gare asked if the Board would be willing to accept a certain number of terms
including:
1. The Board will be required to fix at once the locality and forthwith the
necessary certification to say that the plans mentioned are to be occupied
by the immigrants. This for the reason that I may be sure in dealing
, . with my countrymen.
2. It will be required that the Board furnish me with sufficient Power of
Attorney in order to make arrangements for the Immigrants respecting
bringing them out direct from Gothenburg in Sweden to Natal.
3. The Board will be required to make at once provision for Transport
duties from the Swedish Port to Durban and to the District allotted to the
immigrants, in order that no delay may be caused to them at their arrival
at Durban.
4. As regards the remuneration for my services rendered to the Immigration
Board I think £400 per annum would be required ...
NB At first I thought a trip to and back from Sweden, taking 6 months might
be made with £200; but after having considered closer all circumstances, I
can make sure that they will require more time and pains than I thought. It
will for instance be necessary to travel a good deal about in Sweden in search
after the people, endeavouring to make their personal acquaintance, in order
to satisfy myself of not bringing out bad characters. I will also have to give
them advices about their preparations for their journey, etc.
Witt also wrote a letter to the Church of Sweden Mission headquarters in Upp
sala, mentioning the importance of Swedes coming to South Africa in order to
fulfill this our Saviour's work'. The Swedish people must take a serious inter
est in spreading Christianity to the peoples of Africa. He suggested that the
Swedish Church encourage fifty families to come to South Africa and establish
a settlement that could support itself independently including its own church.
Many in the colony would serve as missionaries.
After April 1878, nothing again was heard of this scheme. Perhaps the
Swedish Church vetoed the idea or perhaps the demands of the Swedish mission
aries were too much for the colonial government or Immigration Board officials
to accept. Trouble was also stirring between the Zulus and Europeans, and the
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missionaries were becoming deeply involved with this crisis (see Chapter V).
In the following year, war broke out and a couple of key battles were fought near
or directly on the Swedish mission station at Rorke's Drift (Oscarsberg).
Witt's somewhat abrasive personality may also have been a factor. Probably
the most important reason why the scheme was dropped was that the people
being considered were tradesmen and not agriculturists; the Immigration
Board was seeking the latter in order to develop the land for farming purposes.
Norwegian Marburg settlers
Sir Walter Peace of the Natal Immigration Board next looked to the Norwegians
of the Alesund area.
After negotiations for emigration to Natal, they [the Norwegians] were
promised free passage from London for fifty families ... to land at the
mouth of the Umzimkulu River. They would be given a lot of 100 acres for
each family with 2,000 acres of common grazing of cattle. The land would
cost R1.50 [R — rand] per acre payable in ten years. Each applicant would
need a minimum sum of R100 [ £50] on arrival against want in the early
years. Applicants must have a doctor's certificate of good health and a
minister's letter of good conduct. They were required to be men of integ
rity, sober, hard working and Christian people, willing to be of mutual
help. Each family was allowed to bring two single persons^5
A committee was formed in Alesund, and by early 1882, about three hundred
applications were received. Now came the problem of deciding which people
should join the expedition. By July, thirty-four families plus various individ
uals totalling 229 were ready for the voyage (see appendix F for complete
list). Despite the hope of obtaining agriculturists, only thirteen of the thirtyfour family heads were classified as farmers, agronomists or gardeners; the
rest were an assortment of professions or occupations including two each of
teachers, ship builders, builders, and one each of merchant, bookseller,
cabinetmaker, tailor, blacksmith, goldsmith, weaver, baker, seamanfisherman, bookbinder, carpenter, painter, wagonmaker, mechanic-shoe
maker, and minister. The Immigration Board looked upon the Norwegians
favourably because it was desirous of a self-sufficient, agriculturally-based
settlement, and apparently the Alesund group offered this hope. In the 1876
law establishing the Board was included the clause that free passage to Natal
was to be given people who were 'farm labourers and Mechanics, viz, Carpen
ters, Bricklayers, Stone Masons, Blacksmiths, Tinsmiths, Shoemakers,
Plasterers, Cabinetmakers, and Wheelwrights ...,137
On 9 July 1882, Peace arrived to bid farewell to the emigrants. A large
festival was arranged for friends and relatives. Undoubtedly Peace reminded
the people not only of the difficulties ahead but also the opportunities that would
improve their lives. He noted that the first two years would be the most difficult
for the colonists. But there were many advantages in Natal such as the pleasant
climate and the lack of tax collectors outside the towns. The emigrant would
quickly learn on the outbound voyage that an 'open book' lay before him"8
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... Thus the voyage to his new home may be as the foundation-stone on
which an awakened and intelligent being shall erect a new character ...
Under the combined influences of a bright and sunny climate — conductive to
health and enjoyment, with vastly increased opportunities of profitable
occupation, and with more elbow-room about their homes, cheered by daily
intercourse with friends likewise engaged in prosperous undertakings, the
personal character of colonists inevitably becomes more vigorous and
genial i39
The party set sail on 14 July 1882, and spent a few days in Hull, England,
before the long voyage to South Africa. On the eve of departure — 20 July —
from England, Peace made a speech.
Norwegian people, I must now bid you farewell. As the Government Official
or agent, my duties ... are nearly done ... You are aboard a good steam
ship, in charge of a good and experienced Captain ... The grass huts, your
first dwellings are ready for you. All going well, you will reach your lots
early in Spring, so you can plough and sow in good time ... You will receive
all aid, and guidance from the Land and Immigration Board after your arrival
in Durban. They will assist in the difficulties to get to your first homes ...
It was a great responsibility laid upon me by the Government, a trust of
honour to pick people of quality for the founding of a new Settlement in
Natal ... I have no doubt that your emigration to Natal will be a blessing to
yourselves and that you will fulfil the Government's hopes by your energy
and initiative ... Your responsibility begins now ... Honour your nation,
blaze the trail for Christianity and civilisation for the heathen folk you get
in contact with!40
Thirty-nine days later, after a relatively (three children died) uneventful
voyage on board the Lapland, the party arrived in Durban harbour. The Sec
retary of the Immigration Board and other officials met them, brought a map
of the settlement, and allocated the farms by drawing of lots. One central farm
was given to the minister and another was chosen for the church and school.
On the evening of 28 August, the party arrived at the mouth of the Umzimkulu,
and were greeted by the English colonists including Bazley, some Germans,
and several Swedes and Norwegians who had already been living in the area.
Apparently everyone was eagerly awaiting the arrival of the Norwegians.
There was also a group of four hundred Africans, who dressed in full war
regalia, staged a war dance which frightened some of the Norwegian women
and children.
One of the Scandinavians who had arrived earlier in the area and was on
hand to greet the Norwegians was Hilmar T. Bru-de-Wold (Brudevold). Born
in Trondheim, he arrived in Natal in 1862 at the age of twenty-two. He had
been a cadet on a Norwegian naval training ship, had quarrelled with the com
mander, and had decided to desert the ship by leaping overboard and swimming
to shore as the ship was about to leave Durban. He became a successful coffee
and sugar planter, and had a large home overlooking the Umzimkulu River
near Port Shepstone. Later he became an officer in the British Army, was
involved with the war against the Zulu Cetshwayo, a defender of Ladysmith in
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the Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902, and a participant in the Bambatha Rebellion
(see Chapter VI)141
Edward N. Haajem, one of the Norwegians from Alesund, recorded his first
impressions of the new land:
A party from the Emigration [Immigration] Board was with us when we
landed, to show us to our new homes. The Farms or Lots had been num
bered and each Lotholder drew his number out of a hat before we came off
the ship. As soon as we had gathered our luggage and things,we set out to locate
our new home by finding the number on the hut door. It had been arranged
that each lot had two small grass huts on it. Some were lucky to find their
home one or two miles out of Port Shepstone town; some found their homes
7 or 8 miles out.
It was a great rush to get our things and go to our new homes. This proved
a problem for many, as there were no roads, and things had to be carried
on our shoulders, and when we got to the huts, we had to chase out the
snakes, owls and bats that were living there. The Government had made us
a gift of two bags of mealie meal to each family. None of us knew anything
about this kind of meal, and it became a great puzzle how to make bread of
it. The housewives were not new in the art of baking, but this meal beat
them all until long after, when we got wheaten flour to mix with it.
It therefore ended up by having porridge morning, noon and night. It was
really a hard time for the housewives and the children the first year before
we got together a few Zulu cows and a few hens to lay eggs, and the kitchen
garden going. After we got in our first crop of mealies and sweet potatoes
we had plenty of food and to spare, and fed our pigs and cured bacon. We all
felt happy in this glorious climate442
Over the next few months, the immigrants became settled in their new surround
ings. Before the first year was over, they had built a small church, the dedic
ation service taking place 29 August 1883. 'Our parents were strictly religious;
we children were therefore not even allowed to whistle on Sunday.'143 The church
was also used as a school; since it was the only school in the district, English
and German children also attended. The Norwegians were the largest European
group in Alfred County. When they arrived in 1882, there were 175 Britons,
112 Germans, and about 22,900 Xhosas in the district. Indians arrived shortly
thereafter144
On 30 September 1882, the Reverend Berg wrote a letter to Peace on behalf
of the settlers. In it, he noted with satisfaction the recent events145 But it soon
became apparent that the Norwegians were facing many difficulties. Various
diseases such as rinderpest were attacking the cattle. Many of the settlers were
not agriculturists and found farming difficult. Inadequate communication with
Durban was another handicap. The settlers had been promised a harbour facil
ity so that they could engage in fishing but the government procrastinated.
After a year or two, our clothes and shoes began to be the worse for wear,
and the little money we had was also nearly gone, and here was no market
for our produce. We could not sell anything to get money146
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As a result, many of the settlers began drifting to other parts of South Africa
looking for employment. Some went to work on the railway being constructed
from Pietermaritzburg to Ladysmith, others went to the Rand where gold had
been discovered in 1884.
In 1890, Peace visited the settlement. He was told of the problems, but the
community was especially annoyed that their promised harbour was not being
constructed. Peace was sympathetic and noted that
. . . your idea of owning a boat of your own, is excellent and must be highly
commended. It is a pity that you are so isolated from Durban — the Land
and Immigration Board should go into this matter to alleviate the difficulty.
The road to Umzinto is in a shocking state, and a disgrace to Natal; those in
authority should be compelled to use it — it would open their eyes!147
The community also wanted a post office and a doctor.
Edward Haajem recorded that in 1893 he and his father decided to build a
boat. It was named the Norman and was fifty-eight feet long with a weight of
thirty-four tons. The idea was to use it for transporting people and goods
between Port Shepstone and Durban. They also became involved with fishing.
Due to competition, however, the boat was eventually sold448 The only success
ful fishing venture inaugurated in Port Shepstone was the formation of the Port
Shepstone Fishing Syndicate in 1898 by Captain John Andersen. Its main boat
was the steamer Enterprise, which was built in Norway and was a.profitable
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venture until 1919 when the ship was sold for a good profit.
A few members of the Marburg community gave up and either returned to
Norway or went to Australia or New Zealand450 Zefanius Olsen, a young man
who came out with the Kjonstad (G. Kjonstad was the first teacher) family,
after a short time in Marburg, went inland and arrived in Witziehoek,
Orange Free State, where he obtained work. He met two other Norwegians,
Ingvald Nilsen and his brother, Bernhard. I. Nilsen had arrived a short time
earlier than the Marburg settlers in Cape Town as a mate on a Dutch brig. He
then became involved with the British army and saw action in the Basuto war
of 1880-1881. He became a builder and contractor in the Orange Free State.
The three men, however, became homesick for Norway, and they decided to
construct a sailing vessel 20 feet long, 4% tons in weight, built of American
pitch-pine. It was to be called the Homeward Bound, and it was to be sailed
from South Africa to Norway. The vessel was constructed in Witzies Hoek
(Witsiehoek) about 250 miles inland, and 5,600 feet above sea level. On 22
February 1886, they started the journey for Durban with the completed boat on
a wagon drawn by a team of eighteen oxen.
The party with the waggon were in great spirit. The Boers on every farm on
the route had greeted us heartily, and the boat was half filled with fruit.
Grown people as well as children bombarded the Homeward Bound with vol
leys of peaches and applies ... The Boers [at Harrismith] came in crowds
from all parts, so ... I made a.nice little sum. As we left the town all the
flags were hoisted and the people turned out to cheer us on our way. We
traveUed much faster than I expected, for our Boer had eighteen large oxen
to draw the waggon and did not spare them ... We were now in the loftiest
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range In South Africa — the Drakensberg. We passed a gang of Free State
convicts loaded with chains and working on the roads in the terrible heat ...
Here the descent [to the lowlands of Natal] and our difficulties began.
With a heavy brake screwed fast on the Waggon and a thick chain on each
hind wheel, we went down the slope into Natal much faster than we wished.
We had strong lines on either side, manned principally by Kaffirs, who
were often dragged through the mud, but held on with bulldog tenacity.
Without the lines the waggon, boat and all, would assuredly have been cap
sized .. ,152
The boat arrived safely in Durban, and on 3 May 1886, they set sail. Through
out May and June, the three Norwegians worked their way along the South
African coast, stopping in various ports, and finally arriving in Cape Town on
5 July.
After visiting some Swedes in Cape Town, on 20 July the Homeward Bound
weighed anchor amid 'loud cheering from the people both ashore and in the
many boats which accompanied us'I53 After a long voyage which took them to
St Helena, Ascension Island, Cape Verde Island, the Azores, and Cape Finisterre, Spain, the Norwegians finally landed in Dover, England, 27 March 1887.
The Homeward Bound was exhibited in the Crystal Palace, London. The
Nilsen brothers proceeded to Norway while Olsen remained in England where
he married and lived the rest of his life354 It was an extraordinary journey and
reminds one of the twentieth century expeditions of a fellow countryman, Thor
Heyerdahl, in his Kon Tiki and Ra.
The largest part of the 1882 settlers, however, remained in South Africa
though not necessarily in Marburg. A number joined the Norwegian community
in Durban (egRodseths, Sandangers, Standals, Lunds, Thomas Dahles);
others went to Johannesburg (Gidskes, Bjorklunds); and to other parts of
Alfred County (Kjonstads purchased a farm further inland)455 In the mid-1880's,
a few additional people came out from Norway to join the Marburg community,
but this was not a significant increase. During the depression years of the
1930's, many left Marburg for various parts of South Africa. In 1940, the 500600 people of Marburg were only about 20 per cent Norwegian456
The settlers never received the promised harbour facilities as the govern
ment abandoned the project in 1906. However, by 1901, the railway reached
the north bank of the Umzimkulu, and by 1905, a bridge was built across the
river.
The land assigned to the Norwegians was not especially good for farming,
but sugar cane became a profitable crop especially after World War II. Even
as early as 1849-1851, the English emigration scheme led by Joseph Byrne
was also having difficulty locating unclaimed fertile land in Natal. The follow
ing account is in many ways similar to the problems faced by the Marburg
settlers.
Unforeseen by the emigrants and by Byrne himself, there were many snags
in his scheme. Two million acres of the best land in Natal had already been
alienated to Afrikaners ... Nearly all of them were undeveloped and un
occupied, and many had been bought up by Cape merchants and other
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speculators, who held them in the hope of a rise in value. Another million
and more were being held for Africans. This meant that most of the Crown
land which Byrne's agents were able to acquire had poor soil or inadequate
water, and were located great distances from the existing villages and lines
of communication. Although twenty acres a head sounded attractive to people
accustomed to the productivity of land in the nineteenth century England and
Scotland, the productivity of the average Byrne allotment was far below the
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settler's expectations
The Norwegians of Alfred County and their descendants have made notable con
tributions to South African life. In 1883, the government requested Bru-deWold (p 101) to form a troop of volunteers for the purpose of helping to defend
the area against the indigenous population. From this request was born the
Umzimkulu Mounted Rifles, later expanded into the Border Mounted Rifles. A
number of Marburgers fought in the Second Anglo-Boer War on the English
side; a monument has been erected in the Marburg Church cemetery commem
orating the dead. In 1906, Marburg men participated in the suppression of the
Bambatha rebellion (see Chapter V — Bambatha rebellion; Chapter VI —
Second Anglo-Boer War). They also fought in the two World wars.
The community assimilated rapidly into white South African society especially
with the Britons. Almost immediately after landing, Margaret Martinsen became
engaged to William Bazley (p 97), the courtship being carried on with the aid
of a Norwegian-English dictionary. Both the Norwegian and English communities
welcomed the marriage.158 Of the 242 marriages involving Marburg settlers and
their descendants between 1882 and 1932, 50 were married to other settlers,
61 to other Norwegians, 11 to Swedes, 1 to a Dane, 97 to English, 10 to Afrik
aners, 5 to Germans, 4 to Scots, and 3 to French!59 Thus only a little more than
22 per cent married other Marburg Norwegians, and 25 per cent other Nor
wegians. If one added the marriages with Swedes and Danes (less than 5 per
cent), the marriages with Scandinavians amounted to about 52 per cent. The
largest non-Scandinavian group (and largest of all groups) was the English
(40 per cent), followed far behind by the Afrikaners (4 per cent), and Germans,
Scots, and French combined with less than 5 per cent. This pattern held true
for other Norwegian and Scandinavian groups throughout the Cape Province and
Natal.
When the Marburg settlement celebrated its seventy-fifth anniversary in
1957, it was reported in the press that the descendants numbered about two
thousand scattered over South Africa!60 The Rodseth family has played an es
pecially important role. Peder Aage, the son of goldsmith Christian Rodseth
(an original settler), went to Norway to attend the Mission School in Stavanger.
After ordination, he returned to South Africa, settled in Zululand, and became
active in mission work (see Chapter V — other Marburg children also became
involved with the Norwegian Missionary Society). Peder Aage Rodseth's sons
became prominent in other fields — Fredrik was a Native Affairs Undersec
retary prior to 1948 and subsequently Bantu adviser to the Anglo-American
Corporation (large mining company); Peter, a mayor of Pietermaritzburg and
businessman; Nils, a Bantu administrator; Klaus, an African administrator on
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the coal mines: and Ragnar, a sugar mill owner in Kenya.
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Marburg descendants have gone into almost every conceivable occupational
area; but engineering (mechanical, marine, mining), teaching, health, farm
ing (several in sugar cane), and various business concerns head the list.
Two sons of original Marburg settlers - Olaf Bjorseth and Arthur Andreasen
— have been prominent in local Natal government, the former having been
^
elected mayor of Amanzimtoti, and the latter the first mayor of Port Shepstone!63
Marburg had a unique governmental structure. Prior to 1970, the govern
ment body was known as the Marburg Immigration Settlement Board consisting
of five elected members of the community. It had power to maintain roads, to
establish health standards, to maintain commonages which was communal land
mainly used for grazing, and to sell the commonages. The Marburg community
had a radius of about seven miles. In 1970, a South African parliamentary act
overrode the traditional Marburg government, and in essence there is presently
taking place a dissolution of the commonages. Today there is a Town Regional
Planning Commission which is planning the future distribution of the common
ages!64 In 1948, along the coast near Marburg, Oslo Beach township came into
existence.
Of today's 5,000 white inhabitants of the Port Shepstone-Marburg area, only
between two and three per cent are classified as Norwegian. Despite the decline
of the Norwegian population, the Marburg Church continues to be the focal point
for reunions. Although the church does not have a full-time minister, services
are held with the aid of visiting clergymen. On certain festive days such as
Christmas, large numbers of Norwegians return to Marburg. There are plans
to enlarge the existing church building in order to create a museum as a remem
brance to the 1882 pioneers. Settlers Park in Port Shepstone is named in
honour of the early Norwegians. The story of Marburg is significant because it
is an example of the largest single group of Scandinavians who came to South
Africa!65
Development of the Durban Norwegian community
The Norwegian community in Durban expanded in the early 1880's with people
arriving from the Debora expedition (p 96) as well as the 1882 Settlers.
A number of Norwegians were also coming singly. One was Jacob Jacobsen
Egeland (1866-1946), arriving in 1880, and destined to become an important
business figure in the city (one of his sons, Leif, was to become an important
twentieth century political and governmental leader in South Africa)!66
J . J . Egeland was born in Lyngval (near Farsund), the son of a sea captain,
who had a one-man trading and shipping operation plus a farm (a Spind-folk or
sea-farmer). He was influenced by his uncle, Captain Ludvig Larsen. In 1880,
Egeland signed on the barque Surprise as a deckhand. For three days in the
latter part of August of that year, the ship was caught in a storm off Durban.
Finally on 24 August, the Surprise was grounded on the Durban South Beach
and the crew brought safely to shore. Unlike the rest of the crew, Egeland
decided to remain in Natal, being 'impressed by the beauty and attractions of
the land'!67
Egeland then decided to start off on foot to visit Zululand. For three months,
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he was employed by a farmer named Adams, and, while working there, began
to learn Zulu. He returned to Durban briefly but then returned to Zululand to
open 'the first European-owned hotel, store, butchery, bakery, and farm in
Zululand ..., just across the Tugela River'*68 He was joined by his brother,
Gabriel — they formed a business partnership until the latter's premature
death. A sister also came to Zululand but she and her family were tragically
drowned in the Tugela River.
During the 1880's, while operating his business near the Tugela River,
Egeland was able to observe the troubled conditions in Zululand centring around
the rivalry between Cetshwayo and various ambitious subrulers such as Usei169
bepu and John Dunn. Egeland had personal contact with these Zulu leaders.
While at Inyoni on the Tugela River, he married Trine Marie Loftheim, the
daughter of a Norwegian Zululand pioneer trader, Tallak Loftheim. Shortly
after the Zulu uprising involving Dinuzulu in 1888, Egeland decided to return
to Durban, fearing a bleak future north of the Tugela. He started a timber and
general import business with a Norwegian named Aadnesen. In 1891, he
returned to Norway to make contacts for this venture, and his success in
South Africa caused a stir in the Farsund area. Upon arriving back in Durban,
Egeland next established the Natal Fishing Company. The business purchased
a steam-driven fishing vessel — the Nidaros — from Norway. The ship, cap
tained by his brother-in-law Enok Olufsen, plied between Durban and Cape
Agulhas*70
In 1896, Egeland's wife died leaving him a widower with five small children.
His sister came out from Norway to do housekeeping for him, but shortly she
married his late wife's brother, Tor Martin Loftheim, who was creating a
chain of trading stores in Zululand. In 1897, Egeland paid another visit to Nor
way and shortly thereafter, married Ragnhild Konsmo, a lifelong friend. In
1901, he became a naturalized British subject.
After the Boer War (1899-1902), Natal experienced a period of economic
depression, hitting hard Egeland's fishing and timber business. At this point,
he became interested in the possibilities of whaling, and he contacted interested
Norwegian whaling magnates. In 1908, he became Managing Director of the
South African Whaling Company, and soon thereafter, in 1909, of the Union
Whaling Company, in joint partnership with his cousin, Abraham E. Larsen
(see p 193). Egeland also became Swedish-Norwegian Consul (Durban) in
1901 and four years later Norwegian Consul.
Abraham E. Larsen (1880-1960) also came from the vicinity of Farsund.
His father was the brother of Captain Ludvig Larsen and also a sea captain.
In 1897, A. Larsen left Norway for England and ultimately Durban. Soon after
his arrival, he was employed as a carpenter. Having accumulated some
money, Larsen began buying land and building houses. In 1904, he went into
the timber business with his cousin, J. J. Egeland. Three years later, he
married Magda Erikka Eriksen, the daughter of NMS Zululand missionary
Sven Eriksen (see Chapter V). It was also about the same time he and Ege
land became involved with the whaling venture. In 1946, Larsen became the
Norwegian Consul in Durban (his son, Ernst Larsen, is the present Nor171
wegian Consul).
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The increase of the Norwegian community in Durban encouraged the for
mation of a church congregation. In January 1879, when the Zulu War began,
the Church of Sweden missionary, Carl Ludvig Flygare, left his station and
came to Durban to work with the Scandinavians. Under his leadership, the first
Scandinavian church was founded 14 March 1880. Three months later, the
Swedish missionary returned to his station. In December 1881, a Pastor Moe
came out from Norway to become the minister. A committee was formed in
April 1884 to write the laws for the Scandinavian Lutheran Congregation,
which went into effect three months later. The congregation consisted of thirtythree men plus women and children. Eight years later, the congregation had
expanded and saved sufficient money that it was able to commence building a
sanctuary; the corner-stone was laid 16 January 1892, and in attendance for
the ceremony was Sir Benjamin Greenacre, mayor of Durban. In the 1892
congregation were several former Marburg settlers as well as men of the
Debora expedition. The congregation was mainly Norwegian (see appendix G
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for the complete list).
Den Norske Forening (The Norwegian Society) was established in 1896
followed six years later by Den Norsk Kristelige Ungdomsforening (The Nor
wegian Christian Youth Society). The church ran a school on Saturday morn
ings in which the youth received instruction in religion as well as Norwegian.
During the early part of the twentieth century, a Seaman's Mission was also
established, In the 1920's, a home for children of Norwegian missionaries was
founded in Durban, about the same time as a home for Swedish missionaries
and their children, called 'Svenskbo'!73
By 1930, the Norwegian Church was quite active as reflected by that year's
statistics (eg an average of 120 people per service; 27070,02 Norwegian kroner
(crowns) sent to Scandinavia; 10798,92 kr raised for Norwegian seamen) of its
work among the permanently settled Scandinavians in Durban and the seamen!74
In the mid-1960's, The Norwegian Church (today known as St Olav Church)
built a new sanctuary in the Berea section of Durban next to the Norwegian Hall.
At the same time, the Norwegian Seaman's Church built its own sanctuary in
the same general area. The Seaman's Church has its own minister, and is a
Norwegian cultural centre. St Olav Church continues to have two Sunday morn
ing services, one in English, the less attended one in Norwegian!75
In 1914, The Norwegians published the first issue of their magazine, 'Fram'.
This journal continued to be circulated until the early 1950's, generally on a
monthly basis except during World War II when only three or four issues came
out per year. The publication featured articles about Scandinavian-South
Africans (mainly Norwegians, though in the later years also featured Swedes
and Danes) as well as about Scandinavia itself. It was generally written in
Norwegian though during and after World War II, English was more frequently
used. The magazine was popular and generally read by the majority of the
Norwegian community in South Africa!76
Norwegian settlers north of Durban and in Zululand
Another area of Norwegian settlement in Natal was north of Durban and in
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Zululand, particularly Eshowe. Originally the Norwegians in this area were
connected in some way with the Norwegian Missionary Society (see Chapter V
for details of the NMS). For example, the man responsible for the construction
of the Entumeni mission station buildings near Eshowe was Daniel Nielsen who
came out in the 1860's at Bishop Schreuder's urgings. He and his wife were
from Bergen, and they brought with them two small daughters. After spending
ten difficult years as workers for the missionaries (he also built the Empangeni
mission station), the Nielsens contemplated returning home but decided to pur
chase a 300 acre farm south of the Tugela River near Stanger.177
One of Nielsen's eight daughters (there were also four sons) in 1888 married
Elias Andreas Hagemann, who had been encouraged to come to South Africa in
1883 by Nielsen himself. Two years later, Hagemann purchased a 539-acre
farm from the Natal Land and Colonisation Company near Stanger, and named
it 'Bethany'!78 He became a pioneer in the sugar cane industry in Natal. The
Hagemanns had twelve children, several of whom married offspring of NMS or
Scandinavian Independent Baptist Union missionaries. The Hagemanns were a
deeply religious family. Near 'Bethany' is found the family cemetery with
graves of numerous Scandinavians.
In 1861, Ommund C. Oftebro (see Chapter V) founded the Eshowe mission
station. Through the years, the mission grew and attracted a number of Nor
wegian missionaries. Because many of the missionary children elected to re
main in the town, gradually a Norwegian community developed. In 1958, the
Eshowe Trinity Lutheran Church congregation was organized, the majority of
the members coming from a Norwegian background. Seven years later, its
church sanctuary was dedicated!19 A Norwegian cemetery is located in Eshowe
where many of the early missionaries and their families are buried.

SCANDINAVIANS TO THE TRANSVAAL: 1815-1911
The Forssmans
In the early 1860's, there was a plan to bring Swedish emigrants to the Trans
vaal, and create a settlement along the Vaal River near Potchefstroom. The
organizer of this party was Oscar Wilhelm Alric Forssman (1822-1899). The
Forssman family from Kalmar in southeastern Sweden was prominent and
prosperous. Jonas Samuel Forssman, O. W. A. Forssman's father, was a
lawyer, for years Counselor for War to the Swedish king, and Judge AdvocateGeneral to the Swedish armed forces. Magnus Johan Frederik Forssman,
O. W. A. Forssman's brother, also was involved with South Africa, having
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come out at the latter's encouragements.
Captain Alric Forssman, in his brief biographical studies of his grandfather
written in the 1950's, said that little is known of O. W. A. Forssman's early
life and therefore, it is not certain what motivated him to come to South Africa.
The author explained it in part by saying 'young Swedes went abroad not only
... in search of fame and fortune, but to satisfy a wanderlust so peculiar to
the Nordic peoples'!81 O. W. A. Forssman had qualified as an engineer in
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Sweden, and in 1844, tried his luck in Natal. At first he worked in the sugar
industry. In the early 1850's, the Transvaal appealed to him, and with a wagon
laden with trade goods, he set out northward, arriving in Potchefstroom which
in 1846 had been named the capital of the Transvaal Republic (South African
Republic or SAR). By 1852, he had set up an import business (trading
products such as ivory, ostrich feathers, wool), and soon had branches in
Nylstroom and Rickersdam. In the early 1850's, he began purchasing land and
eventually became 'the largest land owner in South Africa . ^11e owned a total
of 343, 220 acres scattered in various parts of the Transvaal*83 Along the Vaal
River near Potchefstroom, he named his farm 'Scandinavia'.
His intention was to put a vast area under irrigation and for this purpose he
needed skilled labour, and as there was none available in the country, he
decided to go further afield. He was also desirous of inducing his brother
Magnus, a land surveyor in Sweden, to join him in the young country which
held great possibilities. With this purpose in view he consulted President
Pretorius, with whom he was very friendly, to offer Magnus the post of
Surveyor-General, a post still to be created. The President would not com
mit himself, but promised his support. At the close of 1862 together with
his family [he married a German — Emilia Amalie von Landsberg of
Slangkop, Cape Colony — and had eleven children] he set sail for Sweden
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O. W. A. Forssman brought to Sweden two black women servants, Sara Magdalena and Dina Maria, who subsequently attracted much attention in Kalmar.
Both were baptized in the city's cathedral. Sara Magdalena gave birth to a
daughter, and when grown up, she became a pianist. Both mother and daughter
remained in Sweden. Dina Maria, the other servant, returned to South Africa
with the Forssmans1.85
For one year, Forssman stayed in Sweden planning his forthcoming exped
ition to South Africa, and looking for young men and women who would be
willing to sign a three-year contract to work his vast properties. In order to
attract emigrants, he advertised in Swedish newspapers such as the 'Kalmar
Barometern'.
Like Letterstedt in Cape Town, Forssman realized that South Africa was a
potential market for Swedish goods. At this time, however, there were few
Swedish ships trading in South Africa. Forssman, wrote,
Swedish ships were strange birds in South African waters, and those seen
seldom came direct from Sweden. Of approximately 1,000 vessels calling at
our ports, at the very most 5 per cent sailed under the Swedish flag. Most
exports to South Africa were shipped in foreign keels"6
While in Sweden, Forssman conducted negotiations with various companies in
the Kalmar area and Gothenburg to see If they would be willing to allow him to
take products to South Africa to sell. Businessmen in Gothenburg seemed
especially interested in the venture. The cargo that was eventually taken con
sisted mainly of wood products such as planks, and also iron and iron imple
ments (ploughs, iron stoves, hardware), limestone, tar, beer from a Kalmar
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brewery, wagons, carts, anchovies (sixty kegs), salted herring, and cheese!87
He made an agreement with Captain C. A. Mannerkrants, the owner of the
1,700 ton frigate, Octavia, to use this ship from Kalmar to Port Natal for a
sum of 18,000 riksdaler. The vessel had been constructed in 1858, and had
sailed in the East Indies and Brazil prior to 1863!88
In order to arrive in South Africa before Christmas 1863, Forssman placed
an advertisement in the 'Kalmar Barometern' announcing that all those wishing
to go must be on board by 1 August. However, the party eventually did not
leave until 12 August. On board were thirty-five Swedes plus Captain A. E.
Palander, second lieutenant of the Swedish navy. The passengers included
O. W. A. Forssman and family, Magnus Forssman and family, fifteen single
men including Carl Ludvig Olen and Oscar Strombom (Stromboom — see
pp 72, 73), five single women, and the A. A. Hellstrom and Carl Lonngren
families ( see appendix H for complete list). Many came from the Kalmar
area, most being farmers though there were clerks, and artisans who planned
to help construct the proposed irrigation works.
Although the ship nearly capsized in a storm, the Swedish party arrived
safely in Port Natal (Durban) on 17 November 1863. For one month, the
Octavia remained while the cargo was unloaded by the Swedes themselves, and
advertised for sale. The cargo was sold, and Forssman noted in a letter to a
Kalmar friend that:
The timber was difficult to sell, not being sawn to measurement suitable to
the local market. Swedish exporters must conform to international measure
ments. The iron had to compete with the English product which sold at £18
per ton. The limestone was disposed of at a good profit. The iron stoves
were in great demand. The tar was sold at £3 per barrel. The anchovies and
salt herrings kept well and fetched good prices. The cheeses stored in hops
was in demand. The ploughs fetched £3. They were excellent, but should
have been fitted with wheels. As for the rest, the transport wagons, suitable
for the country, and the cabs and carts were easily disposed of. On the
whole the Swedish goods were in demand and the sales good!88
Forssman's dream of a profitable trade between Sweden and South Africa
seemed to be coming true. In the same letter of 26 December 1863, he com
mented that:
Nothing could be dearer to me than to see the Swedish flag on many ships in
South African waters ... Both at Durban and Port Elizabeth there will be
very much to do for Swedish ships within a few years, as the cultivation of
sugar and wool is growing considerably, and a thousand bales of wool is
awaiting shipment, thus ships can at any time be sure of a cargo. If the ship
'Octavia' had not been bound by charter to Akyab [East Indies] to load rice,
.
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she could have obtained cargo for New York and made £1,700 in freight.
Following Forssman's advice, in 1864 two Swedish ships — the bark Hazard
and the schooner Sjotrollet — arrived in Durban from Kalmar bringing a cargo
of wooden planks. After that time, trade between Sweden and Natal continued
to increase (see Chapter VII)!91
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Having completed the selling of the products, the Swedish group began
journeying inland to the Vaal River. After ten weeks travelling by ox-wagons
and crossing flooded rivers, they arrived 28 February 1864, at Potchefstroom.
Most of the group began working on 'Scandinavia' about eighteen miles south of
Potchefstroom on the Transvaal side of the river*92 A few became merchants
(eg Stromboom), trading wood, ostrich feathers, ivory, and skins. Some
obtained clerical jobs. One of the young men wrote home to Sweden commenting,
'I wish we had a supply of amiable maidens, here is a great shortage of white
women, but plentiful black ones'*83 Eventually most married local European
women, and raised a family in South Africa.
One young Swedish bachelor in the group was Carl Ludwig Theodor Olen.
Born in Kalmar, he joined the 1863 party at the age of seventeen. Olen obtained
employment with Charles Read, a Potchefstroom merchant, and eventually
became one of the biggest transport riders between that city and Durban. In
1874, Olen owned a fleet of twenty ox-transport wagons. He was also a pioneer
in the milling industry of the South African Republic. He married the daughter
of the Voortrekker, Petrus Johannes Kotze. One of his sons, Mortimer Olen,
was a pianist of distinction and composed such works as 'The Mooi River Waltz'
and 'The Willow Waltz'. Another son, C. L. Olen, became mayor of Potchef
stroom in 1939, and the Olen Grounds, a rugby field in that city, is named in
his honour. Grandsons have become involved in medicine, business, and farm
ing*94
In 1865, a devastating drought struck the Transvaal and the Vaal River
stopped flowing. Forssman's scheme was ruined. Those Swedes who had
remained on 'Scandinavia' now dispersed to other sections of the Transvaal.
As far as is known, only one, Viktor Emanuel Noren, returned to Sweden*95
Despite the emigration scheme's failure, O. W. A. Forssman continued to be
a well-known and successful personality in the Transvaal. In 1870, Portugal
appointed him as its Consul in the South African Republic. Six years later, he
became Consul-General for Portugal, and was given the title 'Chevalier'*96
He pressed for better communications between the Transvaal and Delagoa Bay
in Portuguese Mozambique. With the discovery of gold in the eastern Transvaal
(Lydenburg and Pilgrim's Rest) in 1873, Forssman became involved with the
formation of a coach passenger service, 'The Transvaal and Goldfields Exten
sion Transport Company', the route being Potchefstroom-Pretoria-Lydenburg.
The enterprise was not a success financially, but Forssman continued its oper
ation because it was the only mail link with the eastern Transvaal. Eventually
the Company was liquidated in 1880, but Forssman is remembered as a pioneer
in the development of the Transvaal postal serviced97
By 1879, Forssman was the largest landowner in the Transvaal. He was con
vinced of South Africa's great economic future especially in the agriculture and
mineral areas. He took the lead in importing American ploughs to the Trans
vaal. In the introduction to 'A Manual of the Transvaal, A New Field of
Enterprise for Agriculturists, Capitalists, and Miners' by Frederick Jeppe,
Forssman noted that:
. . . the territory of the Transvaal possesses a climate well suited to settlers
from Europe ... In no other country in the world is land so cheap as in the
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Transvaal ... It has lots of open lands only waiting for European settlers
and capital to be brought under cultivation ... But as the railway works
from the three sea-ports, Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, and Natal, now
approach the Diamond Fields and the Transvaal, an increase in emigration
may be confidently be expected, and a rise in the price of land will be the
natural consequence.199
Arriving at Cape Town, the voyager is fresh and ready for the Colonist's
work- and no one need go to the Transvaal or to any other Colony, with the
hope of making his way in the world, unless he is prepared to bring energy
and perseverance to bear. With the qualification of good health and a strong
will, there is a fine future before any one who goes the right way to work.
Forssman then went on to discuss general hints for the travellers — what
supplies to bring, the importance of a letter of introduction, and the taking
care of money.
Forssman also wrote letters and articles for Swedish publications. In a
letter to the editor of 'Ny Illustrerad Tidning' ('New Illustrated Journal'),
dated 10 October 1871, from Potchefstroom, Forssman asked if an article as
well as pictures of the gold and diamond fields could be included in some future
issue. Forssman noted that periodicals in Great Britain and the United States
had already agreed to do so, and he thought it would be a good idea for a
Swedish magazine to do likewise. The 'Ny Illustrerad Tidning' in its 24 Feb
ruary 1872 issue included a four-page article with pictures of South African
mining. This as well as similar features in other Swedish publications undoub
tedly had an effect on young Swedish men desirous of seeking a fortune over
seas.
Forssman was in Cape Town in 1877 when the English annexation of the
Transvaal took place. He returned to Potchefstroom, and three years later,
accepted a seat in the British-created Transvaal legislature, believing English
rule was permanent. The Boers reacted negatively to Forssman. When fighting
broke out in Potchefstroom in December 1880, he and his family took refuge in
the besieged British fort.
I [Forssman] was informed on December 15, 1880, that the Boers resolved
I should be shot, and I was warned by several people to go to the English
Military Camp for safety, having been kindly invited by Major Clark ... and
Colonel Winsloe as Commander of the British Forces. I went there with my
family, with only the clothes we had on our bodies, thinking that the socalled disturbance would only last two or three days. Instead we had to
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remain there during the whole siege of nearly 14 weeks.
During the siege, one of Forssman's young sons and a married daughter died
of typhoid. His home was damaged and many of his possessions lost In the
fighting. 'From being a happy family and living in affluence, we have now been
reduced to poverty and illness.'202
Forssman submitted a claim in the amount of more than £200,000 to the
British government for full compensation of his losses?03 The claims were
debated in the British House of Commons and Prime Minister William Glad
stone stated that:
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. . . the amount which Mr Forssman is claiming against us is extraordinarily
large and I do not feel that I can encourage the belief that it will secure pay
ment, but that the claim would be forwarded for investigation to the Compen204
sation Commission.
It is not known to what extent the British government met Forssman's claim.
He went to London and launched the Transvaal Lands Company in 1885, which
allowed him to leave a substantial estate to his wife and children after his
death in 1889?5 He (also his brother, Magnus) is buried in the Old Cemetery,
Pretoria, not far from the graves of many famous Boer leaders including Paul
Kruger.
Forssman's home in Potchefstroom was visited by many important people
including Presidents Andries and Martinus Wessels Pretorius, Paul Kruger,
and visiting traveUers such as the German explorers Edward Mohr and Dr
Gustav Fritsch, the missionary Alexander Merensky, and the artist and explorer
Thomas Baines?6 The latter was appointed in 1868 to lead an expedition into
Matabeleland for the South African Gold Fields Exploration Company. In his
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journals, Baines mentioned his visit with O. W. A. and Magnus Forssman.
In summarizing the significance of O. W. A. Forssman, it is interesting to
note the comments made by Sir John Gilbert (Johannes Gysbert) Kotze (18491940), eminent South African lawyer and judge, in his 'Biographic Memoirs
and Reminiscences'?8 On his visit to Potchefstroom, Kotze noted:
The Chevalier [ Forssman] was an educated and weU-bred Swede ... He was
a great conversationalist, one of the most interesting I have known. He had
also abundant faith in the future of the country, and had done, and was still
doing, his best to bring its healthy climate and its mineral and farming pros
pects to the notice of the outside world. To do this he had gone to great per
sonal expense. He had a grain farm at Rickerts Dam on the great Marico
River, where he grew excellent maize, which in the early seventies gained
a first prize at an international exhibition held ... in Paris ... He had also
exhibited there corn from a farm in the Lydenburg District, which likewise
carried off a prize, besides numerous specimens of gold nuggets and other
minerals and various kinds of wood, suitable for the furniture trade, from
the forests of the country. He was a man full of energy and enterprise ...
Chevalier Forssman was a staunch and loyal friend to his adopted country,
and more than anyone of his time, deserves to be remembered as the first
enlightened pioneer who attracted the attention and capital of the outside
world to the Transvaal?9
Magnus Johan Frederik Forssman (1820-1874) had been a government land
surveyor in Sweden. At the urgings of O. W. A. Forssman, he along with his
wife, Gustava, and five daughters, came out on the Octavia, having received a
five-year leave from the Swedish government?0
He arrived in Potchefstroom in early 1864, and ultimately assumed the pos
ition of first Surveyor General of the South African Republic. One of his first
duties was to survey Potchefstroom. In 1868, he became involved with survey
ing the scattered government-owned farms. In that year, he published what is
believed to be the oldest map of the Transvaal, and helped to delineate the
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border between the Transvaal and Mozambique. This was formalized In the
Transvaal-Portuguese Treaty of 1869, and Forssman was nominated Chevalier
of the Portuguese Order of Jesus Christ.
In 1868, his wife and daughters returned to Sweden. Gustava Forssman
could not accustom herself to the Transvaal, and longed to be in Sweden again.
Shortly after her return, she gave birth to their only son, Magnus Johan, whom
Forssman never saw. This son eventually became one of Sweden's leading
bacteriologists and a professor at Lund University. One of the five daughters,
Jenny Emilia, married the Russian Consul in Kalmar, Ernst August Kreuger.
Their son was Ivar Kreuger, the Swedish 'match king' and central figure in
the great bankruptcy of the 1930's. There are no descendants of Magnus Forss
man living in South Africa.
Forssman, being a government employee, wrote letters back to the Swedish
Foreign Office in Stockholm describing South Africa, and the gold and diamond
strikes?1
Thomas Baines visited Forssman. He referred to the Swede as 'a good
assayer [one who analyzes an ore to determine its quantity of gold, silver or
other metal] as well as a surveyor and had a credential letter from the King of
Sweden himself'?2 In the Transvaal Government Gazette of 14 October 1874,
the President of the South African Republic officially announced the death of
Forssman. He was accorded a state funeral, and Pretoria's 'De Volkstem'
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described the funeral in detail.
Swedish Church in Johannesburg
A number of Scandinavians came to the Transvaal to work in the gold and
diamond mines or to help in the construction of railways (see Chapter VI).
Many of these Scandinavians in the late 1890's, formed a Lutheran congreg214
ation in Johannesburg.
Adolph W. Claudelin, from Gotland, Sweden, was involved with the Rand
gold mines and also helped to organize the Scandinavian Corps which fought
with the Boers in the 1899-1902 War (see Chapter VI). In the early 1890's,
he held the first religious meetings for Scandinavians in Johannesburg.
Reverend E. Berg, a Norwegian, was pastor of this unorganized group for a
brief time but lack of financial support forced him to discontinue. For a brief
time, a Danish Free Church missionary tried to organize a congregation but
without success.
In 1898, the Reverend Paul Gullander, a Swedish-American clergyman,
organized the parish thanks in part to his raising of 6,000 Swedish crowns in
Sweden to be used in the Johannesburg work. On 18 December 1898, a church
constitution was passed and accepted by the fifty-one original members (see
appendix I). During the Boer War, the congregation was weakened and Gullan
der returned to the United States. A number of Scandinavians from the con
gregation either helped to form the Scandinavian Corps, fought in it, or at
least were sympathetic with the Boers. President Kruger presented a chair to
the congregation in recognition of this service.
In 1902, the Reverend J. E. Norenius, Church of Sweden missionary, came
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to Johannesburg to work with the Zulus employed in the Rand gold mines (see
Chapter V). In addition, he pursued the establishment of a strong Scandinavian
congregation. On 18 March 1906, a new constitution was presented to the con
gregation and unanimously accepted. The membership had now grown to 156,
mostly Norwegians and Swedes. It was not for a couple of more years before
the Church of Sweden Mission in Uppsala gave its blessing to the project and
became its overseer and sponsor.
In 1911, the congregation purchased a former German church in Johannes
burg, and this sanctuary was used as the Gustav Adolf's Church until the late
1960's when the building was torn down?16 In 1912, a parish hall was erected
adjacent to the church followed one year later by the building of the rectory.
The church outreach was also extended to Pretoria.
This church traditionally has had Swedish pastors whereas the Scandinavian
Lutheran congregation in Durban has been served by Norwegians. There have
been good relations between the two churches and at least once a year, the
ministers have exchanged pulpits. The Norwegians run the Seaman's Church in
Durban and Swedes are in charge of the newly-formed (1960's) one in Cape
Town?17

SUMMARY
As has-been previously mentioned (p 78), Scandinavians tended to settle
relatively equally among the Cape Province, Natal, and the Transvaal. The
vast majority were males; in fact, Swedes had the fourth highest male percen
tage of all European immigrant groups (based on official census statistics for
1921 and 1926). As of 1921, approximately the same number of Scandinavians
became naturalized British subjects as remained citizens of their fatherland.
Several groups such as Russians (mainly Jews), Poles, Netherlanders, and
Germans had higher percentages of naturalization whereas Italians, Greeks,
French, and Austro-Hungarians had less. Scandinavians were some of the
most highly urbanized nationalities in South Africa (1926 - Swedes 86.25 per
cent urbanized, Danes 82.85 per cent, and Norwegians 78.57 per cent). In
1921, most of the Norwegian and Swedish men in South Africa were in industrial
occupations with transportation and communication ranking second and third.
The writer has studied the Scandinavian naturalization papers of the Cape
Province (1904-1908) and Natal (1900-1908). It was found that the major
occupation for these groups was maritime with construction second followed by
railway, law enforcement, service, dealers and merchants, unskilled labour,
and professional work. The largest number came from the areas around Oslo;
Copenhagen; Kristiansand, Norway; and Gothenburg?18
The assimilation trend seemed to some Scandinavian-South Africans desir
able, but to others less so. The magazine 'Fram' tried to inculcate a spirit of
Scandinavianism, and in its January 1933 issue, Leif Egeland (see pp 193,194)
wrote a lengthy article entitled 'The Future of Scandinavianism in South Africa'
in which he advocated the importance of second generation Scandinavian-South
Africans to maintain their interest and ties with their ancestral heritage. The
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author was forced to write the article in English 'for a great many of us have
... not succeeded in mastering with confidence the rich and virile language of
our ancestors ...,219 Through intermarriage and other contacts with non-Scan
dinavian families, the younger generation was forgetting the language and
customs of its parents. Egeland noted that
The vital problem for the future of Scandinavianism in the country, is that
of getting the support and of keeping the interest of the locally-born Norse
South Africans ... Many of our generation require to be convinced of the
value of Scandinavianism to themselves, before they will begin to take a
share in the running of our organizations .. ,220
To this Norwegian-South African, that value seemed to be a sense of 'broadminded tolerance' and 'fairmindedness'.
The example set by Scandinavians in South Africa is their broadminded
tolerance and their appreciation of the parallel Dutch and English cultures
of this land ... And if we do neglect our heritage, we may probably in some
degree lose the distinguishing marks of tolerance and fairmindedness, of a
sane and moderate outlook, of energy and sturdy self-reliance, which
appear to me thus far to have characterized Scandinavians in South Africa?21
The assimilation trend, however, was irreversible for a majority of the
Scandinavians. As this writer has observed through numerous interviews,
many, though not all Scandinavian-South Africans have lost the ability to speak
a Scandinavian language and others have become hazy in their efforts to remem
ber the details of their ancestral past.
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Chapter V
THE MISSIONARY QUEST

The State Churches (Lutheran) of both Norway and Sweden became interested
in overseas missionary activity in the middle to late nineteenth century, the
former establishing an independent society in 1842, and the latter a church-run
organization in 1874. In both cases, the first mission field selected by the Nor
wegian Missionary Society (NMS) and the Church of Sweden Mission (CSM)
was Zululand, South Africa. Other Swedish groups including the Alliance Mis
sion, Holiness Union, and Baptists soon followed. In all cases, their religious,
educational, and medical work flourished and has played an important part in
South African, especially Zululand, history and development.

THE BACKGROUND
In both the Swedish and Norwegian State Churches, this missionary zeal had
its origins with the eighteenth and early nineteenth century German Pietistic
and Moravian influences.1 The Pietists influenced the townspeople of all classes,
and gave the Christian message a more personal character, stressing individ
ualism and a deeper spiritual life in contrast to the prevailing emphasis on
doctrinal forms and a rather settled and emotionless attitude. The German,
Count Nikolaus von Zinzendorf (1700-1760), was influenced by the Pietists,
and he refounded the Moravian Brethren Church with Herrnhut, his Saxony
estate, becoming a refuge. This group with its simple liturgy, ardent singing,
and emphasis on conduct rather than doctrine had a strong desire to spread
its life views to others. The Moravians were sent to various parts of Europe,
including Scandinavia, where they travelled around the provinces preaching
and sitting for hours and days listening to a person's troubles and spiritual
experiences. The Moravian missionaries were instructed to work within the
existing church and to associate themselves with all classes alike. In Sweden,
the Moravians spread their beliefs to the southern and western provinces of
SkSne (Scania) and Vastergotland respectively as well as Norrland, the ex
treme northern part of the country. Later in the nineteenth century, these
areas became the centres of revivalism.2
The first half of the nineteenth century in Scandinavia witnessed the begin
nings of the transformation from an agrarian to an industrialized society. The
old village system was dissolving and the traditional religious life breaking
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down. It was this century which witnessed the greatest conflict and change in
the established churches since the Reformation. In Sweden, revival movements
integrated with and continued the spiritual work of the Pietists and Moravians.
Henric Schartau, heavily influenced by the Moravians, concentrated on the con
version of the individual, and his teachings influenced large areas of western
and southern Sweden. For forty years, before his death in 1825, Schartau
served in the Lund diocese, preaching a strict form of piety. Several early
CSM missionaries to Zululand including Otto Witt came from southern Sweden
and were influenced by the Schartau movement.
In Norrland, Carl Olof Rosenius and Lars Levi Laestadius were influenced
by the Pietists and Moravians, and a great awakening spread through that region
in the mid-nineteenth century. A number of CSM missionaries were influenced
by this movement, including Lars Peter and Johan Erik Norenius, and Anders
Reinhold Kempe.
Much of the spiritual awakening spurred by the revival movements came
from within the Swedish Lutheran Church. Other influences came from nonLutheran English and American churches especially the Methodists and Bap
tists. George Scott (1807-1874), a Methodist preacher from Scotland, arrived
in Stockholm in 1830, his duties being to minister to the spiritual needs of Eng
lish workers who were imported by Samuel Owen, a manufacturer of steam
engines who had settled in Stockholm.3 Scott became upset by the state of the
Church and Swedish society.
Few, very few, feel and acknowledge the divine obligation of the Sabbath,
or the indispensable necessity for Christians to sanctify that day unto the
Lord
an unsanctified Sabbath is a great curse, a prolific source of vices
and miseries various and appalling. Not only are theatres and other places
of public amusement open in Sweden on the evening of the holy day, but a
very slight pressure of worldly business is deemed sufficient to justify a
profanation of the day at variance with sacred precept, sound wisdom, and
human improvement.4
Scott learned Swedish and began conducting services in that language as early
as 1831, attracting large crowds. His evangelistic style caused opposition from
the Stockholm clergy, and when he proposed to build a church in 1837, the hier
archy including the archbishop initially blocked the plan. The sanctuary, how
ever, was completed in 1840.
In 1835, Scott founded the Swedish Missionary Society and sent one Tellstrom
as a missionary to the Lapps, probably one of the first Swedish missionaries.
In the early 1840's, Scott went to the United States to raise money for his
'missionary' venture in Sweden. On that trip, he made some uncomplimentary
remarks about the state of Swedish society. The sensitive Swedes responded
negatively to these comments and Scott was not welcomed back to Stockholm.
Only once — briefly in 1859 — did he return to that city.6 Scott's son, James,
was born in Stockholm in 1835, and eventually became a Methodist missionary,
being appointed to serve in South Africa. He worked mainly in the Orange Free
State from 1859 to 1879, and again from 1887 until his death in 1911. He was
considered a leading citizen of Bloemfontein.7 As far as can be determined by
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this writer, there is little direct connection between James Scott's work in the
Orange Free State and the interest that was to develop of the CSM in South
Africa. Yet it is apparent that many missionary-minded Swedes were influenced
by his father and thus at least the name 'South Africa' was known as a potential
fertile mission field.
In the early years, Scott's followers worked within the State Church. How
ever, in 1868 an independent Swedish Methodist Church appeared; it always
remained a small group. A larger dissenting group directly influenced by George
Scott was the Swedish Missionary Society (Svenska Missionsforbundet; also
known as the Swedish Covenant Church). Founded in 1878 by Paul Waldenstrom,
it is today the largest nonconformist group in the country. Its main mission
field has been the Congo (Zaire), not South Africa (see p 8). As early as 1848,
the Baptists arrived in Sweden from the United States and gradually increased
their numbers. Other nonconformist groups founded in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries were the Salvation Army and Pentecostals.
In the 1860's, largely as a response to these movements, it was becoming
clear the leadership of the Swedish Lutheran Church was interested in a mis
sionary outreach. The greatest involvement came from the southern, western
and northern regions. Two views were suggested about the structural organiz
ation of the proposed mission. The first idea was that the mission should be a
branch of the Church, supported by the Church, but also quite autonomous. It
was to follow the 'society' principle, and was held by the more separatist or
'low church' elements. The second was that the mission should be incorporated
directly into the Church and the leaders of the Church would be the overseers
of the missionary outreach. This idea was supported by the more traditional,
'high church' people. At the Church Assembly of 1868, the committee respon
sible for creating a missionary organization favoured the first idea. However,
this was rejected by the majority of bishops and consequently at the Church
Assembly of 1873, the second alternative won out. Thus the Church of Sweden
Mission is unique among missionary organizations in that it is an integral part
of the State Church, the Archbishop being the chairman. It is also the only
missionary organization in the world created by an act of parliament.8 This
unique structure encouraged its male missionaries to be ordained as priests,
thus receiving a university education, usually from Uppsala University. Other
missionary groups did not have as many university-trained men.9 It should also
be noted that most of the early candidates came from backgrounds which had
been influenced by the recent evangelical revivals.
The religious life in Norway took a similar vein. The religious leader, Hans
Nielsen Hauge (1771-1824), was influenced by Pietism and Moravianism. He
dominated Norwegian revivalism more than any one man, and more than any
comparable Swede had on their revival. Hauge grew up in a pious home and his
religiosity became intensified with his near death from drowning at the age of
thirteen. He had a conversion experience' followed by an irresistible urge to
share it. He eventually began holding meetings in various places in Norway,
emphasizing the supremacy of the Bible and the need for individual religious
experiences. The 'awakening' spread, and the Haugeans became well-known
for their prayer and hymn-singing meetings, and their desire for an emotional
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religious experience. Although they did not renounce their allegiance to the
State Church, the latter became fearful and for ten years Hauge was imprisoned
for failure to obtain a preaching license. Hauge also emphasized economic
independence and was important in helping peasants to improve their agricul
tural practices. His movement was so influential that it continued to affect Nor
wegian life throughout the nineteenth century.
The Haugean revival was a social movement of first importance ... It
glorified the average man ... a very important stage in the perennial revolt
of the peasants against the upper classes. Unlike the earlier sporadic
revolts it was a national and continuous sweep. For the first time a national
peasant organization had been effected.10
From Denmark came the influence of Nicolai Frederik Severin Grundtvig (17831872), a man who bitterly attacked rationalism and supported biblical Lutheranism. He wished to restore the simplicity of the early church, and to emphasize
Christian joy and emotion. Grundtvig also combined a sense of patriotism with
religion, an influence keenly felt in Norway where there was considerable unrest
under the Swedish monarchy. He was also important in his views about the
necessity for the continued education of people; from his ideas emerged the
'folk school' concept which plays a significant role in contemporary Scandinavia.
Thus Grundtvig found his inspiration with the common people, and religion and
education were to go hand-in-hand. Pastor Wilhelm Andreas Wexels of Christiania (Oslo) was a Grundtvig follower who exerted a wide influence in Norway
through his hymns, devotional books, and well-attended meetings .
Clear evidence of this religious awakening was in overseas missionary
interest. Hauge was convinced in the necessity of such work. In 1821, a paper
was published called 'Information about the Progress of the Gospel in all parts
of the World', written by a Bishop Bugge. Although the publication only lasted
for two years, it caused considerable interest.11 In 1826, an 'Association for
Mission Work' was established in Stavanger, and this group sent Hans C. Knudsen (see p 59) to Barmen, Germany to be trained with the Rhenish Missionary
Society. This Association continued to support Knudsen while serving as a mis
sionary in Namibia. By the early 1840's, there existed at least sixty various
associations in Norway interested in supporting mission work. But they were
not co-ordinated and thus not successful in their aims. Thanks to Jon Haugvaldstad, many of these groups were united and finally in 1842 organized into the
Norwegian Missionary Society with headquarters in Stavanger. The Society had
close links with the State Church but remained an autonomous body. A mission
school was established in Stavanger and prospective candidates took a fiveyear course which qualified them to become missionaries but not ministers of
the State Church. The NMS sent its first missionary, Hans Paludan Smith
Schreuder, to South Africa in 1843. He remained in its service until 1873 when
he left the NMS following a dispute as to how the Society should be organized.
Like many Swedes, Schreuder believed mission work should be more closely
controlled by the Church.12
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WHY SOUTH AFRICA?
Scandinavian churchmen knew about South Africa and its indigenous people as
far back as the missionaries Ziegenbalg and Plutschau of the early 1700's (see
pp 38, 39). The Danish king, Frederick IV, had selected these two young
theologians, trained at the University of Halle, to go to the Danish colony of
Tranquebar in southern India as missionaries. At the Cape, they encountered
the Khoikhoi and reported this back to Scandinavia. Count Von Zinzendorf had
met these two missionaries, himself having attended Halle from 1710 to 1716.
Apparently the Moravian Brethren leader learned of the prospective South
African mission field from these two missionaries.13
The Moravians first established a mission in South Africa in 1737 under the
leadership of George Schmidt, at Bavianskloof (meaning Glen of Baboons;
later renamed Genadendal or Gnadenthal in 1803), about one hundred miles east
of Cape Town. Schmidt, considered the first missionary to the Khoikhoi,
worked for six years, won some converts, but got into difficulty with the estab
lished Dutch Reformed Church.14 He was forced to leave and the Moravian work
ceased until 1792 when a group of missionaries returned. One old Khoikhoi
woman named Helena, who had been baptized by Schmidt, could remember the
original missionary work and produced a Bible she had earlier received. The
Moravians decided to start up the work again, laying the foundations for the
first permanent mission station in South Africa. A self-supporting community
was established with a church, a school and craftshops specializing in the
making of such export items as ploughs, snuff-boxes and cutlery. The
Moravians trained the indigenous people as blacksmiths, carpenters, wheel
wrights as well as how to practice scientific agriculture.
Economically, the settlements [the Moravians began expanding into other
communities] closely resembled the nineteenth century villages of Europe
with their tradesmen, artisans, shops, lodging house and small scale
farming. The layout, carefully planned, resulted in rows of neat houses
along the streets and equal garden plots, watered by furrows, and a com
monage ... In the field of education and culture, the settlements were
pioneers of the European civilisation in the rural areas of the Colony [Cape]
and beyond its borders. The standard Moravian schools was high, and the
care, bestowed on them by the missionaries, unceasing.15
Thus the Moravians stressed a combination of spiritual and practical education.
Their settlements became models for other missionary societies, and the Cape
government considered their stations exemplary. Gradually the Moravian mis
sionaries performed various duties for the Cape government such as magis
trates, school inspectors, sanitary inspectors, and medical officers.
The Moravian leader who is given credit for expanding the work in South
Africa was the Swede, Hans Peter Hallbeck. Born in Malmo in 1784, Hallbeck
was a theological student at the University of Lund.16 He was a learned man
who could speak Swedish, German, English, and Dutch fluently, and play a
violin. He became a tutor to a Moravian family in Gothenburg, and from this
family was attracted to the religious movement. He eventually went to England
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where he became an ordained Moravian minister. Hallbeck arrived in South
Africa on 17 December 1817, preceding by two years Dr John Philip of the
London Missionary Society whom Hallbeck was to have frequent contacts. Hallbeck remained in charge of the Moravian work until his death in 1840, four
years earlier having been elected and ordained a bishop.
As Superintendent, Hallbeck's two emphases were 'the creation of an indig
enous church and expansion' ,17 During his twenty-three years as head of the
work, Hallbeck presided over the expansion of the Mission from two stations
with 1,600 inhabitants in 1816 to seven stations with 5,400 residents in 1840,18
He expanded Moravian mission stations to the Xhosas, and also took over the
leper institution (later it was moved to Robben Island).
He envisioned the autonomy of the mission church — to train the indigenous
people to take over various duties of the church and school. In 1838, he estab
lished a teacher-training school — the first of its kind in South Africa — which
has been considered his greatest achievement. His project of training indigenous
assistants received support from Moravians in Europe, and John Philip, enthus
iastic about the idea, presented New Testaments in English for the use of the
pupils.19 Thanks to this educational policy, indigenous ministers were ordained
for the work of Moravian missions 'a generation before most other South African
Missions were ready for such a step'.20
The economic prosperity of Genadendal continued with its business flourish
ing. Its cutlery was in great demand throughout South Africa. Hallbeck encour
aged the people to learn and engage in skilled work. As a result smiths, car
penters, masons, wagon-makers, and tanners drove a brisk trade. Genadendal
was on its way to becoming a self-supporting community.21
Hallbeck was convinced of the Tightness of the Moravian communal life
style. He believed that dispersed people could not be taught efficiently. Objec
tions against closed settlements, however, came from nearby European far
mers who, needing workers, felt the Moravians were encouraging people to
settle on the stations and taking away potential labourers. Also philanthropists
objected to the Moravian system as being too paternalistic, protectionistic,
and disciplined. It was claimed the settlements froze the communities into
'fixed mannerisms'. No Khoikhoi could live at Genadendal without the
Moravian's special permission, and there were stringent conditions attached.
He had to sign the 'Genadendal Regulations' which stated that there was to be
no gambling, wine or spirits.22
Hallbeck regarded the Khoikhoi's intelligence on an equal level with other
people. He abhorred slavery and called it 'the blackest of all evils'.23 Although
he regarded certain laws as oppressive and evil, he did not fight against them
in public as was the case with Philip and other London Missionary Society
missionaries.24 Because the Moravians were not outspoken, the government
frequently asked them to take on special duties as, for example, asking Hall
beck to enlist volunteers into border patrol near the Xhosa areas. Hallbeck
began mission work among the Xhosas at the request of the Governor, Lord
Charles Somerset, who regarded mission stations as a better protection for
the land than military posts.
Hallbeck and the Moravians had good relations with other missionary
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groups. Dr Philip visited Genadendal several times and preached. Other
visitors included the Reverends Robert Moffat (London Missionary Society)
and Andrew Murray (Dutch Reformed). The Moravians and the London Mis
sionary Society appreciated each other as co-workers and were at one in many
of their aims.25 Frequently they were on the same side in political questions
as, for example, in opposition to the vagrancy law proposed by the Cape
government in 1834. The Moravians and the London Missionary Society were
the two earliest mission groups in the country. The Rhenish missionaries soon
arrived and repeatedly visited Genadendal to learn from the Moravian exper
iences. 'In short, Genadendal served as a power-station and an example for
the many missionary activities, which spread across Southern Africa'.26 A
special relationship later developed between the Moravians and the Lutherans.
Today they are joined in a single church organization in South Africa.
Hallbeek improved medical facilities for the people, opened a savings bank,
planted trees, and had a bridge built over the Zonderend River near Genadendal
which in the first half of the nineteenth century was the longest bridge in South
Africa. He also installed a printing press in 1834.
Hallbeek's death in 1840 was a severe blow to the Mission but following the
Swede's policies the Moravians continued to expand and serve as models for
other mission groups.
One of the brethren wrote: 'It will be impossible for one man to do all the
work which Brother Hallbeek has done ...' His ideas shaped the further
development of the work for a long time to come. The entrenchment of the
peculiar order of the settlements, the promotion not only of the spiritual
life of the inhabitants, but also of their temporal progress with the support
of indigenous co-workers, the development of the economy of the Mission,
in which the shops played an ever increasing role, the training school and
the printing-press at Genadendal, and the introduction of English as second
language were the fruits of his work ... He took the first steps towards the
development of a self-dependent indigenous church .. ,27
Hallbeek's work was undoubtedly known among church circles in Sweden.
Articles on Genadendal appeared in Swedish periodicals.28 Hans C. Knudsen's
work in Namibia with the Rhenish Missionary Society was also known in Scan
dinavia.
Throughout the nineteenth century, Scandinavians were influenced by English
missionary societies, especially the London Missionary Society ( LMS). Scan
dinavians, including missionaries, on their way to South Africa, spent a period
of time in England waiting for passage south. During their stay, they came into
contact with persons connected with the English missionary societies. The
well-known missionaries - John Philip, Robert Moffat, David Livingstone inspired and motivated many of the Scandinavian missionaries (see, for example
Moffat s influence on Schreuder, p 125; Livingstone's impact on Ida Granquist,
p 146).
The LMS was established in London in 1795 on an inter-denominational basis,
but in the course of time, it became dominated by the Congregationalists. The
first of their missionaries arrived in Cape Town in March 1799.29 The earliest
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missionaries travelled either to the eastern Cape area or northward to the
Orange River and beyond into Namibia and Bechuanaland (Botswana). The
most famous of the early missionaries was John Philip, known for his tireless
efforts to establish legal rights for the Khoikhoi and Coloured of the Cape, and
for speaking out against the oppressive conditions experienced by these people.
Many of his reports and speeches were considered exaggerated and inflam
matory by both English and Boer settlers, and thus he has become one of the
most controversial figures in nineteenth century South Africa. He travelled
widely, observing conditions of the indigenous people, and sending his findings
to the humanitarian leaders in England including William Wilberforce and Sir
Thomas F. Buxton.
His main concern was the Khoikhoi and Coloured, and in his writings,
Philip advocated the granting of land, and the abolition of the pass and inden
tured systems. Ultimately some of his efforts succeeded with the passing of
Ordinance 50 of 1828 which prohibited contracts of more than one year's dura
tion, forbade the apprenticeship of children without parents' consent, deprived
magistrates of the power to administer corporal punishment, and abolished the
obligation of the Coloured to carry passes.30 Many of Philip's ideas were
unpopular especially in the frontier districts of the eastern Cape, but they
were supported by some officials including Sir Andries Stockenstrom' (see
Chapter II). Philip remained Superintendent of the LMS until his resignation
in 1849.31
Another early missionary sent by the LMS was Robert Moffat, who has been
described as 'the greatest missionary which that Society sent to South Africa
— the greatest in natural ability, in patient devotion to duty, and in deep ...
piety'.32 He arrived in Cape Town in 1817, and proceeded north into Bechuana
land where he worked for many years. He became famous for his exploits in
saving the Batlapings (group of Bechuanas) from defeat and extermination by
the Mantatees, another tribe living in what is now the eastern portion of the
Orange Free State. Moffat worked in Kuruman, the principal Bechuana centre,
a place where David Livingstone also laboured.
Moffat was important in why the Scandinavians selected South Africa as
their first mission field. Hans P. S. Schreuder, on a visit to London in June
1842, met Moffat. The LMS missionary told the Norwegian about his labours
in South Africa and apparently inspired Schreuder with 'the vision'. Moffat
also told Schreuder about Zululand. The tribes Moffat was working with in
Bechuanaland had come into contact with the Zulus, and Shaka, the Zulu leader,
was well-known.33
The Swedes, in turn, decided Zululand was to be their first mission field
largely through the influence of Schreuder. His work and reputation became
known in Sweden. Archbishop A. N. Sundberg made the decision to begin in
Zululand because he saw in Schreuder a man with similar views on missionary
organization, favouring a church mission rather than an independent society.
Schreuder broke with the NMS in 1873 over this issue, just at the time the
34
Swedes were beginning to think about a field.
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EARLY NORWEGIAN MISSIONARIES
Hans P. S. Schreuder
Schreuder (1817-1882) was the eldest son of the deputy sheriff of the Sogndal
parish, Inner Sogn, Norway. He was a bright young man, graduating with dis
tinction (received royal recognition for his scholarship) from the University
of Christiania (Oslo) in 1842, having studied theology. He also acquired a
knowledge of medicine and was skilled in carpentry, tailoring, and blacksmithy.35 He was a large, strapping man with red hair. The same year he
graduated, Schreuder wrote two publications, one of which was entitled 'A Few
Words to the Church of Norway Regarding its Missionary Obligations'. In that
paper, he first made known his interest in going to an overseas mission field.
As a result, a group of friends organized a committee to support him in this
ambition. At the same time, the newly formed NMS agreed to support him as
their first overseas missionary. In 1843, he was officially ordained as a pastor
of the Norwegian Lutheran Church.
In July 1843, Schreuder along with one Thommesen (a blacksmith and veter
inarian) set sail for England. They left London 5 September, and on New Year's
Day 1844, the two Norwegians arrived in Durban. The first few months were
spent with Dr Newton Adams of the American Board Mission who was residing
near Durban in order to learn the Zulu language. As early as 1837, there had
been English and American missionaries in Zululand, but they were forced to
leave as a result of the disturbances of the late 1830's between the Zulus and
Afrikaners.36 By November 1844, Schreuder was able to converse in Zulu with
his servants.
The history of the Zulu people in the nineteenth century was a time of great
power as well as despair. The Zulus were part of a larger group, the Nguni, a
Bantu-speaking people who had moved down into southeastern Africa. In the
1790's, Dingiswayo, the chief of the Mthethwa, an Nguni community in what is
today Zululand, organized a relatively large standing army. In 1819, Shaka
emerged as the leader of all the territory formerly ruled by Dingiswayo. He
introduced new military weapons including the short stabbing spear, and
rigorous military training. By this time, all the neighbouring groups looked
upon the formidable Zulu army with fear. People fled their raiding parties,
pushing south and westwards towards the Drakensberg and northward beyond
the Limpopo River into what is today Rhodesia. In 1828, however, Shaka was
assassinated and his half-brother, Dingane, eventually emerged as the new
leader. Although he was not as militaristic as Shaka, he was determined to
stop the trekking Afrikaners. The Battle of Blood River (December 1838)
broke the back of Dingane's army, and the next Zulu leader, Mpande, pursued
a cautious policy with the Europeans, generally avoiding all pretext for war
with them.
In July 1845, Schreuder proceeded to Mpande's kraal, Nodwengu, in Zululand. He had an initial audience with the king and then was forced to wait for
the decision whether to allow Schreuder to remain in Zululand and build a mis
sion station. While he waited, the missionary spoke with the queen, a relative
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of Mpande, and showed her various sewing techniques as well as to operate on
the injured thumb of one of her servants.38 Despite his helpfulness, after more
than a week, Mpande announced that Schreuder was not permitted to remain,
the reason given that there was fear the people would become too attached to
the missionary.39 With Zululand closed to him, the missionary spent the follow
ing year twenty miles south of the Tugela River (boundary between Zululand
and Natal) living in a covered wagon and preaching to the local inhabitants. In
1847, he decided to sail to China to see if that field was more suitable for him.
At this point, Thommesen returned to Norway. Schreuder was back in Cape
Town just ten months after his departure for China, his large physique, red
hair and beard apparently not being welcome in China, and he himself convinced
40
that Zululand was his 'mission .
While in Natal in 1850, Schreuder prepared a Zulu grammar. This was the
first scholarly attempt at analyzing the language. Schreuder's grammar formed
the basis for a later and more complete study by Bishop John William Colenso
of the Anglican Church, an important nineteenth century religious leader who
defended the rights of the Zulus. Schreuder also compiled a Zulu-Norwegian
dictionary and a book of hymns in Zulu.
In 1849, three young Norwegian missionaries — Lars Larsen, Ommund C.
Oftebro, Tobias Udland — joined Schreuder, and together they proceeded to
construct the first buildings of the Umpumulo station located in Natal not far
from the Zululand border. The land had initially been given to the NMS by the
Natal government. Umpumulo was destined to become a centre of all Lutheran
missionary work in southeastern South Africa.41 Schreuder eventually left this
station in the hands of Udland who built the church in 1861 and is buried nearby.
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In 1849, Schreuder became a British subject.
In 1851, Mpande, suffering from rheumatism, had need of medical help.
Schreuder was called and it was at this meeting that the king agreed to allow
the Norwegian to remain and build a mission station on condition that he would
be near to help him medically. Thus was founded Empangeni, the first per
manent mission station in Zululand ( see map p 126 for location of Norwegian
and Swedish mission stations)
The first couple of years were spent in fight
ing various diseases such as scurvy, bronchitis, and fever as well as tooth
extractions. In 1852, Schreuder was given permission to build the second
station at Entumeni. The Zulus were impressed when the strong missionary
killed a leopard with merely a knife. In 1855, he completed the translation into
Zulu of Luther's Small Catechism, and made an extensive trip into the north
western part of Zululand. The first baptism did not occur until the middle of
1858, fourteen years after Schreuder first set foot in South Africa. The
religious work in the beginning was needless to say very slow-going.
Gradually the work continued to expand. A third station was founded in 1860
at Mahlabatini (near Mpande's kraal at Nodwengu) followed by Eshowe, Imfule,
and Inhlazatshe. More NMS missionaries arrived in 1865.44 In 1866, Schreuder
briefly returned to Norway where he was installed as the first Mission Bishop
in the Church of Norway; the ceremony took place in the Bergen Cathedral.
Schreuder then proceeded to inaugurate the very successful Norwegian mission
work in Madagascar, at the same time retaining leadership of the work in
Zululand.45
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Although Schreuder did not convert many Zulus, he nevertheless exercised
considerable influence on both the Zulus and the English government in Natal.
Schreuder became a close friend and confidant of Mpande, and in fact occupied
a position analogous to that of prime minister. For example, on behalf of
Mpande, the missionary negotiated with Sir Theophilus Shepstone, Natal's
Native Affairs Secretary.46 The Zulu king was a large man and found walking
difficult. Schreuder, being a clever carpenter, made him a special chair with
wheels' so that the king could be pushed around.47
From this relationship with Mpande, Schreuder came into contact with
Cetshwayo (or Cetywayo), one of the king's sons. The young Zulu prince was
not liked by most Norwegian missionaries as he was considered rough and hos
tile to their work. He bitterly noted that 'a Christian Zulu was a Zulu spoiled',
referring to the fact that frequently the converts were men who wished to
escape punishment or gain exemption from military service and the strict Zulu
laws. To Cetshwayo, Zulu men were to be warriors, and not to be educated by
missionaries; only women could be taught.48
Despite this attitude, Schreuder was able to develop a unique relationship
with the young Zulu leader. Frequently he was thrown into the role of mediator
between Cetshwayo on one side, and the British authorities and Norwegian
missionaries on the other. In 1861, negotiations took place between Cetshwayo
and the Natal authorities over a border issue. But the Zulu leader became dis
satisfied with the discussions. When he called out a large hunting party, the
colonists in Natal became nervous and the English responded with a military
force sent to the Zululand border. At this point, Cetshwayo convened a meeting
of Zulu leaders near Eshowe to discuss the possibility of fighting the supposed
British threat. Schreuder was then called upon to try and talk Cetshwayo out of
such action. The missionary noted that he was suddenly summoned by the Zulu
leader, and when he arrived at the hostile kraal (encampment or settlement),
he found a very angry Cetshwayo furious by the British action. Schreuder tried
to tell him that it was 'unfounded anxiety and misunderstanding on both sides'
and that the English were at the border to investigate what the Zulus were
doing. Schreuder also recounted a threatening series of events which developed
in the course of the conversation with Cetshwayo.
The prince [Cetshwayo] had two polished broad-leaved assegais [spears]
lying at his side. I had a seat on the same side, the assegais being between
me and him. Masikwana, his chief executioner, was sitting close behind
him. Suddenly the prince seized the assegais, handing them over to Masik
wana in such a manner that it at once struck me that the executioner was
ordered to run them into me from behind, and involuntarily I turned half
round, bending my face towards the prince, so that I could see the exec
utioner by a side-look, and the thought filled my soul was this: If I am to be
stabbed I will at least face the murderer, and if I have to die at this moment
I will die as a Christian performing my duty and I shall have a blessed
departure. In the meantime while receiving grace and power to retain com
plete presence of mind, I went on talking to the prince who after a few
moments turned his head and said to Masikwana: Put aside these assegais
that you may not cause mischief to any one with them. These words sounded
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at that moment somewhat strange to me because the circumstances were so
dreadful ^
After this dramatic incident, Schreuder was able to calm Cetshwayo's fears
and avoid open confrontation between the Zulus and the English.
In 1872, when Mpande died, news leaked out to the Natal newspapers of his
death. According to Zulu custom, it was treason to speak or report such an
event. The king died near the Mahlabatini mission station, and the Norwegian
missionary there at the time was Hans Christian Leisegang. As a result, Cetshwayo, charged him with violating Zulu law, and ordered Leisegang as well
as all newly arrived missionaries out of Zululand. Schreuder called upon Cetshwayo to dispute the charge, but the Zulu leader remained unconvinced. The
missionary promised to trace the matter to its source and clear the Norwegians
of this charge. Schreuder subsequently obtained evidence from the newspapers
that none of the missionaries had reported the event. The missionary Ole Olsen
Stavem recounted the second meeting between Cetshwayo and Schreuder in
which the evidence was presented and the king agreed that there was no case
against Leisegang.50
One year later, Cetshwayo was officially coronated as the new king of the
Zulus. It was Bishop Schreuder who, despite a state of tension, arranged for
the British government, represented by Shepstone, to officially crown and
recognize Cetshwayo. Shepstone in his account gave high praise to the Nor
wegian missionary. After describing the journey northward into Zululand, the
Natal Native Affairs Secretary then noted:
We visited the Mission Station [Norwegian] at Itshowe [Eshowe], where we
were cordially received and hospitably treated by the body of Norwegian
Missionaries under Bishop Schreuder. From the Bishop I received infor
mation, frankly given, of the most useful and valuable kind. His long
residence in the country, his full knowledge of its politics, and intimacy
with its leading men, added to his great ability and sterling character,
induced me to set a high value upon his opinions, which was fully sustained
by my subsequent experience; and I wish to publicly acknowledge the assis
tance I received from him on several difficult occasions. It is not generally
known that but for Bishop Schreuder it is likely that the installation of Cetywayo would not have been undertaken by the Government of Natal; but this
guarantee of the good faith of the communications made from Zululand on
several points of importance, relieved the Government of much embarrass
ment which it would otherwise have felt in the matter.51
In the same Report, Shepstone observed the hostile attitude of Cetshwayo
toward missionaries though the Zulu leader believed that four — Schreuder,
Oftebro, Bishop Wilkinson, and Reverend Robert Robertson (the last two
names were Anglicans) — should be given greater consideration, the latter
two because they had brought a special introduction from the Natal government.
As to the two Norwegians, Cetshwayo recognized their long residence in Zululand as well as services other than strictly religious work.52
At least with regard to Schreuder, Cetshwayo kept his word in entitling him
to greater consideration. When the Zulu War broke out in 1879, Cetshwayo
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ordered his army to spare the Norwegian bishop as well as his stations and
people.
When one part of the army passed through the Entumeni region, the 'induna'
[Zulu military leader] ordered his troops to go around and not through the
mission property. He knew that the desire to plunder might overcome his
commands if the temptation became too great. Thus Entumeni was spared,
but all the stations of the Norwegian Missionary Society and of other mis
sions, were looted or demolished.53
Schreuder was generally respected by English missionaries and government
officials. John William Colenso who played an important role as spokesman for
the Zulus, while on a ten-week tour of Natal in 1854 prior to his installation
as Anglican Bishop of Natal, described his meeting with Oftebro, and mention
is made of Schreuder.
Had an interesting visit [while in Durban] from Mr Oftebro, one of three
Norwegian missionaries, who are to work in Panda's [Mpande] country.
Mr Schroeder [sic], who is one of them, at length got a footing, as a
physician, with Panda himself, and is often at his kraal. He supplies him
with a great deal of medicine, but is of no use — cannot effect a cure — in
cases of 'witchcraft' .. .M
In the same account, Colenso noted that a commission had been appointed by
the Natal government to prepare a Zulu grammar and vocabulary, and he gave
credit to Schreuder for his pioneer work.
His Honour [B. C. C. Pine — Lieutenant Governor of Natal] expressed a
wish to place me [Colenso] on the Commission, to which of course, I gladly
assented ... The only Zulu grammar as yet published, is that of Mr Schroeder
[sic], written in the Danish [incorrect — Norwegian] language, the work of
an excellent missionary and able philologist, but not suited for beginners,
or for English students generally.55
Sir Garnet Wolseley, British High Commissioner, frequently consulted with
Schreuder on the settlement of Zululand after the completion of the 1879 Zulu
War (see p 137). In a letter sent to Schreuder towards the end of 1879, Wol
seley made the following remark about the future of missionary work in Zululand and about the Norwegian's own work.
I am, therefore, in great hopes that the settlement effected in Zululand may
open out that country to missionary enterprises ... Such progress is not,
in my opinion, to be secured by force, nor by bullying the Zulus, nor by
Government interference; it can, I think, be only satisfactorily arrived at
by the quiet and unassuming and patient enterprise of really godly men, bent
upon doing God's work; by men who are indifferent to personal emolument
and to the profits of trading operations; in fact, — by men like yourself,
who are guided as you have been throughout your long career in Zululand,
by that singleness of purpose and devotion to God's work, for which you have
always been distinguished ... I am very grateful to you for your kindness in
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joining me at Ulundi [where Cetshwayo was captured in 1879 — see p 134]
and for the assistance you rendered me there.56
A negative reference is made to Schreuder in Frances F. Colenso s (daughter
of Bishop Colenso and friend of the Zulus) account, 'History of the Zulu War
and Its Origin'. She discussed the significance of Cetshwayo's coronation in
1873, the 'promises' he made to the English, and Shepstone's follow-up Report
of the proceedings. Her account reflected criticism toward Schreuder's
'high handed' attitude. When the missionary presented the Report to Cetshwayo,
the king reviewed the account, but demanded that he had the right to put criminals
to death for certain serious crimes.
Bishop Schreuder, from his account, appears to have overruled all objec
tions with a very high hand, and almost forced the 'book' with his own inter
pretation of it, upon the seemingly reluctant king .. ,57
Schreuder's forceful character was also noted by his fellow NMS missionaries
with the result that relationships between himself and the NMS were becoming
increasingly strained. In their diaries, the missionaries portrayed Schreuder
as being stern and a hard task master, not like the 'kindly' (Ommund) Oftebro.
Although Schreuder was recognized as 'a real bulldozer' with an active and
learned Christian mind, his strong and domineering personality did not make it
easy for his co-workers.58 For example, Schreuder insisted on teaching newly
arrived missionaries the meaning of humility by requiring them to herd his
cattle for three months.59 He wanted to control all aspects of the mission work
and gave orders which he expected to be promptly obeyed.
Schreuder accepted hardship as part of the missionary's lot. Daniel Nielsen
and his family arrived in 1860, and his job was to build churches and engage in
carpentry for the NMS (see p 109). His daughter, Sofie Norgard, later wrote
her childhood experiences in an unpublished diary entitled 'A Norwegian Family
in South Africa'. In it, she described the difficult times her father and mother
had to endure, and occasionally included comments about Schreuder. It was
noted that Schreuder had studied medicine and in fact had saved the authoress'
life from a snake bite. She mentioned that Schreuder had over one hundred head
of cattle and during the difficult times, the Nielsens every morning and evening
were obliged to go to Mrs Schreuder for a little dish of mealiemeal and milk.
Then Father bought himself a cow from the natives, but he was not allowed
to keep it as Schreuder was of the opinion that this cow could easily have
come from a kraal infected with cattle pest. Father had to slaughter it . . .
Poor Father, his trials began already then.60
Schreuder 'instructed' Nielsen to build a particular church or move to a certain
location. 'Now Schreuder had given Father exactly two months from the time
we were given the order to move in to complete the house'.61 There were con
stant shortages, and mail and salary was received but once a year. Clothing
was in short supply, and Mrs Norgard described her mother's joy upon receiv
ing some holey stockings from the Bishop's wife.
But Mother didn't see that [the holes], she saw only the lovely yarn she
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would get from them, and she was so glad that she fell on her knees and
thanked God. Just think how many petticoats, aprons and stockings she
would now be able to knit us.62
There had been earlier problems within the NMS over Schreuder's tight con
trol. In 1857, Siver Marthin Samuelson, Georg Fredrik Carlsen, and Arnt
T^nnesen left the Society to work for Bishop Colenso. Samuelson felt he would
have greater opportunity to serve the Zulus with the Anglican bishop (see
pp 148-155for discussion of Samuelson and the accomplishments of his child
ren). Karl Larsen Titlestad, another NMS missionary, in his diary also
underscored the dependence of the missionaries on Schreuder as well as the
lack of understanding the Bishop sometimes showed towards his co-workers.63
The result of these strained relations plus Schreuder's desire to see the
NMS more closely under the auspices of the State Church led to the Bishop's
resignation in 1873; Ommund Oftebro then became head of the NMS in South
Africa. Schreuder retained the three stations at Entumeni, Untumjambili, and
Hlabisa, and his work went under the name Church of Norway or Schreuder
Mission. Eventually it came under the control of the American Lutherans.64
All the NMS missionaries elected to remain with the NMS.65 Titlestad sum
med up the general opinion of the NMS missionaries —
In spite of letters and appeals I have resolved to take no part in the quarrel
between Bishop Schreuder and Headquarters [in Stavanger]. I trust it will
all work out for the best for development of our Mission work. Personally,
by the help of God, I wish to remain in the service of the Mission Society
as long as they will have me and can serve it for the furtherance of the
Gospel.66
It is interesting to note that other mission organizations also suffered from
internal dissension in the early years of their Zululand and Natal work; the
Anglicans in the Bishop Colenso controversy and the Swedes with Otto Witt
(see p 141).
Schreuder died at his Untumjambili mission station in January 1882 after
having been thrown from a horse. He is buried on that station. His work was
taken over by Bishop Nils Astrup who arrived from Norway in 1883. A year
later, his brother, Hans J. S. Astrup, arrived. The Schreuder Mission expanded,
though not as rapidly as the NMS, until it was taken over by the American
Lutherans in the 1920's.67
Schreuder was a pioneer in Zululand, and it has been said that what Moffat
and Livingstone were to England and Scotland, Schreuder was to Norway. He
displayed a sincere concern to raise the condition of the Zulus. This included
medical and educational help, and an effort to change some of the practices
(eg turning out old women), which horrified him.
Schreuder was the great missionary strategist for Zululand; his Mission
was the first to begin occupying the map and later, other groups including the
Swedes were fitted around his pioneering work. He was instrumental in per
suading the Swedish and Hermannsburg missions to come to Zululand and also
influential with the Anglicans. His reports and writings were indispensable in
gaining knowledge of Zululand.68 Directly after the Zulu War of 1879
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Bishop Schreuder was called up to Ulundi by the new High Commissioner,
Sir Garnet Wolseley, to give his advice on matters pertaining to Zululand.
He was offered a cavalry escort, which he declined. As he unostentatiously
proceeded on his way to Ulundi the Zulus joyfully crowded around him and
shouted 'Baba', that is Father. Several tribes even urged him to become
their ruler. Sir Garnet Wolseley did not feel inclined to follow all of Bishop
Schreuder's advice. Nevertheless the brave General feelingly addressed
the following words to him: 'I can assure you, dear Bishop, that no white
man has been of greater service to us than you, because your Presence
along has again secured us the confidence and trust of the Zulus.'69
He also gained the esteem of Governor Sir Bartle Frere who wrote:
I extend to Bishop Schreuder my best thanks for the valuable service he
has done to protect civilisation in South Africa from barbarism; his services
are inestimable.70
In his passing, the first period of missionary history of Zululand came to an
end. He was called 'the apostle to Zululand'.

Ommund Christiansen Oftebro
Ommund C. Oftebro (1820-1893) was born in Lyngdal, Norway. After spending
the years 1843-1848 in the mission school in Stavanger, he sailed for South
Africa in 1849 where he first helped Schreuder to establish the Umpumulo and
Empangeni stations. In the late 1850's, Oftebro and Cetshwayo met, and
apparently the prince took a liking to the Norwegian. When the future king
decided to establish his main kraal at Eshowe, he requested Oftebro to come
along in order to teach. The mission station in Eshowe (Oftebro was the first
European in Eshowe) became known by the Zulus as Kwa Mondi, meaning
'Ommund's Place'.71 Eshowe became one of the fastest growing NMS stations
— in 1869 the church was dedicated, and at the turn of the century an industrial
school was established.
Despite his hostile feelings toward missionaries, Cetshwayo grew to respect
Oftebro. This was noted by Oftebro's son, Martin, many years later. Martin
Oftebro was the first European born in Zululand, the eldest son of Ommund
Oftebro. Eventually he enlisted in the British Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards
which fought in several skirmishes against the Zulus in 1879. The causes of
this war may be traced back to 1873 when Sir Theophilus Shepstone, who had
been considered Cetshwayo's 'friend and father', showed sympathy to the
Boers. In April 1877, Great Britain annexed the Transvaal and supported
Afrikaner claims in Zululand. The result was a dramatic deterioration in the
relations between the British and Zulus.
After a short but hard-fought war in 1879, Cetshwayo was defeated, cap
tured, and taken prisoner to Cape Town. Martin Oftebro's contingent captured
Cetshwayo at Ulundi in that year, and it was ironic that this Norwegian-South
African, fluent in Zulu, was ordered to arrest the Zulu king.72 The following
is part of his account:
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It was an exceedingly strange thing that, knowing him so well, it fell to my
lot to capture Cetewayo ...
I entered the dark hut and the dim form of Cetewayo rose as I did so. He
must have recognised me immediately for he said: 'Was your father a friend
of mine for so long that you should do this to me?'
I must admit I felt somewhat embarrassed and attempted to explain to
him that I was merely doing my duty. At any rate he made no further com
ments and followed me out of the hut to where the other men were waiting,
and was promptly ordered by the officer in charge to prepare to travel.
It was pitiful to see this once great man as he was on that day. He looked
utterly exhausted and could hardly walk .. ,73
Martin Oftebro began this account by discussing Cetshwayo as he remembered
him in his own youth. He grew up almost within site of Cetshwayo's kraal in
Eshowe.
I remember Cetewayo as a fine man having all the qualities of a gentleman.
He was highly intelligent, handsome and dignified and above all seemed
eagerto learn.
Whenever he came into our house he would poke about examining closely
any household article that stirred his curiosity. He found great fascination
in the kitchen, where he would gaze for minutes on end at the various cook
ing utensils ranged along the shelves.
Neither was he a cruel man. On one occasion when he was but a prince
to King Pande [Mpande], my father had occasion to reproach him for
allowing a native warrior to be impaled to death for some trifling offence.
It was with quite a sad note in his voice that he replied to my father: 'My
dear friend, I have no more lust for bloodshed than you have. But you must
remember that in this kingdom, I must kill or be killed' ,74
Both Schreuder and Ommund Oftebro from time to time showed mistrust
toward Cetshwayo, but continued to express a willingness to work with him.
As the Zulu War of 1879 approached, however, Oftebro gave up the attempt
and adopted an attitude similar to the Anglican missionary, Reverend Robert
Robertson, who said the only hope for the Zulus and the missionaries was to
oust Cetshwayo.75 By the mid-1870's, Oftebro was having serious difficulties
with the king. During that period, the king appeared to be seeking out Zulu
Christians for execution. The best known martyr was Maqamuzela, one of
Oftebro's converts. A cross in honour of this Zulu is located outside of
Eshowe near the Norwegian mission station.
In a lengthy memorial to Sir Bartle Frere dated 10 October 1878, Oftebro
recounted the hardships of the Christian converts. He also told the governor
that during the previous June meeting of the NMS, it was decided to send a
letter to Shepstone informing him of their decision to leave Zululand, though
they would remain one more year in hopes that the situation might improve.
Finally Oftebro recounted how in February 1878, Cetshwayo accused the Nor
wegian missionaries of placing unfriendly items against him in Natal news
papers. When the missionaries attempted to present proof to the contrary,
Cetshwayo refused to see them. Therefore, the missionaries had no choice
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but to leave Zululand. They promised to return when 'the King would permit
his people to be taught and become Christians'. Oftebro hoped that the Gover
nor would not forget the mission work and the missionaries, and concluded
that
. . . nothing less than the disarming of the Zulus, the breaking up of their
military organization and the appointment of a British resident to march
over the strict upholding of treaties will in our humble opinions settle the
Zulu question satisfactorily.76
It is apparent Oftebro had totally committed himself to the British and Shepstone's position, and was waiting for the inevitable war to straighten out the
situation as he saw it. Oftebro and the other NMS missionaries were greatly
relieved when Cetshwayo was defeated in 1879, and in the following year, once
again returned to take up the work and rebuild the ruined mission stations.
For eight years, Oftebro remained superintendent of the NMS work in Zululand, presiding over the rebuilding of the stations. The 1880's continued to be
difficult for the missionaries, but they were never again driven out. The num
ber of converts and expansion of the work grew rapidly after 1880 (see p 142).
Oftebro died in Eshowe in 1888, very much beloved by the Norwegians.77 He is
buried in the Norwegian Cemetery in Eshowe, a place dedicated by Oftebro five
years earlier.

OTTO WITT AND THE EARLY SWEDISH MISSIONARIES
The early history of the Church of Sweden Mission (CSM) in South Africa was
a period of instability, centring around the controversial Peter Otto Holger Witt
(1848-1923). Born near Lund in southern Sweden, Witt became attracted to
mission work and in particular, to Schreuder's ministry. Accepted as the CSM's
first missionary, Witt arrived in Durban the middle part of April 1876 after a
three-month voyage through the'Mediterranean, Suez Canal, and down the east
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African coast.
From Durban, the Swedish missionary journeyed to the Untumjambili mis
sion station where Schreuder resided, and from there the two men went to
Entumeni. There Witt learned the Zulu language under Schreuder's instruction
and took part in the work of the mission. He also observed first-hand the hos
tility of Cetshwayo towards mission work.
In late 1877, Witt left Entumeni in order to found his own mission station.
In the same year, two other Swedes associated themselves with Witt and the
CSM. They were Frans Leonard Fristedt who had come from the Skara diocese,
Sweden, and had journeyed out in the beginning of August 1877, and Carl Ludvig
Flygare who had since 1867 been working with the Zulus under the auspices of
the German Hermannsburg Mission as well as independently. By early 1878,
the three missionaries had decided to purchase a farm at Rorke's Drift on the
Natal side of the Buffalo River, a tributary of the upper reaches of the Tugela
River (see map p 126) ,TO The proposal was approved by the Swedish Mission
Board in Uppsala on 1 March 1878, and the 3,044 acre farm was purchased for
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32,000 Swedish crowns. Located on the land was a thatched mud house built by
the original owner, James Rorke, and about one hundred African inhabitants.
Witt decided to call this first CSM station 'Oscarsberg' in honour of the Swedish
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king, Oscar II. Witt had resolved to build on the Natal side mainly because
Cetshwayo apparently was not fond of him; the European colonists in Natal did
not especially like him either (see pp 138-140).
Witt promptly constructed a small stone church and started a school. But
hardly had his work commenced when the 1879 Zulu war broke out. As it
developed, the two initial battles of the war took place near and on the Swedish
mission station, destroying the original buildings. These battles are called
Isandhlwana and Rorke's Drift.81
The British strategy was to occupy the Zulu royal kraal near Ulundi, and to
achieve this, three main columns advanced into Zululand. The first (right)
column crossed the Tugela River near its mouth on 11 January 1879, and
advanced towards Eshowe en route to Ulundi; this column was commanded by
Colonel Pearson. The troops took over the Norwegian mission station in
Eshowe, utilizing the buildings as storehouses and hospital, and surrounding
the entire compound with a deep trench. The Zulus attacked 25 January, and
the British troops were besieged until 3 April.82 Cetshwayo justified the des
truction of all mission stations (except those belonging to Schreuder) because
they were used by the English as forts and military camps. The second (left)
column came in from the west — Newcastle, Utrecht — and reached the White
Umfolozi River on 20 January 1879. The third (centre) column advanced from
Pietermaritzburg via Greytown and commenced the crossing of the Buffalo
River at Rorke's Drift on 11 January with the idea of reaching Ulundi by moving
eastward after leaving the Swedish mission station.83 This column numbered
some 1,800 Europeans and 2,600 black Africans. Accompanying this column was
Lieutenant-General Lord Chelmsford, the commander of all the British forces
in Zululand. The mission buildings were quickly converted into a hospital and
magazine for stores, and garrisoned by about one hundred men under the com
mand of Lieutenants Chard and Bromhead. Rorke's house became the hospital
for some twenty-six sick and wounded men. It was a single-storey building
about seventy-five feet long with a veranda extending the entire front of the
house. The little church was converted into a storehouse. Witt was disturbed
by this intrusion. After sending his wife and three small children off in a wagon
to Pietermaritzburg, Witt camped in a tent near the house to watch over the
station. His personal insecurity, nervousness, and hastiness became apparent.
Meanwhile the central column crossed the Buffalo River into Zululand and
proceeded to a spot called Isandhlwana some seven miles from Rorke's Drift
where camp was made on 18 January. Chelmsford has been criticized for
selecting this spot and for not taking precautions against attack. For example,
no laager (drawing up of wagons in a square formation) was created although
a number of people including Paul Kruger who knew Zulu warfare had repeatedly
given warnings that this was necessary. Neither trenches were dug nor breast
works constructed. It was midday on 22 January when a Zulu impi (war party)
attacked the English camp at Isandhlwana (Chelmsford and a party of mounted
infantry men were out reconnoitering at the time and, therefore, did not take
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part in the ensuing battle). The result was nearly total annihilation of the
British force (859 English officers and soldiers and 471 African levies killed)
plus around 3,000 Zulu casualties. Only some 40 Englishmen managed to escape.
It was the worst defeat the British had suffered in South Africa and they were
determined after this battle to push for the destruction of the Zulu army.
About 4:30 that afternoon, a Zulu force of some 3,000 strong attacked Rorke's
Drift (these soldiers had not taken part at Isandhlwana). A breastwork of
mealie sacks with an inner wall of biscuit boxes a little over four feet high had
been built up. The windows of the mission buildings were barricaded. Prior to
the attack, shortly after lunch, Witt along with Chaplain George Smith, Surgeon
Reynolds and a soldier named Wall scaled the rocky hill behind the mission
station hoping to discover the reason for artillery fire they had heard in the dis
tance. They stood on top of the hill looking toward the Buffalo River when sud
denly they saw the Zulu corps. The men raced down the hill, Smith yelling,
'Here they come, black as Hell and thick as grass!'84 At this point Witt, frantic
at what was happening to his station as well as for the safety of his family,
turned and left, hoping to catch up with his wife and children.
The battle raged until four o'clock the next morning when the Zulu army
finally withdrew. Wave after wave of Zulus had charged all through the night.
The hospital was set afire and a number of the sick and wounded perished.
The fighting was savage, often hand-to-hand combat. When the dawn broke,
some fifteen of the English garrison had been killed and twelve wounded (two
died later), and the Zulus had lost some four hundred. The English were vic
torious and later not less than eleven Victoria Crosses were awarded to the
defenders for feats of heroism and bravery.86 Oscarsberg mission station was
in total ruins. Later in the morning of the twenty-third, reinforcements
arrived.
Meanwhile a curious sequel to the story centred around Witt and his journey
to catch up with his wife and children. P. S. Hervey, his grandson, recounted
years later how the missionary met an old Zulu who told him his wife's wagon
had been attacked and all were killed. Curiously the same story was told to
Mrs Witt about her husband. Eventually, however, they rejoined each other
and reached Durban safely.86
The Witts left Durban for Europe, and in England, the missionary was
asked to speak before groups and to appear before officials of the Colonial
office for the purpose of describing the situation in Zululand. Some of Witt's
comments were not at all appreciated by the European colonists in Natal. The
'Natal Mercury' described the question and answer session with the Colonial
Secretary:
After the gentlemen had saluted, the Secretary asked Mr Witt how the Zulus
regarded their King Cetywayo; whether in fact that ruler was liked? — Mr
Witt said that they did not like Cetywayo at all, because he was a tyrant of
the worst kind and no one was sure of his life under his rule
The Secretary then said: Do you know, Mr Witt, personally of any Zulus
who were killed by Cetywayo's orders because they were anxious to learn
from the whites? Yes, said Mr Witt, I do, I know of two persons who were
killed on that account, and Umkwelantaba [to be later known as Josef Zulu],
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the King's cousin whom I have with me, was to have been killed half a year
ago ...
What are the feelings of the Natal kafirs then towards the white people?
said the Secretary. Mr Witt: Well, not very friendly. The colonists generally
treat the kafirs very badly, just as dogs; therefore if they felt themselves
able to drive the white settlers out of the colony they would do so at the first
opportunity; but at the same time the Natal kafirs would not submit to the
rule of the present Zulu king whom they would also be glad to get rid of, and
so would his own people.87
Witt's statement that 'the colonists generally treat the kafirs very badly, just
as dogs' caused a storm of protest in Natal, and the 'Natal Mercury' ran
editorials decrying the Swedish missionary. One article was titled 'False Wittness', and another one asked Witt how he treated his own 'kafirs'. In a pub
lished interview, C. W. Posselt, chairman of the Berlin Mission in Natal,
stated that
Mr Witt is a young inexperienced missionary who lived one year in the Zulu
country, and only two on the border of Natal ... consequently he cannot have
seen much of the treatment the blacks received from their white brethren,
and vice versa ... I have stayed with English people, Scotch, German, and
Dutch, and what do I see? I saw the kafir well treated and happy. I found
them everywhere as fat as pigs, frisking about like calves, singing and
dancing — men, women and children ... On the whole, then, I confess, that
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the white colonist and the black native pull pretty well together ...
The 'Natal Mercury' noted that surely Witt had been badly informed about Zululand and that
. . . no race, similarly situated, enjoy so many privileges, or have been
more tenderly dealt with by the white race. No native race is so free from
restriction or restraint. Mr Witt must have known that he was dealing in
untruth when he gave vent to such a slander; but he had a purpose to serve,
or a spit to gratify. Happily he is a very rare specimen of his profession,
and we have no doubt that the many other missionaries who are labouring so
faithfully to reclaim the Zulus will indignantly repudiate any participation or
concurrence in the crusade of the reverend fugitive.
Witt was apparently astonished by this hostility towards him, and immediately
sent off an explanation which was conciliatory and apologetic. In addressing
himself to the words 'treat them like dogs', Witt wrote:
I have myself had occasions to experience that the Kaffir not always can be
treated with the delicacy, that humanity requires, but must be treated in a
rather rude manner in order to enforce obedience ... Now I deliver to your
own judgment to interpret my words, and once more I put a claim to your
former good opinion on me and to the friendship, the memory of which is
still a light point in the remembrance of the hardships that I a stranger from
distant land had to undergo during my first stay among you.
Witt considered this an apology and hoped that it would be accepted so that he
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could return someday to continue the work. He claimed fatigue, exhaustion,
and the 'unaccustomed circumstances which in these moments overwhelmed
me' as being the reason for making that statement.
Witt also had difficulties with his own missionary assistants, Fristedt and
Flygare. They claimed he had refused to give an account of his expenditures,
and correspondence between the two missionaries, the CSM headquarters in
Uppsala, and the financial agent in Durban in mid-1879 attempted to make an
accounting of Witt's expenditures.92
After a brief stay in Sweden, Witt returned to South Africa in mid-1880
and was back in Oscarsberg 21 August 1880, his family following a year later.
With the aid of three Swedes who followed him out, Witt began to rebuild the
ruined mission station. The church sanctuary was rebuilt in 1882, and on 25
June of that year, the new structure was dedicated. The Norwegian missionary
Titlestad recorded the event:
. . . It has been completely rebuilt by a mason, carpenter, and smith
from Sweden under supervision by Witt and has risen like a Phoenix from
the ashes. The whole place is solid and attractive. Rev Witt conducted the
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ceremony assisted by Brothers Fristedt, Leisegang and myself.
In 1881, Witt purchased a second site for the CSM, the 532-acre farm of
Amoibie, south of Oscarsberg. In the mid-1880's, two Swedish women, Ida
Kristina Jonatansson and Hedvig Posse, arrived to work for the mission, The
latter, born of nobility with a title of baroness, used part of her wealth to
found a hospital in Dundee in the early 1890's. She also started the mission
home, Svenskbo, in Durban in the 1920's.
Witt's most important convert was Josef Zulu who had originally come into
contact with the Hermannsburg mission.94 At the end of 1878, Cetshwayo's
cousin escaped across the Natal. Witt took him to Sweden the following year
and in December was baptized in the Swedish missionary's home church
in Halsingborg. At that time, he took the name Josef Zulu. For the next
five years, he studied in Sweden including work at the Johannelunds Mis
sion Institute near Stockholm. He found it difficult adjusting to Sweden
especially the winter weather, but he successfully completed his studies and
returned to South Africa in 1885. For three years, he worked as an evangelist
at Oscarsberg and Amoibie, and in 1888 moved to the new Swedish station,
Appelsbosch, which had just been founded by Jonas Fredrik Ljungqvist, who
arrived in 1883. In 1901, Josef Zulu again went to Sweden, this time ordained
a priest in ceremonies at Uppsala Cathedral, making him the first African
clergyman in the Swedish Church. In 1915, five other Zulu pastors were
ordained in the Dundee Church, thirty-six years after the CSM had begun work
in Natal. Thus the Swedish mission was embarked on a course to allow the
indigenous people to take leadership positions. The NMS were also doing the
same thing; in 1893, Simon Ndlela, its first Zulu minister, was ordained.
Seven other men received ordination in 1913 and 1915.95 This process was
initially not as swift in the NMS and CSM as in other missions.96 Josef Zulu
remained an active pastor with various Swedish stations until his death in
1927.
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In 1886, Bishop Henry William Tottie, the secretary of the CSM in Uppsala,
visited South Africa, determined to increase the outreach of the mission effort.
He undertook a journey to Dinuzulu (Zulu leader) to seek permission for mis
sionary work in Zululand proper; permission was granted. The following year,
Fristedt founded the Ekutuleni station, and thus the CSM was embarked on
involvement in Zululand.
It became apparent in Tottie's visit that relations between the CSM and Witt
were becoming increasingly strained. The missionary was being influenced by
a Holiness group, his style being one of free evangelization.
His preaching became intensely emotional and ultra-evangelical; his personal
faith became marked by an apocalyptic emphasis and belief In faith-healing.
The Lutheran doctrine of the Sacraments and Church tradition he came to
regard as stumbling blocks. Further, he was a thorough individualist, and
looked upon every form of external organization as evil in the Christian
scheme of things.97
Finally in 1890, Witt decided to leave the CSM and become involved with an
independent mission group. His resignation was accepted with a sense of relief
as the CSM feared a schism might be created with his continued presence. His
leadership position was then taken over by Lars Peter Norenius, and the Mission
entered upon a period of expansion.
Concerning the other two original Swedish missionaries, Flygare remained
with the CSM and died when he was relatively young. One of his sons, Johannes
Flygare, became an amateur anthropologist, railway employee in the Transvaal,
and was a leader in the Scandinavian Corps (see Chapter V) organized to aid
the Boers in the Second Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902. A younger son, Gustaf
Adolf Flygare, also fought on the Boer side in the same war; both were killed.
They both had served in a Boer military unit sent out to capture the Jameson
raiders in 1896.98
Fristedt was at heart an adventurer. His task was to seek out sites for new
mission stations. In the mid-1880's, he went exploring into Zululand, the Orange
Free State, and the Transvaal, and journeyed almost as far north as Bechuanaland. He authored a book on his career in South Africa entitled 'Tjugofem ar i
Sydafrika Minnen och Erfarenheter' ('Twenty Years in South Africa Remem
brances and Experiences').
THE EXPANSION OF THE CSM AND THE NMS
In the two decades following the Zulu War of 1879, the history of Natal and Zululand missions in general were noted for the development of educational and
medical work, the coming into the field of several new Societies, and the begin
nings of the Bantu Separatist Church movement. For the CSM, the period after
1890 witnessed its greatest expansion of new stations in Zululand and Natal. The
Dundee mission station, located in the coal district of northwest Natal, was
founded in 1891 by L. P. Norenius.99 This station became the South African CSM
headquarters. Baroness Posse founded the Betania Hospital there in the late
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1890's; a trade school was also established as well as the Ebenezer Press
(today this Press has been absorbed by the Lutheran Publishing House head
quartered in Durban). Another Natal station at Emtulwa was founded in 1897
and eventually a clinic for crippled children was located there (see map p 126
for location of CSM stations). By 1897, there were fifteen Swedish missionaries
(eight men, seven women) in Natal and Zululand plus eighteen African evan
gelists and teachers with a total of about five hundred converts. In that year,
Johan Erik Norenius, brother of Lars Peter Norenius, arrived. One of his
projects was to expand the Mission to Johannesburg; by this time many Zulus
were working in the gold mines. He also was active in getting a Swedish
Church for Scandinavians established in that city (see pp 115,116). J. E. Norenius
became one of the best known missionaries in South Africa in the early twen
tieth century chiefly for spearheading the Lutheran co-operative movement
(see p 143). In 1903, the second CSM station was established in Zululand at
Ceza; the largest Lutheran hospital in southeastern South Africa today is
located at Ceza. It was at this time that Swedish Lutheran missions were also
expanding into Rhodesia.
After the 1879 Zulu War, prospects were more promising for the NMS to
expand as well.
Whereas during a period of 35 years, ie up to the year 1879, the NMS
managed to win 300 Christians, during the years 1883-87 more than 300 were
baptized, and from the year 1890 to 1900 about 2000 people. New stations
were founded, the educational work was resumed, and several outstations
were established.
At the end of the 19th century, the NMS had 12 main stations, 24 out
stations, 30 places in which they could conduct service, and 3000 Christians.
In 1883, a training institute was begun at Eshowe. At the turn of the century,
the NMS financed the building of a school at Umpumulo for the children of the
Scandinavian missionaries of Natal and Zululand. In 1912, a teachers' training
college for Zulus was established at Umpumulo. The NMS like other groups was
attracted to urban work beginning in the 1890's. It began work in Durban among
Zulus who had migrated there to seek employment. New missionaries were
arriving from Norway in the 1880's, 1890's and 1900's.101
However, the period after 1880 was still a time of struggle for some Scan
dinavian missionaries in Zululand. The return of Cetshwayo in 1883 (he was
released from prison in that year and reinstated with limited authority) encour
aged more disorders with a power struggle developing between Cetshwayo and
Useibepu, a rival chief. The British government had not annexed Zululand after
the 1879 war, but rather divided the land into thirteen territories under different
chiefs. The eventual result of these disturbances was that Cetshwayo's son,
Dinuzulu (or Dinizulu), in 1884 became paramount chief.102 Several of the NMS
stations including the Inhlazatshe station under the Reverend Lars Larsen were
located in areas where there was considerable fighting between Cetshwayo and
Useibepu supporters.103
In 1887, Zululand was taken from the chiefs and placed under white magis
trates. Dinuzulu and two uncles resisted. After some disturbances in 1888, they
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were captured and Dinuzulu banished to the island of St Helena for ten years
(in 1897 Zululand was officially absorbed as part of Natal). The 1888 violence
also affected some Norwegian stations. Ole Stavem, a NMS missionary, dis
cussed the difficult situation facing Sven Eriksen at his Umbonambi station.104
By the end of 1888, however, the worst was over for the missionaries and,
except for the Bambatha rebellion of 1906 (the Reverend J. Tvedt at the
Eotimati station nearly lost his life), their work went forward relatively undis.
,
.105
turbed.

CO-OPERATION AND EXTENT OF WORK
One of the emphases of the CSM and NMS was education and the building of
schools. An interesting experiment took place in 1911 among three Lutheran •
bodies of Zululand and Natal. In that year, the CSM, NMS, and Berlin Mission
(German) formed a co-operating enterprise with respect to their educational
institutions. The Berlin Mission school at Emmaus (founded 1847) in Natal
became a co-operative institution for the training of evangelists. The CSM
institution at Oscarsberg was used for the training of pastors while teacher
training was concentrated at the NMS facility at Umpumulo. In 1928, the
Church of Norway by Schreuder Mission became a fourth partner. The driving
force in Lutheran co-operation was Dean J. E. Norenius and Reinhold Kempe
both of the CSM. The former was an admirer of Archbishop Nathan Soderblom
of the Swedish Lutheran Church who in the 1920's was an international leader
for Christian ecumenism.106 Norenius also realized that future successes of
Lutheranism in South Africa had to be in black hands.107
Since the different Lutheran missions had on the whole undergone parallel
development, there were conditions favourable to co-operation. As far back as
1889, there were conferences held, in that year at Umpumulo. In 1897, one
such conference resulted in the publishing of a common hymnbook in the Zulu
language and also a translation of Luther's Small Catechism.108 Yet these con
ferences were not well-attended and strong interest in co-operation obviously
lacking.
The Initial main reason for getting co-operation accomplished was the need
to pool their resources in order to get more effective schools to better train
evangelists, teachers, and pastors. In 1904, Professor Hjalmar Danell, sec
retary of the CSM in Uppsala, visited the annual missionary conference in
Dundee and stressed the desirability of greater collaboration. Momentum
picked up culminating in the 1911 decision.
In 1913, the annual report showed that the co-operating Lutheran missions
were embracing more than 17,000 communicants (roughly divided evenly
among the three Lutheran groups)109 The most important task of the Lutheran
church missions was to publish common Zulu literature and Kempe was charged
with the task of overseeing this project. By 1921, Norenius was chairman of
the Executive Committee of the three Lutheran groups, and he proposed that all
Lutherans in Natal and Zululand should be united (at that time the Schreuder
Mission, Hermannsburg, and Hermannsburg Free Church Mission were not
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members). Kempe, his successor, continued to press for unity. By the late
1930's, only the Hermannsburg Free Church Mission was not included (it joined
in 1963). In 1961 was created the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Southern
Africa — Southeast Region. Bishop Helge Fosseus of the CSM became its first
leader and was succeeded in the late 1960's by an African bishop, P. B. Mhlungi.
The number of baptized members in 1973 was over 110,000 with 500 congreg
ations, 132 ministers, 34 CSM missionaries as well as European missionaries
from other Lutheran groups.110 The Church is in African hands and the European
mission groups respond with help when they are called upon by the African
leadership. Three NMS hospitals are in operation (Umpumulo, Nkonjeni,
Ekombe) as well as two CSM (Appelsbosch, Ceza).111 As a result of the Bantu
Education Act of 1954, the South African government took over the control of
the mission schools.112
MISSIONARY ATTITUDES TOWARD AFRICANS
The earlier CSM and NMS missionaries exhibited a strong sense of paternalism
towards the indigenous people, and were slow to prepare Africans for leader
ship positions113 Missionaries referred to the Zulus as being lazy and untrust
worthy. A fairly typical attitude was that expressed by Karl Larsen Titlestad.
Born in the Fana district east of Bergen in 1832, Titlestad in the late 1850" s
became interested in mission work, and in 1859, after briefly teaching, com
menced studies at the mission school in Stavanger. In 1865, he left for Durban
and during the next twenty-six years worked in Zululand enduring many hard
ships and difficulties114 Throughout the 1860's and 1870's, Titlestad recorded
in his letters to the NMS headquarters in Stavanger the problems he had to face
with the Zulus. Only in the 1880's, after the 1879 Zulu War, did he become
more positive about the indigenous people and more optimistic about the future
of the mission. The following are a few samples of his impressions included in
'Extracts from the Diary of an Early Missionary to Zululand'.
The Zulus are very slow to respond to our invitation to come to us on Sun
days, but they are never slow to ask for medicine, food and other help.
Begging comes naturally to them. (March 1867, p 5)
The Zulus ... are a people deeply sunk in sin who seem to have absolutely
no desire whatever to turn themselves back to what one can call decent
manners and good behaviour, or even a consciousness that they should at
least mend their ways ... The distressing uncleanliness to be found amongst
most of them seems to manifest itself in their hourly and daily life. (Decem
ber 1867, p 13)
Drink and debauchery are other vices encouraged by Europeans and when
there is a beer drink anywhere near enough, our own boys turn wild and
leave their work to take part in the orgy. (June 1870, p 33)
God s word meets with contempt and disinterest and even those who are bap
tised show no better understanding of what we have tried to teach them.
(1871, p 44)

Sunday church service attendance have been very poor. When I tackle the
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people they say the prevalent hunger has made them unable to walk ... Yet,
when it comes to their own affairs and interest they are able to run', (Decem
ber 1872, p 54)
My Mission work has almost come to a standstill and I feel very discouraged.
(July 1875, p 60)
The Zulu Mission continues to be a child of pain. (March 1877, p 64)
After 1879, with the defeat of Cetshwayo, the tone of the letters was quite dif
ferent.
The natives are friendly and co-operative. What a change from what we
experienced previously. It Is as if we are now working amongst an entirely
different people, after the Zulu War. (December 1881, p 67)
More enthusiasm is now plainly shown by the people. May this develop so
that the Zulus will become a source of joy and crowning success for the
Norwegian Mission Society. (December 1887, p 76)115
More recent missionaries, on the other hand, such as J. E. Norenius, R. Kempe,
Knut and J. Erik Hallendorff, Bengt Sundkler, and Helge Fosseus, insisted on
a greater role for the Zulus so that they eventually would take over the running
of the Church. The non-Lutheran Scandinavian organizations (see pp 146-148),
however, have tended to remain more paternalistic to the present day.
The early Scandinavian Lutheran missionaries were evangelically-oriented
whereas the later ones emphasized the importance of good educational and
health care facilities. CSM missionaries were well-educated, the men having
received university training. Many wrote books on their experiences in South
Africa, and Bengt Sundkler who worked at Dundee and Ceza in the late 1930's
and early 1940's (subsequently he became Bishop of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in Tanganyika) is the author of several important works, the most
important being the internationally-renowned 'Bantu Prophets in South Africa',
a scholarly study of the Bantu Separatist churches.116 Frequently the Swedish
Lutheran missionaries sent their children back to Sweden for their education;
many returned to South Africa to find careers there.
The fact that the CSM people received more formal education than their
NMS counterparts occasionally caused minor strains between the two groups.
The latter referred to the Swedes as 'ex patriates' — that is, they were con
sidered never to have really become true South Africans. Though a larger
number of CSM people and their children returned to Sweden than NMS families
to Norway or Swedish free churchers to Sweden, nevertheless a majority elec
ted to remain in their new adopted land. A larger number of CSM children went
into the educational profession than NMS families. The latter missionary
families, as a result of their South African education and therefore closer con
nection with the indigenous people (eg they learned the African languages),
went into careers which brought them into direct contact with the Africans (eg
as native commissioners — see Samuelson, pp 149-155, Braatvedts, pp 155157 — or businesses such as the Eriksens in sugar plantations and refining —
see Chapter VII). The CSM children tended to be more 'high church'; when
there were no Lutheran services available, they frequently worshipped in
Anglican churches. The NMS and free church children gravitated to 'low
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church' services such as the Baptists and Methodists.
Some of the earlier Scandinavian missionaries and their children tended to
be 'conservative' in their racial views, displaying some sympathy with the
Boers. For example, Flygare's two sons were Boer supporters as was Ljungqvist's son.117 A few of the earlier ones were sympathetic with 'liberal' Bishop
Colenso as, for example, Samuelson (seep 148). The majority, however,
shared the more moderate English views.
The later Scandinavian missionaries were nearly all on the 'liberal' English
side. They learned English long before they were apt to speak Afrikaans. Most
had come to South Africa via England. As Bishop Sundkler noted to this writer,
the Scandinavian missionaries respected men like Philip and Livingstone. 'We
felt at home in this spirit'.118 A Swedish missionary, Ida Granquist, even wrote
119
poetry praising men such as David Livingstone and Cecil Rhodes.
Of the numerous CSM people, Jonas Fredrik Ljungqvist, the founder of
Appelsbosch, viewed the role of missionaries as assistants to the indigenous
people; eventually, he believed, the mission work would be handed over to
them. J. E. Norenius and R.Kempe also realized the future for Lutherans in
Natal and Zululand was an African future. Norenius recognized the great mis
sion opportunities among the Zulu workers in the Rand gold mines near
Johannesburg. Kempe began Ceza in 1911, expanded the work of Ekutuleni,
and wrote a Zulu grammar. Norenius and Kempe also recognized the impor
tance of co-operation among Lutherans. Knut Gustaf Andreas Hallendorff was
known for building up various congregations as well as principal of the theolog
ical college at Rorke's Drift. He, too, was contemporary with Norenius and
Kempe, and like them was solidly pro-British, believing the Mission could not
support the Boers mainly due to their racial stand. His son, J. Erik Hallen
dorff, was pastor for many years of the Swedish Church in Johannesburg, and
was active in ecumenical work in that city.120
An exceptionally large number of CSM missionaries were single women.121
The most outstanding and capable was Baroness Hedvig Posse, another English
supporter. She came out as a teacher but soon shifted her interests to other
activities. She built and owned Betania Hospital, Dundee, started Svenskbo in
Durban, and constructed her own home in Rorke's Drift. She was an artist and
enjoyed painting the flowers of the veld. Miss Posse also translated numerous
Swedish hymns into Zulu.122

THE SCANDINAVIAN FREE CHURCH MISSIONS
There are several non-Lutheran missionary societies with significant, though
smaller, work than the Lutherans in South Africa. They are all under strong
missionary guidance. The Swedish Holiness Union is an interdenominational
evangelical faith mission based on Baptist principles. It began in Sweden in
1885 with E. L. M. Hedin, a member of the Swedish Riksdag (Parliament),
calling a special prayer meeting. The Swedish Holiness Union commenced its
work in Natal in 1891 under its pioneer missionary, Oscar Emanuelson. Two
years later, K. J. Johanson and Hans Nilsson arrived. Subsequently mission
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stations were opened along the Natal coast and inland — eg at Sweetwaters near
Pietermaritzburg, in Alfred County south of Marburg, in Durban, and Bethel
mission station north of the Tugela River in Zululand. Despite slender funds,
the work grew. In 1919, its missionary activity was expanded to Komatipoort
in the eastern Transvaal north of Swaziland. The pioneer missionary in this
fever-stricken area was G. Monson.
The Swedish Holiness Union has developed a large medical work (eg Shongwa
— eastern Transvaal); has a printing press in Durban which prints a monthly
Zulu paper, 'Ubaca' ('The Torch') as well as hymn books and Sunday School
material in Zulu; runs the Union Bible Institute at Sweetwaters in conjunction
with the Swedish Alliance Mission, Free Baptists and two other evangelical
groups (TEAM, South African General Mission) which although they have
Scandinavian personnel are not uniquely Scandinavian; and also runs with these
groups the Evangelical Teacher Training College near Vryheid, Natal. The
headquarters of the Swedish Holiness Union is in Kumla, Sweden, and its con
gregations are located chiefly in Smaland. At present, the South African work
consists of nearly 7,000 members with 29 African pastors and evangelists and
34 Swedish missionaries.123
The Swedish Alliance Mission has roots in Sweden with the Jonkoping Tract
Society (founded 1853) and the Jonkoping Missionsforening (Mission Society
founded 1861). In 1901, K. A. Hjelm landed at Durban, thus beginning the first
overseas work of this group. Other fields were shortly thereafter opened in
China and India. Hjelm proceeded to Piet Retief in the lowveld of the Transvaal
where he established the Ekukanyeni ('in the light') mission station. Other
work was subsequently opened in the eastern Transvaal (eg Barberton, Witrivier or White River, Bethal, Cana) as well as on the Rand in and around
Johannesburg, and Pretoria. It has also extended its work into Swaziland.
Presently the Swedish Alliance Mission has about 15,000 members and runs a
hospital in White River.124
The Free Baptist Union (Scandinavian Independent Baptist Union) began
work in 1892 when two women, Matilda Gustafson and Emma Bull, came to
stay with Elias Hagemann (see p 109) at his farm near Stanger. The barn was
converted into a Church. The work gradually spread to certain areas of Natal
such as Stanger and Vryheid, and the Johannesburg area. It presently has
about 30 missionaries with 2,200 members.125
The Swedish Free Mission is a Pentecostal group beginning in South Africa
in 1922. Its South African work is small, concentrating more in Rhodesia. The
Swedish Methodists have some work in Johannesburg. The Scandinavian Alliance
Mission (today called The Evangelical Alliance Mission, TEAM), founded by
Fredrick Franson, has its headquarters in Chicago and thus is not considered
a strictly Scandinavian mission, though it has a number of Scandinavian
personnel. It has work in Natal, Zululand, the Rand, and the Piet Retief area in
the eastern Transvaal.
There are also two free Norwegian groups working in South Africa. The Nor
way Free Evangelical Mission is a Pentecostal movement which was formed in
the first decade of the twentieth century. Its first missionary was Miss Julie
Hogebol, and the work centres in and around Swaziland. The Norwegian Mis147

sion Union was founded in 1884, is associated with the revival meetings of F.
Franson, and has a work in Natal and Swaziland. It is associated with the
Evangelical Alliance Mission (TEAM). The membership of these groups
numbers no more than a couple of thousand.126
MISSIONARY SONS AND DAUGHTERS
The Samuelsons
One of the most influential missionary families was the Samuelsons. Siver
Marthin Samuelsen (he changed the spelling to Samuelson when he arrived in
South Africa) was born in 1828 in Mandal, Norway, educated in Christiania in
carpentry and building, and was sent as a missionary assistant in 1850 under
Bishop Schreuder to Entumeni (while in Christiania, he 'was captivated' by the
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idea of taking the Gospel to the Zulus). In 1854, after the arrival of their
first child, Samuel Olaf, the Samuelsons joined the Oftebros to found the Empangeni mission station. Samuelson and Cetshwayo apparently made acquain
tance with each other. During the Zulu civil war in 1856 between Cetshwayo
and his brother Mbuyaze, upon the completion of the battle, the former led his
victorious army and thousands of cattle past the Empangeni station.
But, on hearing that Mrs Samuelson was laid ill, Cetywayo ordered the
army and cattle to take another route so as to avoid disturbing the patient.
Mr Samuelson went out to see Cetywayo and to congratulate him on the vic
tory, and when he did so, Cetywayo took him by the hand and shook it in
acknowledgement of the congratulation. Mr Samuelson, when describing
what he saw on that occasion, years later, said it made him shudder to see
many of the wounded who were following the cattle, with gaping wounds,
groaning as they went along128
In 1857, Samuelson decided that working for the NMS was too constraining and
'not sufficient scope for his energies', and thus decided to join Bishop Colenso
and the Anglicans.129 At least two other NMS missionaries — Arnt Tonnes en
and Georg Fredrik Carlsen — also joined the Anglicans.130 Samuelson went to
the Mlazi Mission Station in Natal which was being managed by the Reverend
Robertson. Here the Norwegian did some carpentry and construction work.
The Anglicans also paid more. Samuelson helped to found the Anglicans' first
mission station in Zululand (1859), named Kwa Magwaza, and later founded a
second, St Paul's. His son, Robert Charles Samuelson, in 'Long, Long Ago',
noted that St Paul's was the place 'where most of the thrilling incidents per
taining to missionary work, to human life, and animal life, in so far as I am
personally concerned, took place131
During those years, Siver Marthin Samuelson continued to have close
relations with many of the NMS missionaries, Oftebro in particular. His child
ren occasionally stayed with Oftebro in Eshowe and when Mrs Robertson, wife
of the Anglican missionary, was killed by a millstone, Oftebro made a coffin
for her and buried her in the Norwegian cemetery in Eshowe.132
Siver Samuelson died in 1916 in his eighty-eighth year in Eshowe and is
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buried in the Norwegian Cemetery. His children became important figures in
native affairs in the last two decades of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. A daughter, Miss Levine Henrietta Samuelson, was an authority on
the Zulu language, its history, and folklore. Born in 1856, she was a teacher
in the Zulu schools for over forty years. She was the author of 'Some Zulu
Customs and Folklore', and translated a number of books into Zulu. In 1924,
she went to Norway to visit her father's home, and while in Oslo had a private
interview with the Norwegian king who took a great interest in her written
work. She spoke Norwegian.133
A son, Samuel Olaf Samuelson, was born in 1854 and educated at Rondebosch
Diocesan College.134 He joined the Natal Civil Service, entering the Native
Affairs Department as translator and Zulu interpreter. He became Acting
Registrar of the Native High Court in 1881, and from there went to the Supreme
Court as interpreter. In 1888, Samuelson acted as interpreter to the Special
Judicial Commission for the trial of the Zulu chiefs including Dinuzulu. In
1893, he was appointed Permanent Under-Secretary for Native Affairs in Natal
and held that position until 1909. From 1903 to 1905, he represented Natal on
the South African Native Affairs Commission. He was also the author of the
book 'Brief Outline of Native Social, Political Life'.
Samuelson played an important role in the relations between the Natal and
South African governments, and the Zulus.
Did a native chief come to Maritzburg to interview or pay his respects to
the Government, it was Mr Samuelson who, in the native phraseology,
proved to be the 'eye, mouth, and ears' of the Great Ones, for he not only
spoke Zulu like an actual native and understood its picturesque metaphors
as well as the chiefs themselves, but he had a capacity for seeing into the
reasoning processes of the native mind such as is given to few Europeans^35
During these years, nearly every point of Zulu administration passed through
his hands or was submitted for his endorsement.
However, the Zulu referred to him as 'Mr Facing Two Ways'.
Had he been a man of forceful character or intellect, he would have been
able to influence his changing political masters. Samuelson, however ...
saw his own function as solely to carry out the policies of the political head
of the department. As a result he was known to many Africans as Vumazonke
— one who agrees to all — and Ndambili — Mr Facing-both-ways. Although
he had an excellent knowledge of the Zulu language and a certain understand
ing of African customary law, he seldom expressed an original thought on
138
the problem of African administration.
With respect to the influence of missionaries on the indigenous people, Samuel
son noted at the end of 1902 that
Too much of our Native Education is in the hands of foreigners and the sub
jects of other nations, who are loyal to their traditions and proud of their
history and antecedents, and who cannot but exercise a seditious influence
on the loyalty and affection of our natives.
Missionaries, mission agents and teachers are ever increasing in our
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midst and throughout South Africa. I do not think that it is their sole aim to
hold up the prestige and interests of the British people and government
among our natives. They may be passively, but not actively loyal.
Samuelson was also fearful that perhaps in the not too distant future the Africans
might form a community of interest and action, thereby becoming a threat to the
whites.138 During the earlier part of the nineteenth century, when tribal loyalties
were strong, Europeans were hostile to it; when it was disintegrating, they
became its devotees. To S. O. Samuelson, there would be inevitable conflict
between whites and blacks if tribal loyalties declined. For him
The really prudent and foreseeing policy was to preserve, whenever it
could be done, the nationalities and characteristics of our natives. It was
... a much safer and wiser course. Denationalisation was impolitic,
suicidal and destructive ... National and tribal disintegration would quickly
be followed by racial amalgamation ... There was evidence of this process
and this result in the towns. Let us stem back and keep off the process of
disintegration, both in ours as well as the interests of the natives them,
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selves.
In many ways, S. O. Samuelson represented the opposite views toward race
relations than his brother, R. C. A. Samuelson. S. O. Samuelson emphasized
the 'traditionalism' of tribal loyalty as a method to preserve the supremacy of
the white position in South Africa. More liberally-minded people such as Bishop
Colenso and R. C. A. Samuelson saw 'traditionalism' as getting in the way of
the African which he must discard if he wished to adapt to modern conditions.
R. C. A. Samuelson denounced Natal's policies toward the Africans as, for
example, with the following statement:
Fellow-Colonists, you cannot permanently repress the native or any other
of the King's subjects, you might as well try to stop the sun shining or the
sea flowing. The natives have left their old state, and do what you like you
cannot replace them in it.14D
Robert Charles Agariah Samuelson (named after Rev Robert Robertson and
Archdeacon Charles McKenzie of the Church of England Mission) was born in
1858 and was destined to play an important role in the lives of several prom
inent Zulus including Cetshwayo (he was the king's interpreter while the latter
was imprisoned in Cape Town after his capture in 1879 — they grew to like each
other) and Dinuzulu (the Norwegian-South African was part of the defence team
at his trial in Grey Town in 1908-1909). Samuelson was Undersecretary for
Native Affairs, and the author of 'Long, Long Ago', a book of Zululand recol
lections of his youth as well as accounts of Cetshwayo, Dinuzulu, and many
early Scandinavian and English missionaries and settlers. He was also in the
British army.
Unlike his brother, R. C. A. Samuelson was well-liked by the Zulus, and his
ideas were shared by men such as Bishop Colenso. In his booklet 'Native
Question, Rules of Policy, Past Short-Comings, The White Man's Burden'
written in 1906, Samuelson developed a stinging criticism of the European
policies toward the indigenous people. The author noted that the purpose for
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writing this criticism against government policy
. . . is to defend the native, who is virtually muzzled while all kinds of untrue
and unfair statements are made about him. All who know the native at all
know that his inborn quality is openness, bravery and loyalty.141
In that same work, Samuelson bluntly stated that
Our [ English] laws and their administration, our civilisation and satellites
have worked havoc among the natives ...
Civilisation has operated, and is operating on the natives as fire does on
metal. It has brought them into a state of flux which is subject to all kinds
of influences, at present mostly to our disadvantage, and which will be
absolutely disastrous to our welfare if we are as stupid as the ostrich which
thinks it is secure from danger by placing its head in the sand; and if we
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allow our legislators to play hide and seek with the native question.
He accused government officials including his brother of engaging in policies
which had the effect of 'pin-pricks' on the indigenous people, and resulting in
feelings of contempt and extreme suspicion.143 Samuelson considered it a great
mistake for the government to think it was fully acquainted with the "'disposition
of the natives'. It was his contention that no one would share his or her true
feelings with a government official who espoused short-sighted policies.
Samuelson was in favour of granting political rights to the indigenous people.
He advocated their enfranchisement. He also espoused equality of opportunity
and quoted from Theodore Roosevelt on this point. The author noted they must
be treated as 'simple and ordinary people' and
. . . if we help to enlighten him, improve him, and give him the pride of
knowing that there is a noble and desirable goal open for him, he will look
upward and onward, and his mind, body, and soul will be uplifted to our
benefit. If, on the contrary, we so act as to make him see that there is no
avenue open for him for improvement, promotion, and again, we bend his
mind, his heart, his body and soul into the lower reaches of life, which will
of a certainty drive all loyalty, love, confidence, honesty, and uprightness
out of him, and in their place bring disloyalty and a continued planning how
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to upset us ...
In 'Long, Long Ago', Samuelson recalled fondly the days of his youth in Zululand, noting that the Zulus were better off then than in the early twentieth cen
tury. In referring to the early 1860's, the author observed that Zululand
. . . had in those days, its natural and romantic beauty, which has been
since destroyed by what is termed as 'Civilisation'. The human inhabitants
of the land ... were the kindly, cheerful, hospitable and friendly Zulus
before they were contaminated, and their self-respect and pride destroyed
by the seamy side of European and Asiatic civilisation, and before these had
taught them selfishness. They were, indeed, more contented and happier
than they are now ... Nowadays all that matters are sugar cane, cotton
fields, the Almighty Dollar, commercial wrangling and strikes,^11 satur
ated with unlimited selfishness and non-consideration of others.
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Samuelson reminisced, perhaps too romantically, that one could hear people
singing everywhere, and the country was filled with wildlife and vegetation of
all description. The Zulus had fine traits such as kindness, hospitality, faith
fulness, gratefulness, reliability, loyalty, and bravery.146 How different this
view was from those expressed by other Scandinavian observersl Samuelson
repeated his contention that when civilization overwhelmed the Zulus, these
fine qualities were altered and 'turned a noble people into a people bereft of all
pride'.147
Also quite different from other Scandinavians was his favourable impression
of Cetshwayo.
Cetywayo was virtually perfect in physical build, and had a wonderfully
clever and retentive brain ... He was brave in fighting ... He was very
majestic and dignified, and knew his position as king ...
He was a master of the Zulu language, and would sometimes check the
mistakes of his attendants. He was the Chief Depository of the Zulu laws,
customs, history, and Zulu lore.
But with all these qualities he had several weaknesses, like most human
beings: One I noticed most was his autocratic disposition148
From opportunities I had when I was with him in the Cape, and from
knowledge of him I gained from my father and Rev Robertson, I can say that
he was a great friend of all white people, except the Boers, who were always
filibustering in Zululand. He was kind and liberal to a degree .. ,148
In fact, Samuelson said it was not Cetshwayo but other Zulu leaders who ser
iously opposed Christianity150
The Norwegian-South African bitterly complained of the injustice of Cetshwayo's incarceration at the Castle in Cape Town. He described the chief warder
as a 'cynical Irishman, with an impudent and quarrelsome character' and the
other guards hardly being much better.151 He noted that frequently he and Cetsh
wayo were ignored by the guatds. Within six months, Samuelson was fed up and
threatened to resign from his position of interpreter and confidant of the Zulu
king.
On Cetywayo hearing of my intention, he looked very distressed, his eyes
filling with tears, and he appealed to me to change my mind and stay with
him till he should get released, reminding me of his and my father's great
friendliness while he was Prince and King in Zululand. The appeal had the
desired effect and I stayed on till I felt certain that Cetywayo had won the
noble heart of England and was likely to be returned to Zululand.152
Samuelson was directly involved with many events of the Bambatha rebellion
of 1906 and its aftermath. Following the Second Anglo-Boer of 1899-1902, the
British government encouraged European settlers to move into Zululand. It
imposed rents and taxes on the indigenous people in order to encourage them
to seek employment on white-owned farms and industries. In response to a
poll-tax, a rebellion broke out and the British authorities, overreacting,
imposed martial law and carried out executions on the instigators. This
merely provoked a more widespread uprising in 1906 led by a minor chief,
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Bambata (or Bambatha). Dinuzulu was suspected of being involved in the
rebellion, and was subsequently arrested, accused of high treason, tried, and
found guilty by a special court. The proceedings and judgment against Dinuzulu
evoked considerable criticism (see below), and many questioned whether
Dinuzulu was really ever involved in the uprising. He was imprisoned until
1910 when General Louis Botha had him released and settled on a farm in the
Transvaal.
In 1906, in response to the Bambatha rebellion, R. C. A. Samuelson was
partly responsible for raising a mounted corps of indigenous men named the
'Natal Native Horse'. Samuelson recounted some of the opposition particularly
from a fellow Norwegian, Commandant Bru-de-Wold (pp 101,179) over the
question of arming the men. Samuelson's response was
If that is so, and you are once more dishonouring the word of the white race,
myself and the Government, and endangering the lives of these men and our
men for whom they will scout. I -tell you I refuse to be a party to this, and
I will not go to the front. Can't you see what harm it will do to the prestige
of the white man's Government, and cannot you see that you will be respon
sible for the murder of these men, who are going out to fight against their
own kith and kin, and who will be surrounded and slaughtered to a man with
out being able to defend themselves, and who, when killed, will enable the
enemy to fall upon our men without warning and murder them also.153
Eventually Samuelson had his way, but the antagonism between the two Nor
wegians remained. Bru-de-Wold was of higher rank, and blocked Samuelson's
promotion; another Norwegian named Major Moe became the commanding
officer.154 Samuelson was disappointed that the indigenous soldiers never
received a fitting monument for their efforts such as their participation in the
1899-1902 Anglo-Boer War.
. . . nothing was done to show our gratitude to them or keep in memory those
who made the supreme sacrifice, beyond placing the figure of a naked
Native holding an assegai in a most abject and crouching attitude on the Boer
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War memorial in Maritzburg.
In 1908, W. P. Schreiner, a former Premier of the Cape Colony, along with
E. Renaud and Samuelson were selected for the defense in Dinuzulu's trial.
Samuelson, who was assistant counsel, was convinced of Dinuzulu's innocence.
In order to emphasize this viewpoint, Samuelson had written 'The Native Ques
tion ... The White Man's Burden'.
Dinuzulu's case was extremely controversial, bringing protects from num
erous liberal and radical groups. Harriette and Agnes Colenso (daughters of
Bishop Colenso), for example, bombarded the Colonial Office with petitions
and letters of protest. Harriette Colenso kept a watchful eye on the proceed
ings and expressed doubts how the case was managed. E. G. Jellicoe, a barris
ter who was initially on the defence team but who quit because of what he
considered to be illegalities in the proceedings, made several startling
allegations:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

That evidence in Dinuzulu's favour had been suppressed.
That witnesses in Dinuzulu's favour had been imprisoned.
That the trial was a 'judicial outrage'.
That witnesses signed statements supposed to have been made by them,
beginning with the words: 'It is true, according to the authorities ...'
5. That Dinuzulu was deprived of any opportunity of obtaining evidence in
his favour.156

Samuelson supported Jellicoe's charges.
The manner in which the preliminary proceedings were conducted and the
preliminary examination carried out, was anything but what appealed to a
sense of justice or decency. To begin with, the defence was not allowed to
enter Zululand to collect evidence until the prosecution had had the full run
of the country ... Among many questionable things that were done, and
which made my blood boil, was that the witnesses were ordered to sit with
their backs to Dinuzulu, while they were being examined; and when Mr Jellicoe ... objected to this procedure, he was told by the presiding officer
that if he did 'not shut up he would be bundled out with all his papers'. One's
feelings and sense of justice could not help being outraged, and I will never
forget those proceedings.157
Samuelson worked very hard on the case and nearly collapsed from complete
exhaustion. He complained that his participation on the defence team com
pletely ruined his law practice, and he was ostracized socially and profession
ally.158 Much to Samuelson's disappointment, Dinuzulu was found guilty though
he was charged on lesser counts than treason.
Samuelson sounded a note of warning for the future.
From my long and intimate acquaintances with the Natives, from the highest
to the lowest, I say without hesitation, that the gap between the whites and
the blacks has been widening year by year, through the attitude of the
Government and the whites towards the Natives; and I say that if our policy
of selfishness and hypocrisy is continued much longer, the gap will be
unbridgeable ... This policy, of course, is bound to break down, sooner
than later, with disastrous consequences.159
Samuelson was convinced that unless policies were changed and the Government
awoke to its responsibilities with respect to the indigenous people, 'generations
to come will have cause to curse us'160
It is noted that a number of Scandinavians, including Bru-de-Wold, partic
ipated in the suppression of the Bambatha rebellion.161 This Norwegian had
begun his military career with the Alexandra Mounted Rifles (he had joined its
ranks when it was first raised in 1865), a volunteer corps in Natal. In order
to better protect the settlers In the Marburg area (see Chapter IV) after 1882,
the Norwegian was ordered by the Natal government to organize the Umzinkulu
Mounted Rifles. Twenty-eight young Norwegians of the Marburg area joined,
and the ranks were further augmented by the transfer from the Alexandra
Mounted Rifles of a considerable number. The new corps eventually totalled
one hundred men.162 In 1888, this corps was absorbed into the Natal Mounted
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Rifles, and Bru-de-Wold was appointed second-in-command with the rank of
major. In 1894, he became the first commanding officer of the Border Mounted
Rifles. Eight years later, he was promoted Commandant of Natal Volunteers,
and he was in command of many of the operations against the Zulus in the 1906
Bambatha rebellion. Many Norwegians served with Bru-de-Wold including
Elias Titlestad (farmer, storekeeper), son of missionary Karl Larsen Titlestad.163
Bru-de-Wold was described in the following way by Brigadier G. T. Hurst.
. . . He was a man who inspired the love and respect of all who ever had the
privilege of knowing him. A fine disciplinarian he was entirely void of
harshness withal, and apparently attained these qualities without effort.
'Old Brudy', as he was affectionately known, was a real character: short of
stature, wiry of build, wore a first cross between an Imperial and a billygoat beard, energetic in movement ... spoke with a Norse accent, incor
rigibly quaint in his choice of words and expressions, and unconsciously
humorous even when serious. He could swear with a rare and varied choice
of cuss-words and was a confirmed believer in that 'virtue' as a safetyvalve for keeping cool, except, as he was wont to remark with a twinkle in
his eyes, 'on Sondays' ... He was a fiery fighter and as tenacious as a
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terrier ... Quite fearless he was ...
The Braatvedts
Nils Thorbjorn Braatvedt (1847-1943), from Suldal, Norway, attended a teacher
training school before he went to the NMS Mission School in Stavanger. He
arrived in South Africa in 1880 where he first worked in Umpumulo as a teacher
to the NMS missionary children. He was at Mahlabatini station when fighting
broke out in 1888, and he and his family temporarily had to flee the area. After
twenty-one years as a missionary to the Zulus, Braatvedt retired to Durban
where he served the Norwegian community in the church as well as worked with
Zulu prisoners in the city jail.165
Braatvedt's three sons, all fluent in Zulu, worked for the government in
'native' affairs. John Braatvedt worked in the justice department and became a
senior magistrate in Zululand; Eilert Braatvedt was president of the Native
Appeal Court; and Hjalmar P. Braatvedt became Native Commissioner in Zululand.166 The latter wrote a book entitled 'Roaming Zululand With a Native Com
missioner' (published 1949), an autobiography of his life as well as reflections
on the Zulus.
In the introduction to Braatvedt's book, Piet van der Byl, former Minister
for Native Affairs and friend of the author, noted that many officials in the
Department of Native Affairs were children or close associates of early mis
sionaries.
They have, therefore, grown up in an atmosphere that was later to be the
background of their careers. In childhood they had learned to know the
Native: his habits and outlook; and to appreciate the strengths and weaknesses
of his character. They not only spoke his language, but thought in it: Thus
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were they easily approachable and friendly to the people in their charge; yet
preserving an aloofness essential to the maintenance of their prestige as
fearless and, if necessary, strict rulers. In short, the relationship of a
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father to his children.
Braatvedt discussed the various duties of a Native Commissioner.
He has to uphold and administer the law, and to be father, counsellor and
guide of the thousands entrusted to his care, who look to him as the repres
entative of the Government, and to whom they bring their problems for
solution — much of my daily time was occupied in this manner.
It might be a chief and his elders who had come to discuss a matter of
importance; or a mother or wife asking for assistance in tracing a son or
husband; or a garden dispute necessitating a long and tiring walk on foot in
some inaccessible part of the district; and so on.168
Braatvedt noted that it was essential for the indigenous people to be given their
own land, and thus he praised the government for setting aside large tracts.
To describe the motive as part of a plot to segregate the races is to do grave
injustice to the memory of the statesmen of those days. Let the critics try
to visualise what would have been the effect on the Natives, and what the
present-day [late 1940's] conditions probably would be, if such areas had
not been set aside.169
The author admitted that there were laws discriminating against the indigenous
people 'which are not based on justice and equity' and thus should be abolished
'without delay'. These included colour bars in the trades and industries, and
the 'irritating' Pass Laws. He was not an advocate of immediate granting of
full citizenship to everyone. However,
. . . it seems . . . that citizenship must, eventually, be shared by all in
South Africa, irrespective of race or colour ... be a gradual process,
extending over many generations.170
The Norwegian-South African regretted that so few Europeans spoke Zulu and
especially deplorable that many Native Affairs Department officials did not
have a fluent knowledge of one or more African languages. He was convinced
this lack of knowledge was a major contributory factor in misunderstanding
between the races.
Zulu is a beautiful language, with a wide range and flexibility. It is really
astounding how it adapts itself to the white man's civilisation, by the coining
of new words and expressions. Its purity can be judged from the fact that a
child speaks automatically with the same grammatical correctness as a
grey-bearded orator171
Towards the beginning of the book, Braatvedt described rather wistfully his
youth in Zululand and noted his relations with the indigenous people.
We often had to sleep in Native kraals and always met with open hospitality
everywhere. There was no question of payment. How we enjoyed the
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delicious sour milk made in gourds ... when, parched with thirst, we
would call in at a wayside kraal.
Sleeping on the polished floor of a hut, with a fire burning in the centre
fireplace, may sound romantic, but to obtain sleep under such conditions
requires practice. The hut would be filled with smoke, causing our eyes to
smart and water. The trick is to lie flat on the ground, as the smoke is less
dense a few inches off the floor than higher up. Where the kraal could not
give us a separate hut, we have slept in the same hut as the inmates, we on
one side and they on the other. Before going off to sleep, the conversation
would cover a wide field, as we were all fluent Zulu linguists. Thus early
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in life, we obtained a deep insight into the everyday life of the people.

THE MISSIONARY LEGACY
Basically all missionary groups in South Africa follow one of two patterns in
their relation with the indigenous population. The first policy was one of inte
gration with white settlers and African mixing, thus creating a single church
governmental structure. This was the case with the Anglicans and Methodists.
The other policy was one of parallel development — two separate churches —
advocated by the Dutch Reformed Church. Since relatively few Scandinavian
settlers were living in the area of the mission stations, the Swedish and Nor
wegian groups elected to follow the latter policy. But at the same time, after
a slow start, the Scandinavian Lutheran missions decided to encourage the
indigenous people to take over their own churches so that today the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in Southern Africa — Southeastern Region — is in black hands.
All the Scandinavian missions gave prominence to educational work. They
helped to reduce the Zulu language to writing, and taught the people to read
and write. They brought improved medical facilities, spread Christian values,
and taught the dignity of work, condemning idleness as being bad and even
sinful. The Scandinavian missionaries were generally dedicated and sincere,
and'on the whole, a very good lot'.
The missionaries played an important part in opening Zululand for explor
ation and colonization. They informed the outside world of what was happening
in Zululand. Much of the information historians know of the internal situation
among the Zulus between 1850 and 1911 were from accounts written by Nor
wegian and Swedish missionaries and their sons and daughters. Names such as
Schreuder, Oftebro, Samuelson, Titlestad, Leisegang, Stavem, Eriksen,
Braatvedt, Witt, Flygare, Ljungqvist, and Norenius are some of the Scandin
avian families who played an important role not only in making but also in
recording nineteenth century Zululand history. They were significant in
influencing public opinion especially in Scandinavia not only toward the Zulus
but also the Britons and Boers (see Chapter VI).
The lives of Samuel and Robert Samuelson clearly illustrate the split among
Scandinavian-South Africans with respect to race relations. It is apparent these
people, like other Europeans, are divided on the role of the black in the future
of South Africa. Indeed the Scandinavians are also part of this continuing South
African agony.
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Chapter VI
SCANDINAVIANS AND THE SECOND ANGLO-BOER WAR
( 1899-1902)

Prior to the twentieth century, the Second Anglo-Boer War was 'the most im
portant event in the history of the British Empire since the American Revol
ution'.1 The hostility between the two European groups can be traced back to
events of the earlier part of the nineteenth century. The abolition of slavery by
the British Parliament in 1833 resulted in the Great Trek of 1834-1840 (see
Chapter II). By the Sand River Convention of 1852, the independence of the
two Boer republics, the Transvaal and Orange Free State, was recognized by
England. In 1877, however, using alleged cruel treatment of the 'natives' by
the Boers as a justification, Great Britain announced the annexation of the
Transvaal. This precipitated the First Anglo-Boer War of 1880-1881 culmin
ating in the February 1881 battle of Majuba Hill (located near the TransvaalNatal border) in which a detachment of British troops was defeated by a Boer
commando unit. The British sued for peace and by the subsequent Pretoria
Convention (1881), an independent Transvaal was proclaimed and called the
South African Republic (SAR). The English prime minister, William Ewart
Gladstone, as well as the newly elected SAR President, Stephanus Paul Kruger,
desired peace. The two leaders met in London in February 1884. Out of these
discussions emerged the London Convention by which Britain agreed to surren
der her veto power over the Volksraad (the Transvaal legislature) and to
allow the SAR to make treaties with the Orange Free State and tribal groups to
the north, though some vague foreign affairs restrictions were imposed on the
Boer Republic. Full civil rights including the privilege to reside and trade
anywhere in the Republic were granted to all whites, while a compulsory pass
system was put into effect for the Africans.
In 1871, the world's richest diamond mine was discovered in Kimberley
just inside the BritiBh-controlled Cape Colony and close to the Orange Free
State border. In 1886, the world's most extensive gold deposits were uncovered
on the Witwatersrand (meaning 'ridge of the white water') in the Transvaal
from which emerged the city of Johannesburg.2 Almost immediately the flood
gates opened to thousands of fortune seekers and job hunters. Within a few
months of the announcement of the important discovery, companies were organ
ized, paying high dividends to their investors. Gradually as mining became
more complex, the small companies were forced to disband or join larger ones,
the most outstanding being Cecil Rhodes' Consolidated Goldfields which domin
ated the mining scene in the early 1890's.
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By 1895, a majority of the white population of the Transvaal were 'uitlanders'
(foreigners), the overwhelming part being British subjects from Natal, the
Cape and British Isles as well as some from Australia and Canada. The
remainder came from the United States and various European countries includ
ing Scandinavia. This large foreign population posed a threat to Kruger's SAR.
Prior to the Rand gold discovery there were no rigorous tests to determine
SAR citizenship. However, after 1886 a series of obstacles were placed in the
way to limit the franchise and full participation in the government. Kruger
regarded the foreigners as merely transients who would leave when economic
opportunities began to diminish. Increasing emphasis was placed on 'Het Volk'
— the Boer people — and their uniqueness as a nation.
The 'uitlanders' who were paying the majority of the taxes began to protest
these restrictions. They complained that English was discouraged in schools,
that corruption was rampant in the granting of trade concessions, and that
there were excessively high customs duties and rail rates.3 At the same time,
Cecil Rhodes, prime minister of the Cape Colony who had become immensely
wealthy from his interests in diamonds and gold mines, dreamed of eventual
British annexation of the Boer Republics and the supremacy of Britain from
the Cape to Cairo. Other English leaders such as Sir Henry Loch, the Cape's
High Commissioner, also shared Rhodes' dream. Rhodes organized the
National Union in Johannesburg in 1892 for the ostensible purpose of campaign
ing for 'uitlander' equality. The next step was to encourage a rebellion among
these people. It was proposed to stimulate such a movement by amassing a
military force along the border under the command of Rhodes' own physician,
Dr Leander Starr Jameson. The 'uitlanders' were not yet prepared for open
rebeHion. Nevertheless, on 31 December 1895, Jameson's force of five hund
red men marched across the Transvaal border. They were intercepted by a
Boer force under General Piet Cronje and in the battle that followed, fiftyeight Jameson raiders were killed or wounded and the rest surrendered. They
were taken to Johannesburg and tried, most of them escaping with heavy fines.
A few were sentenced to death but these were commuted to prison terms and a
fine. Kruger shrewdly turned the responsibility for punishment over to the
British.
The Jameson Raid inflamed the already growing tension between Briton and
Boer. The Afrikaners, including the more separatist-minded Orange Free
Staters, rallied behind Kruger, and vowed that there would be no concessions
to the 'uitlanders'. Kaiser Wilhelm II's congratulatory telegram to Kruger on
the outcome of the raid did nothing to improve the already less-than-satisfactory Anglo-German relations. Rhodes naturally was dragged into the Jameson
Raid fiasco and was forced to resign the prime ministership. A couple of years
later, Sir Alfred Milner became the governor and high commissioner of
British South Africa. He was a personal friend of Joseph Chamberlain, the
colonial secretary, and both men shared an expansionistic and aggressive
attitude toward the SAR. Milner was convinced that conflict was inevitable
especially after his meeting with Kruger at Bloemfontein, Orange Free State,
in the middle of 1899. Milner demanded that British subjects in the Transvaal
be granted the vote after five years' residence; Kruger insisted on seven. The
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latter wished to annex Swaziland as a step toward acquiring access to an Indian
Ocean port, a move which drew British opposition. But the main problem was
British insistence that she had a claim of 'suzerainty' over the Transvaal based
on the earlier agreement at Pretoria and the Convention of London. Kruger
refused to concede this point and demanded that British troops be withdrawn
from her borders. England ignored this and by 11 October 1899, a state of war
existed between herself and the Boer areas of the South Africa Republic and
the Orange Free State.
The Second Anglo-Boer War (also known as the South African War or Second
War of Independence by the Afrikaners) dragged on for nearly three years
involving the two Boer states with a total white population of about 300,000
against the entire British Empire. During the conflict, the Boers put into the
field approximately 73,000 Transvaal and Orange Free State burghers, 13,000
sympathizers from British South Africa, and over 2,000 foreign volunteers
(see p 162). On the British side were nearly 450,000 troops drawn mainly
from the British Isles, South Africa, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand.4
Although the Boers (or republicans) were outnumbered, they had several
advantages. They knew the terrain and area thoroughly; their Mauser rifles
were superior to the British Lee-Enfield weapons; they were hardy outdoorsmen
accustomed to hard work and long hours in the saddle; and they had short supply
lines, mobile forces and, being generally self-reliant, could do with less in the
way of supplies.5 They relied on the Netherlands South Africa Railway work
shops and a dynamite factory for small-arms ammunition and shells. Although
it has been noted that they were not the crack shots that their fathers had been
at Majuba Hill, nevertheless they were still very effective. The Boers, how
ever, had some disadvantages. They were landlocked, and when the railway
to Lourencyo Marques was severed, it became extremely difficult to obtain new
guns and other military equipment. Although they enjoyed the sympathy of
people throughout Europe and the United States, no foreign power officially
sent aid. Their mounted infantry, grouped in loosely-organized district com
mandos and generally led by elected officers, lacked military training and dis
cipline. Men came and went as opportunity dictated. Their early military
leaders such as P. J. Joubert and P. A. Cronje were old, cautious and conser
vative, and unwilling to capitalize on certain opportunities and advantages.
The Britons, too, in the early period of the conflict lacked strong military
leaders. They had few supporters in the world, for most countries were
eagerly trying to 'clip the wings' of the British Empire. The English had long
supply lines, and a major problem was how to transport thousands of men
from overseas. At the beginning, they were unprepared and utilized the wrong
strategy, depending on frontal attacks calculated to penetrate the republican
lines. The Boers knew the terrain and remained an invisible enemy by blending
into the countryside; not surprisingly, the British suffered heavy losses. But
Britain had the numbers on her side and almost limitless sources of material
from abroad. The British army was the most highly trained professional force
of the day; its field artillery and cavalry were the finest in the world.
The Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902 can be divided into four phases.6 The
first stage
October 1899 — was the Boer offensive. The republicans held
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the initiative and it was their strategy to destroy the British forces in Natal
and the northern Cape Colony before reinforcements could arrive from over
seas. On the Natal front, the first battle was fought on 20 October at Talana,
near Dundee; the Afrikaners lost this action. But the next day, they were vic
torious at Elandslaagte, north of Ladysmith. The British were also defeated
at Rietfontein, Modderspruit, and Nicholson's Nek, thus leading up to the siege
of Ladysmith. British garrisons on the western front at Mafeking and Kimberley were besieged, and the Boers settled down to wait for expected attacks
from relieving forces from the south. The Boers also occupied towns along
the border of the Northern Cape including Colesberg, Aliwal North, and
Burgersdorp.
The British began their offensive in the second phase of the war. In Natal,
General Sir Redvers Buller attempted to raise the siege of Ladysmith but was
defeated in the battle of Colenso (15 December 1899) by General Louis Botha.
Buller was again defeated in the bloody battle of Spion-kop (or Spioen Kop —
24 January 1900), and was forced to abandon attempts to relieve Ladysmith
when his men were defeated a third time at Vaalkrantz (7 February 1900). On
the western front, General Lord Methuen attempted to reach Kimberley. In the
beginning he was successful, driving the Boers back from Belmont (22 Novem
ber 1899), Graspan (25 November), and Modder River (28 November). But
the Boers took up new positions at Magersfontein and on 11 December the
British suffered a severe defeat by Cronje's forces. Their advance on Kim
berley was temporarily halted. In the northern districts of the Cape Colony,
the British failed on 10 December to drive the Boer commandos from Stormberg. Thus the British suffered three serious defeats — Colenso, Magersfon
tein, Stormberg — during the week of 10-16 December 1899, which was
described as the 'Black Week'.
The third phase of the war witnessed the second British offensive. In
January 1900, Field Marshal Lord Frederick Roberts (he relieved Buller)
and General Lord Horatio Kitchener ( chief of staff) arrived in South Africa.
Roberts aimed at the relief of Kimberley by defeating the republicans who were
in his path, and then move on to Bloemfontein. His strategy succeeded. On 15
February 1900, his cavalry under General John French penetrated Boer lines
around Kimberley, thus raising the siege. Cronje then gave up his position at
Magersfontein and attempted to retreat eastwards with ox-wagons along the
Modder River. French's cavalry cut off his retreat near Paardeberg and the
Boers were completely surrounded. General C. R. de Wet tried to relieve him
but without success. On 27 February, Cronje surrendered with 4,000 men. Two
weeks later, Roberts entered Bloemfontein. After a rest, the British forces
moved northward, crossed the Vaal River on 28 May, and three days later
entered Johannesburg. On 5 June, Pretoria was captured without a shot being
fired. Meanwhile in Natal, Buller's forces took Ladysmith the same time as
Cronje surrendered at Paardeberg. The British then drove Kruger into Eur
opean exile and gained control of the entire railway network including the track
to Delagoa Bay, thus severing the Republics' last link with the outside world.
The final phase of the conflict — guerilla warfare — began September 1900 and
continued until 31 May 1902, when the Treaty of Vereeniging was signed. Boer
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leaders such as de Wet, Botha, and J. H. de la Rey were very successful with
small mobile units tying down large numbers of British troops, generally
inflicting more casualties than they suffered, and cutting railway lines. The
British under Kitchener responded with a scorched-earth policy and concen
tration camps. Over 125,000 civilians were herded into these areas and due to
a lack of proper sanitation, food and medicine, over 20,000 women and children
perished. The agony continued until the Treaty of Vereeniging finally ended the
war.
SCANDINAVIAN PARTICIPATION:
PRO-BOER INVOLVEMENT
Even before the war broke out, some of the non-British 'uitlanders' offered
their services to the SAR. 'Their motives were various: love of fighting, hatred
of the British, the hope of future reward, or, as in the case of the Hollanders,
desire to preserve a state of affairs in which they flourished.'7 There were
eight foreign corps — Irish, Hollander, German, French, Scandinavian, Italian,
American and Russian — organized to fight on the Boer side, together totalling
between 1300 and 1600 men.8 It should also be noted that there were between
800 and 900 foreigners, including Scandinavians, who served as individuals in
various Boer commando units (see pp 174-177). Thus there were probably
between 2100 and 2500 foreigners serving with the Boers, the Scandinavians
numbering about ten per cent of the total.
The foreigners received no pay though they probably expected rewards if
the Boer proved victorious. They expected to be overwhelmed with gratitude
and were upset when this frequently was not forthcoming. They complained
that the Boers were always eager to give them the hardest fighting.
Many of the officers had come out with the idea that they would confer
the benefit of their scientific leadership upon these brave, untrained,
peasants [Boers], and incidentally win a name as generals. It was some
what of a shock to these to be told plainly that their advice or leadership
was not wanted, but they were quite welcome to shoulder a rifle and serve
in a commando ... Many who went out to South Africa enthusiastic admirers
of the Boers returned disillusioned .. .9
Before hostilities began in October 1899, the 'uitlanders' had to make a choice
which side they were going to support. In Pretoria, Axel Christer Uggla, a
Swedish engineer and chief for the central works of the Netherlands South Africa
Railway, called meetings for Scandinavians living in the Transvaal. At a
meeting held 23 September at the National Hotel, Pretoria, two different
motions were proposed: according to the first, the Scandinavians expressed
their complete sympathy for the SAR but were to remain neutral should war
break out; the second one not only expressed full sympathy for the SAR but also
would give full support in any conflict. The first proposal was voted down but
the second was accepted with 'loud exclamations of joy' ,10 John Neren (see
pp 182,183), a Swede, noted, however, that not all the Scandinavians were for the
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Boers. A Norwegian engineer identified as Lind (see p 183) is quoted as having
said, 'We have nothing to thank the Boers for'.11
A committee was formed consisting of two Norwegians, two Danes, and two
Swedes to decide how best the Scandinavians could help. It resulted in the
establishment of a volunteer corps and ambulance unit which would render active
service in support of the Boers. On the fourth of October, the Transvaal Scan
dinavian organization officially offered these services to the SAR government
which subsequently accepted. A week later, a number of Scandinavians had
volunteered, and it was suggested that Uggla be given command of the Corps
since he had the greatest share in recruiting and equipping it. But it has been
noted that General Joubert did not wish Uggla to leave his important position
with the railway. Therefore, Johannes Flygare, son of the CSM missionary
Carl Ludvig Flygare, was elected leader and given the rank of field-cornet
(veld-cornet). Second in command was Sergeant Erik St&lberg, formerly of
the Swedish Army. The Corps was issued Mauser rifles, ammunition, 90
horses, three ox-wagons, and a supply of provisions by the Boers. Training
commenced under Stilberg's instruction, many of the men, seamen by back
ground, having had no previous army experience. They were given full citizen
ship in the SAR but no pay.
Before entering active service, a parade was held in Pretoria in honour of
President Kruger. It was held outside his residence, and in his speech to the
Scandinavians, the President said:
I now bid you farewell. I will perhaps not see all of you again, but I can
assure you now that you have already won an honourable place in the history
of our nation. May God be with you.12
It was reported that Kruger was moved to tears as the Scandinavians marched
off to the cheers of many Pretoria residents.13 On 16 October, the Scandinavians
were ordered to join General Cronje at Mafeking.
The Scandinavian Corps and ambulance unit consisted of one hundred thirteen
men and four women. Of the combatants, forty-five were Swedes, twenty-five
Danes, twenty-two Finns (mostly Swedish-Finns), thirteen Norwegians, seven
Germans, three Dutch, one Russian, and one Italian (see appendix J for entire
list).14 Of the Swedes, fifteen came from Gothenburg, three from Stockholm,
and the rest from various areas of Sweden. Seven of the Danes were from
Copenhagen; of the Finns, four each came from Munsala and Nykarleby, two
towns along the Gulf of Bothnia coast and in the Swedish part of Finland. Oslo,
Aalesund, and Drammen were each the home of two men among the Norwegians.
The original officers were mainly Swedish (Flygare — field-cornet; Stalberg
— first lieutenant; Carl David Appelgren — field commissioner; Adolf Claudelin — assistant field commissioner; and Charles O. Johansson — sergeant).
Only the second lieutenant, William Baerentsen, was a non-Swede, coming
from Denmark. After the battle of Magersfontein ( see pp 168ff) which was
disastrous for the Scandinavian Corps — especially for the Swedes as fourteen
were killed, eight wounded and taken prisoner — Danes, Finns, and Norwegians
took the officer positions: the field-cornet to Jens Friis (Danish) and the
sergeants to Norman Randers (Norwegian), Gotthardt Christensen (Danish),
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and Johan Niclas Wiklund (Finnish); only the lieutenant, Baron H. Fagerskiold,
was a Swede.
In the Corps were a number of recent SAR arrivals who were engaged in
gold or diamond mining or railroading. Many had left Scandinavia at an early
age for a life at sea and were lured to South Africa by the gold boom. A number
found it difficult to get steady work and therefore, had been unemployed for a
good part of the time. There was undoubtedly the hope that if the Boers won,
they would reap the benefits of being on the victorious side.15 A number had
fathers who were landowners or merchants and Wilhelm StaSl von Holstein's
father was a baron (two corpsmen, Fagerskiold and Oscar Cederstrom held
baron titles). At the war's conclusion, a majority of the survivors returned to
Scandinavia; at least two — C. O. Johansson and Carl Emanuel Mellquist —
settled permanently in the United States, and the rest remained in South Africa,
though some of these eventually retired and died in Scandinavia.16 Although the
majority of the men were in their twenties when the war broke out, many were
in their thirties, forties, and even fifties. Claudelin, for example, was fiftyseven in 1899. On the basis of information from thirty-seven randomly-selected
members of the Corps, the writer has concluded the average age to be thirty.
Many of the corpsmen had interesting backgrounds. Johannes Carl Axel
Flygare (1863-1899) was the only member of the Corps to be born in South
Africa (Natal), and with the exception of a three-year visit to Germany and
four-year residence in Uppsala (1884-1888), he spent his entire life in South
Africa. He was employed as a railway engineer in Pretoria and was an amateur
anthropologist.17
Adolf Wilhelm Claudelin, the oldest member (born in Gotland in 1842),
came to South Africa in 1879, initially attracted by the gold prospects in the
Transvaal. However, when this became difficult, he went from one job to the
next, including joining British forces to Bechuanaland, becoming supervisor
of a flour mill, farmer, gold transporter, brick manufacturer, prison director,
member of the mounted police, and finally owning a livery stable in Johannes
burg. The wandering from job to job was typical of a number of Scandinavian
men who joined the Corps. Claudelin was an active member of the Swedish
Lutheran congregation in Johannesburg, and after the war, returned to Gotland
where he died in the early 1920's.
Baron Oscar Fredrik Cederstrom was born in 1855 in Karlskrona, and
educated at the technical school in O'rebro. Prior to his arrival in South Africa,
he worked in Sweden as a telegraph operator, railway traffic assistant, and
mechanical engineer. In South Africa in the late 1890's, he worked for a
trolley line and after the war until 1924, as an engineer with gold, diamond
and copper mines in the Transvaal and Rhodesia. Johan Soderstrom, born in
Gotland in 1873, went to sea at the age of fifteen. In 1893, he settled in New
Zealand and remained there for several years engaged in painting. In 1897, he
returned briefly to Sweden but then heard of job opportunities in South Africa.
After the war, he again returned to Gotland where he became a landowner. Per
Erik Johansson went to sea at a young age with a Norwegian clipper bound for
Africa. He eventually became involved with a gold mine in the Transvaal where
he was an overseer to the black workers. In 1902, he went to the United States
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and then returned to Sweden where he ran his own food store. Emil Lindstrom's
father was a self-employed proprietor. Before his emigration to South Africa,
Lindstrom completed his first year of military service. At the opening of the
war, he owned a farm in the Transvaal.
Johan Emil Svensson as a young man landed on South Africa's east coast and
made his way inland to the gold fields of the eastern Transvaal and the Rand.
After the war, he remained in South Africa but eventually returned to Sweden
where he died, after having worked in a lumber yard. Sven Erik Werner first
emigrated to the United States where he found employment as a railway worker.
In the mid-1890's, he came to South Africa looking for gold, and repaired
mining machines. In 1894, he took part in a military campaign against the
Bantu people in the Transvaal and a year later became a citizen of the SAR.
After the Boer War, he returned to Johannesburg but since jobs were scarce,
he went to the eastern Transvaal near the Mozambique border and found work
as a railway builder. For a number of years, he worked on the railroads and
in 1913 permanently returned to Sweden. Two men, Johan Alfred Eklund and
Carl Emanuel Mellquist, were born in Bollnas, Sweden, and in 1893 decided
to emigrate together to the Transvaal. After the war, Mellquist went to Los
Angeles, California, where he became proprietor of a restaurant. He spent
the rest of his life in the United States.
The man given the credit for organizing the Scandinavian Corps (see appen
dix J for list of the central Scandinavian organization in Pretoria and Johannes
burg) was Axel Christer Uggla. Born in Gothenburg in 1865, Uggla studied
engineering at the Chalmers Technical Institute in that city. From 1891 to 1901,
he was in South Africa where he became machine director and official of the
Netherlands South Africa Railway Company. Uggla also was responsible for
building up the Scandinavian organization in the Transvaal. In 1901, he left
South Africa to become director of a machine company in Breda, Holland. In
1909, he returned to Sweden where he was a director of the Vabis Company.
For the eight years after 1912, he was Dutch-Vice-Consul in Sweden, from
1920 to 1932 Dutch Consul, and after 1932 Dutch General-Consul. Throughout
his life, he maintained a keen interest in South Africa, and spearheaded a drive
to establish monuments on the Magersfontein battlefield in honour of the Scan
dinavian Corps ( see p 172). He died in 1945 in Stockholm.
On 21 October 1899, the Scandinavian Corps arrived at General Cronje's
headquarters near Mafeking with one of the four great 'Long Toms , a Creusot
breech-loading gun which fired a ninety-four pound shell up to 10,000 yards.
The English frequently commented on the destructive power and the noise
which this weapon made. Maf eking was surrounded by dynamite mines laid by
the British. The Scandinavians were able to discover and render many of them
innocuous. Thus the Corps first made a name for itself at Mafeking. MajorGeneral Robert Baden-Powell has been quoted as saying that
. . . the most aggressive portion of the Boer forces against us at Mafeking
was that called the 'Scandinavian Corps', composed chiefly, I believe, of
Swedes and Norwegians. These men pushed their work very close to us . . .
and we were very glad when General Cronje took them away (to points fur
ther south) .. ,19
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As weeks passed, public pressure built up against Cronje for not taking the
town. The general feared risking too many lives of his commandos. After five
weeks, it was decided that Cronje should pull out some of his troops and head
south to the more important Kimberley area. Thus on 19 November, the Potchefstroom and Wolmaransstad commandos as well as the Scandinavians were
moved out but two to three thousand men were still left to continue the siege of
Mafeking. From Mafeking, the Scandinavian Corps went to the Orange Free
State and were welcomed along the way. At every stop, the Transvaal national
anthem was played and the men were treated to food and coffee. In Bloemfontein
they met the Orange Free State President, M. T. Steyn. In Fauresmith, one of
the Corpsmen (Hjalmar Petterson-Janek) described how he and two others
(Fagerskiold and St&lberg) were invited to the mayor's house where they spent
a pleasant afternoon.20 The Corps was then ordered on to Jacobsdal, and to
General de la Rey's forces at Scholtznek near Magersfontein. The latter lies
some twenty miles south of Kimberley close to the Modder River, and situated
on the border of the Cape Colony and Orange Free State. The main railway
track from Cape Town to Kimberley was relatively close; the British troops
were coming up from the south along this railway line attempting to relieve
Kimberley. The Boer forces came from the east — from the Orange Free State
— in an effort to stop the British advance along the track (see map p 164).
The most conspicuous feature of the Magersfontein battlefield was the
Magersfontein Hill ('kopje') rising about a hundred and ninety feet above the
surrounding plain and commanding an important strategic position on the way
north to Kimberley (see map p 166). Southeast of the hill was a gap, two-thirds
of a mile wide. Farther south lay two parallel folds of ground, called the
Ridges, which extended nearly to the Modder River. The Boers had dug tren
ches at the foot of Magersfontein Hill, were on the Hill itself, and deployed
along the Ridges. The Scandinavians eventually were located somewhat forward
of the Boer positions on a small rise at the northern end of the Ridges near the
gap.21
After the battle of Modder River ( 28 November), the British forces under
General Paul Methuen rested and regrouped. On 4 December, reinforcements
including the Highlanders (Black Watch, Seaforth, Argyll, Sutherland) and
supplies came from the south. On the Boer side, reinforcements arrived from
Mafeking (including the Scandinavians) and Free State commandos from Natal.
In the ten days which followed Modder River, both armies were again brought
up to fighting pitch; estimates are that the English numbered between twelve
and fifteen thousand troops, while the Boers (including Scandinavians, Germans,
Dutch) under the leadership of General de la Rey had between six and eight
thousand.22
British strategy aimed at taking the Magersfontein 'kopje' by moving into
the gap and bifurcating the Boer defenders. 'The gap between the kopje and the
Ridges indicated the line of assault, which would sweep in scythe-like motion
round the base of the bluff and take it on its south-eastern and eastern faces'.23
There would be a night march of four thousand men followed by an attack at
dawn. It meant walking across a vast expanse of veld covered by anthills,
boulders, and prickly mimosa scrub.24 On the afternoon of Sunday, 10 Decem168

ber, despite pouring rain, the Highlanders began advancing toward the 'kopje'.
The Boers from their positions did not fire a shot. Between 4:30 and 6:30 of
that afternoon, the British began firing tremendous amounts of artillery in
hopes that the Boers would respond thus revealing their positions. The latter,
however, continued to remain silent. Around 12:30 am, 11 December, the
Highlanders continued moving forward through a violent lightning and thunder
storm; they walked in a rather serpentine course, holding on to long ropes so
as not to get lost in the dark, moonless night. Meanwhile the Boers quietly
moved to their stations; they knew an attack was imminent. They and the
Scandinavians spent a restless night waiting for the expected attack.25
Around 4:00 am, the storm began to break, and the first faint signs of light
appeared on the horizon. The Highlanders were less than eight hundred yards
from the 'kopje' and still not aware of the Boer trenches. The order went out
to deploy. As this was happening, suddenly the Boers began firing tremendous
volleys from the 'kopje' as well as from the right and left and from the unsus
pected trenches. At this point came contradictory orders among the Highlanders.
Some units moved forward; others retreated. To make matters worse, a number
of officers including Major General A. G. Wauchope were killed (four command
ing British officers died in the battle of Magersfontein). There was confusion
in the ranks — battalions became intermixed, and regular formation was lost.
The Black Watch and Seaforths were now within two hundred fifty yards of Boer
trenches, crawling on the ground. Many Highlanders remained motionless
behind anthills or whatever scanty cover they could find for the good part of 11
December, having to endure blazing sun, thirst and hunger. Soon it became
apparent the Highlanders could not advance any further, and a stalemate ensued
in front of the trenches resulting in high casualties.
Meanwhile, action was taking place to the right.26 Second Lieutenant HoreRuthven of the Black Watch noticed bullets coming from the right of the brigade
and directed a number of men from his battalion as well as the Seaforth High
landers to eliminate this fire. After going about eight hundred metres, they ^
came upon a group of about forty-nine Scandinavians in an untrenched position.
General Cronje had ordered a withdrawal to the main defence line but apparently
the Scandinavians either did not hear the order or else they were eager to fight
and prove their courage. If they had pulled back to the Ridges, they would have
been safe but 'they were a fairly impetuous bunch'.
Outnumbered and possibly a little upset by the appearance of the Highlanders
firing from the hip as they advanced, the Scandinavians gave way and retired
from bush to bush towards Horse Artillery Hill [a small rise], losing one
or two killed and several wounded in the process. The wounded were picked
up a little later in the morning by the Highland Light Infantry and sent^as
prisoners of war to the 9th Brigade's Field Hospital at Modder River.
Hore -Ruthven and his men now pushed forward to the crest of the knoll where
they were met by fire from a Boer commando unit and had to seek cover among
the bushes, anthills, and boulders. The time was now about 4:30 am.
Meanwhile the surviving Scandinavians ran into more trouble on Horse
Artillery Hill. Another group of Highlanders (Argyll and Sutherland) got to the
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western side of the Hill just as the Scandinavians under Field-Cornet Flygare
arrived on top. At this point, a fierce running dog fight took place in which
neither side gave any ground. The Scandinavians now found themselves trapped
between the Argylls and Sutherlands in front and Hore-Ruthven's men in back.
They refused to surrender but were eventually overwhelmed by an Argyll
bayonet charge.
Petterson-Janek described himself and others lying behind bushes with
Scottish plaid kilts coming from all directions. He reported that he shot several
Scots. When he was placing a new cartridge in his rifle, he received a blow on
the head and lost consciousness. He was wounded and taken prisoner by the
British.30 He was lucky. According to Captain H. E. Uddgren, twenty-seven
Scandinavian Corpsmen were killed or died of wounds (fourteen Swedes, four
Danes, three Finns, three Norwegians, two Germans and one Netherlander),
seventeen wounded and survived as prisoners of war (eight Swedes, five Danes,
three Finns, one Norwegian) and the remainder (seven or eight) got back to
Boer lines.31 The Scandinavians had fought a mixed group of British troops,
and by 6:00 am all Scandinavian opposition had disappeared. The main part of
the battle continued on until the mid-afternoon but by that time Lord Methuen
had broken off the engagement and took his regiments back to their "encampment
at Modder River.
The following day, Claudelin returned to the battle site and despite some
continued firing, dug graves for the fallen Scandinavians. Claudelin wrote later
that:
On Tuesday morning I went out to the battlefield, and endeavoured to reach
the scene of the fight, but did not succeed in doing this until the afternoon.
We found that our corps must have been subjected to a terrible fire. The
English had been ensconced behind a stone wall [this has been questioned],
while our men were only protected by a few shrubs. The enemy appeared to
have surrounded our men, for the heaviest fire appeared to have been on the
left wing, where most of our corps were stationed where they fought until
their rifles were actually shattered to pieces .. ,32
Several other comments have been made by eyewitnesses with regard to the
brave performance of the Scandinavians in battle. The English Colonel J. N. C.
Rutherford recorded the following:
I went off towards the right and soon found a wounded Highlander. This was
the only one of our people we saw at this part of the field, all the other
wounded belonged to the Scandinavian Corps fighting for the Boers. 11 of
them we discovered lying wounded and I counted six dead, amongst the dead
lay their Captain [Flygare], a fine big bearded man, well over 6 feet I
should say and built in proportion, picturesquely dressed in wide awake
Norfolk jacket, white corduroy riding breeches and tan colored Wellington
boots. All these Scandinavians were a much better dressed and much finer
looking fellows than the Boers I have seen ... We packed 14 wounded into
the ambulance and moved off to the Field Hospital ... On arrival at Modder
we pitched camp and took in our divisional troops, wounded and the Scan
dinavians . I had great talks with them and liked them very much, fine
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straight-forward fellows, not like most Boer prisoners wounded who whine
about their poor families and tell you they were forced to fight, these
fellows told us boldly that they hoped to get well and if they could get
exchanged would come out and fight again.33
In a report to President Kruger, General Cronje noted that 'next to God we can
thank the Scandinavians for our victory'34 It is said that whenever the Scan
dinavian Corps was mentioned, Cronje removed his hat.
Although the Scandinavians were decimated, they did inflict a number of
casualties upon the Highlanders. It is not known how many they killed or
wounded but the British suffered a total of one thousand casualties (killed or
wounded) including a large number of officers. The Boers lost about two hund
red fifty men.35 The battle of Magersfontein was unique because it witnessed
the use of trenches and smokeless powder together. There was a greater
expenditure of ammunition in this battle than any other one in the Boer War.36
On a small hill near the 'kopje' is a twenty-four foot column of Swedish
granite surrounded by four smaller corner stones in honour of the Scandinavians
who died in the battle. The monument was dedicated 25 April 1908. A Swedish
military officer, Erland Mossberg (see pp 181,182) who was a military obser
ver on the English side during the war took a leading role in having this
monument erected. The following is part of Mossberg's account.
This fight by the Scandinavians in the battle at Magersfontein was one of
those minor incidents which, at the time, was ... mentioned in the papers
... as a proof of conspicuous bravery. The courageous spirit and behaviour
of the Corps was highly admired. Lord Methuen, the English Commander in
Chief at Magersfontein said to me talking about the battle: 'your countrymen
fought very well'. In the 1908 Handbook for Infantry of the Swedish Army
this fight is specially mentioned as an example of 'courage and tenacity'.
Passing Kimberley on my return home [to Sweden] from the war I was
called on by Scandinavians who suggested that I should do my best in order
to realise the idea of erecting a War Memorial at Magersfontein in memory
of the Scandinavian Corps and countrymen who had given their lives in the
battle there.
Being well aware of the mutual opinion by friends and enemies about the
fight of the Scandinavian Corps, I consented to their proposal and promised
to do what I could.
(They told me that the former President in the Orange Free State Mr
Stein [he meant M. T. Steyn] had said, speaking about Monuments, that if
anybody deserves a Monument it is the Scandinavians.)
At home I consequently distributed subscription lists ... to every
Regiment in the Swedish Army, Navy and several private people.
The daily paper 'Aftonbladet' distributed the same to several papers in
Scandinavia.37
Mossberg then went on to describe the members of committees and people
whom he contacted in Scandinavia. It was decided that the monument
. . . should consist of a huge obelisque . . . 6,3 meters high, enclosed by a
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chain fence connecting four corner stones about 1,5 meters above the ground.
The corner stones representing Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden, and
the chain being a token of the solidarity between the Scandinavian countries.
On the obelisque there should be a dragon sling on which should be engraved:
'Magersfontein 11.12.1899', [ 11 December 1899] and on each corner stone
there should be engraved a Valkyrie [in Teutonic folklore a beautiful maiden(s)
who brings the soul of slain warriors chosen by the god Odin to Valhalla and
there she waits upon them] on whose shield the names of the fallen country
men from the respective country should be engraved, and above the same a
devise which the authority in the respective country had to choose.38
The stones were transported from Scandinavia, with Sweden, Norway and Fin
land contributing the material. On each of the four smaller stones is written
39
an epitaph and a list of names.
Hundreds gathered for the unveiling of the monument, and the main speaker
was the prime minister of South Africa, General Louis Botha. Also present at
the ceremony was the Boer General J. B. M. Hertzog, the attorney general of
the Orange Free State, and F. Prior, the Danish Consul-General in the Trans
vaal.40
In December 1924, a commemorative service was held near the spot where
the Scandinavians twenty-five years earlier had fallen in battle. Up to that
time, small heaps of stone had indicated the graves. The South African govern
ment, however, expropriated the land and gave the Scandinavians in South
Africa title deeds to the part of the area where the graves were located. Uggla
in Stockholm and Axel Onsum in Oslo spearheaded the collection of money
which resulted in the purchase and erection of two Waldemar crosses of red
dish granite that were unveiled on 16 December 1927. A large ceremony took
place on that day, General J. C. Smuts among numerous dignitaries taking part
in the ceremonies. Included among the approximately one thousand people were
numerous Scandinavians from Durban, Johannesburg, and Kimberley. On the
crosses were inscribed the words: 'Till minne av har stupade Skandinaver, 11
Dec. 1899, De kunde icke vika, blott falla kunde de' (To the memory of the
fallen Scandinavians, 11 Dec. 1899. They could not yield, they could only fall).41
The Scandinavians are the only men still buried on the battlefield itself.
In 1924, a medallion was struck in Stockholm commemorating the Scan
dinavian Corps; it is a prize awarded in Scandinavian marksmanship competition.
The Norwegian-South African painter, Nils Andersen in the late 1930's
rendered a painting, today located in the South African Department of Defence
(Pretoria), on the Scandinavians at Magersfontein. Said Andersen in des
cribing what he had painted: 'I chose the moment just before the last attack.
One man is holding a revolver ... one man holding his gun clubbed for the
last attack .. ,'42
Over fifty members of the Corps had not been directly involved in tne tragic
slaughter of 11 December; the Corps was badly decimated but was reorganized
under the leadership of Jens Friis. They took part in the battle of Paardeberg
(17-27 February 1900). General Cronje had decided to leave his position at
Magersfontein after the siege of Kimberley was concluded on 15 February. His
plan was to follow the Modder River eastward, thus escaping back into the
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Orange Free State. His retreat was cut off, and he had to stand and face the
English in the battle of Paardeberg. After the ten-day siege (two members of
the Scandinavian Corps were killed — Elof Blombergson from Gavle, Sweden,
known as 'Fighting Bill' and a Russian; Claudelin described the fighting as the
worst he had ever experienced — under constant heavy bombardment), Cronje
was forced to surrender his forces including the entire Scandinavian corps.43
The Corpsmen were taken as prisoners of war first to Cape Town and
Simonstown, and later most were transferred to the island of St Helena which
became a detainment centre for over 3,000 Boers and their sympathizers
(some of the Scandinavians were shipped to Ceylon, India, and Bermuda).
While at Simonstown, the Scandinavians connived how they could escape.
It was planned that while they were out on the beach (each day the English
allowed them beach privilege for a short period of time), one would be buried
in sand with only a reed sticking through for air. Lots were drawn and first
won by Petterson-Janek. On 17 March 1900, his comrades covered him with
sand and after being buried for two hours while the rest returned to confine
ment, he escaped into Cape Town. Two days later, Charles O. Johansson suc
cessfully did the same thing; the two men met in Cape Town and after planting
the Transvaal flag on the top of Table Mountain, set sail for Delagoa Bay
where they boarded a train for Pretoria. Upon his return to the Transvaal,
Petterson-Janek got in contact with Uggla who helped him join the Lichtenburg
Corps, thus continuing active service with the Boers. He was again captured
by the English and after being released at the end of the war, returned to his
native city of Halsingborg, Sweden. At one point, both the Swedish escapees
had a £100 price on their heads.44 Petterson-Janek also mentioned in«his
wartime account how Baron Fagerskiold planned to dig an eighty-four foot
escape tunnel from his Simonstown prison cell to the outside wire
enclosure. But the plan was uncovered and the Corps was shipped to St Helena.
The men were not released until the end of the war. But throughout their
imprisonment, a great amount of press coverage was noted in Scandinavia
and committees were organized to aid in their plight. Many editorials com
mented on the condition of English prisons and much of the diplomatic corres
pondence between Sweden and England dealt with the prisoner issue and the
question of repatriation.
One prisoner, Lieutenant William Baerentsen, was released early, the
event noted in the 'Times' (London). Baerentsen who had been a railway
engineer and naturalized citizen of the SAR before the war broke out (he had
come from a prominent Copenhagen family), was released from prison in
April 1900. In an interview for the English paper, the Dane said:
I suppose I am the only Boer officer who having been an English prisoner,
has been set free and allowed to come to Europe. I was severely wounded
in two places in the fighting at Magersfontein ... and was made a prisoner.
I was brought to the Orange River field hospital and later to Wynberg (near
Cape Town). On April 4 I was set free on parole on my undertaking to go to
Europe and not return till the war is ended. In the English hospitals we
46
prisoners all praise the treatment we received.
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The 'Times' (London) article also reported Baerentsen to have said that
England greatly underestimates the Boer numbers. The war would last a
long time as the Boers had many resources, including better provisions
than the English and plenty of ammunition. The Boer preparations for war
47
had been elaborate and complete.
Baerentsen returned to Copenhagen where he became involved in business.
Most of the Scandinavians when released at the conclusion of the war also
returned to their native lands. Some did elect to remain in South Africa; for
example, Johan Alfred Eklund. His son, Sven Ecklund, is today an engineer in
Johannesburg, editor of an engineering journal, and a member of the Swedish
Church of that city.48
Not all Scandinavians who fought on the Boer side were in the Scandinavian
Corps. Many fought as individuals in either Boer commando units, in police
corps or in other non-Scandinavian foreign units. Although this writer was not
able to get a complete count, there were probably at least one hundred who
fitted into this category.
John R. Rydstrom was one such young man. He was born in Vastervik,
Sweden, in the early 1880's, his father being a landed proprietor as well as a
member of the 'andra kammare' (lower house) of the Swedish Riksdag. In
1896, Rydstrom left Sweden (from a letter written by his brother Arvid, who
had emigrated to Seattle, Washington, it appears John Rydstrom was not on
friendly terms with members of his family) seeking work in South Africa.49 He
worked on the railway and eventually owned land in the Transvaal. He joined
the Boer army and was stationed in northern Transvaal near the Limpopo
River. He was wounded twice and came down with a case of malaria, the latter
killing him on 23 April 1900. What is especially interesting about Rydstrom is
that he sent back to Sweden a series of letters about his experiences in South
Africa. They began with his voyage out and were published in his hometown
newspaper, the 'Vasterviks Veckoblad'.50
Rydstrom described how he left Sweden in September 1896, travelling first
to London where he stayed in a Scandinavian seamen's home. He then booked
passage on the steamship Goth for Cape Town with some five hundred sixty
passengers aboard, most heading for the Transvaal and Johannesburg presum
ably to the gold fields.
I took a 3rd class ticket ... I left my watch and money with the clerk on
board for the Jews and Irish look out to steal everything ... The company
continues to be dreadful in the 3rd class and in the night a Jew took the life
of an Irishman with a bottle .. .51
Rydstrom appeared to be a religious young man for he frequently spoke of
church services. On the last day of the voyage, he met 'a well-behaved Nor
wegian who was not good in English. They became friends and when the Nor
wegian s railroad ticket to Johannesburg disappeared, the two went to see
Consul Anders Ohlsson in Cape Town who proceeded to scold him for his care
lessness. In Port Elizabeth, Rydstrom saw the Swedish flag and 'I thought of
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my beloved land which I never forget'. He noted some Swedes living in that city
including a man from Sundsvall who had been residing there for four years.
This man told the young Swede that craftsmen were very much sought after —
especially bricklayers, cabinetmakers, and carpenters. Rydstrom was
favourably impressed with Natal — 'a beautiful, magnificent land and is the
best place in South Africa for immigrants'.
In his fourth letter, the writer noted that now he was in Johannesburg, the
city of gold. But this city did not give him the same agreeable impression as
Natal, for it was filled to overflowing with job-seekers. 'It can be nothing but
dreadful misery,' wrote Rydstrom. He spoke of Frans Lindblom, a Swedish
doctor in Johannesburg, who at that time was writing letters to prospective
immigrants warning them of the shortage of work in the Transvaal. In fact,
Lindblom believed a Swede could find better success in the United States or
Australia than in South Africa.52 But the Swedish doctor had himself become
successful as Rydstrom noted that he had a large practice, was helping to build
a new hospital, and had a lovely home with a beautiful garden. Apparently
Lindblom helped Rydstrom purchase a farm.
In the sixth letter published in 'Vasterviks Veckoblad', Rydstrom discussed
the political situation between the Boers and Britons. He noted that the Boers
had excellent weapons and 'distribute freely to every citizen of the government
(SAR) a Mauser rifle with ammunition. The English ought to think well before
they attack so well-armed a war nation ..." In that same letter written in the
early part of 1897 he mentioned visiting a 'pleasant and hospitable Swedish
family', the von Zweigbergks. (Gustaf Fredrik von Zweigbergk was becoming
a prosperous man in South Africa, having been involved in a number of business
enterprises including gold and diamond mining. Source: Landelius collection,
Riksarkivet; Fram, June 1927, November 1936). In the seventh letter, Ryd
strom spoke of finding work with the railway thanks to the efforts of the Trans
vaal Swedish Society. He also had become involved with a German volunteer
corps, made up of strong, hardened men with high morale. 'On the railway are
many of us volunteers and we soldiers are much hated by the English ... The
government (SAR) gives us complete equipment (eighth letter — 3 June 1897).
In the eleventh letter appearing in a February 1898 issue of 'Vasterviks Vecko
blad', Rydstrom noted that in the Transvaal are found between three and four
thousand Scandinavians, and one of the most active men among this community
was Claudelin who was attempting to get a Lutheran congregation established
in Johannesburg.
Rydstrom identified the Boers as religious, with 'right' on their side. His
pro-Boer expressions almost reached the point of crusading zeal. The Boers
were 'a good and heroic God-fearing people' exhibiting much courage. He
identified the Boers as 'our' people, and said that they treated their English
prisoners well, apparently unlike the way the English were dealing with the
Boers. In his last letter of the eleventh of March 1900, Rydstrom described
the recent dangerous days, but still continued to have provisions and ammun
ition. His last remarks reflected a young man enduring many hardships.
After his death, Arvid, his brother in Seattle, wrote to his sister, Ada, in
Sweden the following:
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Poor John is gone, and we will never see him again. I had of late been
planning a good deal to get John over here with me, and thought that I would
be able to get him into some business here, where he could take care of
himself and build a future for himself [ Arvid had become a relatively suc
cessful building contractor].
I always felt so sure, that John could come out alright, but of course
sickness overtook him, and my calculations miscarried ... Well, poor John
has had a hard time of it the last years and it is too bad that it should end
like it did. May he rest in peace'.53
Another Scandinavian who wrote of his adventures and experiences on the Boers'
side was I. Schroder-Nielsen, a Norwegian engineer. Born in 1871, he attended
the Trondheim technical school. As work was unavailable in Norway, he decided
to try his luck in South Africa. He arrived in Cape Town in 1898 and proceeded,
like so many others, to Johannesburg. There he became involved with the
Scandinavian Club. As no work was to be found, SchrOier-Nielsen proceeded to
Rustenburg in the eastern Transvaal and there became involved in mining. He
joined the Rustenburg commando unit, eventually becoming a corporal. He was
in that unit until the end of 1901 when he was captured and imprisoned by the
British. After being in a number of prisons including Bermuda, off the North
American coast, Schroder-Nielsen was finally released 12 July 1902, went to
New York, and eventually returned to Norway. In 1934, he received a war
medal from South Africa (in that year, a number of other Scandinavian par
ticipants on the Boer side also received war medals including members of the
Scandinavian Corps). He wrote a book on his experiences in South Africa
entitled 'Blandt Boerne i fred og krig' ('Among the Boers in Peace and War') f4
Josef Hammar, a native of Halsingborg, Sweden, served as a medical doctor
in the Swedish army. He was sent by the Swedish Red Cross and army to aid
the Boers. Since the Scandinavian Corps already had a doctor (Wilhelm Biedenkap of Oslo) and nurses, Hammar attached himself to a Dutch Ambulance Corps
and spent most of the time on the Natal front. He returned to Sweden the latter
part of 1900. Interestingly, later in his career, Hammar was attached with the
Japanese army in the 1904-1905 Russo-Japanese War.55
Sune Valdemar (Waldemar) Christensson, like Rydstrom, was the son of a
member of the Swedish Riksdag. He came from the Lund area of southern
Sweden, and when the Boer War broke out, he was studying law at Lund Univer
sity. Being an extremely idealistic young man, Christensson left his studies
and rushed to South Africa to aid the Boers. He joined the Lydenburg commando
— he had briefly been in the Swedish army — at Ladysmith, 5 December 1899,
and at the battle of Spion-kop on 24 January 1900, he lost his life. It was
reported that an Englishman had fallen forty feet in front of the Boer lines and
waved a handkerchief for help. Christensson responded but was immediately
cut down by bullets in his head and chest. Dr Hammar wrote his parents in
Sweden about his death. Gustaf Fromen from Kalmar, Sweden, like Christen
sson, joined the Lydenburg commando unit, was at Ladysmith 2 January 1900,
and took part in the battle of Spion-kop where he, too, was killed.57 A third
Swede who participated in the latter battle was Clas F. Nordquist. He had first
gone to Tacoma, Washington, In the early 1890's as a machinist in a very early
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movie house (he ran an Edison apparatus). Then he went out to sea again and
travelled via Singapore and East Africa to the Transvaal. He volunteered to
fight with the Boers, lost a leg in the aforementioned battle, was taken prisoner,
and spent the rest of the war on St Helena. After the conflict, he returned to
Sweden and eventually became involved in film production.58
Karl Fredrik Pettersson also first emigrated to the United States and tried
his luck in searching for gold in Alaska in the years following 1886. He became
an American citizen and when the Spanish-American War broke out, he joined
the army and sailed for ManUa in the Philippines. On the way back to America
via Africa, Pettersson decided to try his luck as a golddigger in the Transvaal.
He enlisted on the Boer side, was wounded, and returned to Sweden. As far as
can be determined, he was the last living Swede who took part in the Boer War.59
Axel Onsum, a Norwegian, fought under General de Wet at Koorn-Spruit and
with Andries Cronje at Sand River. He received five wounds in the course of the
war. He was in the service as General Botha's adjutant and was sent four times
to parley with the British high command.60 Karl Hultin from Smaland, Sweden,
volunteered with the Holland Corps, and on 21 October 1899, was taken prisoner
at the battle of Elandslaagte. He was sent to Simonstown, but while the prison
ship Manila was anchored off shore, he jumped ship. He made his way back to
Pretoria, walking part of the distance. By 21 February 1900, Hultin was back
fighting again, having volunteered with the Lombards commando unit.61 Charles
Andersson, born in Stockholm, in 1887 at the age of fifteen began his travels
that were to take him to Europe, Africa and Asia. Prior to the Boer War, he
drove a locomotive in a gold mine. 'The Boers were a splendid people', he
noted in an interview for a Stockholm newspaper, and as a result, joined their
side, but was subsequently wounded. After the war, he lived for a time in Chile
and eventually retired to Sweden.62 One other interesting story about Swedes
fighting on the Boer side was Kalle Froling. He, like many other Scandinavians,
worked on the railroad as a locomotive engineer. It was on his train, unknown
at the time to the Swede, that Winston Churchill escaped from a Boer prison.
Froling later was a prisoner in an English camp on Ceylon, and after the war,
returned to Sweden.63
SCANDINAVIAN PARTICIPATION: PRO-BRITISH
INVOLVEMENT
Undoubtedly the majority of Scandinavians in the Cape Colony and Natal, espec
ially those engaged in various businesses (eg, No 3 company in the Town Guard
of Cape Town was called the Anders Ohlsson Company), were on the British
side in the Anglo-Boer War.64 A Scandinavian Corps was not organised, but
individuals served in various British batallions and companies. Probably just
as many Scandinavians served on this side as with the Boers though because
they were in various units, a precise count is difficult to compute.
One of the most interesting men was Ivar Thord-Gray (1878-1964). Born
in Stockholm (his name was Hallstrom — changed his name when joining the
British service), at the age of seventeen he went out to sea.65 He arrived in
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South Africa and began by working with a farmer. When the Matabele War broke
out in 1896, he volunteered into the British Army. From 1897 to 1902, ThordGray was a member of the Cape Mounted Rifles, rising to the rank of lieutenant.
After the conclusion of the Anglo-Boer War, he was cavalry captain in the 1906
Bambatha rebellion. Later that year, he was shifted to East Africa where he
became an instructor and inspector for the British police. He was a professional
soldier, spending time on the American side in the Filipino war of 1907-1908,
with the French in Cochin China, the Italians in Libya in 1911, the Chinese army
in the 1913 revolution, in Mexico on the revolutionary side, and the British side
on the western front during World War I. He was also Chief Intelligence Officer
in the British expedition into Siberia in 1918-1919. After 1925, Thord-Gray
lived in the United States, and in 1931, became an American citizen.
Another professional military man was Karl Sundberg (1870-1943), born in
Vastervik, Sweden. In the 1890's, he was in the French Foreign Legion, and in
the British army in southern Africa where he first took part in the 1893
Matabele War followed by the 1897 conflict in Bechuanaland, and in the AngloBoer War. In the latter conflict, he was a member of the Cape Mounted Reg
iment. For these activities, he received eight medals of bravery. After 1902,
he went to South America for a time and then returned to Scandinavia where in
1918 he helped the Finns.66
Ernst Wilhelm Mauritzi, born in Gothenburg in 1874, first emigrated to the
United States in 1891, returned to Sweden, and in 1897 headed for South Africa.
His first job was a time-keeper for a coal mining company in Johannesburg.
In 1899, he went to Cape Town and when the war began, he joined the Roberts
Horse unit. Of the six hundred men in the contingent, nineteen were Swedes
plus a small number of Norwegians. He took part in the battle of Paardeberg.
After the war, he not only continued to work in mining, but also was employed
for a trolley company in Johannesburg, becoming its cashier director. During
World War I, Mauritzi was a member of the South African Pioneer Battalion
which occupied German East Africa (Tanganyika). In 1915, he became chair
man of the Gustav Adolfs Church congregation in Johannesburg. Seventeen years
later, Mauritzi was named Swedish Consul in that Transvaal city.67
Carl Gustaf Duner (1880-1937) was the son of a renowned Swedish astron
omer, Nils Duner, of Uppsala. At the age of nineteen, Carl Duner sailed to
Africa in search of adventure. Although he knew little English, he joined the
British side in the Boer War, rose to the rank of captain, and received an
award for bravery in the field. After the war, he headed for the Transvaal and
became a gold mining engineer. In 1910, he went to the Gold Coast, participated
in World War I, was severely wounded, and returned to Sweden where he wrote
a book on his foreign experiences.68
Another Swede who won attention for his bravery and skill in the Boer War
was Ernst Nyman (1879-1947), from Stockholm. In 1894, he, too, went to sea
with a Norwegian full rigger and subsequently landed in Cape Town. He began
his career in South Africa as a bookkeeper in a machine business. He was
wounded in the war and the English nurse who cared for him eventually became
his wife. He received a medal for bravery in the field. After the conflict,
Nyman established himself in a machine business and became successful. In
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the 1930's, he entered politics and became councillor in the Cape Town City
Council. In 1944, he became that city's Lord Mayor.®
Yngve Eiserman (1873-1955) was born in Gothenburg and became a sea
captain. He established himself permanently in Cape Town at the turn of the
century, and during the war, joined the twenty-third company of the Cape
Town garrison. He was active in Scandinavian circles and was a popular man
in Cape Town. Eiserman's home was always filled with Scandinavian seamen
with whom he especially liked to associate, and wrote a book of poems on these
people.70
Other outstanding Scandinavians serving with the British included Sven
Ridderborg (1877-1937) from Lund, became an officer of the First Kings
Dragoon Guards; Johan Einer Selander (1874-1927), who came out as a railway
construction engineer, but soon joined the British army; Karl Apelgren wrote
letters to his parents in Stromstad, Sweden, describing the awful siege of
Ladysmith, and after the war became director of a large gold mining company;
Carl Arvid Nord (born in Trangsviken, Sweden, in 1880) became a sergeant
major in South Africa after having come from Canada; and P. Nelsson (18701900) was on his way to Australia, but decided to work for a time as fireman
on the Natal railway, then volunteered on the British side and was killed in the
siege of Kimberley.71
Many Norwegians of the Marburg community (Chapter IV) participated in
the Second Anglo-Boer War on the British side. The Port Shepstone Troop,
numbering forty men of whom twenty-four were Norwegians, were part of the
Border Mounted Rifles. In September 1899, they were sent to the Ladysmith
area. The first major battle in which the Norwegians were involved was at
Dundee. This contingent was able to put a 'Long Tom' out of operation and one
Norwegian, Nikolai Nilsen, was killed. These Scandinavians were part of the
Ladysmith siege. One observer, E. Haajem, noted how low the food supplies
were so that by January 1900, the troops were compelled to eat horse meat.
By February, daily meals consisted of two large spoons of porridge and some
horse meat. Eventually relief arrived, and the Norwegians participated in
driving the Boers out of Natal. From the Marburg community, a total of twentysix men took part, two of whom (Nilsen, F. Bodtker) were killed. The com
manding officer was Bru-de-Wold (see Chapters IV, V). There is a Boer War
monument located in the Marburg church cemetery. During the war, Dr
Thorvald Haugen of Hammerfest, Norway, came out and served with the Red
Cross.72
Finally one should mention C. T. Eriksson, a Swedish-Finn from Helsinki.
Like many other Scandinavians, Eriksson decided to seek a life at sea despite
his parents' wish that he become a minister. In October 1895, the twenty-one
year old Finn first saw Table Bay on board the Norwegian barque Record which
had just come from Rangoon, Burma. While in Cape Town, Eriksson met a
friend from Helsinki who had been able to get a well-paying job as a carpenter.
Eriksson decided to remain in Cape Town, and subsequently was employed by
an electrical installation firm owned by Charles Rudd, a good friend of Cecil
Rhodes. In his diary, Eriksson described how he did an electrical job in
Rhodes' home and his encounter with the multimillionaire.
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Outwardly Rhodes did not make any particularly imposing impression —
always wearing clothes, which seemed not to fit him, hanging loosely and
carelessly on his robust ... body ... Force, will and want of consideration
were betrayed by manners and speech and you would never mistake the
looking of his eyes. But as little as I was able to surmise what influence the
activity of that man was going to have on the shaping of my destinies of life
74

Eriksson had an adventurous spirit and desired to do some big game hunting.
He decided to move north and seek a job in the Rand gold mines. If employment
was not found there, he would journey further north into Rhodesia. In Johannes
burg, he was able to obtain a job with a firm engaged in electrifying the gold
mines. 'There is every where I came across Scandinavians, of course, plenty
of them, Swedes, Norwegians, Danes and Finlanders'.15 But an economic
depression hit and Eriksson was laid off within a year after his arrival. With
the railway due for completion between the Cape Colony and Bulawayo via
Bechuanaland (Botswana), Eriksson was able to interest three young Nor
wegians to go north with him 'to exploit the unlimited possibilities of the new
country as companions'.16 Vasler, Schoi, Lilloe, and Eriksson took off on
bicycles and after a long and difficult journey finally crossed the Limpopo
River. The four men shortly split up and Eriksson found employment at the
electrical works in Bulawayo. Then he, Vasler, and a Swede named Stenmark
became interested in searching for alluvial gold in dry river beds. He quit his
job, but gold was never discovered and money soon ran out. At this time, the
Boer War broke out and Eriksson enlisted with the Southern Rhodesia Volun
teers. 'I do not belong to their [Boers] admirers,' exclaimed Eriksson. His
company's mission was to protect the railway between Gaberones and Mafeking.
Eriksson was in Mafeking during the siege and noted the difficult conditions
during that time. When the war was over, the Swede remained in Rhodesia, and
having established himself as a skilled hunter, became deeply rooted in this
adopted land. In 1932, he briefly paid a visit to his native Finland, but returned
to Rhodesia.

SCANDINAVIAN PARTICIPATION:
MILITARY OBSERVERS AND WAR CORRESPONDENTS
It has been said that the Boer War of 1899-1902 was 'the first war of impor
tance fought on modern lines'. Professor Eric Walker noted that
Both sides had much to learn. Khaki, mobile six-inch guns, machine-guns
and one-pounder pom-poms, field trenches and barbed wire, finely-sighted
clip-loading rifles with a long and flat trajectory, all made the last great
European campaigns of the 'seventies [1870's] seem positively eighteenthcentury affairs.77
Many governments were eager to send military personnel to observe the new
strategy and weaponry. The Scandinavians were no exception. The war also
attracted much attention in the press throughout Europe (including Scandinavia)
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and America. There were at least six Scandinavians who came as military
observers (or attaches) and war correspondents (frequently the two positions
were interchangeable as the man started out as a war correspondent, later
receiving clearance from the British military to act as an official observer).
The Scandinavians were particularly impressed with Boer sharpshooters,
guerrilla warfare, the use of sabotage, and the general fact that two numerically
small Boer republics could hold down so large a British army. The Boer
strategy was to have an effect on both Sweden and Norway's defensive planning
in World War I and II (the Norwegian underground in the latter war rather
effectively used some of the Boer tactics against the Nazis).
The Swedes were represented by Lieutenant Erland Mossberg (see p 171),
Captain A. G. H. Kinberg, Colonel Carl Axel Hugo Jungstedt, Captain Arvid
Wester, and John Nere'n, while the Norwegians sent Captain Julius Allum.78 In
the Swedish War Archives (Krigsarkivet), Stockholm, one can study the diaries,
reports, diagrams, and maps written by the first three aforementioned officers.
The first four men were observers on the British side while Allum was with the
Boer units.
Mossberg (1868-1946), lieutenant of Jamtlands Rifles, came to South Africa
in December 1899 in the midst of his military studies and with the consent of
the Swedish army to act as a reporter for 'Stockholms Tidningen'. Once in South
Africa, letters were sent back and forth between Swedish (eg Consul Anders
Ohlsson) and British officials to have Mossberg admitted as an official military
observer. This was obtained 1 March 1900, when he was granted a licence as
press correspondent to accompany the headquarters of the British army in
South Africa. Three months later, Lord Roberts authorized Mossberg's appoint
ment as acting military attache to the Mounted Infantry Staff headed by Major ^
General Hutton as well as other corps. Mossberg was well-liked and respected.
In the following months, he was granted permission to visit Ladysmith, Kimberley, and Mafeking. In mid-1901, he proceeded to Bombay, India, on board
the Manila with Boer prisoners. By August 1902, he ceased being attached to
the British military forces, and returned to Sweden where he continued to have
an interesting military career including observations in the Balkan War of 19121913, and British military attache in World War I. He was Swedish air attache
in London in the late 1920's and early 1930's, and was very much involved with
the development of the Swedish air force. Later in his life, he wrote a book
entitled 'Minnen fran tre krig' ('Memories from Three Wars').
In an interview with the Swedish press in August 1901 upon his return to
Sweden, Mossberg reviewed some of his impressions of the war. He emphasized
the religious enthusiasm found among many Boers and their strong conviction
with the Tightness of their cause. The Swedish military observer believed that
the British officers' view of a speedy end of the war was overly optimistic.
He felt that the Boers with their guerrilla tactics could hold out for at least
another couple of years. Mossberg commented on the 'coolness' of the British
soldiers in a difficult situation - he had great respect for the English who
could not be easily flustered. At the same time, he was appalled by what he
^
noted barbaric excesses on both sides; eg plundering the dead on the battlefield.
He observed the latest techniques of war such as new weapons (Mauser rifles,
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'Long Toms'), trench and guerrilla warfare. These reports were sent to Swedish
army headquarters, Stockholm, and studied.
Captain Julius Allum, born in Drammen, Norway, in 1865, was the son of a
ships' captain. He studied surveying and from 1889 to 1892, pursued this work
in South Africa. He returned to Norway and joined the army, becoming a captain
in 1898. When the Anglo-Boer War broke out, the Norwegian government
encouraged Allum to study the conflict firsthand. He was in South Africa the
first half of 1900 and then returned to Norway.
While in South Africa, Allum came into contact with Uggla and Dr Hammar.
He was most impressed with the fighting spirit of the Boer soldier. The 'Times'
(London) published extracts of letters he wrote to the Copenhagen newspaper,
'Politiken', describing the situation in South Africa. The following appeared in
the 21 May 1900 edition of the 'Times' ( London):
It is a confused medley which now travels by the German East Africa
[shipping] line; with the exception of three doctors sent out by the Swiss
Red Cross, the other passengers consisted of adventurers from every nation
under heaven, with a large sprinkling of Germans and Dutchmen. It was
apparent later, that these had all a common destination, the seat of war in
South Africa ...
Here in Pretoria we see more of war; Boers with rifles and cartridge
belts across their shoulders rush through the streets, herds of horses are
driven in from the country to the state stables, hotels are filled with volun
teers ... Foundries and mechanical works are busier now than ever before,
and are converted into gun factories ...
To-day I had the honour of being presented to President Kruger. I was
introduced by Mr Reitz, Secretary of State, formerly President of the O.F.S.
[Orange Free State]. The President has aged very much during the last few
years and is troubled at present with an eye affliction, so that he sat, des
pite his grey spectacles, with closed eyes aU through our interview. He Is
a large, but rather failing man, with a deep, harsh voice, and produces the
impression that in his younger days he must have been an extraordinarily
strong man, both physically and mentally. This morning he had just returned
from his journey to Bloemfontein ... but it did not seem as though he him
self had been greatly cheered by what he had seen; on the contrary, he was
much more crestfallen and reticent than usual
My impression, gathered
from the President and others in the Government's offices, was that they
looked up all as lost except honour, but stUl did not intend to being beaten
just yet.82
After his return to Norway, Allum wrote 'Boerne og deres kampe' ('The Boers
and Their Struggle'), contributed to magazines such as 'Popular lasning for
alia' ('Popular Reading for All') which popularized the war, and wrote several
articles for Norwegian military magazines.83 He rose in rank in the Norwegian
army from major in 1913 to colonel in 1916, and three years later was com
mander of the first infantry regiment.84
John Neren (1871-1956) was a sea captain and merchant, but during the
Boer War, he was a correspondent for several Swedish newspapers including
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'Svenska Dagbladet' and 'Dagens Nyheter' (Stockholm dailies). He was not
sympathetic with the Boers as can be seen in his book 'Pi veldet-Skildringar
frin livet i Transvaal' ('On the Veld-Descriptions from life in the Transvaal'),
and in fact is warned to get out of that region because of being sympathetic
with the Norwegian engineer Lind (see p 163). He is best known as a pioneer
of the automobile; after the war, he took a car and motorcycle trip through the
Transvaal and the Orange Free State. After his return to Sweden in 1906,
Neren became involved in an executive capacity in the Swedish automobile
industry (his book, 'Mina 42 yrken', 'My 42 Occupations', described his
various jobs and occupations).®

ATTITUDES IN SCANDINAVIA TO THE ANGLO-BOER
WAR
There was widespread interest in Europe to the series of events that were
taking place in South Africa between Boer and Briton. The SAR President
T. F. Burgers had visited Europe in 1875 and 1876 to seek diplomatic recog
nition. The Orange Free State sent similar messages to the major European
countries including Sweden. When the war broke out in 1899, there was con
siderable sympathy towards the two Boer republics. One reason was the desire
of many nations to limit the power of the British Empire. Some governmental
leaders thought that perhaps the Empire was on the verge of dissolution, the
Boer War being a clear sign of that fact. The war was considered to be an
obvious illustration of the giant power trampling on the rights of a numerically
small people whose only desire was self-determination.
In the Netherlands and Germany, there were strong feelings of support for
the Boers. In the former country, money was raised for ambulances, and many
speakers (including South Africans) gave lectures on the importance of aid
(curiously no prominent Boer leader visited the Scandinavian countries at this
time). Sympathy for the Afrikaners reached the culminating point when Queen
Wilhelmina sent the Dutch warship Gelderland in August 1900 to bring Kruger
to Holland. In Germany, thousands of people sent telegrams of encouragement
to the Boers. In Russia, a Dutch clergyman, H. A. Gillot of St Petersburg, on
behalf of about 70,000 Russians, sent a silver bowl to General Cronje. In Italy,
a committee was established in Turin to work on the Afrikaners behalf. In the
United States, pro-Boer petitions were signed, especially encouraged by the
Irish.®
There was, however, a considerable amount of pro-British feeling especially
in countries which had been helped or at least received sympathetic hearing
from England. This was true with Italy and Greece which had received British
support in their earlier national independence movements. Many people saw
the continuation of the British Empire as the maintenance of stability and order,
and as a check against the growing German and Russian power, the latter
especially viewed with distrust by the Scandinavians. People motivated by
humanitarian concerns (eg black rights) also tended to support the British.
During this time, there was a strong peace movement, many of whose suppor183

ters placing their trust in the British as the stabilizing force.
This division of sympathy between Boer and Briton was clearly manifest in
the Scandinavian countries. There was much residual support for the brave,
downtrodden Boers as reflected by the Nobel prize winning Norwegian writer,
Bj^rnstjerne Bj^rnson. Numerous popular, inexpensive books and magazines
were widely distributed in Scandinavia with a definite pro-Boer view. Interes
tingly in Sweden at least, many conservative church people as well as Social
Democrats supported the Boers. As to the former group, this can be seen
from the editorial comments of their newspaper, 'V&rt Land', in which the
Boers were described as
. . . a brave and clever people, equipped with a good deal of substantial, solid
qualities. They are in general devout, convey a single way of living and
88
strive after clean ethics.
They were viewed as agricultural people, hard working, few in number, and
downtrodden by that 'perfidious Albion'.
The Social Democrats' sympathies toward the Boers was seen in their main
organ, 'Social Demokraten', edited by Hjalmar Branting who became Sweden's
first socialist prime minister in 1920 (he was prime minister from 1920 to
1923 and again in 1924-1925). The paper viewed the conflict as an unequal
struggle between a little nation simply striving for its independence, and the
British world power. The motive was simply 'capitalistic robbery'; England's
desire for gold.89 For forty years, the Boers had lived and built within a wide
stretch of land between the Vaal and Limpopo Rivers. It was an agricultural
society, based on a love for freedom. Then the English arrived with their
desires for gold, trade, expansion, and industrialization. It soon became a
conflict between two different social ideas — conservative agriculture versus
penetrating industrialism. The right of a free state to exist was being directly
challenged.90 In the months following the outbreak of war, Branting and his
staff wrote long series of articles and letters describing the conflict. Included
in subsequent issues was correspondence from Swedes in South Africa sym
pathetic with the Boers, and an article by the French writer, Emile Zola, who
stood solidly with the Afrikaners. This paper also condemned the English labour
movement for not applying enough pressure to change this 'chauvinism and war
mongering' 91
A number of Swedish liberal and conservative newspapers were also proBoer in their editorial comments. The liberal 'Aftonbladet', Sweden's second
largest newspaper at the time, pictured the Boers in a romantic vein, calling
them 'Africa's Dalkarlar' (name for the people of Dalarna or Darlecarlia, a
central Swedish province, who were Gustav Vasa's chief supporters in the
early 1500's in his successful efforts to dislodge the ruling Danes). The Boers
were viewed as brave people who were 'not unworthy of being named alongside
the heroes who once struggled under Engelbrekt, the Stures and Gustav Vasa' ,92
'A braver, more death-defiant nation than the Boers cannot be found in the
world.' Another liberal paper, the 'Goteborgs Handels-och Sjofarts Tidning'
(it became famous in World War II with its editor, Torgny Segerstedt, taking
a courageous anti-Nazi stance) emphasized Britain's eagerness for conquest
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and a thirst for gold. These were the true causes of the Boer War, not the
desire to aid the 'uitlanders'. The war was viewed as unnecessary and unjust.
Yet when the conflict was over, this paper noted that freedom and peace should
result if England's old liberal-minded traditions continued.94
The conservative 'Nya Dagligt Allehanda' began the war by being sympathetic
with the Boer's struggle for independence. During the summer of 1901, it
expressed horror with England's handling of war prisoners and its unfeeling
way of waging war.95 It frequently cited German pro-Boer publications. Toward
the end of the war, however, this Swedish newspaper became increasingly proBritish.
In the other Scandinavian countries, a number of newspapers were sym
pathetic to the Boers as shown by their editorial comments and the type of
articles included in their issues. In Denmark, the liberal 'Politiken' at least
in (he beginnings of the war was pro-Boer, and in Norway, the radical 'Verdens
Gang', liberal 'Aftenposten' (both Oslo papers), and 'Sandefjords Blad' were
on the Afrikaners' side. In the last two papers named, several articles appeared
by Jacob S. Worm-Muller (Worm-Mueller) one of Norway's most outstanding
96
twentieth century historians. The Norwegian scholar was an admirer of the
Boers, and he had the opportunity to meet President Kruger and Generals de
Wet and Botha when he was in Utrecht, Holland in September 1902. The impres
sions from these meetings were written in articles appearing in the two afore
mentioned Norwegian newspaper.
In attempting to recapture his feelings at the outset of the Kruger interview,
Worm-Muller remarked that 'from the very beginning my sympathy was with
the little suppressed people which grew as I spoke to this "son of the veld".'
The Norwegian historian noted that the SAR President was 'a strong, courag
eous man with noble expression', 'an honest face' (his long silver white hair
came down to his shoulders and he had a white beard), and a heavy build
'clearly showing the Dutchman'. There were no ceremonies during the inter
view; Kruger, sitting in a big chair, was very friendly. Nearby on a book
stand, the Bible was opened, and Worm-Muller noticed how worn were the
pages. The Norwegian added that 'I will never forget him, the personification
of hope where no more is there hope', in a country so devastated. Yet Kruger
gave his all to the struggle, and Worm-Muller added 'what shame that people
call him a thief and liar'; they merely have 'poisonous tongues'. Worm-Muller
also recalled observing Kruger in church sitting up front near the pulpit. He
listened to the minister with the greatest earnestness. Once in a while a deep
sigh came out but he did not move his face. His 'big strong hands trembled not
from weakness but from emotion' ,98 Worm-Muller could speak Dutch but when
he talked with the Boer leaders, English was used due to the South African
accent which 'made it [Dutch] difficult to understand'.
A fairly typical sympathetic Swedish attitude was taken by Maja Sandler who
during part of the Boer War sojourned in Great Britain (she was eighteen years
old at the turn of the century, and later married Rickard J. Sandler who was
Sweden's prime minister in the 1920's and foreign minister in the 1930's and
1940's). In her autobiography 'Idyll och Uppbrottstid', Mrs Sandler discussed
her close relationship with the Cuthberts, an Edinburgh family, who had two
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sons fighting in the Boer War. One of the young men came home wounded. He
was in a hospital, and the authoress with the mother frequently visited him.
Everyone talked about the heroism and bravery in fighting for the king against
the hated Boers and their President Kruger. The young Swedish girl said that
'she thought that the Boers also were fighting bravely' and on several occasions
noted that 'there were also respectable and decent people in the Transvaal as
well'
In the Scandinavian press, much attention was placed on the prisoner issue.
Letters appeared in the newspapers from prisoners of war, and in magazines
were photographs of captured Scandinavians on St Helena or Ceylon. Many
diplomatic notes between Great Britain and Sweden dealt with the prisoner
issue. A number of Swedes and Norwegians claimed they were being unfairly
held by British authorities, not having participated in the war, but just being
in the wrong place at the wrong time. This issue caused hard feelings between
Scandinavians and Britons until the prisoners were released at the end of the
war, most electing to return to Scandinavia.
To pro-British Scandinavians in South Africa such as the Cape Town Danish
Society and Scandinavian businessmen (eg Anders Ohlsson), it looked as if too
many of the newspapers in their fatherlands were much too pro-Boer. They
proceeded to write letters or send petitions of protest. In a letter to the Foreign
Office in Stockholm dated 5 March 1902, fifty Scandinavians in Cape Town
protested against the anti-British army articles appearing in Nordic newspapers.
The letter was published in 'NyaDagligt Allehanda' in its 8 April 1902 issue.
The 'Cape Times' of that year reported a meeting of the Cape Town Danish
Society attended by some seventy people also discussing and protesting the antiBritish statements appearing in the Danish press!00 Anders Ohlsson, the proEnglish Swedish Consul in Cape Town, in an interview for the 'Goteborgs
Handels-och Sjofarts Tidning' (5 September 1901 edition), noted that the war
was unavoidable and 'it is incorrect that the English treat the Boer prisoners
badly'. Then he went on to describe how they were given opportunity to play
football, tennis, and cricket. In short, he claimed the prisons were 'healthy
places, free and open'!01 He also implied that the Scandinavians in their own
Corps had been forced into service and that they had been intentionally placed
in the front positions by the officers while the Boers remained back in the
safety of the trenches.
It has been commonly believed that the majority of the Scandinavian people
were pro-Boer. In a recent Swedish study on Africa, it was stated that
The Swedish people's sympathies were passionately on the Boer's side.
They [Boers] fought for their freedom. They were simple farmers, who
dared to stand up against the superior power than to capitulate to those
Englishmen, who were out after gold in the mines of Johannesburg. Indig
nation knew no bounds, when the English burned their farms and removed
together their wives and children to concentration camps, where over
20,000 of them died from bad food and lack of proper sanitary conditions!02
It was also commonly believed that Scandinavian missionaries and church
groups were pro-Boer. C. P. Groves in 'The Planting of Christianity in Africa'
wrote that
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The British Churches were outspoken for the British cause, while the Ger
man missionaries — as the bulk of the German people in Europe — found
their sympathies with the Boers, and the Swedish and Norwegian groups
were in much the same position!03
Tore Furberg, the present director of the CSM (Church of Sweden Mission)
in Uppsala, in an article entitled 'The Swedish Missionaries and Home Opinion
During the Boer War' (appearing in 'Svenska Missionstidskrift'), disputed
this contention and, agreeing with Professor Sven Lundkvist of Uppsala Univer
sity (see p 249, footnote 89), said that there was a definite split in Swedish
public opinion.104 Furberg noted that the CSM headquarters wanted the mis
sionaries to remain neutral in the conflict. However, most became outspoken
allies of the British side even though they had had problems with the English
authorities in the settlement of damage claims (eg from the 1879 Zulu War),
land claims, and difficulties with officials over the extension of the work.
According to Furberg, there were several major reasons why the mission
aries became pro-British. During the Second Anglo-Boer War, the Swedish
mission stations came into frequent conflict with the hostilities. For an extended
time, Oscarsberg was isolated from the outside world. Near the Dundee station,
one of the major battles of the war was fought. Under Boer occupation, the
mission work at Dundee was greatly restricted, and at Oscarsberg, the mis
sionaries were confined to the station itself. But perhaps the main reason was
humanitarian, and in opposition to the Boers' attitude towards the indigenous
people. Hedvig Posse, for example, noted in 1900 that the Boer government
had been 'miserable in the handling of the black (and to some extent the
British) .. ,'105 Although Ljungqvist could see merit in the Boers' paternalistic
approach to the blacks (he also thought the Afrikaners were the best protection
against Roman Catholic influence in South Africa), yet he appreciated the
'more evangelical way of thinking' (evangelical presumably in the Wilberforce
sense) of the English, and 'under the free English government's protection
could Boer and English elements have an effect upon the other and build
together for each other's mutual advantage'.
Furberg has found that those church people who supported the South African
work tended to agree with the missionaries' pro-British thinking. This was true
of CSM secretaries Hjalmar Danell and Gudmar Hogner. The latter wrote in
1900 that 'the mission friends were united in intercessions for English victory
and for a quick end to the war'!07 There was criticism among the missionaries
with the position taken by 'Vart Land' (see p 184). Knut Hallendroff wrote to
the CSM headquarters that the paper's 'one-sidedness ... has surprised me ,
and in another letter said that 'Vart Land' was 'atrociously onesided'. These
missionary attitudes had the effect of eventually getting 'Vart Land to become
more open and sympathetic to the English position. It should be noted, however,
that not all Swedish missionaries were pro-English. Two missionaries to which
Furberg referred (though not identified by name) were stationed in Ekutuleni
and apparently were influenced by the German Hermannsburgs. One of the
missionaries said that he comprehended the Boers' initial successes as a sign
of divine intervention'. The other defended Boer policies against the Africans
and English, and believed that if the former won, it would signify 'the black
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peoples' deliverance from degeneration'!09 Both missionaries were convinced
that firm handling of the Africans would in the long run be the best for their
cultural and religious improvement, but just how this was to be achieved was
not explained,
A number of Sweden's largest newspapers were pro-English. In the conser
vative national 'Svenska Dagbladet', Harald Hjarne, in a series of articles
written at the end of 1899 and the beginning of 1900, took the field for England
and its struggle, and questioned the justice of the Boer cause. He believed
many Swedes were following the enthusiasm of the Germans in their pro-Boer
stance, and he advocated reasonable calm, not emotionalism. To Hjarne,
Kruger was grim, stubborn, and desirous of power. The paper refuted the
charges that the British were planning to exterminate the Boers, and added
that the latter's cause was futile!10
'Stockholms Dagblad', the conservatives' main organ, from the beginning
was clearly pro-English, though it did recognize the Boers' near miraculous
victories earlier in the nineteenth century. It carried a number of articles from
observers in South Africa. For example, in its 9 October 1899 issue, it printed
an article by Johannes Dahl, a surveyor in the Transvaal prior to the war. He
did not paint a very flattering picture of the Boers. It was his view that they
were not as great sharpshooters as many people had believed; they displayed
'faithlessness and cowardice, recklessness ...'; 'cruelty against inferior or
vanquished opponents characterizes the Boer .. ,'m It was this Scandinavian's
impression that since they left the Cape in the 1830's, the Boers became back
wards and lazy by sitting around, smoking pipes, and letting the fertile land go
to waste. To him, the Boers read and wrote poorly, were not interested in
modern theories, and their orthodox religiosity false.
Sweden's renowned liberal newspaper, 'Dagens Nyheter', was friendly to
the British and frankly glad in early 1900 when Great Britain began to win battles
By June 1900, the paper believed the war was over and only pacification left.
The publication, like others mentioned, carried eyewitness accounts. A letter
written by Vilhelm Webber, a Dane and resident of the Transvaal for eight
years, noted that he was forced to take up arms to help the Boers. He protested
that he was from a neutral nation. Nevertheless he received an order from the
Boers to report "... in the market place with saddled horse, rifle and eight
days provision in order to take part in the nation's defense'.'112 The same
individual then noted how poorly the Boers treated the 'uitlanders', and as a
result, there was a considerable number of refugees leaving the Transvaal.
A number of Swedish newspapers tried to remain neutral, but with some
cautious British sympathies. 'Stockholms Tidningen', the largest newspaper
in terms of circulation, tried to be as objective as possible!13 It feared the
power of Russia if England should falter in South Africa. In 1899, it said that
an English victory would not mean oppression for the Boers. Three years
later, it was unhappy that the war had been dragged out so long. 'Sydsvenska
Dagbladet Snallposten', a liberal paper, was also careful. At the beginning of
the war, it was reluctant to take a position. While admitting popular sympathy
for the Boers, it held that the English had causes of dissatisfaction against
'the most hateful of all the forms of government ... a narrow-minded bigoted
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and rough-handed oligarchy' !14 The paper also had a hard time deciding which
foreign event in 1899-1900 deserved greater attention, the Boer War or the
Boxer Rebellion in China. It decided to give the latter more coverage.
During this period, the foreign press had a decided influence in Scandinavia,
especially German and English agencies. They were frequently quoted in
Swedish, Danish, and Norwegian papers. At the same time, comments made
by the Scandinavians also were noted in the foreign press. For example, the
'Times' (London) carried a number of articles on Scandinavians especially if
they showed any sympathy to the British side!15 On 18 October 1900, it ran the
following article on Dr Hammar's (see p 176) experiences in South Africa.
Dr J. Hammar of Gothenburg, who served with the Boer field ambulance and
has returned, gives an interesting account of his experience. He says that
his recollections of the service are far from pleasant, as the Boers did not
show the least gratitude for his hard work and trouble, with faulty organiz
ation and bad equipment. He had even to a great extent to provide his own
materials, etc, in order to do any good at all, and still the Boers took all
his exertions and expenditure as a matter of course. For were they not
'God's chose', whom all ought to assist? Dr Hammar found some fine and
honourable men of the old stock among them, although dreadfully ignorant
and bigoted, with no ideas of the seriousness of war and the qualities and
strengths of the English. But the majority were a 'bad lot', worse of all
being the mercenaries of all nationalities ... The doctor continues that he
never saw a single proof of the much-vaunted Boer unselfishness and read
iness to assist his brother Boer, but that, on the contrary, they were the
most selfish lot with whom he had ever come in contact. Every one thought
first and last of himself and his own security, and this was in a great
measure the cause of their defeats ...
On 22 January 1900, the 'Times' (London) reported a gift of 12,000 boxes of
butter from Danish farmers for the British soldiers in South Africa. On 22
March of that year, the same newspaper printed an article which had appeared
in a Danish provincial paper (not identified) of an interview with a Danish
engineer living in the Transvaal in which the first line read: 'No Uitlander who
has lived in the Transvaal long enough to understand the real conditions of
things will ever dream of siding with the Boers'. The 'Times' (London)
printed a 'Politiken' article quoting a pro-Boer Dane in the Transvaal who
described in a letter to his sister in Denmark that 'the British authorities are
treating us well in every respect and really are showing us extraordinary
friendliness'!18
Twice in January 1902, the Norwegian pro-Boer 'Verdens Gang' was quoted
by the 'Times' (London). In an article on General de Wet, it concluded with
the following:
We have been inclined to overlook the fact that the generous admiration for
a brave enemy, whether in politics or war, is an instinct in the English
character. It cannot be admitted that it implies a certain spiritual distinc
tion, a national chivalry, a just sense of the balance of right and wrong and
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at the same time a virile magnamity, which we are bound to acknowledge
are scarcely to be found elsewhere among the races of the world.
On 20 January, the 'Times' (London) published excerpts from another 'Verdens
Gang' article:
It is so easy for us [Norwegians], a small nation, to imagine ourselves in
the Boers' situation that we, involuntarily have feelings of compassion
towards them ... If it must necessarily happen that the brave Boers are
obliged to give up all claim to their national independence we entertain the
hope that the British nation will display its best qualities to the vanquished.
We do not, however, think that any other Power would, under similar
circumstances, offer the Boers better terms than those proposed by the
British... ,120
By far the most newsworthy story with regard to pro-British sentiment among
Scandinavians was the interview with King Oscar II granted to Theodore Andrea
Cook, a reporter for the newly founded London 'Daily Express' (the interview
took place on 3 May 1900, only ten days after the newspaper came into exis
tence). The reporter had just resigned the editorship of the 'St James's Gazette'
to join the staff of the new London paper which began its career with various
sensational stories, among them the interview with the Swedish king.
The King was reported to have stated that:
I am entirely on the British side in this war in South Africa. You may make
it quite clear that I believe your cause is just, and that I shall give no help
or countenance whatever to the Boers in their efforts to obtain sympathy or
assistance from Europe in the struggle which they have precipitated ...
Do not misunderstand me. I deplore the Jameson Raid.
But I do say that you Britons have proved yourselves better fitted to
colonise and to govern the savage and uncivilised territories of the world
than almost any of your rivals; and, as the Boers have, to my mind, proved
themselves to be exactly the opposite in these respects, my sympathies and
my hopes are with you ...
Already you are finding one good thing that has sprung from those very
reverses which were inevitable because you were inevitably unprepared.
That good thing is the magnificent support and the splendid fighting of your
Colonies.
That proves what I have just said, that you are good colonisers, and it
confirms me in my opinion of the justice of your cause"1
The following day, 'Daily Express' Cook reported that the King sent similar
message to the Scandinavians in the United States.
The interview caused a flurry of excitement both in Sweden and in the United
States as well as various parts of Europe. Although some Swedish papers pub
lished the entire interview without any critical commentary as, for example,
the strongly pro-English 'Stockholms Dagblad', others like the neutral 'Stockholms-Tidningen' wanted an explanation — a 'straight forward answer' — from
Foreign Minister Alfred Lagerheim whether Oscar was speaking with the auth190

ority as ruler or merely as a private citizen422 This newspaper added that it
considered such an interview inappropriate inasmuch as the royal family's visit
to England was intended to be private and recreational without political ramific
ations^23 It was reported in New York City's Swedish-American paper, 'Nordstiernan', that Foreign Minister Lagerheim considered the King's utterances to be
'exaggerated' and that Cook had exceeded and in fact misused the King's confidence.
It was tactless reporting, but Lagerheim wished it to be known that the King
was speaking merely as a private individual. 'It is not Sweden and Norway's
Regent who has spoken his strong sympathies for the English, it is simply and
solely the Count of Haga who was spoken'424 Other Swedish-American news
papers including 'Svenska Amerikanaren' were equally interested in the King's
interview and ran further clarifications in their forthcoming issues ^25
Scandinavian businessmen in South Africa, especially if they were located
along the coast near Cape Town or Durban, also tended to support the English.
They believed an English victory would ensure better possibilities for increased
Scandinavian-South African trade. These businessmen were frequently inter
viewed in the Swedish press. An example was the interview with O. Gullander,
a businessman from Gothenburg, in the 17 October 1899 edition of the 'Sundsvalls-Posten'. Gullander expressed his opinion that the Boers did not deserve
the sympathy of the Swedish people.
They are a folk which stand behind the times, with a restricted view, with a
true hate against everything new, with only a fixed programme; to hold back
and stamp out everything young and promising. One speaks such beautiful
words about their religiosity. But one finds that it is often narrow-minded
and fatalistic and combined with spiritual pride ...
The Swedish businessman then discussed the policies towards the blacks and
their registering whenever they came into a city. He noted that blacks could
not use the sidewalks or trolleys. For these and other reasons, he maintained
a Boer should not have Sweden's sympathies. On the other hand, the English
. . . open the doors for colonists from all countries. All receive the same
127
rights and protections.
The Boers, however, who represent the minority, 'wish to have the big cake
for themselves'. Not only did they limit the rights of the blacks but also the
'uitlanders'.
Finally Gullander discussed Swedish trade with South Africa which at that
time was dominated by the export of Swedish wood products. It was hoped the
British would triumph so that order would be restored and economic contacts
between Scandinavia and South Africa further expanded.
It is apparent in studying Scandinavian participation and attitudes during the
Second Anglo-Boer War that Swedes, Norwegians, and Danes were clearly
divided in their loyalties towards either Briton or Boer. As was the case with
definite racial attitudes on the part of missionaries, so, too, were the strong
views of Scandinavian gold diggers, engineers, and businessmen in the BritishBoer rivalry. Again the Scandinavians found themselves caught in the middle.
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It is interesting that few remained silent or apathetic in the controversy. Most
had definite opinions which usually expressed with great ardour and feeling. It
was apparent that Scandinavians very readily mirrored Boer or British values,
and were generally willing to sacrifice their own separateness and cultural
uniqueness to stake their futures on the success of one side or the other. Even
in far-off Scandinavia, people and press were willing to express which side
they favoured.
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Chapter VII

CONCLUSION

Although this study does not go beyond 1902, it may be noted that in the twentieth
century, several important developments have taken place with respect to the
Scandinavian impact in South Africa. Thanks to Jacob Letterstedt (see Chapter
IV), trade between Sweden and South Africa began in the 1850's. But its volume
was small until the 1880's and 1890's, with a sizeable increase in the twentieth
century. For most of the present century, South Africa has been.Sweden's
third largest customer outside of Europe. Wood products (finished and
unfinished) and paper dominated Swedish exports, but beginning in the immed
iate pre-World War I period, metals and various types of machinery — espec
ially cream separators, refrigerators, milking machines, ballbearings,
vacuum cleaners, and telephones — became significant. By 1948, exports to
South Africa totalled 100,000,000 Swedish crowns (the current exchange rate is
a little over six crowns to one South African rand), and by 1970, this figure
had climbed to a value of nearly 325,000,000 crowns. By way of comparison,
exports in 1891 amounted to 1,500,000 Swedish crowns; in 1903 to 14,500,000;
and by 1925 to lG.SOO.OOO.1
By the mid-1930's, South African exports to Sweden were also increasing,
especially in citrus and deciduous fruits. Beginning in the early twentieth cen
tury, Swedish and Danish business investments laid a foundation for extensive
operations by the mid-1950's and 1960's. Many of the largest Swedish (eg,
Alfa-Laval, Electrolux, SKF, Asea, Sandvik, A vesta Ironworks, Fagersta,
Atlas Copco, Volvo) and Danish (eg East Asiatic, Christiani & Nielsen) com
panies have operations in Johannesburg, Pretoria, Durban, and Cape Town.
Secondly, there was a continuation of Scandinavian emigration to South
Africa though many would return to their homeland in their later years. The
impact of individual Scandinavians on South Africa continued to be important.
The largest South African fishery (Irvin & Johnson) was begun by Charles O.
Johnson; the last whaling company (Union Whaling) in Africa was founded by
Abraham E. Larsen and Jacob Jacobsen Egeland; various construction (eg
O. Grinaker (Pty) Ltd), sugar (Eriksen Brothers (Pty) Ltd), match (Lion
Match Co Ltd), and creamery (Michelsens Ltd) establishments were started
by Scandinavians; the town of Uvongo, Natal was planned by Thure Gustaf
Lilliecrona; the Central News Agency was organized by Albert Victor Lindbergh;
Nils Andersen was a prominent Natal artist; and Leif Egeland, second gener
ation Norwegian-South African, was a member of Parliament, diplomat, and
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South African High Commissioner to Great Britain after World War II.2
This period was also important because of the numerous cultural links
between South Africa and Scandinavia. Beginning in the era immediately prior
to World War I, Afrikaners began studying Swedish folk dancing and singing,
which later resulted in cultural exchanges among the countries .3 Many Afrik
aner folk songs are based on Swedish melodies. In the 1930's and 1940's,
people in both Scandinavia and South Africa were reading friendly newspaper
accounts of each other's area. Swedish newspapers were depicting South Africa
as a land of economic opportunity, and South African journals were portraying
Sweden as clean, friendly, and courteous, and a good place to go on holiday.4
The year 1948 proved to be crucial in South African history with the emer
gence of the Nationalist party as the most significant political force in the
country. As a response to the policies by this party and its control over the
government, the Scandinavian press led by Ivar Harrie, editor-in-chief of
Stockholm's 'Expressen' and Herbert Tingsten of 'Dagens Nyheter', wrote a
series of critical articles, particularly against the Afrikaners. Tingsten's
articles were expanded into a widely publicized book, 'Problemet Syd-Afrika'
('The Problem of South Africa').5 Throughout the 1950's and thereafter, this
critical attitude was shared increasingly by other segments of Scandinavian
society.
This twentieth century Scandinavian involvement with South Africa is directly
related to the long pre-1902 historical contact as described in this study. The
impact of Scandinavians on South Africa has been multifaceted. First they acted
as impartial observers of South African events, looking upon and recording the
rivalry between Boer and Briton, European and African, and among various
African groups. The early natural scientists acted as keen and alert observers.
The historian Theal recognized Carl Peter Thunberg and Anders Sparrman as
giving 'the most interesting and trustworthy account' of the Cape Colony prior
to the beginning of the twentieth century. Others who noted the customs and
habits of the Europeans and the indigenous peoples included Charles John
Andersson, Johan August Wahlberg, and Jacob Wallenberg. Missionaries such
as Hans P. S. Schreuder, Ommund Oftebro, and Otto Witt wrote eyewitness
accounts of nineteenth century events in Zululand.
But the Scandinavians also became active participants in the shaping of
South African history. They associated themselves with similar ease to Boer,
Briton, and African alike. For the most part, they were easily assimilable
foreigners. Scandinavians were founders of a number of prominent Afrikaner
families such as Bergh, Tregardt (Trichardt), Lindequast (Lindeque), and
Krog(h). Louis Tregardt, the first Voortrekker, Pieter van Meerhoff and
others became Afrikaner folk heroes. Many Scandinavians enthusiastically
supported the Boers in the Second Anglo-Boer War; this was manifested in the
creation of a Scandinavian Corps as well as participation in several Boer
commando units.
Scandinavians also assimilated rapidly with the English-speaking part of
the European population. Sir Andries Stockenstrom served in the Britishdominated government as did Jacob Letterstedt and Anders Ohlsson. Norwegians
residing in Durban and Marburg, and Scandinavian businessmen of Cape Town
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and Knysna were generally pro-English. Many, such as Hilmar T. Bru-de-Wold,
helped the British in their struggles against the indigenous people. They served
as native commissioners in British service, including S. O. Samuelson, Hjalmar Braatvedt, and Fredrik Rodseth. Scandinavians fought as individuals in
several British contingents in the Second Anglo-Boer War and the two world
wars. Leif Egeland and Joyce Eriksen, quite recently, have been members of
the pro-English United Party in the South African Parliament.
Scandinavians have been found in the ranks of those who championed the
rights of the indigenous peoples. Sir Andries Stockenstrom advocated the creation
of the Kat River Settlement for the Khoikhoi. Hans Peter Hallbeck desired the
creation of model mission communities in which the indigenous peoples would
run their own affairs. Missionaries Hans P. S. Schreuder and Ommund Oftebro
held unique relationships with the Zulu kings. R. C. A. Samuelson was Cetshwayo's close confidant and served on the defense team in Dinuzulu's trial in
1908. The Finns in Ovamboland, Namibia, and the Church of Sweden Mission
and the Norwegian Missionary Society in Zululand have had particular success
with conversions, and with their emphasis on educational and health care
facilities. The Scandinavian missionaries on the whole showed a genuine con
cern for the indigenous people, helping to maintain and develop a sense' of selfreliance and pride. During the time of slavery, many Scandinavians such as
Sparrman, Thunberg, and Stockenstrom opposed that institution. It should be
noted, however, that others (eg Louis Tregardt) supported it by owning slaves
themselves.
In exploring and opening the land to European settlers, Scandinavians were
in the forefront. They journeyed through large areas of what is today the Repub
lic of South Africa: Sparrman and Thunberg throughout the southern Cape
Province; Johan Fredrik Victorin in the Knysna area; and Johan August Wahlberg in central Natal and the Transvaal. But Namibia in particular was an area
first explored and opened by Scandinavians beginning with Hendrik Jacob Wikar
along the Orange River in the late 1700's. Charles John Andersson was the
first European to reach Lake Ngami from the west as well as to see the Okavango River, the present border between South West Africa and Angola. It has
been said that what David Livingstone achieved in east Africa, Andersson did
for southwestern Africa. As a result of Andersson's efforts, northern and
southern Namibia became known to Europeans. Other early explorers of that
region included Wahlberg, Axel Wilhelm Eriksson, and Peter August Moller.
Once the land was initially explored, Scandinavians became active in
developing trading routes and transportation systems. Axel Wilhelm Eriksson
saw the future economic possibilities of Namibia, and was instrumental in
opening new trading routes, connecting that region not only with Cape Town but
also Angola and the Transvaal. The Zeederbergs established an early stage
coach line in the Transvaal.
Scandinavians were actively involved in mapping the land for settlement
purposes, and surveying and laying out new towns. Wahlberg surveyed Pietermaritzburg; Magnus Forssman, Potchefstroom (he also surveyed the Trans
vaal-Mozambique border); the Thesens put Knysna on the map as did the
Norwegians with Durban and Marburg; and Anders Ohlsson and Jacob Letter195

stedt with Newlands, a Cape Town suburb. Thure Gustaf Lilliecrona founded
and laid out Uvongo, south of Durban, and August Hammar planned several
communities near Durban.
Once the land was mapped, colonists including Scandinavians moved in.
They came either in organized parties ('Debora' expedition to Durban, Marburg
settlers, Forssman group to the Transvaal) or as individuals seeking fortune.
The organized schemes generally were not successful; the Norwegians heading
for Marburg were promised much but given little, and very quickly many
among the original settlers drifted away to other locations. By and large, the
majority of Scandinavian emigrants were single males from larger towns with
some educational or skilled occupational background. Many were attracted to
mining, railway building, engineering, fishing, whaling, and shipping. Those
emigrants prior to World War I generally assimilated rapidly and had little
desire to return to their land of birth. A few, however, could not forget the
old country and some like Jacob Letterstedt sent sums of money back to Sweden.
Others like Charles O. Johnson elected to spend their last days in Scandinavia.
Having settled, the Scandinavians began to invest in South Africa by opening
businesses, trading establishments, and sharing in the new country's potential
wealth. Anders Ohlsson amassed a fortune in the brewery business, Oscar
Wilhelm Alric Forssman by 1879 was the largest landowner in the Transvaal,
and the Thesens became prosperous with shipbuilding, trade, and wood prod
ucts in the Knysna region. J.J. Egeland and Abraham Larsen established the
largest whaling company in South Africa, Charles O. Johnson did the same thing
in fishing, Sofus Michelsen developed a lucrative creamery, Ola Grinaker
became well-known in construction, and Thoralf and Ernst Eriksen established
themselves in sugar refining. Trade between South Africa and Sweden increased,
and with it investments from various important Scandinavian corporations.
Scandinavians played a significant role in opening the country's natural won
ders to the outside world. Probably the first European to see the Augrabies
Falls (fifth highest in Africa) was Henrik Wikar. Karl Linnaeus from his
student days in Holland always had a fascination for South Africa. He encour
aged pupils like Sparrman and Thunberg to do extensive work there. Thunberg
has the distinction of being known as 'the father of Cape botany'. What Sparrman
and Thunberg were in botany, Wahlberg was in ornithology and mammalogy.
They discovered numerous species of flora and fauna.
Scandinavians have contributed to South African government and international
relations (eg Leif Egeland), culture (artists Nils Andersen and Nils Solberg),
development of Afrikaner folk dancing and singing, and publications and the
press (Albert Victor Lindbergh). In fact, whatever the field, one will generally
discover a renowned Scandinavian.
What does the Scandinavian experience in South Africa demonstrate? It shows
a relatively small group of disciplined people wishing to make a success of
their lives. Generally those who came to South Africa had some educational or
skilled occupational background, both of which were needed by the developing
country. Thus many were able to become economically successful in a short
period of time. They also had the advantage of being willing to adapt to their
new surroundings. For example, they quickly learned and used English and/or
Afrikaans.
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In many ways, the contacts between Scandinavia and South Africa continue
to be strong as witnessed by recent business investments and growing trade.
Missionary activities are still apparent though among Scandinavian Lutheran
groups direction and control have passed to the Africans. Despite political
stresses and strains, diplomatic contacts remain at the legation level. Tourism
is encouraged with direct airline service between the two areas. Due to the fact
that there is no longer an economic necessity for Nordic peoples to leave their
homelands, the days of Scandinavian emigration to South Africa have ended.
Today, in fact, Scandinavia's position is reversed. It is now attracting people,
especially from southern Europe, who are seeking employment and a higher
standard of living.
Was 1948 a turning point in Scandinavian-South African relations as some
people have suggested? In some respects (eg the diplomatic), the answer is
definitely in the affirmative; in other areas (eg social and cultural), less so.
But the post-1948 political events have had little practical effect on the
economic and commercial ties. As far as the future is concerned, it is
uncertain, but indications suggest that despite political pressure, the economic
and commercial relations between the two regions will continue. Scandinavian
businessmen wish to remain involved in this wealthy land of opportunity and
probably will do so despite pressure from the government, press, and church.
One can expect Scandinavians to continue to be outspoken against 'apartheid',
and white South Africans should not think Scandinavians do not sincerely abhor
racial segregation. This writer has been impressed with the seriousness that
average Swedes have in their dislike of 'apartheid'. They admit they do not
have a major racial problem of their own but the argument that they are isolated
from non—Scandinavians in far-off northern Europe is not true either. They are
generally well-read, informed, and travel widely. It is erroneous simply to
say these people have no understanding of South Africa's complex problems.
Yet in all fairness to white South Africans, that country probably has no other
counterpart in the world. The racial situation is unique and every European
knows he has a problem to which he must address himself and ultimately solve.
The two hundred and fifty years of Scandinavian involvement in South Africa
prior to 1902 cannot be dismissed. The historical background is significant in
future relations between Scandinavia and South Africa because it has created
ties which are difficult to sever. If there is any group of Europeans who deserve
special recognition for their contributions to the development of South Africa,
certainly Scandinavians are entitled to that accolade.
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Names underlined : not existent today
Source : Many items from Otto Rob. Landelius
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Appendix A

SCANDINAVIAN PLACE NAMES IN AFRICA

South Africa (see map pl98)
Andersson's Hill — near Zeerust in the western Transvaal, named in honour of Charles
John Andersson.
Andersson's vlei — a marshy lake south of Lake Ngami, Botswana, named for C. J.
Andersson.
Bergstromhoek — bus stop east of Johannesburg between Germiston and Moddersfontein,
named for Oscar Bergstrom who fought on the Boer side in the Second Anglo-Boer
War (1899-1902).
Burtzenhoek — at the mouth of the Gamtoos River, west of Port Elizabeth. Named by
Anders Sparrman in honour of Adolphus Burtz, captain of a Swedish East Indiaman.
Burtz sent animal specimens to Sweden from the Cape and the East Indies. The name
no longer appears on South African maps.
Castle Meerhoff — mountain near Citrusdal, Western Cape, named for Pieter van Meerhoff, Danish soldier and explorer in the service of the Dutch East India Company.
Dahlia — located between Vrede and Warden in the Orange Free State. Named for a
flower which in turn was identified with the Swede, Anders Dahl.
Hallbeck Hill — in Enon district near Sundays River in the Cape Province, after Hans
Peter Hallbeck, Moravian missionary in Genadendal.
Hammarsdal — located between Pietermaritzburg and Durban, named for Swedish landsurveyor, August Hammar.
Herries Bay — named for a Swede, Harry Cruse, who was the only survivor of a ship
that foundered near the Palmiet River mouth east of Cape Town. He was called
Harry the Swede or Harry Swedey, and the little cove came to be referred to as
Harry's Bay, transmuted by time to Herries Bay (source: Arderne Tredgold, 'Village
of the Sea. The Story of Hermanus' [Cape Town: Human & Rousseau, 1965], p 24).
Karlskrona — farm near the Hartebeespoort Dam, near Hekpoort, Transvaal. A Mr CarlsonSmith came to South Africa from Karlskrona, Sweden, named this farm as well as a
hotel (source: interview, Gustav Odquist, Johannesburg, April 1974).
Letterstedt Road — located in Newlands (suburb of Cape Town) near Ohlsson's Breweries,
named in honour of prominent Cape Town citizen, Jacob Letterstedt, from Sweden.
Lilliecrona Park — named for the founder of Uvongo, Natal, Thure Gustaf Lilliecrona.
Lindbergh Park — residential suburb of Johannesburg, organized in 1945 as a township.
Named after Albert Victor Lindbergh, founder of the Central News Agency and chairman
of the 'Rand Daily Mail'.
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Linstrom — bus stop between Edenburg and Smlthfield in the Orange Free State probably
named after the member of the Scandinavian Corps in the Second Anglo-Boer War.
There were two Swedes by that name in the Corps — Emil Lindstrbm killed at
Magersfontein and Otto Erik Lindstrom captured at Paardeberg.
Lundeans Nek — mountain pass fifty-five kilometres northeast of Barkly East in the Cape
Province. Identified with August Lundin from Vasterbotten, Sweden. He came to South
Africa as a seaman, then tried his luck in the diamond mines in the early 1870's. Took
part in fighting the Basutos in the late 1870's and early 1880's. He had a trading post
near the Basutoland border in the area of this pass. He and Adolf Claudelin ( see Chap
ter VI) started a farm further south from the pass, then both went to Johannesburg, and
Lundin died in that city in the 1880's.
Olen Stadium — in Potchefstroom, named for C. L. Olen, mayor of that city in 1939. He
was the son of Carl Ludwig Olen, a Swede who came with the Forssmans in 1863
(source: O. W. A. Forssman collection, Transvaal Archives, Accession No 375).
Olofs Fontein — south of the Olifants River, western Cape, after Oloff Bergh.
Oscarsberg — first Church of Sweden Mission station, on the Natal side, near Zululand and
the Tugela River, founded in 1878 by Otto Witt. He named the station in honour of the
Swedish king, Oscar II. The hill behind the station was also given the same name. Today
no longer used.
Oslo Beach — community near Marburg along the Indian Ocean coast, southern Natal. The
main street in the town called King Hakon Drive.
Point Ekeberg — after Carl Gustaf Ekeberg, captain and natural scientist in the service of
the Swedish East India Company. Named by Sparrman. Today the area is identified as
Cape St Francis.
Rbrvik Avenue — in Durban for Norwegian builder, Peder E. P. Rjirvik.
Settler's Park — in Port Shepstone, Natal, in honour of the Norwegian colonists who
arrived there in 1882 on their way to Marburg.
Scandinavia — settlement along the Vaal River (Transvaal side), about eighteen miles
south of Potchefstroom, to be a centre for Swedish emigrants envisioned by O. W. A.
Forssman in 1863.
Sparrman's Harbour — near the mouth of the Zwartkops River near Port Elizabeth,
westernmost part of Algoa Bay. A Dutch map of 1800 showed this harbour, identified
with Anders Sparrman. Not used today.
Stockenstrom — a district in the eastern Cape named for Sir Andries Stockenstrom.
Stockenstrom's Drift — located on the southern Orange Free State border, for Sir Andries
Stockenstrom.
Sweden — located between Potgietersrus and Kopbeenpan in northwest Transvaal.
Trichardt

near Vaal River, southern Transvaal, named for Carolus Tregardt.

Trichardtsdal; Louis Trichardt — in northern Transvaal, towns named for Louis Tregardt,
the voortrekker.
Louis Trichardt Road — in Kruger National Park, after Louis Tregardt.
Wahlberg's Well — located southwest of Ghanze near the Itchombinde River in western
Botswana, on the way from Namibia to Lake Ngami. Named for Johan August Wahlberg,
Swedish explorer and naturalist.
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Wedberg
town near left bank (south) of Vaal River about fifty kilometres north of Kimberley, named for A. Wedberg from Vanersborg, Sweden. He was a diamond rigger,
lived in this region in the 1890's.
Other parts of Africa
Astrida — town in former Ruanda-Urundi (now the countries of Rwanda and Burundi),
named for Queen Astrid, Belgian queen who was from the Swedish royal family.
D'uben Falls — in northern Cameroon, identified by Georg Valdau (see Chapter I) and
named for Gustaf von Diiben, Swedish doctor, anatomist, and ethnologist.
Hakansson Mountain - in Katanga, southern Zaire, after Carl Reinhold Hakansson, captain
in the service of the Belgians in the Congo in the 1880's and 1890's.
Levins Spring — in northern Cameroon named for Swedish sea captain, Gustaf Levin, who
was a friend of Georg Valdau.
Roche du Wall — near the mouth of the Congo River, west of Matadi, a rocky islet named
for John Ludvig Wall, Swedish machine inspector in Congo service in the 1880's.
Wester Falls — on the Congo River, in honour of Arvid Wester, Swedish military man.
Located in eastern Zaire.
(Source: many Swedish place names obtained from Otto Rob. Landelius, interview, Gothen
burg, August 1973, June 1974).

Appendix B
SCANDINAVIAN SETTLERS IN THE SERVICE OF THE DUTCH EAST
INDIA COMPANY

Mlchiel Otto — from Norway - he arrived in 1714, and in five years, became a burgher.
He married twice — both to daughters of German immigrants. Children resulted from
the marriages and descendants are stiU found in South Africa. Otto died in 1743.
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Christian Rabe — from Copenhagen — arrived in 1723, and married the daughter of a
couple who had come from Holland. Descendants of the children of this marriage still
living in South Africa.
Hercules Sandenbergh (Sandberg) — from Trondheim, Norway. Arrived in 1714, and was
a pharmacist for the Company. He married the daughter of a Dutch clergyman, and des
cendants still living in South Africa.
Andreas Christoffel Lind — from Visby, Gotland, Sweden. He came to South Africa as an
assistant in the Company. He married in 1793, descendants living in South Africa. He
was a member of the Cape Town Lutheran Church when it was officially recognized in
1780. He was a burgher.
Dirk Gustavus Suydergren — from Stockholm. He was an assistant helmsman in the Com
pany. His wife was born in Holland; married in 1756, two years later marriage ended
in divorce — no children.
Zacharias Blomerus — from Stockholm. His first marriage in 1782 was to the daughter of
a burgher (Dutch extraction) of Drakenstein; the second marriage took place in 1787.
Eight children from these marriages.
Edzard Adolph Grimbeck — from Varberg, Sweden. He was the head surgeon of the Com
pany, and involved with the slave trade. In 1787, he was married and had five children.
Frans Jurgen Sommer — from Bergen, Norway. A surgeon of the Company, married to
the daughter of an immigrant from SUesia. Descendants still living in South Africa.
Arie Lourens Toerin — from Gothenburg. Quarter-master in service of Dutch East India
Company. Married in 1785 — five children.
Gustaf Erlank — from Uppsala, Sweden. Entered the naval service of the Netherlands in
1776. Made various voyages to the East and West Indies. August 1788 — the vessel on
which he was on wrecked at Plettenberg Bay. Remained in South Africa. Married
Catharina Maria Wilken, daughter of a burgher of Stellenbosch, in 1791. A son and a
daughter from the marriage. 1792 — Erlank became a burgher of Graaff-Reinet.
Resided in Graaff-Reinet for twelve years. Left the frontier when disturbances occurred
— came to Cape Town. Erlank was entrusted with the office of jaUor, In charge of civil
prisoners.
(Source: Kurt G. Tragardh, Svenskar som utvandrat till Kapprovinsen frSn slutet av 1600
— talet till b'orjan av 1800-talet, 'Slakt och Havd' 3 (1968): 137-143; Kurt G. Tragardh,
Norrman som utvandrat till Kapprovinsen, 'Norsk Slektshistorisk Tidsskrift' XXII (1970):
145-149; Kurt G. Tragardh, Danskar som utvandrat till Kapprovinsen fr&n slutet av 1600talet till borjan av 1800-talet, 'Personalhistorisk Tidskrift' 1 (1970): 69-75; Christoffel
Coetzee de Villiers, 'Geslagsregisters van die ou Kaapse families', 3 vols (Cape Town:
A. A. Balkema, 1966); D. T. du T. Malherbe, 'Dreihonderd Jaar Nasiebou Stamouers van
die Afrikanervolk' (Stellenbosch: Tegniek, 1959).
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Appendix C

SCANDINAVIAN SETTLERS IN SOUTH AFRICA BEFORE 1825

(S — Swedish;

N — Norwegian;

Arrivals before 1700
Bergh, Oloff (S)
Cornelissen, Lourens (S)
Helm, Hans (D)
Hoff, Lambert L. van (N)
Knoetzen (Knoetze), C. (D)
Meerhoff, Pieter van (D)
Michiels, Mattys (S)
Oelofse, Andries (N)
Soderberg, Jiirgen (S)
Arrivals between 1700 and 1725
Andriesen, Andries (S)
Bergstedt, Matthias (S)
Biesel, C. A. (D)
Brand, Robbert R. (N)
Grove, Andries (D)
Jonas, Roelof (N)
Jerff, Albert Andreas (D)
Lindequast, B. (Ruegen — S)
Otto, Michiel (N)
Pfeil, Daniel (S)
Rabe, Christian (D)
Sandenbergh (Sandenberg), H. (N)
Strang, Carel (S)
Wium (Vion, Wion), Pieter (D)
Arrivals between 1726 and 1750
Felgenhauer, H. P. (N)
Hurling, Jan Fredrik (S)
Jacobs, Daniel (N)
Logenberg (Lageberg), M. (S)
Martens, Lourens (N)
Monk (Munch), Andries (S)
Pas, Christian (D)
Staf, Lorenz (S)
Tragardh, Carl Gustav (S)

D — Danish;

F — Finnish)

Volschenk, Evert Jansen (N)
Wydeman, P. A. C. (D)
Arrivals between 1751 and 1775
Aspeling, Erik Gustavus (S)
Bresler, Johan Christiaan (D)
Claasen, Hermanus (D)
Cornelissen, Lourens (D)
Eykenstroom, Zacharias (S)
Griesel (Grootschel), J. D. (D)
Hallegryn, Cornelius (S)
Hansen, Andreas (Schlewsig — D)
Helbeck, Jacob Michiel (D)
Holtman, Laars (S)
Kloffert (Klopper), J. C. (S)
Knoetzen, Thomas (D)
Lind, Andreas Christoffel (S)
Loen, Pieter (D)
Matthiessen, Clemens (Schleswig — D)
Mosseur (Mossher), Ulrich (D)
Neuman, Jurgen Hans (D)
Paulsen, Christian (Schleswig — D)
Pietersen (Pieters), B. (D)
Roelofse, Christian (D)
Roodewald, Johannes Thomas (D)
Schoonbee (Schoombee), A. G. (D)
Smidt (Smit), M. L. (D)
Suydergren, Dirk Gustavus (S)
Volsteedt, K. N. (D)
Werner, Emanuel (S)
Wiid, Sievert Jacobus (D)
Wikar, Henrik Jacob (F)
Wilhelmie (Wilhelms), D. (S)
Ziederman (Zietzmann), G. C. (D)
Arrivals between 1776 and 1800
Abo, Toger (D)
Andriesen, Gustav (S)
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Andriessen, Roelof (N)
Augreen, Erich (S)
Becker, Jan Andries (D)
Blomerus, Zacharias (S)
Brink, Andreas (S)
Cahman, Charles von (S)
Cederlouw (Seederlouw), J. (S)
Cornelissen, Sybrand (D)
Crosjo, Johan (S)
Bratt, C. G. van (S)
Erlank, Gustaf (S)
Frets, Hans Swane (N)
Furstenberg, Johan Petrus (N)
Grimbeck, Edzard Adolph (S)
Hanson (Hansen), M. (N)
Hasselquist, Lorenz (S)
Haste, Johan Hendrik (D)
Holstein, Diederik van (D)
Jansen, Matthias (Schleswig — D)
Kepler (Kopler), D. (F)
Krog (Krogh), J.C. (N)
Londberg, Jonas (S)
Lond, Cornelis (N)
Muller, Christian Frederik (S)
Mollerstrom, Quist (S)
Noordberg, Johannes (S)
Oorbeck, Jan Paulus (D)
Passen (Paass), E.J. (D)
Pieterse, Assuerus (S)
Pietersz, Roelof (N)
Saagner, Frederik Will em (S)
Seeberg (Ziberg), N. (S)
Seederblad, Christian Marthinus (S)
Sievers, Mattys (S)
Singeur, Jacob (S)
Sommer, Frans Jurgen (N)
Spolander, Andries (S)
Stockenstrom, Anders (S)
Storm, Abraham (S)
Tinnerholm, Abr. (N)
Toerin, Arie Lourens (S)
Troselius, Jonas (S)

Waarland, Sievert (N)
Waarland, Sybrand (N)
Wahlstrand, Peter Ernst (S)
Wentzel (Wensel), C. E. (D)
Wilhelmine, Johan Frederik (D)
Woudberg (Waudberg), Pieter (S)
Wydernaar, Pieter (D)
Zeedeberg, Roelf (Roeloff) A. (S)
Zeeman, Matthys (F)
Ziervogel, Aegidius Benedictus (S)
Ziervogel, Carel Ewald (S)
Obergen, Barthomeus H. G. (S)
Arrivals between 1801 and 1825
Appelgrein, Andries A. (S)
Back, N. M. (D)
Butmars, Andries (S)
Diederichsen, Peter (D)
Els, P. Hendrik (N)
Foch, D. (S)
Halgryn, Gertruyd (S)
Lond, Georg Nielson (D)
Londt, Gustavus Wilhelm (D)
Luck, Cornelis H. (D)
Oust, Andreas E. (D)
Pansegraauw, Jacob (D)
Pietersen, Hans (D)
Pieterson, Johannes (S)
Pieterson, Pieter (S)
Raffard, Mathilde E. (D)
Ring, P. M. (1JJ
Sonneman, Johannes (F)
Thiele, Jacobus (N)
Visser, Hermanus (D)
Weilbach, Johan Daniel (D)
Wikbom, Pieter Andreas (S)
Wright, Henry (D)
Wunder, Conrad Christian (D)
Wydeman, Carel G. (D)
Ziervogel, Carel (S)

Note: the spelling changes reflect the Dutch influence.
Sources: three Kurt Trag&rdh articles (see p 202); Malherbe, 'Driehonderd Jaar Nasiebou
Stamouers van die Afrikanervolk'; de Villiers, 'Geslagsregisters van die ou Kaapse
families'; Cape Town Lutheran Church membership list found in 'Archives Year Book for
South African History', C. Graham Botha, chief archivist, vol I, part II, 1938, pp 222224; Eric Rosenthal, 'Encyclopaedia of Southern Africa' (London: F. Warne, 1961).
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Appendix D
PARTIAL LIST OF SCANDINAVIANS IN NAMIBIA

(Dates indicate when the individual was in Namibia; unless stated otherwise, individual
was Swedish.)
Henrik Jacob Wikar (Swedish Finn) — explorer, Orange River area, 1775-1779.
Hans Christian Knudsen (Norwegian) — missionary, 1842-1854.
Hans Larsen (Danish) — hunter, trader, cattle farmer, 1844-1852.
Charles John Andersson — explorer, trader, hunter, naturalist, settler, 1850-1867, died
on Angola-Ovamboland border.
Johan August Wahlberg — naturalist, hunter, engineer, 1854-1856, died in Lake Ngami
area.
Oscar Lindholm — trader, servant, 1853-1870's.
Iverson (Danish) — trader, killed by Khoikhoi in 1867.
Svante — servant, collector, early 1860's-1866, died of tetanus In northern Namibia.
Jan Oscar Stromboom (Norwegian) — hunter, trader, explorer, frequent visits to Lake
Ngami, died in South Africa, 1862-1892.
Axel Wilhelm Eriksson — trader, hunter, naturalist, collector, businessman, 1866-1901,
died near Grootfontein, northern Namibia.
Captain T. G. Een — trader,

late 1860's.

Carl Albert Eriksson — trader, hunter, 1871-1894, died in Namibia.
Axel Wedberg — hunter, trader, 1870's (in Omaruru in 1876, with Axel Wilhelm Eriksson
in 1878).
Gustaf de Vylder — naturalist, 1873-1875.
Bergvall — trader, 1870's.
Carl Carlsson — hunter, trader, 1870's (Gerald McKiernan in his 'Narrative and Journal
...' mentioned him — 1876, Carlsson resident of Omaruru, 1870's, had store near
Rautanen's mission — Finnish).
James Lingram — trader, 1870's, died 1878 in Walvis Bay.
Eberhard Rosenblad — naturalist, 1894-1897.
Peter August Moller — explorer, traveller, soldier, 1895-1896.
Bernhardt, Cederberg, Swanlund — Swedes in Omaruru in 1868.
Berg, Otto Edelsten, Hammargren, Jacobson — Swedes in Omaruru in 1873 —
mentioned by Heinrich Vedder, 'South West Africa in Early Times .
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Reinhold Eriksson, Oskar Nyberg, Efraim Eriksson, Svanstrom — Swedes with Axel Wilhelm Eriksson in 1894.
Martti Rautanan (Finnish) — missionary, 1869-1926, died in Ovamboland.
Botolf Bernhard Bjorklund — Finnish missionary, 1870-1887.
Karl August Weikkolin — Finnish missionary, 1869-1891, died in Ovamboland.
Sources: Heinrich Yedder, 'South West Africa in Early Times'; W. J. de Kock, ed, 'Dic
tionary of South African Biography'; Edward C. Tabler, 'Pioneers of South West Africa
and Ngamiland 1738-1880'; B. Hanstrom et al, 'South African Animal Life ...'; A. E. Waerneman, 'Vite Hovdingen'; Charles John Andersson's books; Mr and Mrs Jalmar Rudner,
interview, Cape Town, March 1974.

Appendix E

NORWEGIANS ABOARD AGNES (1872) AND DEBORA

(1879)

Agnes
From Bergen:
*Knut Bang and son, Kristian — became a businessman in Tamatave, Madagascar.
Karl Myrhe
Amund Gunstenson
*Anton Andreason
M. Mortensen
Nils Svendsen
Hans M. Andersen
John Nilsen — became a merchant in Madagascar
N. Holm
Bothold Halvorsen
Nils Olsen — worked for Norwegian Missionary Society in Madagascar
Ole M. Sorensen
*R. Rasmussen
Boye
From Stavanger:
Nils Haugervig (Haugervik) — worked for NMS in Madagascar
*01e Olsen
Rasmus Skorge
Alfred Bentson (Bentzen)
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FromSpind (near Farsund):
Ludvig Larsen
*Zakarias H. T. Tobiassen
Andreas N. Rodland
From Farsund:

C. Corneliussen
From Sogn

Anders Bjordal
* came out with Debora in 1879.
(Source: article entitled 'Admiral of Madagascar' in possession of Miss Birgit Eckhoff,
Durban.)

Debora
Captain Tobiassen and wife
Coxswain Berentsen and wife (Berentsen second in command)

Coxswain Oftedal
*Anders Olsen and wife
I. Iversen and wife — from Bergen — later they joined St Olav Church, Durban
O. Heidalsvik and wife — worked for NMS, bought farm near Stanger, Natal
J. Finsen and wife — became prosperous in Natal
*Knut Ole Bang, wife, and three children (Amanda, Severin, Knut)
F. Larsen, wife and six children (Petra, Angel, Emil, Sigvart, Ludwig and Karl)
H. Johnsen, wife, and three children (Sine, Josefine, and Karl)
*A. Andreassen, wife, and three children
Ragnvald Andersen — became prosperous builder in Durban and joined St Olav Church
R. Rasmussen
K. Jensen
Hesselberg
Grong
*0. Fosdal
E. Eriksen
*P. Bang
E. Ellingsen
*the widow Egelandsdal
*Miss Serene Larsen
(two children born on voyage — one was the son of A. Andreassen and wife)
* those people who stayed in Madagascar (K. Bang became a prominent citizen of
Tamatave and died there in 1931); the remainder went on to Port Natal (Durban).
(Sources: E. Hallen, 'Nordisk Kirkeliv under Sydkorset'; 'Nordmands-Forbundet', 1926;
interview, Daniel Bang, Pietermaritzburg, April 1974).
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Appendix F

ORIGINAL MARBURG SETTLERS

Names of thirty-four families to receive land
K. Martinsen, merchant, wife, four children
A.Andersen, bookseller, wife, four children
E. Bjorseth, cabinetmaker, wife, four children
O. P. Valdai, tailor, wife, three children
O. A. Vinjevold, farmer, wife, six children
J. Lillebo, builder, wife, four children
0. E. Haajem, ship builder, wife, six children
A. Bjorkelund (Birkelund), farmer, wife, two children
N. Gidske, farmer, wife, four children
K. Magesell, farmer, wife, two children
J. O. Oie, farmer, wife
E. Pahr, teacher, wife, seven children
1. Igesund, farmer, wife, child
G. O. Kvalsvig, farmer, wife, child
M. Holte, blacksmith, wife, child
G. Kjonstad, teacher, wife
J. Kjonstad, farmer, child
J. Nertf, agronomist, wife, two children
C. Rodseth, goldsmith, wife, four children
L. Haram, farmer, wife, six children
M. C. Lund, landscape gardener, wife, four children
F. Hufft, weaver, wife, two children
J. Pettersen, farmer
P. Trandal, baker
J. Kopperberg, seaman and fisherman, wife
S. Borgesen, bookbinder, wife, child
R. Brune, boatbuilder, son Olie
F. Bodtker, carpenter, wife, four children
K. O. Standal, painter, wife
N. Olie, wagonmaker, wife, five children
R. Sandanger, builder, wife
T. Dahle, mechanic and shoemaker, wife, six children
H. Andreasen, farmer
Rev E. Berg, wife, seven children
Single people (journeyed with the thirty-four aforementioned families) and marrie
people not receiving land
Johan Myklebust
Ane Muren

K. E. Standal, wife
Jorgine Ensti
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Jakob and Olava Ribbestad
Martin Amundsen
Ane Sande
Regine Johnson
Severin Loken
Johanne Oie
Peder Ertesvaag
Emblem, wife, two children
Peter Knotten, wife, child
A. Hansen
Edvard Bye
Marie Jorgensen
Vaernes
Marie Moe
R. Nederhus
Anders Stigen
Jorgen Void
Gurine Frisvold
Johan Petersen
Nikoline Lo.idahl
J. Johannesen
Sevrine Pahlsen
J. O. Brauteseth
Karoline Haajem
Ingeborg Valum
Dagna and Emil Holte
Grimsted
Lina Pettersen
Johan Vernes

Knut Myklebust
Kaia and Gudve Rogne
E. Brudevik •
Petrine, Hans and Nille Haajem
Anna Brungot
J. Melseter
Tank Lund
Elias Rodseth
Ingebrigt
Ingeborg Dyb
W. Andersen
Marie Dahle
Ane Vatne
Peder Dahle
Olai Vatne
Malene Eidseth
Londahl, wife, three children
Maren Haggeselle
Anders Haggeselle
Anne Karisen
L. Berntsen
Haakon Hjelle
Elen Ekornes
Olaus Skjerve
Zefanias Olsen
Karl Meeg
Kristian Olsen
J. Andersen

(Source: Andrew and Anna Halland and
Natal'.)

Kjonstad, 'The Norwegian Settlers in

Appendix G
ST OLAV CHURCH (DURBAN) MEMBERS (1892)
(originally called Scandinavian Lutheran Church)

Jhurch Council
R. A. Kj<kle - chairman
*K O Standal — vice chairman
J.'J. Egeland - secretary
*C. Rodseth — treasurer
J. Neilsen — sexton

<ln eafly y6arS>
|^em
Lrucsen
G" Gundersen
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Congregation
G. A. Andnesen and wife
**R. Andersen and wife
S. Aspaas
A. K. Berg and wife
T. C. Borgen
S. G. Bugge
F. Eckhoff (church architect)
G. M. Gunderson
O. Hakanson
S. Hansen and wife
A.J. H*)yer
E. Ingebriktsen
**I. Iversen and wife
J. Jaabeck
E.C. Jacobsen
*P.J. LilletyS
*C. D. Lund
A. Mickelson
Z. Nyman

E. M. Olsen and wife
**E. M. Rasmussen
L. M. Theisen
C. Thorsen
P. E. Titlestad
*R. Sandanger
Mrs J.J. Egeland
Mrs A. S. Hansen
Mrs R. A. Kjdde
Mrs J. Neilsen
Mrs C. Rodseth
Miss H. Egeland
Miss A. Rodseth
Mrs O. Stavem
Mrs S. Eriksen
Mrs G. Gundersen

* an original Marburg settler
** came with the Debora
(Sources: St Olav Church archives; E. Hallem, 'Nordisk Kirkeliv under Sydkorset')

Appendix H

OCTAVIA PASSENGERS

(1863)

Oscar Wilhelm Alric Forssman and family
Magnus Forssman and family
M. E. Helling from Lidkoping
Viktor E. Noren from Lidkoping
Oscar Bergstrom from Monsteras
P. A. Westergren from Kalmar
E. Thunstrom from Norrkoping
C. Dehm from Helsinki
F. J. Hammar
Oscar Strombom (Stromboom) from Christiania (Oslo)
Vilhelmina E. Jonsson from Stockholm
Helena Sohlberg from Gland
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Catrina C. G. Gustafsdotter from Kronobergs lan
Chrina Petterssen from Kalmar
Emma Christina Berggren from 'O'land
Carl Ludvig Olen from Kalmar
Nils Peter Magnusson from Forlosa
Nils Peter Lindeberg from Lund
A. A. Hellstrom and family from Ostergotland
Olaus Andersson from Blekinge or 'Gland
Joh. Peter Andersson from Gland
Carl Lonngren and family from Kalmar
Rohrenbach (Rorhenbach)
Johan Edouard Moberg
(Sources: booklets by Alric Forssman on O. W. A. Forssman and Magnus Forssman;
'Kalmar Barometern', 18 May 1935.)

Appendix I

JOHANNESBURG SCANDINAVIAN CHURCH CONGREGATION

Names and occupations
Leaders of church council
A. Burcharth — chief of detective department, Pretoria
M.Christenson — merchant
M.Gorgensen — bank secretary
H. Jensen — bank bookkeeper
K. Kettendorff — engineer
J. Sorensen — engineer
C. Waldstrom — station manager
H. C. Wiese — contractor
E. B. Berg — preacher
A. Bjorkelund — foreman (ganger)
M.Hansen — worker on the railways
Anton Hoyer — manager for railways bookstore
A. Martiniusen — electrical inspector
S. Olsen — mechanic, contractor
J. Sather — contractor
T. A. Overland — house owner
Trustees
A. F. Brunn — Standard Bank
N. C. Jensen — builder, Jeppestown
J. Kahlen — builder, Jeppestown
L. Peterson — general manager, Rose Deep Gold Mine Co
F. Prior — Danish Consul, Johannesburg
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(1898)

Others
S. Alin — house owner
Edv. Boman — inspector
A. W. Brattlund — chemist
Ad. W. Claudelin — transportation, gold
A. Hammarstrand — station manager
E. Svenson — mechanic
N. T. Thomsson — foreman
Ch. Uggla — chief engineer for railways — Pretoria
S. Aspoos — house owner
Alb. A. Erdal — chief cashier
M.B. Hauge — architect
E. Moller — secretary, gold mine company
E. B. Suhrke — director for Norwegian African Co
Paul Crook — railway book store
A. Edlund — merchant
J. Lungdahl — wholesale merchant
J. Neren — head clerk, tobacco factory
Isak Berg
Axel Eskelin
G. Alex Hermanson
E. Ernst Lindberg
H. Rodman
J. Sarin
J. P. Sjoblom
C. Holm
A. Lindqvist
M.Wick
(Source: Church of Sweden Mission Archive, Uppsala, Protokollsbilagor.)

Appendix J

MEMBERS OF THE SCANDINAVIAN CORPS

Officers (original)
Flygare, Johannes (Swedish), field-cornet
Stalberg, Erik (Swedish), first lieutenant
Baerentsen, William (Danish), second lieutenant
Appelgren, Carl David (Swedish), field commissioner
Claudelin, Adolf (Swedish), assistant field commissioner
Johansson, Charles O. (Swedish), sergeant
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Officers (after Battle of Magersfontein)
Frlis, Jens (Danish), field-cornet
Fagerskiold, Baron H. (Swedish), lieutenant
Randers, Norman (Norwegian), sergeant
Christensen, Gotthardt (Danish), sergeant
Wiklund, Johan Niclas (Finnish), sergeant
Swedish members
Ahlstrom, Carl
Ahlstrom, Conrad F.
Andersson, Carl-Gustaf
Andersson, Johan Alfred
Andersson, Julius
Andersson, Pontus A.
Benson, A. Edvin
Benson, C. Albert
Blombergson, Elof A.
Carlsson, Carl Albin
Cederstrom, Baron Oscar
Eklund, Johan Alfred
Eliasson, Hans Pieter
Gustafsson, Axel Wilhelm
Hult, Gustaf Adolf
Hultin, Carl
Johansson, Per Erik
Jonsson, Nils Alfred
Jungmarker, Viktor
Kramer, Maurits
Landgren, Oscar August
Lagn, Carl Magnus
Lindstrom, Emil
Lindstrom, Otto Erik
Mark, Osvald August
Mellquist, Carl Emanuel
Nielsen, Carl Peter
Nykvist, Nils Harald
Ohlsson, John Martin
Olsson, Carl Albert
Osberg, Fredrik
Petterson-Janek, H.
Ruthstrom, John Rudolf
Rydholm, Carl Herman
Stael von Holstein, O. W.
Stolze, Wilhelm
Svensson, Johan Emil
Soderstrom, J. A. E.
Werner, Sven Erik
Winberg, Anders Efraim
Norwegian members
Abrahamsen, Abr.
Allum, Jacob
Andersen, Anders

Dahlen, Johannes
Hansen, Adolf
Kielland, Hjalmar
Knutsen, Charl.
Larsen, Hans
Nielsen, Oluf
Olsen, Einar
Olsen, Johannes
Ucherman, Sigurd
Danish members
Bagger, H.
Christensen, Wilhelm H.
Fredericks, S. A.
Friis, Aage
Gotterup, Arthur
Hansen, Emil F.
Jacobsen, Peter M.
Knauer, Harald
Krohn, Peter
Lassen, Einar
Moller, August G.
Nielsen, Jens
Nielsen, PederH. C.
Olesen, Frede
Petersen, Jorgen P.
Rasmussen, Sofus
Rubech, Ludvig
Schaedtler, Victor
Schibnning, Aage
Stenberg, Schack A.
Thomsen, Julius
Finnish members
Backman, Otto
Bakman, Sunnion
Erikson, Isak
Gustavsson, Hatts
Hagglof, Henrik
Johansson, Jacob
Johns son, Erik
Johnson, Herman
Korhenen, Gabriel
Mattson, Emil
Matson, Mats
Mickelson, Johan
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Nelson, Matts
Nyman, Jan
Rank, Johannes
Schutz, John
Stenros, Karl Anders
Udenkylle, G.
Stenberg, W.
Other nationalities
van Aken, Johannes (Dutch)
Besseling, Johannes (Dutch)
van Kal, Hugo Cornells (Dutch)
Woolf, Jacob (Russian)
Balderachi, John (Italian)
Greenebach, Julius (German)
Hagedorn, Frans F. (German)
Hatcher, Raymond (German)
Hollander, Karl (German)
Lindeberg, Gustav (German)
Rassau, Frans (German)
Wehlau, Franz Karl (German)

Svensson, Miss Hildur C. (Swedish)
Slabbert, Mrs H. K. E. (?)
Andersson, Axel (Swedish)
Hedberg, Oscar (Swedish)
Lindberg, Ernst Evert (Finnish)
Trotzmiiller, Wolf (German)
Taking care of horses
Ahlstrom, O. (Swedish)
Ohlson, M. (Swedish)

Scandinavian Central Organisation in Pretoria
Chr. Uggla (Swedish), chairman
William Baerentzen (Danish), first secretary
Henrik Iverus (Swedish), second secretary
Carl Johan Lycke (Lykke) (Norwegian), treasurer
Charl. Knutsen (Norwegian)
Jens Nielsen (Danish)
Erik StSiberg (Swedish)

Ambulance corps
Biedenkap, Dr Wilh. (Norwegian) Local committee in Johannesburg
Marius Hansen-Stormoen (Norwegian), chairman
Lindblom, Miss A. S. (Swedish)
Lindblom, Miss Elin (Swedish)
Mauritz Kramer (Swedish), secretary

(Sources: H. E. Uddgren, 'Minnesskrift. Hjaltarna vid Magersfontein'; Otto Rob. Landelius
collection, Riksarkivet, Stockholm; Magersfontein battle monuments.)
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Eric Axelson, personal letter, September 1974.
Sten Almqvist, personal letter, 6 August 1973.
General article on Swedes in South Africa by S. F. du Toit, Swedish Contacts with
South Africa, 'Quarterly Bulletin of the South African Library', December 1947,
pp 33-35.
Partial list of source material for Scandinavians in West Africa: see bibliography
published by International Council on Archives, under auspices of UNESCO,
'Guide to the Sources of the History of Africa — Scandinavia Sources in Denmark,
Norway and Sweden', vol 8 (Zug, Switzerland: Inter Documentation Co, AG,
1971), pp 23-26, 92, 93; W. Westergaard, 'The Danish West Indies Under Company
Rule' (1671-1754) (New York: MacMillan Co, 1917); V. Granlund, 'En svensk
koloni i Afrika eller svenska afrikanska kompaniets historia' (Stockholm: Kongl.
boktryckeriet. P. A. Norstedt & Sonfer, 1879); C. Vilhelm Jacobowski, 'Svenskar
i frammande land under gangna tider' (Gothenburg: Elanders boktryckeri AB,
1930); Axel Boethius, ed., 'Var svenska stampa utlandsk mark — svenska Sden
och insatser i frammande land', vol 3 (Orebro: Nerkes Allehandas tryckeri,
1953); Martin Lowenkopf, Sweden and Africa, 'Africa Report', October 1968,
pp 59-72; Magnus Morner, Cabo Corsa pa Guldkusten, 'Allsvensk Samling 37 (June
1950), pp 4-7; Ellen Hagen, C. B. Wadstrom - Philonegros, 'Allsvensk Samling'
40 (March 1953): pp 4-7. Information on Danes in West Africa, also found at
Handels-og Sj*)farts Museet (Maritime Museum), Elsinore Castle,Denmark.
Quoted in Philip Curtin, 'The Image of Africa British Ideas and Actions, 17801850' (Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 1964), pp 15,16.
Ibid, p 103.
,
Ibid, p 195, taken from C. B. Wadstrom, 'Observations on the Slave Trade ...
(London: J. Phillips, 1789), p 60.
Quoted in Curtin, 'The Image of Africa ...' p 105, quoted from C. B. Wadstrom,
'Plan for a Free Country', p 50.
Curtin, 'The Image of Africa ...', p 189.
Partial list of source material for Scandinavians in the Congo an
ameroo
'Guide to the Sources of the History of Africa', vol 8, H. Jenssen use .
dinaver i Congo' (Copenhagen: Gyldendalske Boghandel — Nor is
or a ,
1902-1905); Otto Rob. Landelius Collection, Riksarkivet (State Archlv ),
Stockholm; Olav Guttorm Myklebust, ed., 'Norsk handbok or misjo ,
>
1952 (Oslo: Egede-Instituttet, 1949, 1952); Johan Gunnar Anders on. ^ CHo^
Gunnarsson, 'Svenska oden i fjarran land' (Stockholm- axon
kolonilags tryckeri, AB, 1970); L. Hagman, Pionjaren som erbjod regenngen koloni
valde, 'Allsvensk Samling' 33 (October 1946).
. „„
The following statistics on Scandinavians in the Congo are
Tusch, 'Skandinaver I Congo'.
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Tpnssen

1879-1884
Swedes
Norwegians
Danes
Belgians
English
Portuguese
Italians
Total Europeans

as of 1 Jan,

as of 1 Jan. 1899

105
22
29
1,465
98
108
156

81
34
41
959
94
129
113

37
6
81
80

2,346
includi
Dutch

1,630
263
including 32 Germans

(page 180, table 1)
1878-1902 Occupations of Scandinavians
Swedes

Norwegians

Danes

Total

Ship's captain, mate
Machinist
Carpenter, ship's carpenter
Other handworker
Farmer
Officer (army)
Underofficer (army)
Engineer, law, science
Business
Missionary (male, female)
Other married women

112
148
18
13
4
44
14
10
7
96

33
29
4

67
77
13
16

23

5
1

46
5
4
6
11
1

212
254
35
29
4
113
19
19
13
112
2

Total

466

100

246

812

Occupation

5

(page 185, table 3)
1.11
1.12

1.13
1.14

1.15

Partial list of source material for Scandinavians in North Africa: Boethius, ed.,
'Var svenska stam pa utlandsk mark ..vol 3; Jacobowsky, 'Svenskar i frammande land under gangna tider'.
Partial list of source material for Scandinavians in Ethiopia: 'Guide to the Sources
of the History of Africa', vol 8; Carl Hallencreutz, 'Svensk mission over sex
kontinenter' (Motala, Sweden: Borgstroms tryckeri AB, 1970); J. G. Andersson
and O. Gunnarsson, 'Svenska oden i fjarran land', pp 271ff; J. Spencer Trimingham, 'The Christian Church and Missions in Ethiopia' (London: World Dominion
Press, 1950); Wilfred and Eleanor Bockelman, 'Ethiopia: Where Lutheran Is
Spelled "Mekane Yesus'" (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Augsburg Publishing House,
1972); Christine Sandford, 'The Lion of Judah Hath Prevailed' (New York: Macmillan Co, 1955).
Quoted in Sandford, 'The Lion of Judah Hath Prevailed', p 165.
Miss Viveca Halldin of the Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, Uppsala
(Nordiska Afrikainstitutet) has recently completed a dissertation on SwedishEthiopian relations 1865-1952; Mrs Carol Adamson of Stockholm is writing a
dissertation on the Swedish involvement in the Italo-Ethiopian War of 1935-1936.
Dr Sven Rubenson, Lund University, has written a biography of Emperor Menelik
II.
Landelius Collection, Riksarkivet, Stockholm; 'Mission 100-Svenska kyrkans
missions arsbok 1974' (Uppsala, 1954); Bengt Sundkler, 'Ung kyrka i Tanganyika'
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1.16

2.1

2.2

2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

2.8
2.9
2.10

(Stockholm: Svenska kyrkans dlakonistyrelses bokforlag, 1948).
Carl Sprinchorn, Sjuttonhundratalets planer och forslag till svensk kolonisation i
frammande varldsdelar, 'Historisk Tidskrift' 43 (1923): 109-162.
George McCall Theal, 'History of South Africa Under the Administration of the
Dutch East India Company 1682-1795', vol 2 (London: Swan Sonnenschein & Co,
Ltd, 1897; reprint ed, New York: Greenwood Publishing Corp, Negro Univer
sities Press, 1969), pl38.
Eli F. Heckscher, 'An Economic History of Sweden', trans. Goran Ohlin, vol XCV,
Harvard Economic Studies (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1968;
copyright 1954 under title 'Sveriges ekonomiska historia fran Gustav Vasa')
p 107; Stewart Oakley, 'A Short History of Sweden' (New York: Frederick A.
Praeger, 1969; originally published London: Faber and Faber Ltd, 1966), pp85,

86.

Heckscher, 'An Economic History of Sweden', pp 103-105.
Ibid, p 106.
Nils Mathsson Hoping, 'Beskrifning om en Resa, genom Asia, Afrika och manga
andra hedna lander' (Stockholm: Joh. Laur. Horrns-Kongl. Gymn. , 1759), pp 7-12.
E. E. Mossop, 'Old Cape Highways' (Cape Town: Maskew Miller Ltd, 1928).
The Tragic Comic Story of the Genius of Cape Diplomacy, 'Cape Times , 9 Feb
ruary 1952; Theal, 'History of South Africa Under the Dutch East India Company
1682-1795', vol 2, pp 172, 217-219.
'Svenska Man och Kvinnor', vol 1 (Stockholm: Bonnier, 1941-1955), pp 244-245.
W. K. De Kock ed., 'Dictionary of South African Biography', vol 1 (Pretoria:
Nasionale Boekhandel, 1968), pp 69, 70.
- 'Journals of the Expeditions of the Hon Ensign Olof Bergh' (reprint edition, Cape
Town: Van Riebeeck Society Publications, ed. E. E. Mossop, 1931), p 127.

2.11
2.12
2.13

Ibid, pp 78, 79,142,143.
Mossop, 'Old Cape Highways', pp 63, 73, 75.
De Kock ed., 'Dictionary of South African Biography', vol II, pp 53, 54.

2.14
2 15

Ibid, pp52, 53.
o
, t
, cnn
Kurt G. Tragardh, Svenskar som utvandrat till Kapprovmsen fr&n slutet av 1600talet till bcirjan av 1800-talet, 'Slakt och Havd' 3 (1968): 142. Other spellings
Tregart, Trichard, Triegaard, Triegaardt, Triegaart, Triegardt, Trigaaardt,
Trigaard. Trichardt spelling began in 1890. Jeremish Tregardt, son °f Carolus
Tregardt, studied in France, visited a Frenchman named Louis Trigard. Mis
takingly thought he was related to this family. Information from W. Punt, inter
view held in Pretoria, February 1974.
Tragardh, Svenskar som utvandrat ..., p 142. Information on L- ^egardt obtamed
from Major K. G. Tragardh, interview held in Uppsala, June 1974, W
,
interview in Pretoria, February 1974; W. Punt Our Early Voortrekkers and
Their Links with Mozambique, 'The Outspan', 7 July 1944, pp 13, 50, W. Punt,
Louis Trichardt, 1783-1838 - The Man Who Opened Up the Transvaal to
European Settlement, 'The Outspan', 20 July 1951, pp 2°, 21, 61, 63, 65 67
Punt How I Discovered the Trichardt Graveyard in Lourengo Marques,

2.16

—« <«— Adam & Charles

2.17
2.18

2.19
2.20

Quoted'in^Claude*puller, 'Louis Trlgarft'e Trek Aero.. to Dr.keu.bcrB 1837-8'
( reprint ed., Cape Town: Van Riebeeck Society Publications, vol 13, 1932),
pp 132, 133.
Ibid, pp 139,140.
Ibid, pp 166, 167.
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2.21
2.22
2.23
2.24
2.25

2.26

2.27
2.28
2.29

2.30
2.31
2.32
2.33

2.34
2.35
2.36
2.37
2.38

2.39
2.40
2.41

2.42
2.43

Walker, 'The Great Trek', p 110.
Information from W. Punt, interview in Pretoria, February 1974.
DeKocked., 'Dictionary of South African Biography', vol II, pp 749, 750.
Information from Otto Rob. Landelius, interview in Gothenburg, Sweden, August
1973, June 1974.
Henrik Jacob Wikar, 'The Journal of Hendrik Jacob Wikar (1779)' (reprinted.,
Cape Town: Van Riebeeck Society Publications, No 15, ed. E. E. Mossop, trans.
A. W. van der Horst, 1935), p2 (introduction by E. E. Mossop).
Information from Otto Rob. Landelius, interview, Gothenburg, August 1973;
Heinrich Vedder, 'South West Africa in Early Times', trans. Cyril G. Hall
(London: Frank Cass & Co, Ltd, 1938; reprint, New York: Barnes & Noble,
1966), pp 22-30.
Wikar, 'The Journal of Hendrik Jacob Wikar (1779)' pp 113, 115.
Ibid, pp 113, 115.
Vedder, 'South West Africa in Early Times', pp 22-30; L. F. Maingard, Hendrik
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Rev J. Erik Hallendorff, interview, Uppsala, August 1973.
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Moravian Missions 1732-1932' (London: Wyman & Sons Ltd, no date); Hamilton,
'A History of the Missions of the Moravian Church ...'; Hutton, 'A History of
Moravian Missions'.
Kruger, 'The Pear Tree Blossoms ...', p 132.
Anshelm, 'Biskop Hans Peter Hallbeck ...', vol II, p449.
Kruger, 'The Pear Tree Blossoms ...', p 184. Philip's enthusiasm shown in a
letter he wrote to J. B. Purney in Cape Town in 1831 — letter in Alan Rundlett
Booth, Americans in South Africa, 1784-1870 (Ph.D. dissertation, Boston
University Graduate School, 1964), pp 79, 80.
Baudert, 'The Advance Guard ...', pp 74, 75.
Kruger, 'The Pear Tree Blossoms ...', pp 180,181.
Ibid, pp 190,191.
Ibid, p 195.
Ibid, p 165.
Ibid, pl59.
Ibid, p 187.
Anshelm, 'Biskop Hans Peter Hallbeck .vol II, p 103.
'Ny Hlustrerad Tidning', 8 May 1858, p 3.
Background material on London Missionary Society: J. du Plessis, 'A History of
Christian Missions in South Africa' (London: Longmans, Green & Co, 1911).
Wilson, Thompson, editors, 'The Oxford History of South Africa', vol I, p 305.
For other information on Philip: W. M. MaeMillan, 'Bantu, Boer and Briton. The
Making of the South African Native Problem' (London: Oxford at the Clarendon
Press, 1963).
Du Plessis, 'A History of Christian Missions in South Africa', p 154.
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Burgess, 'Unkulunkulu in Zululand', pill; 'Det Norske Misjonsselskaps Historie',
vol 3, with a Foreword by Olav Guttorm Myklebust (Stavanger: Det Norske Misjonsselskap-Dreyer, 1949), p 11 - a letter written by H. P. S. Schreuder from
Cape Town, 9 December 1843, shortly after his arrival, is quoted.
Furberg, 'Kyrka och mission i Sverige 1869-1901', p 443.
Background material on Schreuder: 'Norske Misjons Leksikon'; Norwegian Mis
sionary Society Archives, Eshowe, South Africa; DeKock, ed., 'Dictionary of
South African Biography', vol I, pp 700, 701; Burgess, 'Unkulunkulu in Zululand';
Mrs Marit Rodseth, interview, Queensborough, Natal, March 1974; Fredrik
Rodseth, interview, Johannesburg, April 1974.
The six American missionaries sent toSouth Africa included Daniel Lindley,
Alexander Wilson, Henry I. Venable, Aldrin Grout, George Champion, Dr Newton
Adams (source: A. Booth, Americans in South Africa, 1784-1870).
Other non-Scandinavian mission societies in Zululand in the nineteenth century
were: Berlin Mission Society — began 1846 — Emmaus first station; Hermannsburg Mission — 1859 — had been in contact with Schreuder — asked him to
negotiate with Mpande on their behalf; Church of the Province of South Africa
(Diocese of Natal) — 1860 — Rev R. Robertson, at Kwa Magwaza; Wesleyan
Methodists — circuit in Zululand in 1887 — had been in Natal since 1847; Sal
vation Army — 1891; South African General Mission — early 1890's.
Source material for early history of Zulus: Wilson, Thompson, editors, 'The
Oxford History of South Africa', vol I; Eric A. Walker, general editor, 'The
Cambridge History of the British Empire', vol VIII, South Africa (Cambridge:
University Press, 1963, 2nd edition); Donald Denoon, 'Southern Africa Since
1800' (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1972).
Burgess, 'Unkulunkulu in Zululand', pp 118, 120.
Ibid, pp 120, 121.
Mrs Marit Rodseth, interview, Queensborough, Natal, March 1974.
Additional information on Umpumulo's history: 1871 — Schreuder had a printing
press brought out from Norway and installed; 1912 — school begun for boys;
1932 — teachers' training college established; 1935 — hospital founded;
1962 — Lutheran theological college moved from Rorke's Drift to Umpumulo.
Medium at Umpumulo — English. There are two other Lutheran theological
colleges in southern Africa — Marang in the Transvaal (medium — Afrikaans),
Paulinum at Otjimbingwe, Namibia — founded by Finnish and Rhenish mission
societies — medium partly in Afrikaans. Information on Umpumulo from Ian C.
Lewis, Umpumulo, Monument to a Brilliant Scandinavian Missionary, 'Lantern'
14 (June 1965); Miss Solveig Skavang, interview, Mapumulo, Natal, March 1974.
Schreuder purchased a 15,000 acre farm - Uitkomst - between Durban and Pietermaritzburg. Since there was both a Methodist and American Board Mission close
to the farm, it was sold to George Cato of Durban - Norwegian Consul in Durban.
Today this region is called Cato Ridge and is a prosperous industrial area. Source:
Lewis, Umpumulo ..., 'Lantern' 14 (June 1965): 67.
Dates for founding of NMS stations in Zululand; Empangeni - 1851; Mahlabatini 1860; Eshowe — 1861; Inhlazatshe — 1862; Imfule — 1865; Umbonambi — 1869,
Ekombe — 1880; Ongoye - 1881; Kangelani — 1915. Dates for founding of
Schreuder mission stations (Schreuder left the NMS in the 1870's) in Zululand
_ Entumeni - 1852; Untumjambili - 1860's; Hlabisa - 1871. Dates for founding
of NMS stations in Natal — Umpumulo - 1850; Esinyamboti - 1886; Otimati
1886; Durban — 1890. There are also many outstations. Source: Norsk Misjons
Leksikon'.
The new missionaries included M. Dahle, G. Gundersen, J. Kielland, H C.Leisegang, P. G. Nilsen, N.Nilsen, O. Stavem, O. Stenberg, K. Titlestad, P. Wettergren.
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The NMS has extensive work in Madagascar. As of the late 1960's, there were
about 250,000 members of the Lutheran Church of the Malagasy Republic out of
a total Protestant population of 1,100,000. Source: H. Wakelin Coxill, Sir Kenneth
Grubb, editors, 'World Christian Handbook' (New York: Abingdon Press, 1967;
copyright — London: Lutterworth Press), p75.
Lewis, Umpumulo ..., 'Lantern' 14 (June 1965).
Today this chair is found in the Eshowe Museum, Eshowe, Zululand. There is an
extensive collection of Schreuder memorabilia in this museum.
Mrs Marit Rodseth, interview, Queensborough, Natal, March 1974; C. T. Binns,
'The Last Zulu King: The Life and Death of Cetshwayo' (London: Longmans,
Green & Co Ltd, 1963), pp 73, 74.
Quoted in O. Stavem, 'The Norwegian Missionary Society. A Short Review of Its
Work Among the Zulus' (Stavanger: Printing Works of the Norwegian Missionary
Society, 1918), pp 20, 21.
Ibid, pp30, 31.
'Irish University Press Series of British Parliamentary Papers. Papers Relating
to Natal and Zululand 1875-82', vol 30 — Colonies Africa, Report of the Exped
ition sent by the Government of Natal to install Cetywayo as "King of the Zulus,
in Succession to his deceased Father Panda, August 1873" by T. Shepstone
Secretary for Native Affairs for the Colony of Natal, (Shannon, Ireland: Irish
University Press, 1971), pp 8, 9.
Ibid, p 19.
Burgess, 'Unkulunkulu in Zululand', p 163.
John William Colenso, 'Ten Weeks in Natal. A Journal of a First Tour of Visit
ation Among the Colonists and Zulu Kafirs of Natal' (Cambridge, England:
MacMillan & Co, 1855), pl52. Oftebro and Colenso discussed Zulu vocabulary
— how to express certain religious terms in the Zulu language.
Ibid, p 15.
Letter of Sir G. J. Wolseley to Bishop Schreuder, written in Pretoria, 4 October
1879, reprinted in 'The Christian Express', 1 November 1879, pp 3, 4.
Francis E. Colenso, 'History of the Zulu War and Its Origin', assisted by Lt-Col
Edward Durnford ( London: Chapman & Hall Ltd, 1880; reprint, Westport, Ct:
Negro Universities Press, a division of Greenwood Press, Inc, 1970), p 19.
Mrs Marit Rodseth, interview, Queensborough, Natal, March 1974.
Fredrik Rodseth, interview, Johannesburg, April 1974.
Sofie Norgard, A Norwegian Family in South Africa, p 2.
Ibid, p 21.
Ibid, p 32.
Karl Larsen Titlestad, Extracts from the Diary of an Early Missionary to Zululand, unpublished letters translated into English by Mrs Arthur Leisegang,
Pietermaritzburg. Mrs Leisegang is the granddaughter of the missionary.
In 1927, the Norwegian Lutheran Church in the United States (later ALCAmerican Lutheran Church) took over the mission, while the committee in
Norway became an auxiliary agency.
Otto Witt, the pioneer Swedish missionary, worked with Schreuder until he went
off to establish his own work in 1877 — see pp 136ff.
Titlestad, Extracts from the Diary of an Early Missionary to Zululand, p 59,
letter to Headquarters (Stavanger), 1 July 1874.
By 1926, there were seven missionaries, eight Zulu pastors, and forty-one
evangelists at four main stations and sixty outstations with 6,796 baptized mem
bers. Source: G. B. A. Gerdener, 'Recent Developments in the South African
Field' (London: Marshall, Morgan & Scott, Ltd, 1958), p94.
Bishop Bengt Sundkler, interview, Uppsala, August 1973.
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Quoted in 'Christian Express', 1 November 1879, p 55.
Ibid.
The word 'mondi' in Zulu means a well-known forest creeper, whose roots have
a medicinal value and which is closest in pronounciation to 'Ommund'. Infor
mation from Miss Helga Solberg, interview, Eshowe, April 1974.
Martin Oftebro's son was Lt Col O. C. Oftebro. Born in Eshowe in 1900, he
started a civil service career. Later served on the Eshowe Town Board. A
magistrate, native commissioner in Kimberley, Harding, Mahlabatini, Eshowe.
An authority on native law and custom. Fluent Zulu linguist. For ten years after
1948 was chairman of the Zulu Chiefs Conference. Retired from Bantu Affairs
Department in 1958. Known to the Zulus as 'Ndhlavela' — 'eyes that pierce')
Took part in North Africa campaign in World War II, captured at Tobruk.
Awarded military cross. Information from'Zululand Times', 6 December 1965;
Fredrik Rodseth, interview, Johannesburg, April 1974.
Martin Oftebro, Reminiscences of Martin Oftebro, the man who captured Cetewayo,
unpublished account in Killie Campbell Collection, Durban.
Ibid. This favourable view of Cetshwayo was obviously not shared by all the Nor
wegians. However, this was a similar view expressed by the Samuelsons — see
p 152.
Donald Morris in his 'The Washing of the Spears' (New York: Simon & Schuster,
1965) made the following comments about feelings between Cetshwayo and the
missionaries: "Although several of the missionaries [Schreuder, Oftebro] were
thus welcome as friends, Cetshwayo both regretted and resisted their attempts
to evangelize his subjects ... there was no place in his kraal society or regiments
for a pacific Christian, he regarded a converted Zulu as a spoiled Zulu. The
mission stations collected pathetic handfuls of converts, but they were invariably
either misfits who were unable to retain their place in kraal life or simply
refugees from Zulu justice. Missionaries like Samuelson [see p 148]
could understand the situation and were content to salvage such souls as they
could while they worked to ameliorate the lot of the heathen. Men like Robertson,
however, ... regarded Cetshwayo and his entire regime as a blight which for the
sake of the Gospel and simple humanity should be swept aside at the earliest
moment." (page 282, paperback edition).
Oftebro's Memorial to Sir Bartle Frere, 10 October 1878, found in Francis E.
Colenso, 'History of the Zulu War and Its Origin', pp 217ff).
Oftebro "was a very nice man ... He was a keen gardener and planted many fruit
trees, vegetables and flowers and kept the buildings in good repair so the
Mission Station [Eshowe] looked very attractive." Source: Nils Thorbjorn Braatvedt, Under the Rainbow, unpublished article - Killie Campbell Collection, p 14.
Background information on Witt: J. E. Norenius, 'Bland Zuluer och granger
Femtioarsmissionshistoria P& svenska kyrkans fait i Sydafrika , 2 vols (Sto
holm: Svenska kyrkans diakonistyrelses bokfSrlag, 1925); Furberg, Kyrkaoch
mission i Sverige 1869-1901; Anton Karlgren, 'Svenska kyrkans mission i Syd
afrika' (Uppsala: K. W. Appelbergs boktryckeri 1909); Gmnar Dahlqmstg Vir
zulumission' (Stockholm: Svenska kyrkans diakonistyrelses bokforlag, 1942).
In Extracts from the Diary of an Early Missionary to Zululand, T'^stad in a
letter (p 69) noted that the NMS had the first option to purchase the land, bu
lacked money to do so. The farm had been owned by one James Rorke who died
The mission waT'situated eight hundred yards from the rive, A rocky bjll approx
imately four hundred yards behind the mission was identified by W tt as^Oskars
berg (Oscarsberg) - today it is called Shiyane. Source. D. Mor
,
Washing of the Spears', p 94.
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Source material for the battles: C. T. Binns, 'The Last Zulu King ..Morris,
'The Washing of the Spears ..Edgar H. Brookes, Colin de B. Webb, 'A History
of Natal' (Pietermaritzburg: University of Natal Press, 1965); G. A. Chadwick,
The Battle of Isandhlwana and the Defence of Rorke's Drift, published by
National Monuments Council of South Africa; the writer's visit to Rorke's Drift,
April 1974.
F°r description of the battle of Eshowe, see C. T. Binns, 'The Last Zulu King
...', pp 140-143.
In addition to the three columns, there were also subsidiary forces for additional
support — Binns, 'The Last Zulu King ...', p 120.
Morris, 'The Washing of the Spears ...', p 400.
Brookes, Webb, 'A History of Natal', pp 141ff.
P. S. Hervey, Another Tale of Old Natal-Pioneer Family's Flight from Rorke's
Drift. Otto Witt, unpublished, document #26303, Killie Campbell Collection,
Durban.
Interview between the Missionary Witt and the Secretary of State for the
Colonies, 'Natal Mercury', 15 April 1879.
'Natal Mercury', 21 April 1879.
False Witt-ness, 'Natal Mercury', 21 April 1879.
Church of Sweden Archives, Uppsala, Svenska kyrkans missionsstyrelses protokoll
1874-83, AI:i, rough draft of Witt's letter to Natal colonists, no date.
Ibid.
Church of Sweden Archives, Uppsala, Svenska kyrkans missionsstyrelsens protokollsbilagor 1880-83, Anil, All:2.
Titlestad, Extracts from the Diary of an Early Missionary to Zululand, letter to
Headquarters of NMS, Stavanger, from Ekombe, 3 July 1882, p 69. Rorke's
Drift became the site of a theological college for training Lutheran pastors
before it was moved to Umpumulo in 1962. Today Rorke's Drift is known for its
Fine Arts School and an Arts and Craft Centre (see 'South African Panorama',
July 1974, pp 20, 21). Bishop Helge Fosseus was instrumental in creating this
Centre in the early 1960's. The aim is to encourage the Zulus to develop their
own artistic talents in pottery, weaving, and sculpturing. The products are sold
to interested people. The Swedish Lutheran Church's idea of handwork centres
have spread to at least twelve other countries. Source: J. Erik Hallendorff,
interview, Newcastle, April 1974; Bishop Helge Fosseus, interview, Stockholm,
June 1974; writer's visit to Rorke's Drift April 1974; display — Nordiska Museet,
Stockholm.
J. E. Norenius, 'Josef Zulu En svenska afrikamissions forstling' (Uppsala:
Svenska kyrkans missionsstyrelse, 1933).
Gunnar Dahlquist, 'V8.r zulumission', p 62; O. Stavem, 'The Norwegian Missionary
Society ...', p 67.
Edgar H. Brookes, 'A Century of Missions in Natal and Zululand' (Durban:
E. P. & Commercial Ptg. Co Ltd, 1936?), p 37.
Brookes, 'A Century of Missions in Natal', pp 15, 16.
Information from Landelius Collection, Riksarkivet, Stockholm.
Sources for general history of CSM in South Africa: J. E. Norenius, 'Bland Zuluer
och Karanger ...'; A. Karlgren, 'Svenska kyrkans mission i Sydafrika'; G. Dahl
quist, 'vS.r zulumission'.
Herman Schlyter, 'The History of the Co-operating Lutheran Missions in Natal
1912-1951' (Durban: Lutheran Publishing House, 1953), pp 7, 8.
New NMS missionaries: 1880 — Nils Braatvedt, Sven Eriksen, L. Berge, Ole Norgaard. In the 1890's and early 1900's came Peder Aage Rodseth (son of Chr.
Rodseth, colonist in Marburg), Edward Ingebriktsen (also colonial born),
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Sivert and P. Blessing Datale (sons of Markus Dahle, early NMS missionary),
Lars Martin Titlestad ( son of Karl L. Titlestad, early NMS missionary), Hans
Kristian Leisegang (son of H. C. Leisegang, early NMS missionary), Johannes
C.Ner<) (son of Johann Olaf Ner>i, colonist in Marburg), J. Tvidt, G. Bovim,
S.Solberg (from Madagascar mission), and two Aadnesgaard brothers.
Source material on Dinuzulu: C. T. Binns, 'Dinuzulu — The Death of the House of
Shaka' (London: Longmans, Green&CoLtd, 1968); Denoon, 'Southern Africa
Since 1800'; Wilson, Thompson, eds., 'The Oxford History of South Africa', vol
II; DeKock, ed., 'Dictionary of South African Biography'.
O. Stavem, 'The Norwegian Missionary Society ...', pp 49, 50.
Ibid, pp 52-54.
Ibid, p 66.
Benkt Norenius, interview, Durban, April 1974; Bishop B. Sundkler, interview,
Uppsala, August 1973.
Bishop Helge Fosseus, interview, Stockholm, August 1973. Fosseus was Bishop
of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in South Africa — Southeast Region in the
1960's, the last European to head the church. Today there is an African bishop.
Schylter, 'The History of the Co-operating Lutheran Missions in Natal .pp 8,10.
Ibid, p 26.
Lester Wikstrom, ed., 'Mission 100 Svenska kyrkans missions arsbok 1974'
(Uppsala: Uppland Grafiska AB, 1974), p 161.
Ernest J. Holman, A Report on the Medical Program of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in Southern Africa South-eastern Natal Province Republic of South
Africa, 1967.
Wilson, Thompson, 'Oxford History of South Africa', vol II, pp 78ff — description
of Bantu Education Act of 1954. Bishop Fosseus (interview August 1973) ques
tions Eric A. Walker's account in 'A History of Southern Africa' (London:
Longman's Green & Co, 1928) when the historian noted that "various branches
of the Dutch Reformed Church and the Swedish Lutheran Mission, accepted the
new terms cheerfully". The Swedish bishop's interpretation is that the Lutherans
accepted the new law because it was inevitable.
'Uplifting the Zulus - 75 Years' Mission Work in Natal and Zululand' (Durban:
John Singleton & Sons, Printers, 1911). Natal Missionary Conference, p 52,
notes the following statistics (for 1910):
Name of Society
Church of the Province ( Zululand)
Anglican
Church of the Province (Natal)
Anglican
American Zulu Mission
Wesleyan Methodist
Norwegian Mission Society
Berlin Mission Society
Hermannsburg Mission
Church of Sweden
Swedish Holiness Union
Scandinavian Independent Baptist
Church of Norway (Schreuder)
Hanoverian Free Church

114

rbehSf

Full
Members

European
Missionaries

'Native'
Missionaries

4,500

41

12

7,000

15

5,837
16,016
2,430
2,070
6,110
2,078
696
243
1,100
5,500

25
14
11
22
21
20
10
4
9

9
18
1
1

3

ofrtheNMS.°He died in Norway in 1924 - his family still lives in South
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Africa. Information from his granddaughter, Mrs Arthur Leisegang — Pietermaritzburg, interview, March 1974. Source material also from 'Norsk Misjonslexikon'.
Quotes from Extracts from the Diary of an Early Missionary to Zululand, Karl
Larsen Titlestad, translated by Mrs Arthur Leisegang.
Bishop Sundkler is today chief historian of the CSM in Uppsala and active in
Swedish church and academic circles.
Interview, Bishop Bengt Sundkler, Uppsala, August 1973.
Ibid.
For more information on missionary attitudes toward Briton and Boer, see Chap
ter VI. Ida Granqvist, 'Runor' (Stockholm: Albert Bonniers-forlag, 1916). The
group of poems are divided into three sections — David Livingstone, Charles
Gordon, Cecil Rhodes. The poems tend to be biographical about the three Eng
lishmen, praising their deed. For example, Livingstone, in the poem 'Slavbarnet'
('Slave Child') is described as: "no one has shed his blood as much for Africa
as he has" (p 31). Article on Granqvis (as well as other Swedish women
missionaries) in 'Mission 100 Svenska kyrkans missions arsbok 1974' by Bengt
Sundkler, Alia dessa kvinnor .. ., pp 71ff.
Helge Fosseus, interview, Stockholm, August 1973; Benkt Norenius, interview,
Durban, April 1974; Bengt Sundkler, interview, Uppsala, August 1973; Axel-Ivar
Berglund, interview, Johannesburg, February 1974; J. Erik Hallendorff, inter
view, Newcastle, Natal, April 1974. Rev Hallendorff is presently retired and
living in Newcastle. He is a great source of knowledge of Scandinavians in South
Africa.
Ida Jonatansson, Hedvig Posse, Ingeborg von Diiben, Beda Wennerquist, Ester
Gobs, Emma Nilsson, Ingrid Jons son, Edla Berg, Alida Svensson, Gustava
Persson, Gurly Svanbom, Amanda Skoog, Ester Lekander, Tora Hellgren,
Silluf Jonsson, Emma Olsson, Elisabet Ahlman, Ida Granqvist. A couple of them
eventually were married. Anton Karlgren, 'Svenska kyrkans mission i Sydafrika',
p 132.
Sources for Miss Hedvig Posse: Church of Sweden Mission Archives, correspon
dence; Svenska kyrkans missions sjuttiofem ar (Uppsala: Svenska kyrkans missionsstyrelse, Almqvist & Wiksells boktryckeri, 1949); B. Sundkler, Alia dessa
kvinnor ..., 'Mission 100 Svenska kyrkans missions arsbok 1974'.
Source material on Swedish Holiness Union: Ester Monson, 'Pionjar bland zulufolket. Biografi over zulumissionaren Oscar Emanuelson' (Kumla, Sweden:
Helgelseforbundets forlag, 1953); 'Trons Segrar' (Swedish Holiness Union
newspaper); Oscar Emanuelson, interview, Pietermaritzburg, March 1974;
Ivar Karlsson, interview, Durban, March 1974; G. B. A. Gerdener, 'Recent
Developments in the South African Field' (London: Marshall, Morgan & Scott
Ltd, 1958), pp 97-99.
Source material on Swedish Alliance Mission: G. Wikstrom, ed„ 'Bland Sydafrikas
stammar Skildringar frin Svenska Alliansmissiononens verksamhet i Sydafrika'
(Jonkoping: Svenska Alliansmissionens forlag, 1949); Gerdener, 'Recent
Developments in the South African Field', p97.
Information from interview with Mr and Mrs Hans Persson of Pt Petersburg Baptist missionaries — interview in Durban, April 1974.
G. Gerdener, 'Recent Developments in the South African Field', pp 95-96, 99-101.
R. C. A. Samuelson, 'Long, Long Ago' (Durban: Knox Printing & Publishing Co,
1929; new edition, Durban: T. W. Griggs & Co (Pty) Ltd, 1974), p 2. Other
information from 'Norsk Misjons Leksikon'
Ibid, p 3.
Ibid.
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Arnt T^nnesen was born in Flekkefjord in 1827, a cabinet-maker anH carpenter by
training. 1854 sent as mission assistant to South Africa, for three years in
Entumeni. He joined the Anglicans and in 1859 became deacon in the Anglican
church under Bishop Colenso. Tpnnesen was mentioned in 'Colenso Letters from
Natal' as one of three priests who absented himself from Bishop Gray's declar
ation opposing Colenso. Tdnnesen declined to repudiate Bishop Colenso. He died
in South Africa. (See also 'Norsk Misjons Leksikon', p 983, vol in.)
Georg Fredrik Carlsen was born in Aker, Norway, in 1834. In 1860, he was a
mission assistant in Mahlabatini. In 1868 he left the mission work to become a
colonist in Eshowe. In 1871, he went into the Anglican mission and was assigned
to Kwa Magwaza. In the late 1870's, he founded Komati station in the Transvaal.
He died in Swaziland. Carlsen is mentioned in 'Norsk Misjons Leksikon' as well
as in 'Mission Life Among the Zulu-Kafirs. A Memoir of Henrietta, Wife of the
Rev R. Robertson'.
Ibid, p 25.
Ibid, p48.
Source for Levine Henrietta Samuelson — 'Long, Long Ago'; 'Natal Mercury', 15
July 1936.
Biographical material from 'Natal Witness', reprinted in 'Long, Long Ago',
opposite p 33.
Ibid.
Shula Marks, 'Reluctant Rebellion', pp 24, 25. See also 'Rand Daily Mail', 20 Sep
tember 1906; R. A. Marwick, Why the Natives Rebelled.
Quoted in Marks, 'Reluctant Rebellion', pp 79, 80.
Ibid, p 335, 336.
Quoted in David Welsh, 'The Roots of Segregation Native Policy in Colonial Natal
1845-1910' (London: Oxford University Press, 1971), pp 232, 233.
Ibid, p 233.
R. C. A. Samuelson, 'Native Question, Rules of Policy, Past Short-comings, The
White Man's Burden' (Pietermaritzburg: P. Davis & Sons, Printers, 1906), p 13.
Ibid, pp 2, 3.
Ibid.
Ibid, p 6.
R. C. A. Samuelson, 'Long, Long Ago', p9.
Ibid, p 36.
Ibid.
Ibid, pp 230, 231.
Ibid, pp 228, 229.
Ibid, p 27.
Ibid! pp 97, 98. Samuelson was relieved of his duties when the Cape authorities
disapproved of certain letters Cetshwayo had dictated to him. Samuelson sent
them to people in England sympathetic to the king's cause - for example. to
Lady Florence Dixie (source: 'Irish University Press Series of British Par
liamentary Papers. Papers Relating to Natal and Zululand 1875-82 , vol 30,
June 1882, pp 16-42.
R. C. A. Samuelson, 'Long, Long Ago', pl95.
Ibid, p 196.
Ibid, p 207.
, Tr
,
. . „„
C. T. Binns, 'Dinuzulu - The Death of the House of Shaka , p 249.
R. C. A. Samuelson, 'Long, Long Ago', pp 202, 203.
Marks, 'Reluctant Rebellion', p 152.
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B. C. A. Samuelson, 'Long, Long Ago', p 206.
Ibid, p 15.
See p 232, footnote 141 for source material on Bru-de-Wold.
For list of the twenty-eight Norwegians, see A. Halland et al, 'The Norwegian
Settlers in Natal', p 5& E. Goetzsche, 'The Official Natal Mounted Rifles History',
p47 (also included complete description of corps and uniforms).
Elias Titlestad was a scout. Because he was able to acquire much information on
the rebellion, he became a marked man and had to flee to Norway during part of
1907. Information from his daughter, Mrs Arthur Leisegang, interview, Pietermaritzburg, April 1974.
Quoted in Goetzsche, 'The Official Natal Mounted Rifles History', p49 — was
originally found in Brigadier G. T. Hurst, 'History of the NMR'.
Source material on Braatvedt: Karsten Skadberg, Under the Rainbow, unpublished,
located in Killie Campbell Collection, Durban; Fredrik Rodseth, interview,
Johannesburg, April 1974; 'Norsk Misjons Leksikon'.
Fredrik Rodseth, Interview, Johannesburg, April 1974.
Hjalmar P. Braatvedt, 'Roaming Zululand With a Native Commissioner', introduc
tion, Piet van der Byl (Pietermaritzburg: Shuter & Shooter, 1949).
Ibid, p 141.
Ibid, p 149.
Ibid, p 154.
Ibid, p 26.
Ibid, ppl3,14.
Fredrik Rodseth, interview, Johannesburg, April 1974.
J. Salwyn Schapiro, 'Modern and Contemporary European History' (Cambridge,
Mass.: The Riverside Press, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1953 edition), p 270.
Background material on Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902 from: M. Wilson, L.
Thompson, 'The Oxford History of South Africa', vol II; E. Walker, general
editor, 'The Cambridge History of the British Empire', vol VIII, 1963 edition;
L. S. Amery, ed., 'The Times History of the War In South Africa 1899-1902'
(London: Sampson Low, Marston & Co Ltd, 1902); Frederick Maurice, comp.,
'History of the War in South Africa 1899-1902' (London: Hurst & Blackett Ltd,
1906); W. Baring Pemberton, 'Battles of the Boer War' (London: B. T. Batsford
Ltd, 1964).
Actually gold had been discovered in smaller amounts in other areas of the Trans
vaal in the 1860's and 1870's; eg in the Lydenburg district in 1872. Source: Alex
Hepple, 'South Africa. A Political and Economic History1 (London: Pall Mall
Press, 1966), pp87, 88.
Ibid, p 89.
M. Wilson, L. Thompson, 'The Oxford History of South Africa', vol II, p 325.
E.Walker, 'The Cambridge History of the British Empire', vol VIII, pp 613-619;
Harry A. Gailey, Jr, 'History of Africa from 1800 to Present' (New York: Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, Inc, 1972), p 161; D.J. Potgieter, editor, 'Standard
Encyclopaedia of Southern Africa', vol I (Pretoria: Nasou Ltd, 1972), p 386.
D. J. Potgieter, editor, 'Standard Encyclopaedia of Southern Africa', vol I, pp 38639ft W. Baring Pemberton, 'Battles of the Boer War'; L. S. Amery, ed., 'The
Times History of the War in South Africa 1899-1902'; Edgar H. Brookes, Colin
de B. Webb, 'A History of Natal'.
L.S. Amery, ed., 'The Times History of the War in South Africa 1899-1902', vol
n, p 86.

L.S. Amery, ed., 'The Times History of the War in South Africa 1899-1902', vol
n, p 86 gives the following statistics: 2 Irish brigades each with 100 (largely
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Irish-Americans), Hollander — 400, German — 300-400, Scandinavian — 100,
French - 300, "smaller bodies of Americans, Italians, and Russians", grand
total of 1,600. F. Maurice, comp., 'History of the War in South Africa 1899-1902'
p 458, gives the following statistics: Hollanders - 320, Italian - 75, Scandinavian
- 100, Irish - 500, German - 200, French - 50, Russian - 25, American - 50,
grand total
2,320. D. J. Potgieter, 'Standard Encyclopaedia of Southern Africa',
vol 5, p 568, notes that there were two detachments in the Hollander Corps, one
numbering 130 men, the other 300. President Paul Kruger was not pleased
having separate foreign corps — rather wanted them integrated with the regular
Boer commando units (information from interview with Dr W. Punt, Sr, Feb
ruary 1974, Pretoria).
L.S.Amery, ed., 'The Times History of the War in South Africa 1899-1902',
vol n, pp 86, 87.
M. van Niekerk, 'Adolf Schiel en die Duitse Kommando', paper presented at the
University of Pretoria, 1949, copy in the State Archives, Pretoria, pp 81, 82.
John Ner6n, 'pH veldet. Skildringar fran livet i Transvaal' (Stockholm: Isaac
Marcus'boktryckeri AB, 1902), p 283.
From a newspaper article written by Carl Hegardt entitled The Scandinavians Who
Fought for the Boers, article appeared in a South African newspaper 1965,
article obtained from Miss F. Barbour, Alexander McGregor Museum, Kimberley.
President Paul Kruger donated a chair to the Swedish Church, Johannesburg, in
memory of the services rendered by the Scandinavian Corps. Information from
Rev J. E. Hallendorff, interview, Uppsala, August 1973 (see Chapter IV).
H. E.Uddgren, 'Minnesskrift. Hjaltarna vid Magersfontein' (Uddevalla, Sweden:
Hallmans Boktryckeri A-B, 1925), pp 86-89; information from O. R. Landelius,
interviews, Gothenburg, August 1973, June 1974, and O. R. Landelius collection,
Riksarkivet, Stockholm; Krigsarkivet, Stockholm. Dr C. de Jong, in an article
entitled Magersfontein waar mossie Britse Leeus verniel het ..., in 'Hoofstad',
Pretoria 18 December 1974, noted that there were 114 men in the Corps — 46
Swedes, 24Danes, 13 Norwegians, 18 Finns, 7 Germans, 3 Netherlanders, 2
Russians and 1 Italian.
M. van Niekerk, 'Adolf Schiel en die Duitse Kommando', State Archives, Pretoria,
pp 80-83.
Johannson eventually settled in St James, Long Island, New York; Mellquist in
Los Angeles, California.
Johannes Flygare's younger brother, Gustaf Adolf, also participated in the Boer
War on the side of the Boers and was killed early in the war (see Chapter V).
The background on the lives of the men in the Scandinavian Corps gathered from
information noted in various newspaper clippings inO.R. Landelius collection, Riks
arkivet, Stockholm, and in two extensive interviews with Landelius in Gothenburg,
August 1973, June 1974. Background on Flygare family in 'Svensk Biografisk
Lexikon'; background material on Claudelin family in 'Gotlandkska Slakter
Genealogiska och Biografiska Anteckningar', by C. J. Hallgren (Visby: Missionsbokhandelns boktryckeri, 1926), pp 88-92. Information on Finns in Corps from
Bror Akerblom, 'Munsala sockens historia' (Vasa, Finland: Munsala kommuns
forlag, 1972), pp 70-72.
L. S. Amery, ed., 'The Times History of the War in South Africa 1899-1902,
vol IV, p 582; H. E. Uddgren, 'Minnesskrift'. Hjaltarna vid Magersfontein, pp 22-26.
Quoted in 'Hvar 8 Dags', 10 September 1911 - in Landelius collection, Riksarkivet,
Stockholm - Baden-Powell och hans svenska fiender by Birger Morner.
Hjalmar Petterson-Janek, 'Bland Boer och Britter:Skildringarfran kriget i Sydafrika 1899-1900' (Halsingborg: Schmidts boktryckeri, AB, 1901), ppl7, .
H. E.Uddgren, 'Minnesskrift. Hjaltarna vid Magersfontein', p 29.
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W. Baring Pemberton, 'Battles of the Boer War', p 79.
Ibid, p 81. Description of Scandinavian Corps in battle of Magersfontein in H. E.
Uddgren, 'Minnesskrift, Hjaltarna vid Magersfontein', pp 27-55.
Pemberton, Battles of the Boer War', p 84.
6.24 Ibid.
H. Petterson-Janek, 'Bland Boer och Britter', p45. Petterson-Janek noted that
fifty-two Scandinavians were on patrol duty the entire night and that at midnight
they received orders to ride to a little raised place on the Magersfontein Plain.
Source material on Scandinavians — interview with Colonel D. E. Peddle, retired,
South African Army, Kimberley, February 1974; manuscript for D. E. Peddle's
proposed book 'Bitter Victory. The Battle of Magersfontein 10-12 Dec. 1899';
interview with Miss F. Barbour of the Alexander McGregor Museum, Kimberley,
February 1974; H. E. Uddgren, 'Minnesskrift. Hjaltarna vid Magersfontein';
interview with DrC.de Jong, chairman, Economics Dept, University of South
Africa, Pretoria, February 1974.
There are differences of opinion concerning the actual count. Uggla noted 49;
Hegardt 51; C. de Jong in his article in 'Hoofstad' 18 December 1974 referred to 52.
Opinion expressed by Miss F. Barbour, Kimberley, interview, February 1974.
D. E. Peddle, 'Bitter Victory ...', p 144.
H. Petterson-Janek, 'Bland Boer och Britter', pp 50-54.
Hegardt said 7; Botha and de Jong 8. Dr C. de Jong in Hoofstad, 18 December
1974, noted that of the 52 who took part, 24 were killed, 22 wounded and taken
prisoner, 8 escaped.
An extract from a letter sent by Claudelin to Uggla describing the battle. Letter in
Landelius coUection, Riksarkivet, Stockholm, in folio marked 'Swedes in South
Africa, Claudelin'.
From J. N. C. Rutherford's diary, The Battle of Majesfontein, found In Royal
Army Medical College, London, copy of diary received from D. E. Peddle in
Kimberley, February 1974. Unpublished account.
Quoted in newspaper article written by Carl Hegardt entitled The Scandinavians
Who Fought for the Boers — article in the possession of Miss F. Barbour,
Alexander McGregor Museum, Kimberley.
L.W. Amery, ed., 'The Times History of the War in South Africa 1889-1902',
vol II, pp 415, 416.
Information from interview with Miss F. Barbour, Kimberley, February 1974.
Erland Mossberg archive, vol 26, History of Scandinavian War Memorial at
Magersfontein, South Africa, Krigsarkivet (War Archives), Stockholm.
Ibid.
The following epitaphs are written on the stones:
Svea (Sweden)
— De kunde icke vika, blott falla kunde de.
(They could not yield, they could only fall.)
Dana (Denmark) — Nu hvile deres ben bag hojens bautasten.
(Now rest their bones in a hero's monument.)
Nora (Norway) — Nu tier stridens larm pa Vale, I mindet lever heltens ry.
(Now there is silence in the valley, in the memory lives on
the fame of the heroes.)
Suomi (Finland) — Pa tappre man se tappra faders andar ned.
(The spirits of brave men watch over the brave.)
Note: Finland's stone was written in Swedish because the majority of Finns at
Magersfontein were Swedish-Finns.
The following names are listed on the stones:
Svea — G. F. Ahlstrom, J. Andersson, G. D. Appelgren, W. Blombergson,
J. Flygare, N. A. Johnson, D. A. Landgren, E. Lindstrom, O. Mark, N. J. Nyqvist, A. E. Olsson, G. A. Olsson, F. Osberg, J. Ruthstrom, O. Stael von Hol246
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stein, G. Lindenberg, G. von Rassaw. The last two names were Germans killed.
Blombergson was killed at Paardeberg after the battle of Magersfontein.
Dana — A. B. Jacobsen, A. J. Coeterup, P. Jacobsen, F. Olesen, L. Rudbeck
(he died 17 March 1900).
Nora — J. Dalen, O. Nielsen, E. Osen.
Suomi — H. Hagglof, E. Matsson, J. Jakobsson.
The monuments are in poor condition today, having badly eroded. The writer
personally visited the battlefield February 1974.
Botha's speech quoted in 'Diamond Fields Advertiser', 27 April 1908. Copy of
paper found in Mossberg file, Krigsarkivet, Stockholm.
' Fram', February 1928 issue; "Redogorelse over Magersfontein — Minnesfesternas
Andamal och Resultat 1899 — 11 Dec. — 1924, A. Uggla" — found in Mossberg
file, Krigsarkivet, Stockholm. Writer's observations at battlefield, February
1974.
Quoted in 'Lantern' March 1971, Tasbare Herinnerings aan Magersfontein by
Dr Jan Ploeger, p 23.
Description of Battle of Paardeberg and Scandinavian Corps' involvement — H. E.
Uddgren, 'Minnesskrift ...', pp 56-61.
H. Petterson-Janek, 'Bland Boer Och Britter', pp 61-89; Landelius file, Riksarkivet, Stockholm — articles in 'Goteborgs Handels — och Sjofarts Tickling'
(11 April 1900) and 'Hvar 8 Dags' (10 March 1901).
Petterson-Janek, 'Bland Boer ...', pp 70, 71.
The'Times' (London), 3 May 1900.
Ibid. Article on Baerentsen in 'Berlingske Tidende', 11 December 1949 — "I Krig
for 50 Aar siden" — article in Danmarksposten office, Copenhagen.
Information on Eeklund from Mr G. Odquist, head, Swedish Society, Transvaal,
interview, April 1974, Johannesburg.
Letter of 27 June 1900 — from Arvid Rydstrom, Seattle, Washington (John Rydstrom's brother) to his sister, Ada, living in Sweden. Letter in Landelius col
lection, Riksarkivet, Stockholm.
'Vasterviks Veckoblad' letters in Landelius collection, Riksarkivet, Stockholm.
Rydstrom's first letter appearing in 'Vasterviks Veckoblad', found in Landelius
collection, Riksarkivet, Stockholm. No date.
'Nordisk Tidskrift', vol 47, number 6, 1971, Ett smSlandskt emigrantode i Afrika,
Sten Almqvlst, pp 337, 338.
Letter of 27 June 1900 — from Arvid Rydstrom to Ada Rydstrom — letter in
Landelius collection, Riksarkivet, Stockholm.
I. Schroder-Nielsen, 'Blandt Boerne i fred og krig' (Oslo: Steenske Forlag, 1925).
Landelius collection, Riksarkivet, Stockholm (including an article in 'Goteborgs
Handels-och Sjofarts Tidning', 21 August 1900); 'Svenskt Biografiskt Lexikon ,
pp 144, 145; H. E. Uddgren, 'Minnesskrift. Hjaltarna vid Magersfontein , pp 69, 70.
Landelius collection, Riksarkivet - including 'Hvar 8 Dags', 1 April 1900, letter
by A. C. Uggla to 'Goteborgs Handels-och Sjofarts Tidning', 31 March 1900.
Landelius collection, 'Goteborgs Handels-och Sjofarts Tidning', 31 March 1900.
Landelius collection, Riksarkivet, Stockholm.
Landelius collection, including 'Goteborgs Posten', 15 September 194 .
Uddgren, 'Minnesskrift. Hjaltarna vid Magersfontein', p 61
TIbid, pp 79-81; Landelius collection; 'Goteborgs Handels-och Sjofarts Tidning ,
31 March 1900, letter written by A. C. Uggla.
Landelius collection, including 'Stockholms Tidning , 13 ay
Landelius collection, 'Goteborgs Posten', 22 August 1943.
Rncpnthal 'Tankards and Tradition , photograph.
(
En svensk'krigare, som kampat under itU nationers fanor, 'AUsvensk Sanding
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37 (16 September 1930): 1,3; 'Dagens Nyheter', 20 December 1961, Legoknekt
berattar; 'Dagens Nyheter', 20 May 1962; 'Svenska Man ochKvinnor', vol 7,
p 518.
Landellus collection, including'Svenska Dagbladet', 6 April 1948.
Landelius collection; Gustav Odquist, interview, Johannesburg, April 1974.
Landelius collection, including'Goteborgs Handels-och Sjofarts Thlning', 4 August
1937 and 'Stockholms Tidning', 5 August 1937.
Landelius collection.
Landelius collection; 'Fram', February 1937, p 15; Yngve Eiserman, 'Vakten vid
Cape of Good Hope' (Gothenburg: Elanders boktryckeri aktiebolag, 1939).
Landelius collection; Ridderborg — 'Stockholms Tidning', 6 December 1937;
Selander — 'Goteborgs Handels-och Sjofarts Tidning', 11 April 1927; Apelgren
— 'Goteborgs Handels-och Sjdfarts Tidning', 4 April 1900; Nord — 'Allsvensk
Samling, 27 August 1929; P. Nelsson — 'Goteborgs Handels-och Sjofarts Tidning',
16 January 1900.
A. Halland et al, 'The Norwegian Settlers in Natal', pp 53-58.
Material on C. T. Eriksson in the National Archives of Rhodesia, Salisbury, ER 1„
Charles Theodore Eriksson — Correspondence, diaries, newspaper clippings,
notebooks, photographs, albums, published work — 'Mitt Afrika' (Helsinki:
Holger Scheldts, 1932) — Eriksson's autobiography.
Eriksson, 'Mitt Africa', pp4, 55.
Ibid, p 12.
Ibid, p 13.
E.Walker, ed., 'Cambridge History of the British Empire', vol VIII, p 619.
Source for Wester-Landelius collection; for Jungstedt — 'Vem Var Det?' 1944.
The following is a letter, found inthe Mossberg collection, Krigsarkivet, Stock
holm (there is other similar correspondence as well), written by one Arthur
Eliot of the Field Force, British army, to another officer, identified as Chris.
Field Force, South Africa.
Dear Chris,
This is to introduce to you Mr Mossberg, who has been ... fighting for us against
brother Boer.
Give him a real good time, he's one of the best ...
Arthur Eliot, 4 April 1901.
Source material on Mossberg: Erland Mossberg, 'Minnen fr&n tre krig och fran
krig i fred' (Stockholm: Albert Bonniers forlag, 1943); 'Svenska Man och Kvinnor', vol 5, p 340; Krigsarkivet, Stockholm, Mossberg collection; 'Svenska
Dagbladet', 2 October 1946; 'Nya Dagligt Allehanda', 16 August 1928, 17 January
1934.
Fran krigsskadeplatsen. Ett samtal med lojtnant Mossberg, 'Dagens Nyheter,
21 August 1904; Fran Krigsskadeplatsen i Sydafrika. En svensk officersminnen,
'Goteborgs Handels-och Sjofarts Tidning', 21 August 1904.
Julius Allum, A Norwegian Officer on the Boer, The 'Times' (London), 21 May
1900.
In his 'Boerne og deres kampe', Allum traced the history of the Anglo-Boer
animosity, the First Anglo-Boer War, the development of the Transvaal after
the war, the Second Anglo-Boer War, the character and life of the Afrikaner,
and the Scandinavian Corps. Allum emphasized the stoicism, Calvinism, and
strong conservatism of the Boers.
Background material on Allum from C. de Jong, University of South Africa, inter
view, February 1974, Pretoria; C. de Jong and J. Ploeger, Verslae van Neutrale
Militfere Waarnemers tydens die Anglo-Boereoorlog (Kapt J. Allum), ' M i l i a r i a '
4 January 1973.
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John Neren, 'Mina 42 yrken. Memoaren' (Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Soners
forlag, 1950). Background material on Neren: Landelius collection; 'Svenska
Dagbladet, 31 August 1941; 'Svenska Man och Kvinnor', vol 5, p417.
L.S.Amery, 'The Times History of the War in South Africa 1899-1902', vol III,
pp 54-56; 'Standard Encyclopaedia of Southern Africa', vol I, pp 399, 400.
'Standard Encyclopaedia of Southern Africa', vol I, p 399 — reference to Bjbrnson.
'Popular lasning for alia' was a total of twenty-nine booklets published in 1902.
Collectively they were called 'Boerna-Deras land och frihetskamp' authored by
Georg Smidt and J. Allum (Uppsala: E. V. Hellstroms forlags expedition, 1902).
Kriget i Afrika. At hvem onskas seger?, 'VartLand', 13 November 1899, p2.
'Social Demokraten', 13 October 1899, cited in Sven Lundkvist, Svensk pressdebatt
kring boerkriget, unpublished paper, 1952, p 23. Professor Lundkvist of Uppsala
University showed in this paper that there was a division among Swedish news
papers concerning sympathy for either the Britons or Boers.
'Social Demokraten' 4 October 1899.
'Social Demokraten' 11 October 1900, 31 December 1900, cited in Lundkvist,
Svensk pressdebatt kring boerkriget.
'Aftonbladet' 28 October 1899, cited in Lundkvist, Svensk pressdebatt kring boer
kriget.
Ibid, 15 September 1900.
'Goteborgs Handels-och Sjofarts Tidning', 9, 29 September, 14 October 1899,
cited in Lundkvist, Svensk pressdebatt kring boerkriget, pp 21, 22.
'Nya Dagligt Allehanda', 8,10,19 August, 18 October 1901, cited in Ludkvist,
Svensk pressdebatt kring boerkriget, p 18.
Jacob Worm-Muller was the author of 'Norway Revolts Against the Nazis (1941)
and numerous articles on Norway in World War II. He also studied Norwegian
maritime history.
Taken from Worm-Muller's account, quoted in C. de Jong, Een Noors Bewonderaar van de Boeren, 'Historia', Pretoria, March 1973, p48.
Maja Sandler^''Idyli ochUppbrottstid', vol I (Stockholm: Tidens
Utrikesdepartementet (Foreign Office) archives, Riksarkivet,
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Grupp 21, Avd. N, Mai 10.
'Goteborgs Handels-och Sjofarts Tidning', 5 September 1901, interview with A.
Bo cfertz, 'Afrikanska dverraskningar' (Stockholm: Diakonistyrelsens bokfdrlag,
Quoted' in"Tore Furberg, De Svenska missionarerna och hemmaopinionen under
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p 161. from a letter written by Ljungqvist to Hogner, 30 November

6.107
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6.110

October, 22 November 1899, letters in Church of Sweden Mission Archives.
Cited in ibid, pp 160,161, from a letter in 'Svenska kyrkans missionstidning ,
iqaa n
„nH a letter to Hosrner, 15 January 1900.
•Svenska Dagbladet', 6 January, 12 February WOO - on Kniger;
4 March, 10 October 1901 - on futility of war; 2 June, 3 June 1902 on
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boerkriget, pp5-7.
'Stoekholms Dagblad', 9 October 1899, Boerfolket.
'Dagens Nyheter', 25 November 1899, Pa flykt fran Transvaal.
Lundkvist, S v e n s k pressdebatt kring boerkriget, pp 12-14.
'Sydsvenska Dagbladet Snallposten', 12 October 1899, cited in Lundkvist, Svensk
pressdebatt kring boerkriget, p 14.
The 'Times' (London) also reported anti-British feeling among Scandinavians.
11 October 1900, The Foreigners in the Transvaal — "The Danish Minister for
Foreign Affairs has instructed the Danish Minister in London to protest to the
British Government against the expulsion of the Dane Andreas Andersen from
the Transvaal, and to demand compensation for the considerable loss of property
stated to have been incurred by him through this measure." 17 December 1899,
Capture of a Norwegian Barque — "The Norwegian barque Regina, from Java,
laden with stretchers and railway sleepers, has been captured near Delagoa Bay
and brought in here [Durban] by her Majesty's Cruiser Forte."
'Times' (London), 18 October 1900, A Swedish Doctor with the Boers.
Ibid, 12 March 1900, A Scandinavian on the Boers.
Ibid, 22 July 1901, A Dane Among the Boers.
Ibid, 14 January 1902, Norway and De Wet.
Ibid, 30 January 1902, Public Opinion in Norway.
'Daily Express', 3 May 1900, Our Royal Friends; 'Times' (London), 3 May 1900,
The King of Sweden and Norway on the War. The statement was also carried by
the 'New York Times', 3 May 1900, King Oscar on British Side. Other European
kings also supported England; eg Christian of Denmark, Carlos of Portugal —
source: Amery, ed., 'The Times History of the War in South Africa 1899-1902',
vol III, p 57.
'Stockholms-Tidningen', 10 May 1900, cited in Lundkvist, Svensk pressdebatt
kring boerkriget, p 13.
'Stockholms-Tidningen', 23 May 1900, cited in Lundkvist, Svensk pressdebatt
kring boerkriget, p 13.
'Nordstiernan', 31 May 1900, En forklaring.
Articles appearing in 'Svenska Amerikanaren': 9 May 1900, Utlandska stallningar
och forhallinden; 29 May 1900, Konung Oscars foregivna 'budskap' till svenskamerikanerna; 19 June 1900, Utlandska stallningar och forhall&nden.
'Sundsvalls-Posten', 17 October 1899, Om Transvaal och Kap.
Ibid.
A partial list of source material for Scandinavian-South African economic relations:
Cape Archives, The Inventory of the Archives of the Port Captain and Dock Super
intendent, Table Bay Harbour (1806-1920), Register of Arrivals and Departures
of Ships in Table Bay; Stockholm, 'Statistiska Centralbyran. Bidrag till Sveriges
officiella statistik. F. Utrikeshandel och sjofart', issued annually, after 1911
title changed to 'Sveriges officiella statistik. Handel. Berattelse for six av Kommerskollegium'; Department of Customs and Excise, Union of South Africa.
'Annual Statement of the Trade and Shipping'; J. Sigfrid Edstrom archive, Riksarkivet, Stockholm, including his diary; Sweden and Her Trade with South Africa,
lecture by J. Sigfrid Edstrom, 1935, copy found in Kungl. Biblioteket, Stockholm;
Utrikesdepartementet (Royal Ministry for Foreign Affairs) Archives, Stockholm,
Avdelning H, Grupp 6, Mai Bs, South Africa, Allmant angaende handel och
industri South Africa; Statistisk Sentralbyra, Oslo. 'Norges Offisielle Statistikk';
Statistiske Departement, Copenhagen. 'Statistisk Aarbog. Danmarks Statistik';
Ake Magnusson, 'Sverige-Sydafrika. En studie av en ekonomisk relation' (Upp-
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sala, Sweden: Nordiska afrikainstitutet, 1974).
A partial list of source material for: Charles O. Johnson — Robin Lees, 'Fishing
for Fortunes — The Story of the Fishing Industry in Southern Africa and the Men
Who Made It' (Cape Town: Purnell, 1969); South Africa Fish and Fishing, pub
lication from Irvin & Johnson Co; B. K. Greener, Irvin & Johnson Co, interview,
Cape Town, March 1974; Eric Rosenthal, The Irvin & Johnson Story, unpublished
account written for the Irvin & Johnson Company; Romantic Career of Charles
Ocean Johnson, 'South African Shipping News and Fishing Industry Review', July
1949, pp 49, 50; Irvin & Johnson: South Africa's Great Trawling Enterprise,
'South African Shipping News and Fishing Industry Review', July 1955, pp 55-57,
59, 61; Landelius Collection, Riksarkivet, Stockholm; Mrs Ephraim East, inter
view, Cape Town, March 1974; Abraham E. Larsen and J. J. Egeland - see foot
notes in Chapter IV; Ray Gambell, A Short History of Modern Whaling Off Natal,
'Mercurius' — Journal of the Department of Economics, University of South
Africa (editor: C. de Jong), number 14, September 1971, pp37-44; C. de Jong,
University of South Africa, interview, February 1974; Hans Olsen, production
foreman, Union Whaling Company, interview, April 1974, Durban; H. Albrektsen,
gunner, Union Whaling Company, interview, April 1974, Durban; Ola Grinaker
— Tram'. July 1949; Gustav Odquist, interview, Johannesburg, April 1974;
Fredrik Rodseth, interview, Johannesburg, April 1974; Thoralf and Ernst Eriksen, sons of NMS missionary Sven Eriksen - interviews with Peter Eriksen,
Ernst Larsen, Durban, April 1974; 'Fram', June 1927, November
1951; E I. Egenes of Lion Match Co Ltd - 'Fram', December 1929; Hartman,
'Skandinaver i Syd-Afrika'; Sofus Michelsen - interviews with Olav Michelsen,
Colin Michelsen, Harald Michelsen, Cape Town, March 1974; Fram , January
1928 March 1948; Hartman, 'Skandinaver i Syd-Afrika ; Thure Gustaf Ldliecrona - The Ws of the Borough of Uvongo - being a short history of the borough
from 1922-1970, compiled by the members of the Uvongo Women s Institute,
copy in the Killie Campbell Collection, Durban; Albert Victor Lindbergh-Otto
R Landelius, interview, Gothenburg, August 1973; Dr Murray, h.story department University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, interview, Ap
Niis Ander^n — ^thOT^Reynold^, Niln^Andersen^South Atacan^Marine^p ^ ^
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pnvelbrecht, J. van Rensburg, published by
'Vir Ons Volkspelers , editors C. J. g
Pretoria?; interview with
Die Nasionale Raad vir Volksang en Volkspe e 1961^ Danish
Emil Sivertsen, Elsinore, Denmark, May J®" of South Africa in the mid-1950's.
contingent of folksingers
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other articies found in Foreign
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^ 'Unique Group of States, 'Pretoria
Office Archives, Stockholm, in s
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193ft Swedish Industry Recovers Brilliantly, 'Rand Daily Mail', 27 July 1936;
South Africa Welcomes Swedish Immigrants, 'Stockholms Twining', 9 September
1947.
Herbert Tingsten, 'The Problem of South Africa', translated by Daniel Viklund
(London: Victor Gollancz Ltd, 1955, copyright Albert Bonniersforlag, Stock
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* The Swedish A, A, O (at the end of the alphabet of that country) have been listed
as if they were a and o; the Danish and Norwegian a and i> have been listed as if
they were a and o. This index includes names found in appendices A, B and D, but
not the names from the other appendices. Certain terms (Danes, Norwegians,
Swedes, English (most references), Boers, Dutch (most references), Cape
Province, Transvaal, Natal, Orange Free State) are not included due to their
common usage throughout the book. Place names in Great Britain, the Netherlands,
Germany and France are also not included.
Anglicans 27,81,128,130, 131,
Aadnesen, business man 107
Almqvist, Sten, Emigrant
133,135,145,148-150, 157,
Aalesund (Alesund), Norway 76,
Institute, Vaxjo, Sweden 2
241 n 5.113, 243 n 5.130
97, 100,102,163
Amacquas 15
Anglo-Boer
War. See Wars
Abyssinia. See Ethiopia
Amanzimtoti, Natal 106
Angola 2, 59, 61, 62 (map), 64, 66
Adams, Newton, missionary 127 American Board Mission 127
(map), 70, 71, 73, 87,195, 205
Africa
American Lutherans 133, 235
Annaberg (Anneberg) Brewery
Central 7, 8
n 4.216
87
North 8
American missionaries 227
Anti-Convict Association (1849)
West 4-6,10,13,50
n 4.9, 237 n 5.36, 241 n 5.113
84
Afrikaner, Christiaan 59
Americans 36, 70,162
Apelgren, Karl, director, gold
Afrikaner, Jonker 59, 63, 67
Amoibie mission station 140
mining company, participant
'Aftenposten' (Oslo) 185
Andersen, Andreas, Dane in the
in Second Anglo-Boer War 179
'Aftonbladet' (Stockholm) 171,
Transvaal 250 n 6.115
Apies River, 54 (map), 55
Andersen, John, ship captain
184
Appelgren, Carl David, officer,
Afzelius, Adam, natural scien
103
Scandinavian Corps 163
Andersen, Nils, artist 172,193,
tist 7
Appelsbosch mission station 126
Agardh, C. A., botanist 51
196
(map), 140,144,146
Andersen, Ragnvald, builder 96
Agnes (ship) 95, 206, 207
Arrhenius, naturalist, captain 5
Andersson, Anton, ship captain
Aiken, James, William, David,
ASEA 11, 193
businessmen 97
7
,
. . „ in,? Aspeling, Gustaf, settler, Cape
®
Akerberg, Carl Gustaf, business Andersson, Charles, mining 177 V
, _ ,
Province 57
man, Swedish Consul 88, 89, Andersson, Charles John,
Ruana_Urundl 201
91-93, 228 n 4.55
:S^nttr,3^,57,59- Astrup, Hans J. S„ missionary
Albatros (ship) 91, 92, 230 n4.88
71, 85, 194,195, 199, 205, 225 ^ ^ bishop> migslon_
Aldabra Islands 96, 231 n 4.118
n 3.127
Alexandra Mounted Rifles 154
Andersson's Hill 198 (map), 199
Onco 193
Alfa-Laval 11,193
Andersson's Vlei 198 (map),1^^^ yilhelm M„ judge 8
Alfred County, Natal 97, 102,
Andreasem Arthur, mayor, Po
^ Johan Andreas, gardener
105, 147
Shepstone 106
Algeria 8
Andreassen, Anton, carpenter,
Falls 2l,42(map),
Algoa Bay 49, 200
missionary assistant 96
®^
Aliwal North 161,164 (map)
Allum, Julius, army captain 181, Xngelholm, Sweden 16
Australasia 77
182, 248 n 6.83
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Blomerus, Zacharias, employee
Australia 2, 74, 75, 80, 81, 85, 86, Bergen, Norway 31, 76,95-97,
of Dutch East India Company,
109, 128,144, 202
103,159, 160, 175, 179
settler 202
Bergh, As., Cape Town resident
Austrians 28, 36, 116
Blood
River, Battle of (1838) 53,
32
Avesta Ironworks 193
127
Bergh, Marthinus, landdrost,
Axelson, Eric, University of
Bodtker, F„ participant in
Stellenbosch 15,16
Cape Town 1
Second Anglo-Boer War 179
Bergh, Marthinus Adrianus,
Border Mounted Rifles 105, 179
soldier, landdrost 16
Baden-Powell, Robert, general
Bergh, Oloff, military, explorer, Borgstrom, Anders Ohlsson's
167
assistant 69, 229 n 4.68
government official 3,14-16,
Baerentsen, William, officer,
Botletle
River 67, 70
42
(map),
49,
194,
200
Scandinavian Corps 163,173,
Bergh, Oloff Martini, employee Botswana 2, 56, 60, 61, 62 (map),
174
125, 141, 165,178, 199, 200
of Dutch East India Company,
Baines, Thomas, artist 65, 68,
Botha, Louis, general, states
landowner 16, 32
114,115
man 153,161,162, 172, 177,
Bergius, Petter Jonas, botanist
Bambatha Rebellion 102, 105,
185
43
143, 152-155, 178
Bovingh, Johann Georg, mission
Bergstedt, A., Cape Town
Bang, Christian (Kristian),
ary 39
resident
32
businessman 96
Bergstrom, Oscar, participant Braamfontein, Transvaal 30
Bang, Knud, colonist 96
Braatvedt family 145,155-157
in Second Anglo-Boer War
Bang, Severin, missionary 96
Braatvedt, Eilert, Native Appeal
199
Banks, Joseph, natural scientist
Court 155
Bergstromhoek 199
43
Braatvedt,
HjalmarP., Native
Bergvall,
trader
in
Namibia
73,
Bantu 21,47,48
commissioner 155-157,195
205
Bantu Education Act (1954) 144,
Braatvedt, John, Justice Depart
Berlin Mission (German) 143,
241 n 5.112
ment, magistrate 155
237 n 5.36, 241 n 5.113
Bantu Separatist Church move
Braatvedt, Nils Thorbjom,
Bernhardt, settler in Namibia
ment 141
missionary 155, 240 n 5.101
205
Baptists 119,120,146
Baptists (Norwegian, Swedish) Betania Hospital, Dundee, Natal, Branting, Hjalmar, Swedish
prime minister 79,184
141,146
8. See also Swedish Baptists,
British Museum, London 43
Bethal, Transvaal 147
Scandinavian Independent
Bethanie (Bethany), Namibia 59, Broome Napier, Colonial Sec
Baptist Union
retary 98
62 (map)
Barbary pirates 8
Bru-de-Wold (Brudevold), HilBarberton, Transvaal 126 (map) Bethany, farm near Stanger,
marT., military officer 101,
Natal 96, 109, 147
.147
105, 153-155, 179,195
Barend, Claes (Klaas), KhoiBethel mission station 147
Buffalo River 137,138
khoi 22
Biedenkap, Wilhelm, doctor of
Bulama Island Association 6
'Barometern' (Kalmar, Sweden)
Scandinavian Corps 176
Bull, Emma, missionary 147
110, 111
Bjorklund, Botolf Bernhard,
Buller, Redvers, general 161
Basutoland. See Lesotho
missionary 73, 206
Bulwer, Henry, lieutenant
Basutos 55, 200
Bjorklund family, Marburg
governor 98
Batlapings. See Bechuanas
settlers 104
Bugge, Norwegian bishop 121
Bavianskloof, Cape Province 122 Bjbrnson, Bjjrirnstjerne, Nor
wegian writer 184
BurcheH, W. J., scientist 52
Bazley, William, engineer 97,
Bjorseth, Olaf, mayor, Aman- Burger, Schalk, general 31
101,105
zimtoti 106
Burgers, T. F., president,
Bechuanaland. See Botswana
'Black Week' 161
South African Republic 183
Bechuanas 22, 63,125
Blicquas. See Bechuanas
Burman (Burmann), J., botanist
Bedford, Cape Province 17, 24
Bloemfontein, Orange Free State
Belgians 28
44
119,159,161, 164 (map), 168, Burtz, Adolphus, ship captain
Belmont, battle of 161,164 (map)
182
49,199
Berg, settler in Namibia 73, 205
Blombergson, Elof, participant Burtzenhoek 42 (map), 49,198
Berg, Emil, pastor, Marburg
in Second Anglo-Boer War 173
(map), 199
settler 97,102,115
254

Bushmen. See San
150,152,195, 239 n 5.75, 243
Butler, C. A., secretary, Natal
n 5.152
Immigration Board 98
Cetywayo. See Cetshwayo
Buxton, Thomas, English hum Ceza mission station 126 (map),
anitarian leader 125
142,144-146
Byrne, Joseph, land speculator Chamberlain, Joseph, British
75, 76,104,105
colonial secretary, statesman
159
Cabo Corso, West Africa 4,13 Chapman, James, explorer 68
Calvinia, Cape Province 44
Charles IX, Swedish king 13
Cameroon 7, 8
Charles X, Swedish king 4
Cana, Transvaal 147
Chelmsford, lieutenant-general
Canada 78, 159, 160, 179
137
Cango Caves, Cape Province 57 Christensen, Gotthardt, officer,
Scandinavian Corps 163
Cape Mounted Rifles 178
Christensson, Sune Valdemar
Cape of Good Hope Bank 83
(Waldemar), participant,
Cape of Good Hope Legislative
Second Anglo-Boer War 176
Council 25, 84
Christian IV, Danish king 34
Cape of Good Hope Supreme
Christiani & Nielsen 193
Court 84
Christiania, Norway. See Oslo,
Cape Parliament 26, 27
Norway
'Cape Times' 186
Cape Town 1, 3,10, chapters II, Christiania, University of. See
Oslo, University of
IH, IV, V, VI, VII
Christiansborg, West Africa 4, 5
Cape Town Danish Society 186
Cape Town Legislative Assembly Christiansen, Hans, Cape Town
resident 32
89
Carlgren, Oscar, zoologist 58 Church of Sweden Mission 2,11,
76, 99, 116,118-120, 125,126
Carloff, Henrich, German in
(map), 133,136-146,187,195,
West Africa 4
200, 241 n 5.112, 241 n 5.113,
Carlsborg, West Africa 4
242 n 5.121
Carlsen, Carl Alfred M., ship
Churchill, Winston, English
captain 8
statesman 177
Carlsen, Georg Fredrik, mis
Citrusdal, Cape Province 14, 42
sionary assistant, colonist
(map), 199
133, 148, 243 n .5.130
Carlsson, hunter, trader 57, 205 Clarkson, Thomas, English antislavery leader 6
Castle Meerhoff, Cape Province
14, 42 (map), 198 (map), 199 Claudelin, Adolph W„ gold
mining, officer, Scandinavian
Cato, George, Norwegian Con
Corps
115, 163,165,170, 173,
sul, Durban 237 n 5.42
175, 200
Cederberg, settler in Namibia
Clausen, E. W„ sea captain 95
73, 205
Cnattingius, Adolph Christoffer,
Cederquist, Carl, missionary
Letterstedt's assistant 85
8,9
Cohen, Emil Wilhelm, geologist
CederstrSm, Oscar Fredrik
58
(Baron), participant in
Second Anglo-Boer War 165 Colenso, Agnes, daughter of
Bishop Colenso 153
Central News Agency 193
Ceres, Cape Province 42 (map),Colenso, Frances E., daughter
of Bishop Colenso 132
89
Cetshwayo, Zulu leader 101,
Colenso, Harriette, daughter of
Bishop Colenso 153
107, 129-140,142,145,148,
255

Colenso, John William, Ang
lican bishop 128, 131-133,
146, 148, 150, 153, 227 n 4.9,
243 n 5.130
Colenso, battle of 161,164 (map)
Colesberg, Cape Province 161,
164 (map)
Coloureds 29, 33, 40,125
Congella, Natal 53-55
Congo. See Zaire
Congo-Brazzaville 8
Constantia, Cape Province 16
Cook, James, sea captain,
explorer 43,44, 49
Cook, Theodore Andrea, news
paper reporter 190,191
Cookhouse, Cape Province 42
(map), 44
Copenhagen, Denmark 4, 14, 35,
37, 116, 163,173, 174, 182, 202
Cornelisen, Christian, West
African commandant 4
Cradock, John, governor 23
Craig, J. H„ general 23
Crocodile River, Transvaal 54
(map), 70
Cronje, Piet, general 159-161,
163, 167-169, 171-173, 177
Cronstom. See Kock, Marcus
Cruse, Harry, settler, Cape
Province 199
Cunene River 59, 61, 62 (map),
64, 65, 69, 71
'Dagens Nyheter' (Stockholm)
183," 188,194
Dahl, Anders, Swede 199. See
Dahlia, Orange Free State
Dahl, George, employee for
Thesens 94
Dahl, Johannes, surveyor 188
Dahle, Thomas, Marburg sett
ler 104
Dahlia, Orange Free State 198
(map), 199
'Daily Express' ( London) 190,
191
Damaraland, Namibia 59, 62
(map), 66 (map), 69, 73
Damaras 59, 61, 63, 65, 67, 70, iu
Danell, Hjalmar, secretary,
Church of Sweden Mission
143,187

Danielsson, Axel, early Swedish
Social Democrat 79
Danish East India Company 12,
34-38
Darwin, Charles, scientist 61,
64
Debora expedition 81, 96, 106,
108, 196, 207, 231 n 4.119
De Geer, Louis, Swedish manu
facturer, industrialist 4,13
De Jong, C., University of South
Africa, Pretoria 1
Delagoa Bay 19, 20, 54 (map),
161,173
De la Rey, J.H., general 162,
168
Delegorgue, Adolphe, French
naturalist 53
De Villiers, Christoffel Coetzee,
author 202
De Vylder, Gustaf, naturalist
73, 205
De Wet, C.R., general 161,162,
177, 185, 189
Drammen, Norway 163
Dina Maria, black servant 110
Dingane, Zulu leader 53,127
Dingiswayo, Zulu leader 127
Dinuzulu (Dinizulu), Zulu
leader 107,141-143, 149, 150,
153, 154, 195
Dracopoli, J. L., author 24
Drakensberg Mountains 18, 54
(map), 127
Diiben Falls, Cameroon 201
Dundee, Natal 126 (map), 140,
141,143,145,146, 161, 164
(map), 179, 187
Duner, Carl Gustaf, goldmining
engineer, participant in
Second Anglo-Boer War 178
Duner, Nils, Swedish astron
omer 178
Dunn, John, Zulu leader 107
Durban, Natal 3, 10, 20, 53, 54
(and map), 55, 76, 81, 86, 96,
99, 101-104, 106-109, 111, 112,
116,126 (map), 127, 131, 136,
140, 142, 144,147, 155, 164
(map), 172, 191, 193-196, 199,
200
Dutch (other references not
included in the index)

emigrants 13, 28, 29, 116
participants in Second AngloBoer War 162,163, 168,
170, 244, 245 n 6.8, 245
n 6.14
Dutch East India Company 3,
12-28,37, 38,41, 43,44,49,
199, 201-202
Dutch Reformed Church 27, 29,
31-33, 57, 122,124, 157, 241
n 5.112
East Asiatic Company (Danish)
11, 193
East London, Cape Province 76,
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